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CHAPTER I: THE NEBD FOR P'URTEER CBBT REDUCTION 

Justification, Objectives & Initiatives 

Io the Debt Crisis Over? 

Third World debt is no longer front-page news. The end of the crisis is 

heralded frequently in many quarters. Its continuing impact on inhibiting 

recovery in affected developing countries is regarded as yesterday'S 

concern. Several reasons account for this euphoria. First, the progress 

made in debt and debt service reduction (DDSR) over a decade haa finally 

resulted in Chile, Mexico and arguably Venezuela, emerging from the throes 

of the debt crisis into voluntary or quasi-voluntary access to funds on 

international capital markets. Their experience has led to hope that other 

indebted countries will quickly follow in their footsteps. Recent reports 

on Argentina's recovery, following large-scale commercial debt 

conversion/reduction, have added to the sense of optimism. Second, Paris 

Club reschedulings of official debt for Poland and Egypt in mid-1991, led 

~o reductions equivalent in net present value (NPV) terms to half their 

official debt stocks and to sharply reduced debt service obligations for 

these two countries. Those restructurings underlined the ability of 

creditor governments to take f~r-reaching action when they perceived it to 

be in their political interest. Third, helpful and widely publicized 

proposals on far more meaningful debt relief for the poorest countries were 

made by two European leaders (John Major and Jan Pronk). The impression was 

conveyed that one of these proposals would swiftly be acted upon. Fourth, 

the market in trading third world debt finally emerged in 1991 as a large, 

potent and profitable segment of the "niche" market in. global trade of 

third world debt securities as a respectable form of high-yield, 

manageable-risk "junk bond" I leading to the view that what governments 

wouldn't or couldn't do about debt, markets would. Another possible reason 

that the debt crisis is no longer seen as a threat to the stability of the 

global economy, and to peace and prosperity, is that it has taken a far 

back seat to the still-unfolding aftermath of momentous events in Eastern 

Europe, the former Soviet Union and in the Kiddle East following the Gulf 

War. 

Unfortunately, such euphoria is premature and misplaced. It is true that 

prospects are better now than they have ever been for the debt crisis to be 

relegated to history. Ten years on, bilateral, multilateral and private 
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creditors are more realistic (if not yet quite as educated by experience as 

one might wish) about debt service capacity and the impact of a debt 

overhang on impeding adjustment than they have previously been. But for 

the crisis to be resolved much more needs to be done. Premature sanquinity 

is therefore unhelpful if not dangerous to the extent that it lulls policy

makers in creditor countries and multilateral institutions, and publics at 

large, into the comfortable, self-serving belief that a crisis has been 

contained or a problem solved when it has not. such perceptions l~ad to 

negligence and inattention on the part of governments at a time when 

deliberation, care and continued commitment to further progress become mora 

not less imperative in taking the necessary next steps to consolidate and 

build on what has already been achieved. 

Chile and Mexico have broken through the debt barrier; Argentina and 

Venezuela have not yet done so. They might also cross the threshold if 

present relief and growth trajectories are maintained and public impatience 

with painful adjustment does not weaken government resolve. But they 

represent only four of twenty severely indebted middle-income countries 

(SIMICs). Progress on the other sixteen still needs to be made. Poland 

and Eqypt have "definitely benefitted from the most generous debt reductions 

ever offered by creditor governments. However they represent only two of 

the thirty-five countries afflicted by urunanageable burdens of official 

debt and not even the most deserving two if rational economic criteria had 

been used in the allocation of creditor largesse. Yet OECD governments 

have made it clear that the Poland/Egypt write-offs and reschedulings are 

exceptions not precedents. The Trinidad Terms and bilateral debt stock 

write-off proposals went beyond Poland/Egypt terms. They were bold and 

ambitious yet realistic in acknowledging the severity of the problem; 

lamentably, they did not materialize as agreed plans of action. Instead 

the Paris Club diluted the proposed Trinidad Terme into an "enhanced 

version" of the previously ineffective Toronto Terma denying the poorest 

indebted countries the treatment doled out to two much better-off countries 

and prolonging the pain of desultory reschedulings whose hallmark haa been 

"too little, too late". More robust, wider and deeper markets in 

developing country debt have certainly emerged offering the promise of mora 

variegated solutions. But these solutions, especially those involving 

market-based reductions of official debt, have yet to be conceptualized and 

made to materialize. Intelligent government intervention will be necessary 

(as it was for the Brady Initiative) to make markets work better. In the 

/ 
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face of this large chasm between rhetoric and reality in "resolvinq the 

debt crisis" the global community is ill-served by a diversion of attention 

from the neecl for creditors to go much further yet in providing greater 

debt reduction (through write-downs and conversions) and mora debt service 

relief, and for debtors to accelerate the pace of domestic policy reform 

and properly conceived structural adjustment. In that context, the Craxi 

Report is useful in remindinq the qlobal community of the crisis that 

persists and what still needs to be done throuqh a combination of market

based and concerted public action: 

'~e nabi!!t.y and c!evelop::ent. ot t.he 'oIOrld cc:::un1t.y in t.he ccmlng years !ace four major t.r.raat.s - war. 
poyer~y. debt. and t.he ~est.-uct.!on ot t.he envircr~nt.. • ••• (~~ey are) clcsely relat.ed, &n4 facing one ot 
t.~e. =eana facing them all. Ttey are all part.a ot the lame lnternat.10nal political agenda tor the 1990 •• 

~e ~011t.ical and economic developcent.a of recent =cntr~ should hel;htBA awareness ot t.he frequency 

and seriousness ot local conflict. and t.ne1r expansion to the int.e~at!onal Arana. • ••• They allo point. to 
t.~e need t.o give prlority attant.lon to datU: reliat and conce8alonal t!nancing to ~"lcle countriel whlc~ 
pr~vl=e evidence ot the1r respect. tor hu=an rl;hts, st.rlve for peace and adopt. scu~d roconltru~ion and 
c!evelcp=ent. plans •••••••• 

=~e debt. problem •• is not a no~l problem ot relat.lon. betweeD c:ed1eors and dabeor.. • •• It. i. a global 

i.sue wn1ch. it not prcperly answered thrcu;~ co:con a~lon, w111 8eriously anc!ar.;er the welfare ot ~e 
1nc1:;.~:'al!.%ed coutlt:1ea and the ai.unce and Unancial st4Dllit.y ot t.he 1IN1t.Uat.a.ral 1l1.t.!.t.ut.ione • 
•••••• ~a co-ordl~at.1on ot debt.cr. and c:oc11tora, which 11 ensured by dc:eat.ic banltrupt.cy law. in :any 
c~~n~ri8e, w111 root be 4C~eved ae t.!'!e 1~umaUonal lev.l w1t..'\cut. an appropr1ate I.t. of Wl1vulally 

rac~~1:8d r~:e.. • •• ~~era is clearly. need for ••• a t:a:ework t.o acftieva collect1ve agrae=ant.e t.r~t. 

do not. :4o:.&:1a11:e spon:ar:eously. In th •• st.abl1lh:1ent ot suctl a t:a:ework all oc-:o:. have t.o do t.he1r 
rar~ ..... 

The Role of Debt & Debt Service Reduction in Promoting Structural 

Adjustment 

OOSR & Adjustment : Clearly from a creditor viewpoint ODSR i8 not worth 

doing for its own saxe except perhaps on moral qrounda. Hoat creditors are 

interested more in claims recovery and the sanctity of the debt contract 

than in morality. For creditors Dosa is only worth conSidering if it 

contributes to enhancinq political leverage in a bilateral or multilateral 

context, achieving other worthwhile objectives and resulting in the 

prospect of improvement and restored creditworthines8 in debtor economies. 

Upto now the creditor community has used its leverage (by applying or 

witholdinq OOSR) to achieve structural adjustment and economic 

transformation in debtor economies alonq market-based lines with an 

enthusiasm which has occasionally implied an ideological rather than 
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economically rational agenda for change. The widespread failure of non-

market economies has, however, convinced many debtor governments themselves 

of the superiority of the market alternative without needing to be pushed 

by the creditor community. It is amply apparent, however, from the 

examples of the "breakthrough" cases so far (Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, 

Mexico, Venezuela) and from those which have had less successful experience 

(e.g. Jamaica, the Philippines and almost all the severely indebted 

developing countries - Sloes - in Africa) that there are three essential 

preconditions to successful economic adjustment and recovery in the Sloes. 

The first is that DDSR is necessary and must be of a size which achieves a 

substantial reduction in negative net transfers on the external debt 

account (i.e. from levels of 3-4\ of GOP to levels of 1-2\). DOSR has to 

be significant in its impact; if creditors have doubts about how much DOSR 

needs to be provided they should err on the side of providing more rather 

than less relief. Second, there must be significant inflows of private 

capital (whether of repatriated flight capital or new investment) 

responding to a revival of private investment. This condition does not 

occur in the absence.of the first. Nor does it occur when left simply to 

~arket forces especially in the SILICs which do not have environments which 

are particularly favourable to inducing foreign capital inflows. Third, 

OOSR is neither a panacea nor a sufficient condition for successful 

adjustment and recovery. It is a necessary condition which becomes 

operative and effective only when domestic policy reform efforts aimed at 

achieving market-clearing levels for the "big prices" (i.e. exchange rates, 

interest rates, labour costs, and· food and energy prices), and structural 

reform efforts including large-scale privatizations, public sector 

shrinkage and improvements in resource management, become 8ufficiently 

credible to be bolstered by supportive domestic behaviour (in the form of 

private savings and investment) and international behaviour from the 

creditor and investor community. A separate lesson that: debtors have 

learnt is that official creditors do not respond as decisively with COSR in 

support of debtor adjustment efforts unless they perceive a clear and r 
urgent political or security-related self-interest (as is apparent in the 

cases of Mexico, Poland and Egypt but not in too many other places) in 

doing so. That element of political favouritism in OOSR introduces an 

element of irrationality and inequity in the behaviour of the creditor 

community which makes more wide-ranginq solutions to the debt crisis 

difficult to achieve. 
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The Efficacy of Adjustment Prescriptions: What has also been learnt over 

the last decade is that the prescriptions for adjustment which indebted 

countries have been asked to apply in the context of reschedulings and DeSR 

negotiations are flawed, in some cases quite seriously. In. the first two 

phases of the debt crisis it became apparent that adjustment in the SIMICa, 

in the face of very large negative net transfers, simply could not be 

austained. Excessive early emphasis on savage demand compression and 

trade-oriented adjustment resulted not in stabilization or adjustment but 

in economic implosion. In the SILICa, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, 

traditional neoclassical adjustment prescriptions aimed at "getting prices 

right" were not having the intended supply side response. The production 

structures of these economies were too weak, too narrowly-based, too 

import-dependent and insufficiently broad or deep to enable effective 

domestic switching to occur in response to exchange rate changes. 

Increases in production of traditional export commodities (e.g. coffee and 

cocoa) as a result of "successful adjustment" led to price collapses 

resulting in countries earning less export revenue for more production. 

The ~T!ount of new concessional money for transitional financing for 

adjustment i~ ~frica has been severely (and repeatedly) underestimated by 

the donor community, as have the amounts of DCSR required for these 

countries and the time period required for transitional adjusttr.ent to 

achieve structural transformation and economic flexibility. The net result 

of these flaws in adjustment design and financial programming have been 

prolonged inflation-devaluation spirals which have proved difficult to 

stabilize and which have led to further erosion of savings and investment. 

In all these cases the need for substantial DeSK to accompany adjustment 

programmes could not be clearer. 

The Conversion-Privatization Link : Where debt reduction ia achieved 

mainly through debt conversions the association of debt conversiona with 

the sale of public assets has been an important linkage in achieving a 

combined effect of DDSR plus improvements in both productive as well as 

allocative efficiency without incurring the usual risk of inflationary 

consequences. In the absence of 8uch a link, debt conversions are an 

inferior option to outright cancellations because they neea to be slowed 

down to conform to tight monetary control targets. In some unusual cases 

however (such as Jamaica and Zambia) there may well be a case for arquinq 

that debt conversions might be a superior option to cancellations if such 

conversions (focussinq on privatizations) can be employea to overcome the 
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sustained losses of reputation which these economies have incurred in the 

eyes of private investors. Through appropriate structured privatization 

funds financed by the conversion of official debts or blocked funds they 

can be useful devices to trigger investment activity of a type and 

magnitude which might not otherwise occur. This and other issues are 

discussed at length in later chapters. We turn our attention now to 

examining the background of debt crisis management and the case for further 

OOSR. 

The Need for Further Debt & Debt Service Reduction (OOSR): 

Background and Justification 

As the Craxi Report observes, there have been three phases in debt crisis 

manac;err.ent since 1982: (i) from 1982-85 when the emphasis was placed on 

involuntary commercial bank and Paris Club reschedulings organized under 

the aegis of the International Monetary Fund; (ii) from 1986-88 when the 

3a:.ter Plan was ostensibly in effect; and (iii) post-1989 when it was 

acknowledged that debt reduction through write-downs and debt conversions 

was an essent~al pa~t of the strategy and enshrined in the construction of 

the Brady Initiative for co~~ercial debt and in the Toronto Terms agreed by 

~he Paris Club. Each of these phases and their effects is discussed briefly 

below by way of background to establish the case for further debt and debt 

service reduction (ODSR). 

Phase I When the debt crisis broke in late 1982, the total disbursed and 

outstandinq debt (000) of developing countries was estimated to be just 

under $840 billion. Outstanding obligations of severely indebted 

developing countries (SIOCs) i.e. those which were experiencinq acute 

problems in meeting their annual debt service payments, were est~ted to 

account for $480 billion, or roughly 57\ of the total owed by developinq 

countries. After three years (1983-85) of intensive debt crisis management 

through IMF-supported involuntary concerted lending, associated with the 

rescheduling of official bilateral as well as commercial bank debt, the 

outstanding obligations of the developing world had risen to $1.04 trillion 

witn the debt of SIOCs having risen to nearly $585 billion. These 

increases occurred despite cumulative debt service (over the three years) 

of $366 billion by the developing world as a whole and $205 billion by the 

SIOCs. 

; 
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During this period SIocs suffered an economic contraction with a cumulative 

loss of $100 billion in output while, at the same time, transferring nearly 

$48 billion in real resources (net financial transfers over three years) to 

creditors. Based on the mistaken view that the debt crisis was one of 

liquidity rather than solvency, the international community remained 

reluctant to consider measures which, on a case by case basis, or on a 

global scale, would result in a permanent reduction of debt burdens. 

Proposals advanced by various sources for debt and debt service reductic~ 

(DoSR) were regarded by creditor governments and banks as irresponsible at 

best and dangerous at worst. In keeping with their diagnosis, the 

creditors' preference was for providing temporary relief through debt 

service deferral for short periods of time. As events turned out, this 

approach added to and exacerbated future debt burdens. 

Phase II By 1985 it had become clear that measures to contain the debt 

crisis had averted the threat to the international financial system but had 

seriously damaged the economies of debtor countries and could no longer be 

politically sustained. Peru had declared a public policy of limiting debt 

service payments to an affordable proportion of exports. In an effort to 

prevent that contagion from spreading, the Baker Plan was announced with 

the intent of reducing debt":'·service take-outs, putially refinancing the 

exposure of commercial banks and the IMF (which had become dangerously 

overexposed) with money from the multilateral development banks and 

lengthening maturities and grace periods for official and commercial debt 

reschedulings. 

Debt reduction remained an unacceptable concept though experimentation with 

debt-equity swaps, which were emerging as a technique to induce foreign 

investment, repatriation of flight capital and debt reduction, was not 

discouraged. The Baker Plan was a failure. Instead of declining, debt 

service outflows from Sloes between 1986-88 amounted to over $215 billion 

while their outstanding obligations grew by $129 billion to nearly $715 

billion. cumulative negative net transfers (from Sloes to creditors) 

amounted to a further $65 billion during this period. By 1987 a number of 

countries were falling into arrears (Brazil and Argentina being the 

largest), sparking a round of unprecedentedly large provisioning by 

commercial banks and export credit agencies (ECAs). Outstandinq interest 

arrears of SlOes, which were less than $9 billion at the end of 1985, rosa 

to nearly $26 billion at the end of 1988. 
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Actual, Real & Scheduled Debt Service Ratios: Between 1983-88 SIDCs (as a 

group) were exporting about 6-7\ of their GOPs by way of debt service with 

negative net transfers on debt accounts amounting to 2-3\ of cumulative GOP. 

Viewed against overall export performance (for all SIDCs), debt service took ~ 

up an enlarged share of export earnings between 1982-86 as aggregate exports 

fell from $190 billion in 1982 to $150 billion in 1986 before rising again to 

$225 billion in 1990. The average debt service to exports ratio (OSR) for all 

SIDCs thus fell from a peak of 42\ in 1986 to just over 25\ in 19~0 though 

there were wide differences in the DSRs for SILICs vs SIMICs, the ratios for 

the former being lower than the latter between 1985-88 and then reversing t~ 

becoming much higher between 1988-91 reflecting the greater impact of DDSR in 

the private debt of SIMICs but not in the official debt of SILICs. But that 

L~provement was illusory. Had interest and principal arrears not been 

incurred the debt service ratio would have been over 60\ of export earningsl 

To underlir.e that important point the arrears of SIOCs have continued to climb 

rapidly, exceeding $45.2 billion in 1990 and (an estimated) $53.4 billion in 

1991 though with the Brady agreements concluded after 1991 there should be a 

significant reduction in overall SIMIC (and therefore SIOC) arrears at the end 

of 1992. The ~o~lowing table dramatizes that point: 

Following their adoption of dlfferent and more realistic provisioning 

policies in mid-1988 and thereafter, commercial banks began more aggressive 

prog=~~es of portfolio adjustment through discounted debt swaps and sales. 

Consequently, secondary markets for trading developing country debt became 

wider and deeper, though they remained relatively thin compared to the 

volumes of debt outstanding. Trading volumes in those markets, barely $5 

billion in 1985, climbed to $45-50 billion by 1988 indicating that 

commercia.l creditora were coming to accept market reality in adjusting

their own portfolios at discounted prices though still reluctant to pass 

the benefit of the discount directly to debtors on grounds of moral hazard. 

Market volume was estimated to have increased to $120-150 billion in 1991 

in the aftermath of the Brady deals for five countries which have resulted 

in more marketable paper emerging for commercial claims. 

i'hase III It was clear that with the breakdown of the Baker Plan in 

early 1988 another debt initiative was necessary which would leqitimize the 

objectives of OOSR while meetinq the demands of creditors that the measures 

taken should be: voluntary (on the part of creditors), market-based, ana 

applied on a countrY-bY-country basis. Also, in 1988 the special 

.-
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difficulties being experienced by the low-income distressed countries, 

particularly in Africa, were explicitly acknowledged by creditor 

governments resulting, in the emergence and application of the Paris Club's 

Toronto Terms. These, for the first time, permitted creditors to reduce 

debt stocks (by one-third of eligible maturities durin; the consolidation 

pe~iod) and debt service through either interest rate reductions or revised 

grace periods and maturities stretched out to 14-25 years. 

TABLE 1: DEBT SERVICE RATIOS AND ARREARS 

(Amounts in OS $ billions) 

SILICs 
A. Tot:u D~bt S~r\"icc (TDS): 
B. Int~rest AIT~s: 

C. IDS + Arre:l1's 

D. E:'{ports 

E. Debt Service Ralio (DSR) ACll1.&! (A.'D): 
F. Re:ll OSR (C/O): 

SI~IICs 
A. Tot:u Debt Service (IDS): 
B. Interest ArrQrs: 
C. TDS + Arre:l1's 

D. E.xports 

E. Debt Sen'ice Ratio (DSR) Actual (A:D): 
F. RC:ll OSR (C/O): 

SIDCs 
A. Total Debt Service (TDS): 
B. Interest Arre.:ll'S: 
C. TOS + Arrears 

D. Exports 

E. Debt Service Ratio (DSR) Actu:d (AID): 
F. Re:ll OSR (C/O): 

10.77 
3.09 

13.86 

36.35 

9.03 
~.81 

13.8~ 

29.27 

6.75 
6.0~ 

12.79 

30.29 

9.09 
7.99 

17.08 

32.52 

10.01 11.11 
10.06 10.78 
20.07 21.89 

34.2~ 4235 

11.48 
12.89 
2-'37 

36.72 

29.6% 30.9CO 22.3~ 27.9% 29.2% 26.2~ 313% 
38.ICO ~7.3~ ~2.2% 52.5% 58.6%51.7% 66.4% 

57.55 
~81 

62.36 

53.55 
672 

60.27 

51.21 
13.27 
(HAS 

60.53 
15.59 
76.12 

52.~ 47.00 
2~.OO 3~ ~8 

76.~ 81.48 

51.47 
.+0.50 
91.97 

14S.1~ 120.83 136.12 149.59 164-.61 183.05 173.51 

39.7% 44.3% 37.6% .w.S% 31.9% 25.7% 29.7% 
43.0% ~9~9c;;, 47.~c.;, 50.9~ 46.4~ 44.5% 53.0c;;, 

68.32 
7.90 

76.22 

62.58 
11,53 
74.11 

57.96 
l21l 
77.27 

69.62 
23.58 
93.20 

62.45 58.11 62.95 
3~,06 45.26 53.39 
96.51 103.37 116.3-' 

181.49 150.10 166 ... U 182.11 198.85 225.40 210.23 

31.6% 41.7% 3-$..8% 38.2% 31.4% 25.8% 29.9% 
41.0~ 49.4~ 46.4~ Sl.lC:V 48.SC;&4S.9f$& S5.3C;& 

Not.: SOIlrc:.: W'rl991-n. n:. "red Dsa'· U9UZ •• ae~ually und.rat.at. t.h. rat.10 eine. amaRlz&~lon p.ymen~a 

1n an'u~a a~. no~ 1ncludad 1n the anura baH. I=lud1n9 the •• U9uzeS (on vhleb conei.~.n~ 1I1forma~10n 1. 

r.o~ e.s11y avallabl.) L~. r.al CSR vollld be l-8\ h19har t~n the fl9U~e. Shawft. 

After a confused interregnum of a year in which arrears began building up 

rapidly the Brady Initiative emerged in March 1989. Its initially vague 

shape and form was defined gradually in the context of support measures for 

nosa (usinq SJO biliion in resources from the IMF, World Bank and a special 
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Japanese fund) and a structure which tackled the particular problem of 

Mexico. It was also apparent by then that the innovative private debt 

reduction initiatives taken by Chile (quite independently of Baker and 

Brady) in 1985 were succeeding in reviving investment and growth on a ~ 

sustainable basis1
• Unfortunately, the Brady Initiative has proven to be 

more complex and cumbersome to apply than earlier hoped, the Craxi Report 

noting that: 

ft ••••••• experienc. with the Sraely Plan has railed a nu::ber ot problems related to the long eluration ot 

:.eqo~!ation., the lack of relource. and the us. of guarantee.. •••• Th. presence ot (s~a:ing anel negativ. 

~:.~;e) clause. and the collusiv. be~aviour ot c:adi~or bL~k. have made the negotiation •••• exces.ively 

!e::c;-:~y and SO:l8t!::::I8. le .. effective t~an expected. ••• The t!.."lanci41 resources availabl. tor t.he Brady 

i'lan are proba~ly not a~equu. to ~r!nCJ ~eut autt!ciant!y 1a:;. debt reductions CfJickly .nouCJh to 

.~1:ulata the naw of new financial resource I towar:ll the countriea tt'..at are carrying out econo:1c 

a:lj:.:a=8nt i'roqru=es. The U..::Ii~ation ot interest guarantees to no mer. L"l4ll 18 Clanths q1'8atly curuU. 

t~e intended enhancements ot the (Brady) bends. • ••• Ano:her d1f!1c1.l1ty of t~ EI:ady PLan ar1se. trolD 

d1!:erences a=cnq national IYltem. ot taxation, accounting and bar~ surveillance rul.. cover1:; loan. to 
~evelcp!n9 countries. These d1t!erences cause d1sear:ions and ~elay negotiation. on debt reduction. 
It •• 

3y September 1991 only five "Brady deals" had been done -- in Costa Rica, 

~exico, the Philippines, Uruguay and Venezuela. The total change in 

indebtedness resulting from them amounted to an aggregate $17.4 billion. 2 

Fifteen other SIDCs eligible to benefit remained unaffected as of then. In 

~he Philippines the benefits of the first Brady debt reduction packaqe 

(arquably the worst negotiated so far) were not discernible. However, the 

positive economic impact of these arranqements in Costa. Rica, Mexico and 

Venezuela have been qreater than suqqested by the amount of debt reduction 

alone. In these countries the reactions of foreiqn investors, creditors 

and holders of fliqht capital to the post-Brady economic regime have been 

instrumental in spurring impressive economic recovery unhampered by 

previous concerns about the debt overhanq LMpedinq sustained progress. 

The 1989-91 period has seen debt stocks stabilize. Total DOD for 

developing countries (SIDes showed much the same trends) qrew by 24' 

between 1983-85, by a further 23' between 1986-88, but by only 5\ between 

1989-91, suggesting that the ethos of DOSR has taken hold although it has 

not yet achieved the Objective of debt stock or debt service reduction to 

manageable levels. Arrested growth of total debt stocks obscures the 

reality of private (mainly commercial bank) debt reduction accompanied by 
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continued growth in bilateral, and more disconcertingly, multilateral debt 

obligations owed to preferred creditors; the latter now posing a 

particularly intractable problem in SILICs. In the severely indebted 

low-income countries (SILICs) debt stocks continue to grow much too 

rapidly despite the application of Toronto Terms, which have not proven to 

be particularly efficacious. The Trinidad Terms proposed in late 1990 

would have represented a major breakthrough in reversing this trend and 

reducing bilateral debt stocks to serviceable levels. But as observed 

earlier they have been substantially diluted by the consensual approach of 

the Paris Club. Growth in the total debt stock of SIOCs is portrayed in 

Table 2 on the following page. 

Total 000 in the SILIC group has grown from over $74 billion in 1982, to 

nearly S117 billion in 1985, S161 billion in 1988 and $165 billion in 1990. 

T~e debt stock of SILICs is now more than twice as large as when the debt 

crisis began indicating that the rescheduling aooroach acolied to debt 

c~isis manage~ent in these countries has been seriously flawed. Total DOD 

~~ounted to 33\ of the aggregate GNP and 200\ of the aggregate exports of 

SILICs in 19~2; it now accounts for nearly 120\ of GNP and nearly 500\ of 

aggregate exports. Successive Paris Club reschedulings have resulted in 

u~anticipated, counterproductive outcomes as arrears have mounted and 

interest has been capitalized continuously, resulting in bilateral DOD 

levels which are structurally unserviceable and in need of cancellation 

(and conversion) to a much larger extent than the enhanced Toronto Terms 

envisage. 

The Outcome of a Decade of Debt Crisis Management I As Table 2 shows, 

bilateral and multilateral debt have risen sharply throughout the 1982-91 

period while growth in interest arrears has been dramatic aince 1985 and 

even post-1988 suggesting that the DDSK measures taken 80 far have not been 

adequate. Privata guaranteed and unguaranteed debt (apart from ahort-term 

debt in which fluctuations are often difficult to explain on trade-related 

or creditworthiness grounds), on the other hand, rOBe modestly between 

1985-88 and has subsequently shown a dec:lininq trend since then in all 

SIDCs, but particularly in the SIMICs, reflectinq the impact of Brady deals 

as well as other unrelated debt conversions (into equity and other kinds of 

local currency useB)~. 
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TABLE 2: GROWTH IN DEBT STOCKS OF Sloes 

(Amounts in billions of OS dollars) 

= Phase 1= = Ph:lse n = Ph:lSe lIt 
1982 1985 1988 1990 199 HE) 

SILICs: 
Total DOD: 79.12 116.74 160.91 165.01 17535 
Interest AlTe..1rS: 1.25 3.09 8.00 10.78 12.89 

Bil:lter.u DOD: 32.06 49.45 75.10 76.33 80.43 
~ Illhilateral DOD: 10.61 16.76 26.77 31.~5 34.73 
I~[F: 3.23 3.56 3.83 3.53 6.30 
Pril":lte Gu~rnnteed: 18.32 24.11 32.24- 30.35 29.18 
Pri\·me t.:ugu~ru\teed: 2.90 3.33 3.09 2.86 2.88 
Short-Tc:nn Debt: 12.00 17.53 17.88 18A8 21.83 

Sr'HCs: 
Tolll DOD: 346.15 418.46 ~5.J3 505.58 ~6.~ 

I nt\!rest Arrears: 4.33 4.81 13.59 3~A8 40.50 

Sil:uc:rJl DOD: 35.23 62.58 90.58 108.27 99.59 
~ !llllilateral DOD: 15.94 24.35 41.71 50AI 33.8; 
I~[F: 6.97 12.99 14.71 18.11 17.54 
P:i\·:tte GU.1.rnnleed: 183A9 223.00 255J~ 230.01 220.69 
P:i\":!te L"nguar:ullc:ed: 61.iO 50.96 29.17 2~.10 23.10 
Short-Term Debt: ~.82 ~.57 53.62 7~.68 71.76 

Other- SlOes: 
Tot.1l DOD: 55.00 50.00 69.00 70.00 65.00 

'Yemo: All LDCs 
Total DOD: ~6.00 1.0~.00 1.282.00 1.355.00 1 J51.00 
h:lc:rc:st AIT~s: 6.10 8.61 25.6~ ~.75 55.50 

Sourea: WD': 1991-92.· 

D~SR has thus begun to affect private debt largely because commercial bank 

creditors themselves (along with a few proactive debtor governments such as 

Chile and Mexico where much of the pioneerinq experiments have been done) 

have taken the initiative in explorinq different avenues and inventinq new 

instruments and techniques to adjust their portfolios. In recent years, 

they have accepted the need for debtor countries to capture part of the 

discount. Private creditors now extract about half the amount of debt 

service ($2.7 billion annually) from SILICs than at their peak in 1985 

(55.2 billion) while in SIMICs the drop has been of about a third from the 

peak in 1988 ($34 billion) to 523 billion in 1990 with the interest burden 

on their private debt having been cut to about a half (from $21.5 billion 

in 1988 to 511.8 billion in 1990). 

Despite bilateral cancellations of ODA debt amountinq to over $9 billion 

between 1983-91 for SILICs, and the successive application of Toronto, 

~ 
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Venice, Houston terms and now enhanced Toronto terms in Paris Club 

rescheduling agreements for SILICs and SILMICs (severely indebted lower 

middle-income countries), the total stock of bilateral debt has risen 

relentlessly in all SIDCs. The increase has been due principally to the 

effect of exchange rate changes since 1985s and to the interest 

capitalization practices of the Paris Club. Indeed in some instances, the 

extent of interest capitalized upto now exceeds by a significant factor the 

original value of the debt incurred. As a result, most SILICa are now 

servicing a much smaller proportion of bilateral debt obligations (less 

than 20\ of contractual amounts due even after rescheduling). Constrained 

resources oblige them to service preferred multilateral creditors first and 

(to keep their trade lines open to the extent possible) private creditors 

next before alloFating resources to bilateral debt service. Nevertheless 

bilateral debt service payments by SILICs have grown from about $1.2 

billion in 1982 ,to around $3 billion now. SIMICs generally reflect the 

5~T.e debt servicing priorities, though as a group they are servicing about 

60\ of the bilateral debt service obligations due after rescheduling; such 

obligations in their case have risen from about $3.5 billion annually at 

the beginning of the 19805 to around $5.l billion at the beginning of the 

1990s. 

The Need for Further Action : These trends clearly suggest the urgent need 

for bilateral DDSR well beyond that envisaged through enhanced-Toronto 

Terms for SILICs and the original Toronto Terms for SILMICs. EXDort credit 

agencies (ECAs) and other bilateral non-concessional creditors now need to 

accept the same reality that commercial banks have been obliged to 

recognize and enqaqe in cancellation or conversion options on a scale which 

would reduce bilateral DOD to realistically serviceable levels. The steep 

rise in multilateral DOD provides the most Significant source of concern 

especially in the cae of SILICs. Incurred to help finance debt servicing 

to commercial lenders (and later to the IMF) as an integral component 'of 

adjustment financing packages, the outstanding debt obligations of SILICa 

to multilateral creditors have risen steadily from over $10 billion in 1982 

to $l5 billion in 1990 while those of SIMICs have riseR from $16 billion to 

$54 billion. These obligations involve debt service requirements which are 

unamenable to reschedulinq or deferral on the sama basis as either 

bilateral or private obligations. Oebt service to multi1atera1a by SILICa 

has thus risen from $600 million to $2.7 billion between 1982-91 and by 

SIMICs from $2 billion to $9.5 billion. 
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It is not clear what can be done to achieve multilateral OOSR without 

impairing the credit-worthiness of these institutions in international 

capital markets; thus reducing the invaluable leverage which these 

institutions have been able to exert in using publicly financed capital 

funds to raise nearly ten times more by way of private funds from markets. 

Some steps are being taken by multilateral instititions to refinance the 

debt service due from SILICs on their high cost facilities with 

compensating inflows from their soft loan windows and with interest rate 

subsidies funded out of their profits. But these are isolated measures and 

inadequate. If the present trajectory of growth in SIOC indebtedness to 

multilaterals continues, more radical solutions may need to be contemplated 

if the servicing of these obligations is not to fall into egregious and 

prolonged arrears. Given the pre-emptive nature of multilateral debt 

service, bilateral creditors (who are indirectly responsible for 

~ul~ilateral credit as well through their uncalled guarantees) will be 

uncer even greater pressure to effect a sufficient amount of OOSR on the 

outstandi~g bilateral debt portfolio in order to avert a generalized 

problem emerging with multilateral debt servicinq.6 

The ruthless logic of numbers indicates unambiguously that the internal 

dy~arnic of continuing bilateral .debt accumulation, through the compounding 

effects of interest capitalization, has already become unsustainable. But 

tr.ere are other powerful and compelling reasons to justify the case for 

fur~her (and swift) debt stock and debt service reduction. 

Report on Debt adds: 

As the Craxi 

"~ab~ 1a closely 1ntanv1necl v1th 'liar, pcrterty and .nvironmental degradaUon. Dn; uaftiaiaq, 1.II:aU.

gnUOA troll COUll"1 •• v1th .t4gnan~ .:onoll18., envlronmanul hazarda, crade 1IIbalanc: .. , And paUUcal 

1::.t4blUty are all ex&CubafAcl by the f~.uaUCll of d8Veloplll8ft~ an.cl the deb~ paralyai. of recant 

yuza. 

Initiatives Taken towards DDSK 

The debt strateqy employed by the creditor community since 1989, for 

official as well as private debt, has explicitly acknowledged the need for 

DOSR, although considerable dissension and conroversy surrounds: how much 

DOSR is needed in each SIDC; what the burden sharinq amonq different types 

of creditors should be in achievinq such reductions; and what techniques 

should be used for further ODSR. The initiatives taken thus far are 

perhaps best characterised separately for the SILICs and. SIHICs 
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recognizing, of course, that special problems have been detected in the 

case of the in-between category of severely-indebted lower middle-income 

countries (SILMICs). 

DOSK in the SILICs: In the low-income debtor countries, mainly in Africa, 

measures taken by the creditor conununity to provide DDSK recognize that 

these countries are characterised by serious long-term structural problems 

whose resolution is being thwarted by exceptionally high debt stock ratios 

(in excess of annual GNPs and four time exports) and a declining ratio of 

actual to scheduled debt service. The lead in providing relief through DOSK 

has been taken by the Paris Club of bilateral creditors with agreement on 

the Toronto Terms in October 1988. Consensus was reached that instead of 

every OECD creditor in the Paris Club applying standard terms universally, 

creditors could for the first time choose among a menu of options in 

rescheduling the debts of the poorest countries. Under Toronto Terms, 

rescheduled ODA concessional debt could be cancelled in full or in part 

and/or the balance to be repaid with a 2S-year maturity including 14 years 

of grace. Enhanced Toronto Terms (ETT) which were agreed for Nicaragua and 

Benin in Cec~mber 1991 involve rescheduling OOA debt over 20 years with 10-

years grace. Moratorium interest charges would be at least as low as the 

interest rates charged on the loans at the time of original signing. For 

non-concessional bilateral debt, three supposedly equivalent rescheduling 

options were defined by the Paris Club and adopted, at the World Bank-IMP 

Annual Meetings in Berlin later that year, by creditors: 

OPTION A. PARTIAL WRITEOOWNS: One-third of eligible 
maturities could be cancelled and the remainder rescheduled. 
over a 14 year period with 8 years grace. Moratorium interest 
would be based on market rates in different creditor countries. 
Under ETT the amount cancelled is increased to 5o, with the 
remainder consolidated at market rates, to be paiel over 23 
years with 6 years grace. 

OPTION B. EXTENDED MATURITIES: A 25 year maturity with 14 
years grace could be applied to all reschedulabla debt with 
base moratorium interest being charqect at prevailing market 
rates. Under ETT this option remains the same though it is now 
called Option C and is selected by creditors not wishing to 
participate in debt cancellation or its equivalent. 
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OPTION C. REDUCED INTEREST RATES: Moratorium interest rates 
on rescheduled debt could be charged at either 3.5\ below, or 
one-half of, the prevailing market rate in the creditor country 
concerned, whichever gave the smaller reduction, with repayment 
maturities of 14 years and 8 years grace. [The provision 
referring to "3.5\ or half" appears to have been watered down 
since to "somewhat below market rates"). Under ETT the full 
amount is consolidated at concessional rates so as to reduce 
payments due by 50\ in NPV terms to be repaid over 23 years 
with 6 years grace. (this is now Option B under ETT). 

The Toronto Terms and ET'l' were applied by the Paris Club only to low

income, debt-distressed countries that had agreed to an acceptable ongoing 

Fund or Bank supported adjustment programme. Upto March 1992, 24 SILICa 

had rescheduled $6.5 billion with the Paris Club on TT or ETT. These 

reschedulings saw creditor choices almost evenly distributed among the 

three options. France, Finland and Sweden usually chose Option A, Belgium, 

3apan, the Netherlands, Spain and the US have usually chosen Option B while 

Australia, Canada, Germany, Italy, Nor..tay, Switzerland and the UK have 

exercised Option C. Though these option are intended to be "equivalent" in 

~heir debt relief effects, they are not.~ Option.B (or 'C' ur.cer ETT) is 

clearly inferior to the other two in offering much less real relief. 

~he iopact of Toronto Te~ms has been to reduce scheduled debt service by 

nearly $1 billion on a present value basis compared with standard 

reschedulings but less than $400 million when compared to the extended 

Venice Terms which had been agreed in the previous year. The cash flow 

savings in actual debt service as a. result of these reschedulings have 

Cl."t\ounted to $120 million annually. The impact of Toronto Terms has been 

limited because: (a) its concessions do not apply to the entire stock of 

debt but only to maturities falling due within a consolidation period of 

generally no more than 18 months; (b) the Venice terms already allowed the 

rescheduling of all principal and interest on a prolonged. basis; (c) 

criteria for cutoff dates and. for previously rescheduled. debt are 

sufficiently strict as to inhibit the full extent of intended. relief from 

being realized; and (d) they do not apply to Nigeria which 1s a low-income 

severely debt distressed country nor to some soma middle-income countries 

(like Cameroon, Cape Verde, Congo, Cote d'Ivoire, Senegal) where there is a 

strong case for more generous treatment by the Paris Club. 8 Calculated 

against SCheduled debt service burdens, had the original contractual terms 

been honoured, the relief is much greater -- probably over $6 billion 
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but it is hypothetical to look at savings from scheduled levels for most 

of these low-income countries. Also with more than one-third of the total 

amount being rescheduled using Option B the reduction in the present value 

of future debt obligations on restructured debt is about 15\ instead of the 

33\ that would result if creditors chose one of the other two options. 

The World Bank has calculated that if creditor countries chose the same 

options as before, and if Toronto terms were to be applied repeatedly as 

future maturities fell due then: (i) projected debt service savings for 

SILICa would amount to $310 million in the year 2000; (ii) the present 

discounted value of debt service savings for the period 1989-2000 would 

a..-nount to under $1.8S billion; (iii) annualized as a share of 1988 debt 

service this would result in a saving of under 2.5\; and (iv) the total 

a..-::ount of debt reduced by 2000 would be just over $2 billion. Assuming 

that Toronto terms were also adopted by other non-OECO creditors then the 

discounted value of savings would rise to $2.7 billion (or an annualized 

3.4\ of debt service saved) with total debt reduction by 2000 of nearly $3 

billion. 9 These amounts, though seemingly large, do not make much of a 

cent in the debt problem of SILICS -- a point which was recognized in the 

two proposals tabled to carry the impact of OOSR further. 

T~e first of these was introduced by British Prime Minister John Majo: 

(when still Chancellor of the Exchequer) at the meeting of Commonwealth 

Finance Ministers in Trinidad in September 1990. 10 Known as the Trinidad 

Ter:ns (referred to earlier) they suggested: (a) rescheduling the entire 

stock of debt instead of renegotiating it tranche by tranche for maturities 

falling due in 15-18 month intervals; (b) increasing from one-third to two 

thirds the amount of relief provided by cancellation of debt stock; (c) 

capitalizing all interest payments (at market rates) on the remaininq one

third debt stock for a period of five years and requiring phased repayment 

with steadily increasing payments of princ:iapl and interest in line with 

export and output growth in the debtor economy; and finally (d) stretchinq 

repayments of the remaining one-third debt stock over a period of twenty

five years with a flexible repayment schedule.1~ 

As indicated above the consensus reached in the Paris Club in December 1991 

(and applied to Benin and Nicaragua) diluted the Trinidad Terma 

considerably representing inferior treatment for SILICa relative to Poland 

and Egypt. The new terms, (depicted alongside the Toronto options above), 
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are not being applied to debt stocks but to maturities falling due and 

arrears for consolidation periods of upto 30 months. The new rescheduling 

agreements (RSAs) do, however, include a "goodwill clause" which gives 

creditors the option of considering further debt relief on eligible 

maturities falling due after the expiration of the consolidation period and 

to consider applying ETT to the entire debt stock within 3-4 years 

providing the debtor country has fully implemented the terms of the RSA, 

made comparable arrangements with non-OECD bilateral creditors and 

maintains continued access to IMF resources by adhering to adjustment 

programmes. If the remaining debt stock is restructured on terms which are 

no less favourable than the first ETT arrangements the new terms will 

enable Paris Club creditors to "exit" in three stages: i.e. two Paris Club 

agreements covering relatively short consolidation periods followed by a 

third and final agreement dealing with the remaining debt stock, thus 

requiring debtors to jump through three hoops when one would have done. 

Though ETT represent progress over what presently prevails they represent 

a~o~her opportunity missed by the creditor co~~unity to achieve a level of 

OOSR reduction in bil~teral debt service obligations which aligns scheduled 
" " 

obligations with" the actual capacity of SILICs to repay. The Trinidad 

~e~s created expectations on the part of many SILICs that a meaningful 

s~ep was to be taken in resolving their bilateral debt problems. In the 

current circumstances the next round of Paris Club reschedulings will 

probably continue to result in broken agreements and fu~ther build-up of 

arrears because the ObSR offered is insufficient ~o recognize the absolute 

limits which constrain servicing of bilateral obligations by SILICs. 

On the multilateral debt front, SILICs which are pursuing Bank-Fund 

monitored adjustment programmes have been assisted by the World Sank in two 

ways: (i) through an interest subsidy fund which subsidizes 90\ of the 

interest payments on outstanding lSRD obligations; and (il) an implicit 

policy of expanded IDA flows to cover amortizations of ISRD principal, 

ensuring that positive net transfers are maintained by the World Bank group 

as a whole. These arrangements need to be replicated by the regional 

development banks and other multilateral creditors. The IMF has also 

attempted to relieve the burden of debt service from SILICs to the Fund 

through its concessional Structural Adjustment Facility (SAP) and its 

enhanced successor (ESAF). For SILICa which are in egregious arrears, the 

I!of..F has developed the "rights approach" under which outstanc1ing arrears to 
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the IMF are frozen over 3-4 years while the country concerned earns 

"rights" by pursuing a Fund-monitored "shadow" prograrr.me. If the programme 

targets are met through-out the period, the Fund disburses an ESAF credit 

against the rights earned in an amount sufficient to refinance the arrears 

due. In the meantime the SILIC concerned is expected to keep current on 

debt service on maturities falling due during the shadow programme period 

and to pay interest on the frozen arrears. The Fund' s performance on 

relieving SILIC' s debt burdens through its own actions have not proven 

particularly effective and its OOSR options need reconsideration. 

In contrast to the several measures (even if partial and not yet fully 

responsive) taken by official creditors to provide relief through OOSR to 

SILICs, progress in renegotiating commercial bank debt reduction packages 

has been desultory. Between 1989-91 only Madagascar, Nigeria and Zaire 

have reached restructuring agreements with commercial creditors employing 

debt conversion and swap options. SILIC arrears on commercial obligations 

have risen from $2.5 billion in 1988 to over $4 bilion in mid-1991. 

Although private debt typically accounts for a very small share of total 

debt in SILICs (around 10-15\ including accumulated arrears) it exerts a 

debilitating influence because of its: non-concessionality; the inhibiting 

i~pac~ that arrears have had on flows of short-term trade credit and on 

preventing the normalization of creditor relations. Prolonged, large 

arrears on co~.mercial obligations has also undermined investor confidence 

and prevented adjustment measures aimed at galvanizing investment from 

taking hold. The reduction (preferably elimination) of these private 

claims at a deep discount (reflecting the price of such debts on secondary 

markets) would have a salutary effect. For that reason the World Bank 

created a Debt Reduction Facility which provides eligible SILICa with 

grants of upto $10 million for commercial debt buybacka. To date the 

operations of that Facility have been disappointing. 

As of now only two countries - Mozambique and Niger - have benefitted from 

the ORE. In March 1991 Niger completed the buyback of its commercial bank 

debt (of Sl08 million) with resources provided by the ORr (S10 million), 

and supplemented by Switzerland ($3 million) and France (S10 million). But 

the price at which its commercial debt was bought seemed unjustifiably high 

suggesting that scarce resources were unwisely used. 12 The same appears to 

be true in the case of Mozambique. Out of the several SILICa thae had 

applied to use DRF at the end of 1990, neqotiations are underway for 

Senegal and Tanzania. The face thae only two buybacks have actually been 
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completed 30 months after the establishment of the ORE suggests that 

something is seriously wrong with the execution of what was, and still is, 

a good idea. The Bank observes that: 

..... Much of the delay in drawing the resources of the facility 
is due to the reluctance of banks to participate, in part to 
avoid setting precedents for other countries where their 
exposure is larger ..... 

If that is the case there is considerable justification for regulatory and 

tax authorities in the home countries of these banks to adopt measures such 

as the clawback of tax relief already provided against specific and general 

provisions for developing country debt and considerably less exertion of 

pressure on behalf of commercial banks in their negotiations with middle

income debtors -- as for instance was exerted by OECD governments in 

pressing the case for commercial arrears clearance by Brazil. But the 

reluctance of banks is not the only reason. Private discussions with 

several governments of the eligible countries which have applied for ORF 

use suggest that the Bank's own internal guidelines, procedures and its 

bureaucracy are at least as responsible for the absence of movement. 

Whatever the reasons for the ORF not being used to its full potential the 

Sank's management and its shareholders should be enjoined by the 

international community to exert maximum efforts in removing present 

obstacles for wider ORF use before the terminal date for (June 30, 1992) 

expires and the balances of its unused resources revert to IDA. 

DOSR in the SIMICs : In the SIMICs, and until the two extraordinary 

rescheduling9 agreed by the Paris Club for Poland and Egypt in 1991, the 

weight of DDsa effort has focussed on the reduction of commercial rather 

than official debt and debt service burdens. Since the emergence of the 

Brady Initiative in May 1989 several commercial bank DDsa operations have 

been undertaken (many outside the framework of Brady arrangements) in 

SIMICs and SILMICs employing a variety of techniques. These range from the 

use of: temporary coupon reduction bonds, exchanges of debt for exit bonds 

with recapture clauses; expanded debt-equity swaps (DES) and debt-for

development swaps (DDS) and phased market buybacks. These "deals" have 

been financed by us ing resources for Dosa support from the reserves of 

debtor countries themselves (where such use could be justified) as well as 

the World Bank, IM!', the regional banks, Japan and private voluntary 

organizations for DDS. 
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As indicated earlier nine SIMICs have completed formally organiz.ed Brady 

debt restructuring packages (ORPs) as of now. The most successful private 

debt reduction programme has been Chile's and that was executed outside the 

Brady framework. Brazil and Argentina have launched extensive DES 

programmes related to their privatization efforts. Initial Brady DRPs have 

proven to be cumbersome involving protracted negotiations (particularly 

where arrears are concerned) though the momentum of deals seems now to be 

picking up; free-rider problems have been minimal.1~ In these DRPs 

co~~ercial banks have eschewed opting for new money or providing downside 

contingency risk clauses. The creation of large quantitities of 

collateraliz.ed Brady bonds has had a salutary impact on secondary market 

trading volumes and improved market liquidity for the debt of countries 

where DRPs have been agreed. It has also resulted in the implicit buyback 

pr ice (i. e. the ratio of the debt reduction funds used to the NPV of 

contractual debt reduction) reflecting broadly the prevailing secondary 

oarket price for traded debt. Five other SIMICs and SI~~ICs have launched 

negotiations with co~~ercial creditors for ORPs. Most of these countries 

confront a difficult situation with growing arrears, inadequate reserves 

and increasingly limited access to official funding for DCSR which may slow 

down their negotiations. 

T~e o-"erall financial and economic impact of the DCSR measures taken to 

reduce private debt obligations in SIMICs so far is impossible to capture 

in a single index. The outstanding private debt stock of SIMICs as a group 

has been reduced by about $43 billion (or 16\) between 1987-91 with 

reductions averaging $10 billion in annual debt service between 1988-91, 

representing a saving of 15\ in debt service outflows. These net 

reductions are, of course, far less than the gross face value of 

cancellations and DES/DDS conversions which have been undertaken since 1985 

as they have been offset by capitalization of arrears and very modest new 

lending dur ing the period. The entrenchment of developing country debt 

trading in global markets which are becoming increasingly large and robust 

suggests that, in the aggregate, private debt reduction in the SIMICs will 

continue to grow through the 1990s with an even wider range of techniques 

and instruments being applied across a wider range of SIMICs, even if 

official support for these operations is constrained. In countries like 

Chile, however, the process i8 coming to a natural halt because the 

secondary market price of Chilean debt (over 9Jt) is prohibitive and 
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militates aganist the economics of DES/DDS. 

long in Mexico and Venezuela as well. 

That may happen before too 

Prior to 1990, official bilateral creditors did not resort to permanent 

DDSR in any form for SIMICs. In September 1990 the Paris Club agreed on 

the extension of different rescheduling terms to SILMICS. The 'Houston' 

terms resulted in rescheduling maturities for (a) export credits being 

extended from 10 to 15 years and grace period from 6 to 8 years; and Cb) 

concessional debt being extended from 20 with 10 years of grace. Post

Houston rescheduling agreements for SILMICs also includeda debt conversion 

clause on a voluntary basis for upto 100\ of concessional debt stock but 

limited to 10\ of non-concessional debt stock or $10 million whichever is 

higher. Between 1990-March 1992, thirteen SILMICs and Nigeria (a SILIC) 

have benefitted from Houston terms covering consolidated debts of $17 

billion though no official debt conversions have yet occurred in these 

countries. 

!n 1991 creditors departed from normal rescheduling'practices for SIMICs in 

t~e cases of Poland. and Egypt. The Paris Club agreements for these two 

beneficiaries entailed tranched reductions amounting to a total of 50\ of 

ou";standir.g bilateral debt stocks 14; with the next tranches depending on 

t~e fulfil~ent of conditions on adjust~ent performance and on these 

countries obtaining similar treatment from their other bilateral and 

co~=ercial creditors. If followed through, these two arrangements will 

result in the forgiveness of nearly $29 billion in bilateral claims. The 

Poland and Egypt agreements a~so permit converslon on a voluntary basis for 

upto 20\ of. the residual non-concessional debt stock or $20 million 

whichever was higher. Both countries have requested creditors to exercise 

this option. In the case of Poland the local currency proceeds of 

conversion are to be used for an 'environment fund' while in Eqypt the 

intended purpose is for a 'social fund'. The US haa agreed in each case 

but other creditors are reluctant and their intentions still unclear. The 

Paris Club has emphasised that these two cases are to be considered 

exceptional (that is to say, these agreements were politically rather than 

economically justifiable) and has underlined that point by agreeing to 

worse ETT for the SILICs. 

In Septemeer 1991 the Paris Club rescheduling of a consolidated $6.6 

billion for Peru deferred all of the moratorium interest on eligible debt 
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for lS months contingent on Peru's performance under the IMF' s "rights 

accumulation programme". 

In addition to initiatives undertaken in the Paris Club, the OS launched 

its own bilateral Enterprise for the Americas Initiative (EAl) in 1990 

which contained specific debt relief provisions for developing countries in 

the Western Hemisphere which met certain eligibility criteria. With very 

few SlLIC exceptions the EAI applies mainly to SIMICs. Under EAI, part or 

the outstanding PL480 and USAID concessional debt can be cancelled (the 

proportion depending on the circumstances of the country concerned) with 

the balance exchanged for a new, restructured obligation at a concessional 

interest rate not subject to further restructuring or cancellation. 

Amortization payments on the exchanged debt continues to be paid in US 

dollars but interest payments can -- for those debtor countries which have 

entered into Envirnmental Framework Agreements with the us -- be made in 

loal currency deposits to an Environment Fund for supporting environmental 

projects approved jointly by the debtor government and us. 

Legislation for the conversion/cancellation of PL480 had been obtained by 

the end of 1991 but legislation for converting AID loans is still pending 

in Congress. Agreements with Bolivia, Chile and Jamaica on PL480 

conversions had been signed by the end of 1991 which resulted in debt 

reductions of $264 million. EAI also provides for the sale, reduction, 

cancellation or conversion of EXIM bank debt and CCC (Commodity Credit 

Corporation) debt in transactions with private investors for DES and DOS 

operations. Legislation on this aspect is also pending. Bence, like the 

earlier Caribbean Basin Initiative, the EAI ia not yet living up to ita 

original promise. In the unlikely event (in an election year) that the 

Aaministration succeeds in obtaining the necessary legislative actions EAX 

could have a significant impact on some SlLHICa in the Western hemisphere 

which have particularly high official to total debt ratios (e.g. Jamaica). 

In summary, a considerable a.dvance haa been made since 1988 with DDSR 

initiatives. But their net impact on SIDCs as a whole (witb the exceptions 

of Poland and Egypt) has yet to be felt in any sic;nificant way. The 

largest impact of DOSR so far has been in reducing the burdens of private 

debt and debt service in SIMICs. In part this is because in a small, 

selected group of SIMICs, commercial creditors and debtors with the support 

of official lenders have been willing (with varying degrees of enthusiasm 
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in different countries) to take imaginative steps through a wide variety of 

techniques to accept market valuation of their debt portfolios and to 

adjust them accordingly on an increasing scale. 

The burdens of official bilateral debt in SILICs and SILMICs are being 

coped with through the repetitive cycle of increasingly generous but still 

inadequately effective reschedulings and arrears. Though substantial 

cancellations have been made of concessional bilateral debt in SILICs 

between 1983-91 these have not prevented a rise of over $40 billion (or 

over 120\) in SILIC bilateral debt stocks during that period although the 

rate of growth in such stocks has moderated considerably since 1988. Apart 

from isolated initiatives such as the EAI and the two cases of Poland and 

Egypt, there have been no significant reductions of bilateral obligations 

o~ed by SIMICs. The bilateral debt stocks of SIMICs have grown by nearly 

S75 billion between 1983-90, though 1991 will register a decline because of 

the Poland/Egypt reductions. 

Fur~her cancellation of bilateral debt coupled with aggressive and 

L~aginative conversion of the residual uncancelled balances (using the debt 

conversion clauses which are now featuring in rescheduling agreements) is 

the i~~ediate priority for the ~~xt few years. The burdens of multilateral 

debt remain extraordinarily onerous and are emerging, in the 1990s, as the 

most difficult problem to address. 

Objectives of Further Debt & Debt Service Reduction 

In conSidering the case for further DCSR, the objectives for the creditor 

community should be to: 

(a) reduce debt stocks and debt service decisively to levels which are 
sufficient to restore confidence in sustainable recovery in debtor 
economies; 

(b) combine debt reduction initiatives with other concomitant initiatives 
aimed at promoting economic restructuring and restoring economic 
efficiency; 

(c) avoid unforeseen consequences of debt reduction measures, either 
through moral hazard or through measures which impede macroeconomic 
stabilization; 

(d) a.ct in a manner which eschews continuing with a partial, piecemeal 
approach which accomplishes little and vitiates the wider objectives 
of structural a.djustment and economic: reform by compromising the 
integrity of the "financing packages" designed to support such 
efforts; and 
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(e) reinforce equivalent action on the part of all creditors to the 
extent that circumstances permit. 

This set of aims is, of course, easier to embrace as a general set of 

principles than to act upon. The first two of these objectives require 

further elaboration which is provided below. 

Extendinq DDSR sufficient to restore long-term economic viability The 

evidence available upto now from the cases of Costa Rica, Chile, Mexico and 

Venezuela in particular, suggests strongly that DOSR of a meaningful 

magnitude can provide a critical impetus to recovery and long-run economic 

viability. In these countries debt reduction appears to have led to a 

surge in direct and portfolio foreign investment, the repatriation of 

flight capital, increased domestic saving and investment and, in some cases 

restored access to voluntary lending by private creditors (banks and 

securities markets). DOSR is obviously therefore a necessary, if by itself 

insufficient, condition for re-attaining economic viability. It needs to 

work in tandem with sufficiently strong adjustment perfo~ance to inspire 

the confidence of creditors and investors (especially capital flight 

holders) in ~he quality of economic management and the sustainability of 

adjustment measures; timed properly, OOSR can contribute significantly to 

"f iscal consolidation" (as in "'the case of Mexico) and actually reinforce 

the process of adjustment by reducing fiscal and monetary pressures. 

The precise impact of DDSR in debtor countries is difficult to measure 

~~antitatively partly because: DCSR has not been applied for all that lonq 

(barely two years); secondly, because its impact is inextricably interwoven 

with the effects of other economic events and variables; and third because 

it is impossible to be certain about the counterfactual prospect i.e. what 

would have happened and what would actual debt service have been in the 

absence of DDSR. In the case of Mexico controversy still rages about 

whether it really benefitted significantly from the content of the Brady 

deal or from its extraordinarily fortuitous timing, coming at a time when 

oil prices began an upward surge in anticipation of the Gulf conflict, the 

North American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) negotiations were announcedwhicn 

changed perceptions of Mexico's economic prospects radically, and the fact 

that earlier policy changes were beginninq to bear fruit. Whatever the 

reasoninq it is usually unwise to argue with success. Our own conclusion is 

that the Mexican DCSR unquestionably helped at the margin and its effects 

were buoyed by other events. In the Philippines exactly the opposite 
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happened so that any impact that the first OOSR package might have had was 

overwhelmed by other factors. Nevertheless some preliminary conclusions 

are emerging. First, debt reduction may actually cost creditors very little 

in cash terms i.e. when measured in terms of actual vs contractual debt 

service by debtors. Second, the importance of eliminating a structurally 

unserviceable debt overhang, which exacerbates investor uncertainty over 

macroeconomic instability (and therefore in the stability of exchange 

rates, interest rates and tax rates) caused by external shocks, has been 

seriously underestimated as a policy objective on the part of creditors. 

There can be little question that when successful structural adjustment 

depends so heavily on domestic savings and investment behaviour, and 

especially on the investment behaviour of private agents, the perception 

that a debt overhang is being eliminated and that future gains from growth 

and exports will not accrue entirely to creditors, can be a critical factor 

in sustaining and bolstering effective adjustment and reform. Where the 

oP?osite is true, i.e. when the a:nount of COSR is too insignificant to 

change investor perceptions that the debt overhang has been dealt with 

adeq".lately, the opposite results also accrue: private confidence is not 

restored invest~ent does not take off, flight capital is not repatriated 

and adjust~ent does not take hold. 

The key issues for creditors are how much OOSR is necessary and where 

should it come from? In the case of SILICs those questions are relatively 

easy to answer. The extent of DOSR aimed for should attempt to realign 

debt stocks and debt service schedules to meet existing levels of debt 

service, allowing a small margin of headroom for servicing new borrowings 

on concessional terms and incremental trade finance facilities (including 

restored export credit cover) of a size sufficient to generate a 

sustainable increase in exports and output. Clearly the main areas to look 

at for DDSR in SILICa are: (i) reducing the stock and cost of bilateral 

debt along with stretching out extant repayment schedules on IDA type 

terms; and (ii) the refinancing on stretched out concessional terms of 

multilateral debt includinq, in particular, IMF debt. Privata debt is not ~. 

aa larqe a problem in most SILICa (with a few notable exceptions such as 

Nic;eria and Zambia) though its remaining on the books remains a serious 

impediment to trade. Ceep discount conversions of privata debt or outright 

buybacKs need to be pursued much more competently than they have upto now. 
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There is much more controversy over how much OOSR is necessary in the case 

of SILMICs and SIMICs and what the pattern of burden-sharing among 

different groups of creditors should be. These controversies have been 

heightened by the problem of arrears in Argentina and Brazil and by the 

unwillingness of commercial creditors to be as generous as bilateral 

creditors were to Egypt and Poland. It is clear, for instance from the 

Jamaica case study, that significant further reductions are necessary in 

bilateral and commercial debt and the introduction of greater 

concessionality and stretch-outs in its multilateral obligations is a 

matter deserving serious consideration. In Mexico there was considerable 

criticism that the level of debt reduction achieved by the Brady ORP was 

insufficient though ensuing events and outcomes seem to suggest otherwise. 

The same criticism in the case of the first Brady package in the 

Philippines has, however, proved to be correct. In Costa Rica the general 

consensus is that the Brady ORP resulted in much more reduction and relief 

than was really necessary, though that view has yet to be borne out by 

experience. 

These example:s suggest that attempts to determine with any precision the 

exact a..~ount of OOSR that a country needs are perhaps ill-advised; the 

final out.come is inevitably ··the outcome of subjective judgerr.ent and 

negotiation. The quest for a mathematically clean and simple set of 

heur istics to determine how much OOSR is necessary is an understandable 

one. But the examples in which OOSR has been undertaken so far do not 

provide instant formulae except to suggest that the net result of OOSR 

should be to achieve a total debt service profile of no more than around 2\ 

of GOP, 20' of total exports, with a trajectory which either approaches 

zero negative transfer on debt account or enables the residual net negative 

transfers to be financed by sustainable inflows of long-term capital on the 

equity account. The next stage of OCSR in SIMICs must aim to broaden the 

number of countries in which the various options in a market-based menu of 

debt reduction possibilities are exercised by private creditors (banks a8 

well as suppliers) whether this is done within (as in Mexico) or outside 

(as in Chile) a formal Brady framework. The main countries in which 

progress must be made to achieve a turnaround in managing the debt crisis 

are now Brazil, followed by Poland and the USSR/CIS. 

A second front which must be opened in the next pha.se of OOSR is the 

reduction of official bilateral debt through: (i) exercisinq the limted 
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conversion option that recent SILMIC rescheduling agreements have opened 

up; and (ii) expanding the limits of that option beyond 10\ of the non

concessional stock of debt outstanding. The prospect of bilateral 

creditors resorting to debt sales and conversions on any significant scale 

raises interesting and difficult issues about whether such salea should 

take place within the expanding and established secondary debt trading 

markets for private debt, whether they should be traded in a separate 

se~ent of that market and whether official creditors should be competing 

with private creditors in the same seqments of investor and trading demand 

for SIDC paper. 

Co~bininq DDSR with other Initiatives Unlike private creditors, 

official creditors are in an unusual and unique position in working closely 

with debtor governments to orient their debt reduction programmes towards 

achieving specific economic objectives which support the process of 

structural adjustment. For example, given the difficulties that many 

DES/OOS progr~~es already confront by way of IMF imposed ceilings which 

are tightly monitored, bilateral DDSR prograrrmes could be tied exclusively 

to privatization programmes involving public asset swaps which, if properly 

desigr.ed, could avert any inflationary dangers. 

I~deed, the case studies for Jamaica and Z~bia suggest that well-designed 

programmes for bilateral DDSR aimed specifically at accelerating the 

privatization programmes these countries are anxious to launch or maintain 

the momentum of could be a crucial ingredient in the mix of policy and 

institutional measures to revive these economies in conditions where 

private investors are as yet unwilling to taka the initial risk. In other 

indebted countries bilateral DDSR programmes could be targeted fo~ 

environmental and social expenditures provided that the local currency 

released through debt swaps was mobilized from the market (i.e. it did not 

add ~o money creation pressures) or was offset by equivalent public deficit 

reduction action. 

The last three objectives of DDSR noted above obviously do not require much 

elaboration. To the extent possible DDSR measures should be designed so as 

to reinforce rather than hamper the adjustment process by reducing fiscal 

and monetary pressures rather than fuelling inflation (as some debt 

conversion programmes have done). Official debt reductions should. not 

result in commercial creditors getting a "free ride" as threatens to be the 
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case in Poland and Egypt. Nor should official bilateral debt reductions 

absolve the multilateral creditor comunity from its responsibility of 

continuing to find ways in which its own debt and debt service claims can 

be reduced or deferred. Second, the tendency on the part of creditors to 

adopt piecemeal approaches to ooSR conditioned on their inherent antipathy 

toward "giving away too much too soon" has resulted in the debt crisis 

being prolonged for much longer than was necesssary with higher costs for 

both debtors and creditors. That tendency needs to be forcefully 

countered. Continuing difficulty in proceeding more swiftly with Brady 

deals in more countries and the dilution of the Trinidad Terms in order to 

reach consensus in the Paris Club suggests that official and private 

creditors have a long way to go in changing their mind sets before more 

productive outcomes can be achieved. The Poland and Egypt cases 

demonstrated quite clearly that OOSR measures are now more influenced by 

political thinking than by econc~ic imperatives when the measures applied 

to these two countries would have been much more justifiable in other 

contexts. Rather than treating them as exceptions the creditor community 

ought to use them as a platform from which to launch a different debt 

strategy aimed.at definitively ending the crisis before the middle of this 

cecace. 

Finally, the OOSR effort has to be one in which all creditors perceive the 

burden as being equitably shared. To a large extent the shareholders of 

banks and private suppliers have already been adequately protected and 

insulated from the consequences of further portfolio losses and write-offs 

on Sloe debt. In the final analysis the main brunt of further debt 

reduction falls on the shoulders of creditor governments whether they take 

the necessary losses: (i) directly, by way of write-downs of the assets and 

capital of their export credit agencies (ECAs) or of their aid agencies; 

(ii) indirectly, in that they are also the principal owners and 

underwriters of the capital of multilateral creditor institutionsl or (iii) 

through tax revenue losses caused by the provisioning and writing down ot a 

greater amount of commercial debt. 

Where the debt strategy goes from here in effecting the further reauctions 

in debt stocks and debt service claims which are clearly justified depends 

much more on the political judgement and willingness of OECD governments to 

relegate the debt crisis to history than it does on presenting the economic 
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rationale and justification for DDSR, which in virtually every SlOe, are 

too obvious and well-known to bear repetition. 

In the following chapters this Report deals with debt conversions. More 

specifically, it focusses on the reduction of official debt through 

conversion as a means for achieving debt and debt service reduction. So 

far debt conversions have been undertaken primarily in the case of private 

debt. In undertaking research for this Report we discovered that a limited 

amount of conversion activity involving official debt has occurred though 

it is not much publicized. The success of private debt conversions as key 

elements in DDSR packages, in bringing about an impressive turnaround in 

Chile, Mexico and Argentina, as well as the emergence of debt markets which 

now a:ake such conversions far easier, beg the question as to why such a 

powerful technique should remain confined to private debt. If such a 

technique could be applied more widely to official debt it would provide a 

powerful additional tool towards achieving meaningful ODSR, especially in 

the SILICs where private debt is relatively less significant. Indeed the 

door to using such a tool has been opened by the inclusion of optional 

conversion clauses in recent Paris Club agreements for SILMICs and now even 

for SILICs. 

In exa.'nining the prospects, opportunities and difficulties involved in 

converting official debt either into equity or into local currency for 

developmental purposes, this Report examines the cases of Ecuador, Jamaica, 

Tanzania and Zambia in some detail. Chapter II reviews experience with 

actual debt conversion so far. Chapter III highlights the issues which 

have emerged in examining the prospects for official debt conversions while 

Chapter IV examines, in a preliminary fashion, the scope for such 

conversions. Chapter V evaluates the implications of official debt 

conversions on creditors while Chapter VI considers the financial and 

economic impact of official debt conversions on debtor economies. The final 

chapter (VII) concludes with a summary of recommendations and outlines what 

a second phase of this Study might wish to focus upon and achieve. 
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Chile t S debt to commercial banks had escalated from $ 5.3 billion in 
1983 to $11.8 billion in 1986. Its debt-equity swap programme enabled 
that debt to be reduced to $S billion in 1989 and to less than $4 
billion by 1991 with debt service to private creditors being reduced by 
$1 billion annually and with creditworthiness being restored 
sufficiently for voluntary lending by banks to resume in 1990. 
However, Chile's total debt stocks and total debt service have not been 
reduced that dramatically with large increases in multilateral and 
bilateral debt replacing reductions in commercial bank debt. Chile's 
total debt obligations rose from $18 billion in 1983 to a peak of $21.5 
billion in 1987 but have declined since to $19 billion in 1990 (and 
about $17 billion in 1991). 

See pq 38, Table 3.2 of the 1991-92 World Debt Tables which, alonq with 
previous WOT's in the series provide the source for the data contained 
in this Chapter. Since September 1991 Brady deals have been negotiated 
for Argentina, Morocco, Nigeria, and a second arrangement for the 
Philippines. Not all of these deals have been put fully into effect as 
yet. These four arrangements together are expected to result in 
further SIMIC debt reductions amounting to about $14 billion in 
co:r~ercial debt. 

Esti~ated to have grown from around $1 billion in 1985 to around $15 
billion annually between 1988-90. 

The WOT has been used as the basic data source for this and other 
tables. The estimates provided for 1991 for the SILICs in this Table 
are higher than those projected in WDR because available data from 
other sources suggests that WDT has underprojected the 1991 000 (it has 
consistently underprojected the latest year t s estimates in the past). 
The 1991 estimates for SIMICs remains unchanged. The SILIC-SIMIC 
breakdowns do not unfortunately include DOD for countries which do not 
report to the World Bank, but whose debt the WDT estimates in aggregate 
form (see Table 1.1 pq 13 of WDT 1991-92). These include countries such 
as Afghanistan, Albania, Cuba, Iraq, North Korea, Libya, Mongolia, 
Namibia and Vietnam along with some 30 other island micro-states in the 
Caribbean and South Pacific. Data for these nine large non-DRS 
countries (excluding Libya and Namibia which are not SIDCs) provide the 
basis for the "Other SIOC" line shown above. No further breakdown is 
available for these countries to conform with the categories of debt 
shown above. Also there has been considerable movement of countries 
between the SILIC and SIMIC categories between 1982-91 with several 
former SIMICs now classified as SILICa (e.q Egypt and Nigeria) • 

These have increased the dollar value of bilateral debt denominated in 
currencies which have appreciated significantly relative to the dollar 
since 1985 • 

It is otten (but wrongly) asserted that the multilateral institutions 
are the only net providers of liquidity to the SILICs and thus on a net 
basis the multilateral debt service burden is alleviated by net inflows 
of resources. That is only true on the debt account. Between 1982-91 
the multilaterals have on average accounted for a positive net transfer 
to all SILICa of about $1.3 billion annually. By contrast bilateral 
creditors have provided an average net transfer of about $1.4 billion 
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annually in the same period though the net transfer on bilateral 
account turned a negative $81S million in 1990. But, taking into 
account 9rant capital flows from bilateral governments (which are also 
provided to cover debt service to themselves and other creditors) which 
multilaterals do not generally provide, the net transfer from 
bilaterals was on average a positive $12 billion annually for SILICs, 
dwarfing the miniscule amount of net liquidity provided by multilateral 
creditors. Moreover much of the exposure of multilateral. to SILICa is 
from their soft windows (financed by donor contributions) which enables 
them to be more flexible than if it was from their hard windows which 
are financed by borrowings on global bond markets. 

See "The Problem of Official Debt owed by Developing Countries", by 
Percy S. Mistry, op cit. para 3.14. 

See World Debt Tables (WOT) , 1990-91, Vol. I. pq 94. 

See w~T, 1989-90, Vol. I; pp 47-48 for these calculations. 

10 The second, and more far-reaching proposal, was made by the Dutch 
Development Co-operation Minister Jan Pronk at the Second UNO 
Conference on the Least Developed Countries in Paris in september 1990. 
It suggests that all creditor countries collectively cancel all 
bilateral official debt (concessional as well as non-concessional) to 
those least developed countries which are severely debt-distressed and 
other low-income countries pursuing acceptable economic reform 
programmes. Applied in its strictest sense (only the LLDCs) the Pronk 
proposal would result in the cancellation of about $40 billion in 
outstanding. debt stocks and save on scheduled annual debt service of 
$3-4 billion; but actual debt service savings would be in the region of 
about $1.5 billion. 

11 Adopted unchanged, the Trinidad Terms would have meant a reduction in 
the eligible debt stock of the poorest sub-Saharan SILICs 'of about $18 
billion. That would have been increased to $34 billion if all low
incorr.e African countries were to become eligible. It could have 
resulted in lowering scheduled debt service payments to levela 
approaching the present level of actual payments on bilateral debt 
service depending on the flexibility that waa applied in phasing the 
repayment schedule. The proposal would have been substantially 
enhanced if it reduced interest rates applied to the residual 
rescheduled debt stock to intermediate, below market levels for the 
lowest income countries, with 80ma flexibility for higher rate. to be 
applied to countries lesa distressed. 

12 Niger's debt was purchased at 18 cents. The buyback offer waa made in 
January 1991 contingent upon acceptance by creditors holding at least 
70' of outstanding commercial debt of $111 million. In the avent, 97' 
of that amount was cleared. The buyback included interest arrears as 
well as prinCipal (which meant that creditors probably recovered 40-50' 
of their principal). There were two options offered to creditors: (i) 
an exchange of 60 day notes equal to 18' of the face value of debt plus 
interest arrears tendered, and (ii) an exchange of debt for long-term 
zero coupon notes guaranteed by US Treasury zero coupon bonda with the 
maturity of such notes being adjusted so that their price at the time 
of exchange would be 18' of the dollar amount tendered. Both types of 
notes were guaranteed by the BCEAO (the West African Central Bank for 
states in the crA franc zone) -- the recipient agent of the grant aid 
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which financed the buyback. The 1986 Bolivian buyback was executed by 
the IMF at 11 cents when, just previously, Bolivian debt had been 
trading for between 4-7 cents; resulting in a few arbitrageurs making a 
very substantial profit on the transaction at the time. The Brady deal 
for Costa Rica resulted in a buyback of commercial debt and arrears 
also at 18 cents. Compared to these two deals, a price of 18 cents for 
Niger represents very poor value for money. 

1~ In part because of the market-based menu approach but also because of: 
(i) much clearer accounting, regulatory and tax treatment for these 
deals and (ii) legal devices, such as novations and the use of short
term promissory exchange notes rather than cash, which have overcome 
the problems posed by negative pledge and pari passu clauses in 
syndicated loan agreements. 

16 In both Agreements creditors can choose one of three options which are 
supposed to be equivalent in their NPV debt reduction effect: (i) 
outright cancellation of 50\ of principal outstanding; (ii) reduction 
of interest on outstanding stock to an extent equivalent to effect the 
same NPV reduction; (iii) reduce and partially capitalize interest (on 
which no further interest is applied). The resructuring for Poland is 
divided into two stages with the first tranche NPV reduction of 30\ 
becoming effective in April 1991 and the second for the remaining 20\ 
in April 1994. In the case of Egypt the first tranche for a 1S\ NPV 
reduction becomes effective in July 1991, the second for 15\ in January 
1993 and the third for 20\ in July 1994. 
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CHAPTER II: EXPERIBNCB WITH ACTOAL DEBT CONVERSION: A REVIEW 

As part of debt management techniques, conversions of privata commercial 

bank debt have been extensively used during the last several years in a 

number of developing countries as a means of reducing debt, promoting 

foreign investment, encouraging privatisation and furthering the 

achievement of other development objectives. However, swaps of official 

bilateral debt (ODA, other government loans, and commercial loans 

guaranteed by creditor governments or their export agencies) have been very 

rare, till recently; this was partly due to prohibitions on part of the 

Paris Club against selling official debt; as we shall describe below, these 

prohibitions have been recently lifted and a number of decisions taken to 

allow such conversions. 

First, we will review the experience of commercial debt conversions; then 

we will examine the until now more limited official debt conversions. 

Finally, conclusions and policy implications will be drawn. 

COHKKRCIAL DEBT CONVKRSIONS 

A. Debt-for-equitr swaps 

As can be seen in Table 1, according to 1M!' calculations the estimated 

total volume of commercial debt extinguished through official ongoing 

cor-mercial debt conversion programmes in the 1985-1990 period reached USS 

33.6 billion; this represents around 15\ of the total commercial debt of 

all heavily indebted countries, and of the total commercial debt in 1985 of 

the countries listed in Table 2 (other 8ources, e.g. World Bank, with a 

broader coverage, give higher amounts). Though debt conversions clearly 

did not lead to overcoming the debt overhang- of most HICa (with the 

exception of Chile, whose debt conversion programme ~ a major factor in 

eliminating the country's debt overhang, as ,via. this mechanism almost 70' 

of 1985 commercial was converted, see Table 2), they did make a meaningful 

contribution to such debt reduction in several of the heavily indebted 

countries. As can be seen in Table 2, in both Argentina and Philippines, 

debt conversions represented over 3o, of those countries' 1985 commercial 

debt stock; for the other countries listed in Table 2, 1985-90 debt 

conversions represented less than 20' of 1985 commercial debt stock. 
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Since Chile established the first institutionalised debt-equity programme 

in May 1985, many highly indebted countries (most of them in Latin America) 

have adopted similar debt conversion schemes. In terms of volumes swapped, 

in the 1985-1990 period, the largest amounts of conversion have occurred in 

Chile (S10.0b), Argentina ('9.lb), Brazil (S4.4b), Mexico (S4.3b), 

Philippines (S2.7b), Venezuela (S1.4b), Nigeria (SO.Sb) and Ecuador 

(SO.5b). 

A..~GE~TINA 

BRAZIL 
CHILE 
COSTA RICA 
ECUADOR 
HONCtJ'RAS 
J'A.."'AICA 
MEXICO 
NIGERIA 
PHILIPPINES 
URUGUAY 
V!!rEZUELA 

TOTAL 

SOURCES: 

. 

TABLB 1: 

VOLUME OF CEST CONVERSION BY COUNTRY, 1985- 19901
/ 

(US Millions) 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

469 
537 
323 

1329 

176 
974 

7 

413 

81 

1651 

336 
1997 

89 
127 

9 
4. 

1680 

451 

45 

4738 

764 
2095 
2927 

44 
261 

14 
5 

1056:1/ 
70 

931 
104 

49 

8320 

1180 
942 

2767 
124 

31 
47 
16 

532 
304 
630 

53 
544 

7170 

7038 
483 

1096 
17 
42 
32 
23 

435 
217 
378 

716 

10477 

TOTAL 

9451 
4569 

10084 
281 
461 
102 

48 
4116 

591 
2471 

157 
1354 

33685 

Central Bank of Argentina, Central Bank of Brazil, Central Bank 
of Chilel Mexico, Ministry of Finance I Central Bank of the 
Philippines; Bank of Jamaica; Central Bank of Venezuela, and 
IHF. 

Face value of debt converted under official ongoing schemes. Figures 
do not include large-scale cash buy-backs and debt-exchanges. 
Does not include an estimated S6-8 billion related to prepayment at & 
dis'count of private sector debt since A\.lgust 1987 signing of an 
agreement to restructure FICORCA debt. 

In the context of this study it ia interesting to emphasise the evolution 

of volumes of debt conversion through time. After & rapid expansion of 

debt conversions in 1987 and 1988 (see again Table 1), ~ countries began 

slowing down or suspending such conversion in the face of concerns such &s 
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domestic monetary implications of these operations and the possible lack of 

additionality of associated investments. In other countries (especially 

Chile) debt conversions grew rapidly, till their very success reduced the 

stock of available debt to sell. The revival of debt equity swaps in 

countries like Argentina, Mexico and Philippines was largely linked to 

privatisation efforts in them. This was partly in response to the 

potential adverse inflationary effects of debt conversion programmes in 

those countries; the advantage of using debt conversions for privatisation 

is that such operations do ~ lead to the monetisation of foreign debt. 

Thus both the fiscal and monetary expansionary impact of conversions is 

avoided if publicly-owned enterprises are privatised and the equity of the 

privatised enterprises are then swapped for debt. Furthermore if 

privatisation leads to increases in efficiency in loss-making enterprises, 

the debtor government would gain from a reduction both to its external debt 

and in the need to subsidise the public enterprise. However, if the 

government swapped debt for equity in currently profitable enterprises, the 

reduction in the central government's income from those enterprises could 

have a future negative fiscal impact, the latter case perhaps being less 

frequent. 

Another factor explaining recent expansion of debt conversion programmes is 

that several recent bank debt restructuring agreements (especially in the 

context of the Brady Plan) contain (usually due to pressure from creditor 

co~~ercial banks), commitments of debtor countries to engage in debt-equity 

swaps; increased efforts by many heavily indebted countries to attract 

foreign investment has also been a recent factor in increased used of debt

equity swaps. 

The increased use of market-based debt reduction techniques (and especially 

debt-equity swaps) has been facilitated and in turn, has contributed to, a 

marked growth in the !!!! of the secondary m~rket. According to the data 

presented in Figura 1, total volume of trading of LeC debt reached in 1990 

around S100 billion in 1990. (NMB, the largest European traders, real 

figures of trading volumes reached at least $150 billion in 1990). This i. 

in sharp contrast with levels in 1983 or 1984, when total trading in LDe 

debt reached on O.Sb; thus the volume of trading haa increased 200 times in 

7 or 8 years. 
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TABLB 2: 

DEBT TO COMMERCIAL BANKS; CONTRIBUTION TO ITS REDUCTION BY DEBT-CONVERSION 
PROGRAMMES (US$b) 

(1, (:a, (.3, 

STOCK OF COMMERCIAL VALUE OF 
BANK DEBT, 1985 DEBT CONVERSIONS (2)/(1)*100 

1985-1990 

ARGENTINA 25.3 9.5 37.5 
BRAZIL 67.1 4.6 6.9 
CHILE 14.8 10.1 68.2 
MEXICO 71.4 4.1 5.7 
NIGERIA 4.9 0.6 12.2 
PHILIPPINES 7.6 2.5 32.9 
VENEZUELA 23.6 1.4 5.9 

TOTAL 214.7 32.8 15.3 

Refers to long-term commercial bank debt; Source: World Bank, World 
Debt Tables 1990-1991. 

(2, Based on Table 1. 

Besides a dramatic increase in volume of trading, and closely related to 

it, there has been a streamlining and si."nplification of procedures; in ,. 
particular, the documentation for carrying out swaps has been significantly 

siQplified and standardised. The fact that all post-Brady bonds are really 

perfectly tradeable and aSSignable documents has played a. major role in 

facilitating - and expanding volume of - transaction. 

The Lee Debt Traders Association Inc., created in December 1990, seeka to 

further improve the secondary market's efficiency by adoption of standard 

procedures. Indeed, procedures and documentation has by now become so 

simplified that tradinq can be done over-tho-counter (by telephone and/or 

computer). Given that deals were initially so complex to arrange on the 

commercial debt secondary market, (and there were so many sceptics about 

the market's future), its impressive development aince the mid-1980s may 

show important potential for official elebt tradinq to increase 

Significantly (and to becoma operationally simple) especially for swapping· 

debt for equity or development, as ia discussed in future chapters. 

Furthermore, the precedent. set and the experience with commercial debt 

should facilitate operations with official debt. 
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A review of the different country experience with commercial debt 

conversion and of the literature' on the subject seems to lead to the 

following three broad conclusions: 

1) The economic 

amongst countries, 

effects of debt conversions are very heterogeneous 

and sometimes in different periods within the same 

country. Factors which seem to contribute to more positive results 

include: a) stable macro-economic environment, with low fiscal and quasi

fiscal deficit, b) the existence or parallel development of domestic 

capital markets, which can attenuate or eliminate monetary effects, (this 

is particularly well illustrated by the Chilean experience), c) clarity of 

objectives pursued with the programme, d) carefully designed debt 

conversion programmes which gear it to meeting objectives (e.g. debt 

reduction, encouraging additional foreign direct investment) and 

controlling problema, e.g. excessive monetary expansion, misuse for round

tripping of funds. For details of the debt conversion progr~~e 

characteristics in different debtor economies, please see Appendix 1. 

2) Debt-equity swaps have, if the policy framework, the circumstances 

and the progr~Tme design are right, yielded some valuable positive results. 

These have included: 

a. Major reductions in commercial debt, so significant t hat they 

contributed in the Chilean case in a very important way to reducing the 

debt overhang, and thuB helped the country's return to international 

capital markets; in all other cases however, the reduction of debt has been 

far less meaningful. In the case of countries like the Philippines, (but 

especially Brazil) the role of debt conversion in debt reduction has been 

far less significant than in ths Chilean case (see Table 2). However, in 

the Mexican case, the country has (like Chile) now returned to the 

international capital markets, which was an important objective of ita debt 

strategy; it could be argued that debt conversions played some (though not 

a major) role in achieving this objective. It should be stressed that 

other factors (besides debt reduction in the Brady context and debt 

conversions) played an important role in Mexico I 8 return to the 

international capital markets/ these include domestic policies, such as the 

pursuit of prudent macro-economic policies, and external events euch as the 

likely creation of NAFTA (North American Free Trade Area). 
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b. Investment promotion and return of capital flight, an important bonus 

resulting from debt-equity conversions haa in several cases been its 

contribution to help attract foreign direct investment and the return of 

previously fled domestic capital. There is debate in the literature about 

how much FOI generated is additional, because the answer depends on the 

assumptions upon which a counter-factual is based, that indicates how much 

foreign capital would have entered in the absence of the conversion 

programme. However, especially in some countries (and here again Chile 

and, to a lesser extent, Mexico are leading examples) there is ample 

evidence to suggest that conversions have contributed, both directly and 

indirectly, to accelerate the pace of foreign investment. Furthermore, the 

country origin of FOI flows have become more diversified. Naturally the 

subsidy granted had an important influence on persuading particular 

investors to come into those countries, who may otherwise not have come. 

Policy-makers2 in countries like Chile stress that the favourable publicity 

concerning the country's economic performance, favourable business climate, 

and economic openness generated by Chile's early adoption of debt 

conversion played an important indirect role (via for example favourable 

exposure in international financial press) in promoting FOI flows to that 

country. Similarly, Mexico's .. more limited debt-equity swap programmes 

reportedly3 also helped attract FOI. 

this "kick-starting" of FOI flows to countries where previously ~ 

foreign and domestic investment was depressed was a very valuable bonus of 

some debt conversion programmes in middle-income countries, which could be 

replicated hopefully in other, relatively poorer, countries. Three caveats 

are important hera. First, debt conversion will be effective in helping 

catalyse FOI and possibly other private flows (e.g. portfolio flows) if 

they are part of a policy package that make the country attractive to such 

flows. Second, there may be some trade-off between applying selectively 

criteria to enhance the positive development and macro-economic effects 

(e.g- demanding new flow. to accompany debt conversion, aa waa done for 

example in Argentina, and/or restricting the sectors for which debt-equity 

swaps can be used aa waa done for: example in the Philippines) and the 

magnitude of the debt conversions carried out. Thus, if les8 selectivity 

and pre-condition are placed by the local government (as in Chile), then a 

greater volume of debt conversion (and FOX via that mechanism) ia 

achievable, though ita development and macr:o impact may have aome flaws. 

Greaeer selectivity may on the other hand limit the magnitude of 
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operations, the additional FOI generated, even though its development 

~pact may be enhanced. If an initial qualitative change in perception of 

the country is desired, perhaps a more liberal approach may be desirable, 

especially for the first stages. Finally, as is discussed in Chapter VI, 

it is not sure whether the indirect effects of debt conversion/debt 

reduction on attracting foreign direct investment will occur to the sama 

extent in low-income countries as it did in middle-income ones. 

Debt conversion can also be used as a vehicle to facilitate the return of 

capital flight by nationals of the country. In that aspect the Chilean 

experience is also interesting, as a special window (Chapter 18) was 

opened, which residents were allowed to use; this facility gave a smaller 

subsidy than that for foreign investors but offered an implicit tax and 

legal amnesty. The programme was very successful in attracting returned 

capital flight. 

c. Export promotion and import substitution To the extent that the 

additional FOI attracted by debt conversions goes into tradeables sectors 

(and especi~lly if they bring with them know-how, additional markets, more 

efficient technology), this will help promote production of foreign 

exchange earning and/or saving" activities. There is some evidence that an 

important share of FDI entering through debt conversions has gone into such 

activities. 

d. Privatisation, as pointed out above, debt conversion programmes have 

increaSingly boosted privatiaation programmes by providing an additional 

source of demand for equity in the companies involved. Also of importance 

is the fact that in soma countries (e.g. Chile) the debt converllion 

programme reduced the debts of state-owned enterprises, making such 

companies more attractive to potential private shareholders. Debt 

conversions in this fiald need to be properly structured, so aa to avoid 

biasing privatisation towards foraiqn ownership, and avoiding excessive 

subsidies going to foreign investors in companies being privatised. 

e. strenqthening private sector finance, in countries like Chile, Brazil 

and Ecuador, the debt crisia coincided and largely caused financial 

problema and/or crise. for the domestic private sector, especially the 

financial sector. Debt conversion proqrammee helped strengthen the privata 

secto~ particularly by lowerinq excessive levele of debt. This 
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strengthening of the private sector (and especially the banks) seems to 

have contributed to a recovery of domestic private investment. 

As regards the positive effects described in d. and e., an important caveat 

should be made. It is important that there is a high degree of 

transparency in such operations (with public disclosure of operations, and 

possible monitoring of operations by an independent commission or by 

Parliament). This is to avoid excessive subsidies going in a hidden way 

either to, for example, foreign investors buying shares of privatised 

companies or to the domestic private sector, including cases where no 

subsidies were needed, as was reportedly the case in Ecuador, Brazil and 

also Chile.· Transparency and supervision also avoid open corruption, and 

make the programmes domestically more attractive, and therefore increase 

the likelihood that they will remain. Continuity of debt conversion 

programmes seems to yield better results, especially on private sector 

confidence, than stop-go-experiences, such as have occurred in countries 

like Costa Rica, Jamaica, etc. 

3) Though debt conversion programmes have important beneficial effects 

for debtor eco~omies, they also have problematic effects, which can however 

be partly or totally counteracted by efficient programme design and 

LToplernentation. The potential problems include: 

a) Monetary and fiscal effects, with inflationary potential. These are 

meaningful if the swaps are large, if debt is exchanged against local 

currency, if this issue is not regulated carefully in time, and if 

compensatory measures (fiscal and/or monetary) are not taken. If the scala 

of conversion is small (in relation to the money supply the problem i. not 

meaningful, especially if the rate of expansion of the money supply and the 

magnitude of the fiscal deficit are small, the inflationary impact can be 

controlled. However, experiences like the Brazilian ona illustrate that in 

a context of high inflation, and. high budget deficit, conversions can 

accentuate an already seriou8 problem. If the conversion is made against 

bonds, placed in the domestic capital markets, the monetary impact is 

dtminished, but there may be a negative effect on increased interest rates. 

As discussed in Chapter VI, conversion against instruments such as bonda ia 

only feasible in countries that have or are in the procesa of creatinq 

fairly deep domestic capital markets. 
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b) Net effect of conversions on Balance· of Payments: There is a. risk 

that the net effect on Balance of Payments could be negatively accentuated 

if the debt was previously not serviced in its totality, if there was 

considerable round-tripping and/or the foreign investment is not 

"additional", and if the flow of profit remittances and capital is higher 

(on a net present value basis) than the interest and amortisation payments 

saved by the conversion. In designing programmes and evaluating 

applications debtor governments need to evaluate these factors, so as to 

ensure at a very minimum a zero effect on the Balance of Payments. 

c) Subsidy Effects: Debt-equity conversions normally imply an important 

subsidy, either to a foreign investor or less frequently to a resident; 

this could lead to an inappropriate allocation of resources, unless the 

operation is considered to imply important net efficiency gains. 

Furthermore, the magnitude of the subsidy can be regulated by the Central 

Bank, either through a market (via an auction, as is done for example in 

Chile, for Art 18, used by residents), and/or through administrative 

measures, such as fixing a lower value for the local currency swapped per 

unit of debt (~~lle~ redenomination rate). 

B. Debt-for-developDSnt swaps .. 

The resurgence of debt-equity programmes, discussed above, has been 

accompanied by increased interest in other forms of conversions, which can 

be broadly called debt-for-development swaps. Most publicity and a large 

share of the operations have been focussed on debt-for-nature swaps, 

largely reflecting priorities in developed countries and active lobbying by 

Northern environmental NGOs. However, soma pioneering operations in 

broader debt-for-development swaps have been carried out; for example, 8ix 

banks, from three industrialised countries, donated to UNICEF their 

outstanding debt obligations in the Sudan valued at more than ,20 million. 

These operations allow for funding of high priority 80cial spending (from & 

developing country perspective). 

Commercial debt-for-development swaps can also be classified, depending on 

whether they originate in purchases or donations. Hoat frequently, 

international charitable organisations, or developed-country government8 

purchase commercial debt on the secondary market at a discount, which are 

then converted into local currency instrumenta, either at par or at a 

discount less steep than that prevailinq in the secondary market. In other 
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cases, banks have donated debt to an international charity or NGO, with the 

condition that the debt be "paid" in local currency, in a previously agreed. 

programme, for conservation or social purposes. 

Either in a purchase or a donation of debt, there are at least three 

parties participating; the commercial bank (whose debt is involved), the 

international NGO or charity (buying or receiving the debt) and. the host 

government. Frequently, other parties are involved, such as financial 

intermediaries trading the debt and local NGOs implementing the deal. 

Experience indicates that the number of parties involved and the 

differences in their objectives implies that the process is complex and 

often costly in administrative and other efforts. 

This may be one of the important factors in explaining the fairly limited 

scale of commercial debt-for-development swaps. As can be seen in Table 3, 

the total face value of commercial debt-for-develoament transactions 

identified reached around USS 485 million by April 1992. If one assumes 

that some of these transactions have not been identified, the total could 

reach around USS 500-600 million. This sum could be increased fairly 

significantly, given increased interest in these transactions. However, 

the scale of total commercia~ debt-for-development swaps is not only 

incredibly small in relation to the total commercial debt of developing 

countries, but also in relation to debt-equity swaps (see Table 1), which 

have accumulated a total of around $l8b by early 1992. The magnitude of 

commercial debt-for-development swaps only represent 1-2\ of total 

co~mercial debt-for-eguity swaes. 

COmmercial debt for development swaps have clearly, at least until now, ~ 

made & meaningful contribution to reducing the external debt overhang and 

cannot be expected to. However, they have contributed. marginally to such & 

reduction (which ia positive) and. have had a numbe~ of othe~ positive 

effects (and. some costa). Thei~ greatest value lies in highlighting area. 

of high priority in social and environmental spending and. shifting 

resources to such areas. 

Before briefly outlininq these, it is intereatinq to stres8 that debt tor 

development swaps have been heavily concentratea (in term. of maqnitude of 

swaps) in two countriea: Mexico (mainly for social purposes) and. Costa 

Rica (for the envi~onment). {For detaila of some deals reached. there and 

in other. countries, a88 Appendices 2 and 3, with more details in the 
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latter). Both countries governments have (during different periods) given 

strong support to such operations. In the case of Coata Rica, the largest 

swaps for a total face value of debt of ($57 million) have been arranged by 

donations made by the Dutch and Swedish government directly to the Costa 

Rican government. In the case of Mexico 5 the government has facilitated 

and streamlined procedures ~ provided technical assistance to NGOs as to 

make such deals easier. Though Mexico and Costa Rica dominate debt for 

development volumes, a large number of countries have or are trying to 

arrange swaps. 

It is also noteworthy that the cost of purchasing the debt for these swaps 

is far below their face value, and that the average rate of redemption (at 

8S\), though below face value, was well above the cost of purchasing or 

receiving the debt. 

As regards the benefits and costs of debt-for-development swaps, a review 

of the experience indicates that perhaps the main benefit of such deals is 

that it can place emphasis - both within the country and internationally -

on high priority cases, such as social spending_ By attracting attention 

(via usually highly publicised operations), to particular high priority 

programmes, these swaps may serve as a catalyst for larger shifts, in 

debtor government priorities and/or in donor and other international agency 

priorities. Particularly where such high priority areas have been 

relatively neglected, this will ialply important efficiency gains from a 

broa.c:l development perspective. Furthermore, given favourable publicity, 

the multiplying effect in local currency of donor or creditor effort, and 

the assurance that the international agent'. contribution will be 

channelled to high priority spending, debt-for-development swaps may 

encourage additionality of foreign exchange flows, which would otherwise 

not have entered the country. 

The direct net foreign exchange flow effects of debt-for-development swap. 

tend to be far mora favourable than debt-equity swaps, aa in tha forma: 

there is no outflow of profit remittances and capi.tal amortisation to 

offset the reduction in debt service payments, aa occurs in the latter.

This assumes that D-D-S operations are also carefully regulated ~y Central 

Ba.nJc. authorities to avoid attempts at abusing such operations for "round

tripping".~ It should be stressed that from a debtor country perspective, 

debt-for-development 8waps are more favourable II there i8 a. clear net 

toreiqn exchange saving- This occurs particularly !! the country was or 
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was about to start servicing that debt. If the country was not, and was 

not about to start, servicing that debt, then the main gain occur. in a 

shift of spending to high priority sectors, this latter option i. 

illustrated by the commercial bank donationa made to UNICEF for increasing 

social and environmental spending in Sudan. In the latter case, (if the 

debt ia not being serviced) it is important the debt is either donated by 

the banks or funds given by external agencies are additional to existing 

aid or other flows. 

However if debt-for-equity swaps engender the kind of indirect secondary 

effects such as repatriation of flight capital, a substantial inflow of 

portfolio and equity investment, etc. (as they seem to have done in Chile 

an~ Mexico) their foreign exchange effects could be quite favourable for a 

considerable period of time before !l!J:. foreign exchanqe outflows from 

dividend of capital repatriation assume siqnificance. 

Given the relatively small magnitude of most co~ercial debt-for

development swaps so far, risks of undesiral:lle inflationary impact have 

been relatively marg~nal. This is particularly true where inflation and 

budget deficits are low, and where local currency proceeds from debt-for

develcp~ent swaps are requlated"in time (e.g. via issue of bonds, as in the 

case of Costa Rica). Furthermore, if there is a net foreign exchange 

saving from the 0-0-5, this will qenerate a contractionary effect on the 

money supply, when such foreign exchange is used for higher imports. 

It can be concluded that D-D-S are more attractive from a macro-economic 

perspective for countrie. with relatively low inflation, and which are 

serviCing (and planning to service) moat of the type of debt being .wapped. 

For countries with high inflation, special effort. need to be made, to 

compensate or sterilise the additional fiscal and/or monetary affect., !! 
these are meaningfully large. 

Finally, the above analys1. ha. asaumed that D-D-S are geared to high 

priority development objectives, from the debtor country perspective. 

However, it haa been suqc;estac1- that scme debt-fol:-nature awapa tend. to 

finance internationally prestigioua environmental conservation project. 

(e.q. protect exotic flora and fauna), in which a large part of the returns 

are extarnalised to the rest of the world; in 8uch case., the benefit. to 

the debtor'. population are amall, and may nat compensate undesirable 

monetary or other effects. Thi. problem can be overcome, if international 
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conservation qroups broadened their agenda to environmental projects with 

direct benefit to local populations, such aa those that remedy urban ai~ 

pollution, contamination of rivers and seas, soil erosion in ancl uounc1 

farming zones. If the latter include reforestation, this may both benefit 

the local popUlation and have positive international effects. Hore 

broadly, it is important that among creditors, donors, international NOC., 

debt-for-development swaps are ~ identified just with debt-for-nature 

swaps; the concept should also include debt-for-social spending, either 

linked or not to improvements in the natural environment; this aqain would 

allow a better reflection of debtor's domestic welfare functions and 

development needs. 

Besides debt-for-equity and debt-for-development swaps, other interesting 

operations (though usually on a one-off basis) have been carried out with 

cc~~ercial debt. One such type of operation is that of debt-for-exports, 

which was, for example, carried out in Peru. Such operations are 

in~erestinq for the debtor country to the extent that the exoorts generated 

a:e non-traditional ones, and that therefore the. country is USing export 

?roceeds (wh~~h it would not have otherwise received) to service the debt.' 

'l'he:e ha.ve indeed been sever.al attempts by both debtor countries and 

certain creditor banks to put in place a formal procedure through which 

interest on foreign debt would be paid for with exports, which the creditor 

institutions would then market. Reportedly,~O one of the problema in the 

past ha.s been the fear that such schemes may run counter to the pari-passu 

and sharing clauses included in moat syndicated commercial loan agreements. 

Aa a. result of this, and also of the complexity of arranging debt-for

exports deals with commercial bank., it haa not been possible to formally 

set up such a scheme in any major debtor country. 

As pointed out above, the only important exception reportedly is Peru. The 

first such "debt:-for-goods" deal wa. anncunce4 in September 1987, when 

First Interstate Bank and Midland Bank announced they would cancel & total 

of 596 million of short-te~ debt: in return for Peruvian exports. Since 

then, the programma was extended to cover several formerly socialist East 

European creditors, American Express, Chas8 Manhattan and other commercial 

credltors. The system reportedly required banks to pay '2 ill ca.h for 

every 53 wortn of goods. The 51 difference then goea to retire .hort-te~ 
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'J'AULB 3, 

COHPLETED DEUT-YOR-DEV~LOPHENT TltANSACTIONS 

(Au of April 1992) 

PACK LOCAL AVKRACB AVE RATE or 
OOUItTRY . ODST VALUB BONDS PlUCK RBDBHPTION 

BOLIVIA $100,000 $650,000 $250,000 0.15 38' 
BRAZIL Donation $2,000,000 n.a. 
COSTA RICA $12,515,474 ,'9,853,631 $41,972,904 0.23 64' 
DOMINICAN $616,400 $2,582,000 $2,582,000 0.23 100' 
REPUBLIC 
ECUADOR $3,312,000 $22,000,000 $18,500,000 0.18 71' 
GUINEA $500,000 ,1,000,000 $1,000,000 0.50 n.a. 
HADAGASCAR $1,395,891 $3,030,475 $3,030,415 0.41 100' 
DEBT-f'OR- $2,000,000 ,3,500,000 $3,500,000 100' 
EDUCATION 
MEXICO $2,350,000 $1,900,000 $6,500,000 0.52 88' 

(300,000,000)c~, 

NIGER $500,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 0.48 n.a. 
(c •• h) 

NIGERIA ,1,000,000 $3,500,000 E3,050,000 0.35 n.a. 
(c •• h, 

PANAMA $100,000 $30,000,000 $30,000,000 
PHILIPPINES $638,150 $1,290,000 $1,290,000 0.50 100~ 

POLAND $11,500 $50,000 $50,000 0.23 100' 
SUDAN 0 $20,000,000 $20,000,000 n.A. n.a. 

(e •• h) 

ZAMBIA $454,000 $2,210,000 $2,210,000 0.21 100' 
LATIN AHERICA $6,000,000 $6,000,000 $6,000,000 1.00 100' 
(D of AI 
PARAGUAY (IFC)$2,000,000 $7,000,000 $1,000,000 n.a. 100' 

TOTAL $34,154,015 $193,626,106 $147,995,379 0.34 85' 
('485,OOO,OOO)c~, 

Ca'Though not registered in pub1i.hed statistica, Hoxlco's completed debt-for-devolopment tranaActlone (In Aprll 
1992) reach ,300 mlilion. (Baaed on interview material, with Lie. Angel Gurria, Mexican Under-Secretary of 
Finance). Thia would bring the total of face-value for debt uwapped to $231 million. 

SourceD. World Bank. W. Sung and R. Troia Recent devolopmonto in dobt conversion programmes, Informal Financing 
Note 42, UNICEF Debt Relief for Chlldrenl personal lnterv~ewD and exper~ence. 

~ 
~ 
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debt owed to foreign banks by Peruvian financial institutions. The goods 

eligible for treatment tend to be "non-traditional" exports, though fish 

and farm products are also eligible. 

Provided technical (e.g. pari-passu) problema can be solved (and these are 

increaSingly easier to handle), these schemes are of interest to the debtor 

only !! the experta generated are non-traditional experts that otherwise 

could not have been sold in normal transactions. 

OYFICLAL DEBT CONVKRSIONS 

I\s pointed out above, initially debt conversion efforts were focu ssed on 

cO::'.':".ercial debt, with swaps of official bilateral debt practically non

existent; indeed, there were prohibitions against creditor 90verr~.entB 

selling their debt. 

:!o:wever, the balance of emphasis is rapidly shifting to ..... ards bilateral 

official c.ebt conversion, both for equity ar.d for developr.,ent. Such 

operations potentially open debt conversions for ot~er categories of 

countries (lo~-inccr:ne and low-middLe-income), for ceals whose Bca l a could 

be large, and which could be negotiated more easily and quickly with 

creditor gover~T.ents. 

T~e Paris Club 10\ Clause 

In September 1990, the Paris Club decided to allow, for heavily indebted 

lower middle-income countriea, that "creditor couneriea can on a. voluntary 

basie swap part of the claims for debt-equity swaps, debt-for-nature swaps 

and other swaps, for up to 10\ of bilateral or officially guaranteed 

co=.ercial loans, and (where relevant) for up to 100\ of ODA loans; there 

ia also a value limit ($10 million or $20 million), which can be used if it 

is higher than the 10\ of total debt". 

In late 1991, the Paris Club extended this facility to heavily indebted 

low-income countries. 

At the til:\e of writing (late April 1992), amongst the countries that had 

had this clausa already approved in their Pari. Club rescheduling were: 

Ecuador, ~orocco, Congo, Cameroon, Honduraa, Salvador, BoliVia, Ivory 

Coase, Jordan, Nigeria, Eqypt, Poland, Philippine., Jamaica, Peru, 

Nicaragua, Senegal, Tanzania. and Benin. Relatively limited activity had 

, 
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actually taken place in finalising official debt conversions in the 

framework of the "10\ clause". However, a number of transactions are 

reportedly being considered or about to be implemented. 

Poland has presented a detailed request to its creditors for funding 

of a S3bn Environment Fund, with the "10\ clause". Reportedly, the os and 

France have made commitments to such a Fund. (For details, baseel on 

speeches made by experts at the Seminar on Poland'. Debt-for-Environment 

Swap, held in Poland, 20 November :991, see Appendix 4). 

In Egypt, the French government is reported to have accepted to 

convert up to $10 million of its bilateral debt, and use it for co

financing (with the World Bank), the Social Emergency Fund. France and 

other creditor governments (e.g. Japan) are reportedly considering a 

programme of official debt-equity conversions. 

For Morocco, the Netherlands and other creditor governments are 

considering the possibility of debt-equity swaps with their Paris Club 

debt. 

For Nigeria, different creditor governments are 

conSidering using O-E-S conversions to support privatisation. 

reportedly 

Canada ia examining the possibility of converting official debt for 

funding additional UNICEF high priority spending in some heavily indebted 

Latin American country. 

It should be noted that certain creditor qovernments have, even before 

September 1990, been selling (or converting) thair Paria Club debt, with 

the aim of improving the balance sheet of their expert credit agencies. 

Because theae operations were not allowed in the Paris Club framework, they 

were not publicised. However, they are intereating because they pioneered 

D-E-S with official debt, showinq ~hat it is "feasible for an export credit 

agency both to taka equity in Lee compania. and/or to s811 official debt to 

private investora. It ia interesting to nota that Belgian officia1 

bilateral debt was aold at a somewhat higher price than that of commercial . 

bank debt traded in the secondary market for that country. Another country 

that carried out .uch operations was the US, though apparently on & smaller 

scale; EXIMBANK converted ita debt claim on Mexico into equity in & private 
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steel company, which it later sold, recovering full face-value of ita pre

converted debt claim. 

The US Enterprise for the Americas Initiative 

Slightly before (June 1990) the multilateral "10' clause" initiative wag 

launched by the Paris Club, President Bush proposed & US Initiative for the 

Americas. This Initiative had three pillara; trade, investment and debt 

reduction. 

As regards debt, the US Initiative proposes - for Latin American and 

Caribbean eligible countries - that stocks of concessional debt (PL-480-and 

AID) be eignificantly reduced; interest on the remaining debt in this 

category can be paid in local currency into an environmental fund, if an 

eligible country has entered into an Environmental Framework Agreement; 

otherwise interest will be paid in US dollars. Thus, this programme 

encourages a co~mitment to allocate domestic resources to the environment 

in exchange for debt reduction. Initiatives have recently been approved in 

the US Congress to broaden the local use of interest payments, more 

generally to development purposes, and specifically for child 

development. 11 

Within this clause (already approved by the US Congress) the US government 

has started both cancelling portions of PL-480 debt, and allowing that 

interest on residual stocks be collected in local currency. ECLAC1. 2 

reports cancellation of a largo portions of US bilateral debt, for Bolivia 

(whoae US bilateral debt i. moatly conceasional), as well as smaller (in 

percentage terms), cancellations of Jamaica'. and Chile' s bilatera1 debt 

obligations, in the context of the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative. 

Implementation of the envil:onmental fund i8 gradually beqinninql thus, 

Chile - the firat country to be granted thia concesaion, in June 1991 -

was, at the time of writing, in the process of defininq ita envizonment 

framework agreement. 

As regards non-conca.eional debt, owed by eligible LAC countries to the 

EXIMBANK and COmmodity Credit Corporation, the Initiative for the America. 

contemplates that sal. of a portion of this debt would be undertaken to 

facilitate debt-for-equity, dabt-fo~-dev.lopment or debt-for-nature swapa, 

thea. ewaps would imply both a conversion and a reduction of 8uch debt. 

Legialation to approve such ope~ations haa bean aorioualy delayed. 
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Potential problems may also arise, for approval of new appropriations to 

fund new reductions in PL-480 debt. 

Thus though the potential for both debt reduction and debt conversion of 

the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative is fairly large - especially for 

those countries whose share of OS bilateral debt in total debt is large, a. 

occurs with several small and relatively poor countries - the actual 

volumes forgiven and converted may be both delayed and constrained by 

difficulties with US Congress approval and by other internal US political 

and economic considerations. Another factor constraining the application 

of debt reduction and debt conversion is the large number of conditions 

that LAC countries have to meet, so they can become eligible. These 

include: the country should have in effect or making significant progress 

towards an IMF stand-by or IM!' monitored. programme (and if appropriate 

World Bank SAL), have in place lOB loan for promoting investment; and (if 

larqa part of debt owed to commercial banks), have negotiated a 

satisfactory financing programme with commercial banks, including debt and 

cebe service reduction. 

Even if constrained in magnitude, these Enterprise for the Americas 

operations may provice valuable. precedents, experience and support grass

roots conservation (and hopefully social development) efforts. 

other official debt conversion initiatives 

OUtside the framework of the Paris Club, interesting deals with bilateral 

official debt have been carried out or are being considered. 

Firat, 80me clevelopinq countries, and especially Mexico, have pursued aft 

active strateqy aa creditors to reduce official claims via debt conversions 

Oft central American and ca:ibbean countries. Some of these operation. were 

u8ed for example, by Mexican investors to p~has. & privatiaed company iR 

Hondura., to leas8 land on which to grow grain in Nicaragua, and to build 

new hotels in Coata Rica. ~he8e operations have been quite sophisticated 

financially, ae they have involved ~ debt-for-debt swaps (e.g. Mexican 

with Honduran) ancl debt-equity swapa. As theae operations can provide 

useful lea80na for developed country creditors, they deaerve further study, 

in the context of Phaa8 II of thia study. 
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Second, the official debt claims of Central and Eastern European countries 

and the ex-USSR against developing countries can be converted. An example 

is provided by the sale of ex-German Democratic Republic claim. on 

developing countries to commercial firms engaged in importing raw 

materials, BO as to help fund the large German public deficit. 

Surprisingly, the commercial firma are reported aa recover in.; full face 

value through imports of raw materiala, from countries such a8 Zambia, this 

seems very undesirable from the LDe perspective, as it implies full pre

payment of official debts, in circumstances that Zambia ia not even 

servicinq the rest of its bilateral debt in full. 

other operations are reportedly being discussed with a prospective sale of 

ex-USSR claims on Mozambique to private investors from South Africa for 0-

E-S operations. 

These deals, with ex-Comecon countries' debt, are of interest in 

themselves; it is important to study them from and LDC perspective, to 

ensure that they are structured in a way that contributes (and does not 

d~aqe) their dev~lopment and macro-economic objectives1 it is also 

~portant to" evaluate the extent to which they imply equal treaaent for 

all official creditors, and do.~ discriminate either in favour or against 

ex-Comecon creditors. 

S~ AND CONCLOSIONS 

The experience of debt conversions (especially of commercial debt) reviewed 

above, leads us to the followinq conclusional 

a) Particularly in some countries, there has been considerable scope for 

debt-equity swaps. Thia ia particularly 80 when the programma of debt 

conversion has coincided with a large programme of privatisation and with 

the development of a domestic capital mark.t~ a. both the.. aspect. helped 

to control excessive monetary expansion resulting from such programme.. To 

the extent that p~ivati8ation i. also conducive to gr.&ta~ efficiency of 

eneerp~ise., then debt-equity 8wap. can be assumed to generate significant 

efficiency gains, and a positive supply response. 

b) the scope for clearly non-inflationary debt-equity swap. i. thus muc~ 

larqer if the country ha. a larqe public sector, which the government 

wishes to p~ivati8. (e.q. ~ecently Argentina), in oth.~ countries, where 
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the state sector is relatively small, in relation to the total of the 

economy (e.q. Ecuador), and/or where the government does not have any or a 

large privatisation programme, the scope for debt-equity swaps may be far 

smaller. 

However, in the latter case debt-equity swaps could still be used to 

attract foreign direct investment or return domestic capital into new 

activities; the potential problematic monetary effects can be controlled if 

the swaps are placed in the context of a multi-year macro-economic 

progr~~e, consistent with low levels of inflation. 

Indirect effects of debt-equity swaps, such as helping the kick-starting of 

foreign direct or portfolio investment, have been especially positive in 

countries such as Chile and Mexico, though it is again uncertain whether 

such effects would occur to the same extent in far poorer, less diversified 

and smaller economies, such as the Sub-Saharan ones. 

c) As regards debt-equity swaps vs. debt-for-development swaps, in the 

case of cO~T.ercial debt we can clearly conclude from the above evaluation 

of experience, that it is not a case of one being more benefitial than the 

oeher, but that the likely sc~.le of debt-equity swaps tends to be much 

lar;er, both because creditors prefer to sell rather than donate debt, and 

because debtor governments prefer debt-equity swaps, if they involve 

privatisations, as this avoids inflationary impact. A similar trend is 

likely to arise for official bilateral debt, even though the proportion of 

debt-for-development swaps may be somewhat higher than in the case of 

commercial debt, as soma bilateral creditors may well seek to fin4 either 

public goode in tha debtor country and/or international public qood., via 

official debt conversions. 
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For useful analysis of the issues, see, for example, K. Blackwell and 
S. Nocera "Debt-equity swaps" IMP Workinc; Paper, February 1988, 
Washington, DC; and several articles in Analytical Issues in Debt, 
Ope cit., for a review of debt-swap proqrammes and policy lessons, 
see, for example, UNCTC "Transnational banks and debt-equity 
conversions. Report of the Secretary General" Economic and Social 
Council, February 1991, EIC 10/1991/11 R. Ffrench-Davis and R. Bouzaa 
(ed.) Conversion de deuda externa y financiacion del desarrollo, 
Grupo Editor Latinoamericano 1990, Arqentina, K. Mortimore "Debt
equity swaps" CEPAL Review, September 1991, Santiago; for an analysis 
of the Chilean experience and lessons therefrom, see, for example, 
Larrain, F. and Velasco, A. (1990) "Can swaps solve the debt crisis? 
Lessons from the Chilean experience Princeton Studies in 
International Finance; M. Williamson Chile's Cebt Conversion Program, 
CEPAL/CET, Auqust 1990, mimeo; R. Laqos (1989) ttDebt Relief throuqh 
Debt COnversion: A Critical Analysis of the Chilean Proqramme" M.Phil 
thesis, IDS, Sussex; J. Aravena (1991) Debt Reduction Schemes, 
Theoretical and Ern~irical Issues for Chile, CIACO, Louvain. 

Interviews with senior qovernment officials in Chile; see also, M. 
Williamson, Ope cit. 

See, for example, M. Mortimore, Ope cit. 

Interview material; see alao, M. MortL~ore, Ope cit. 

Interview material. 

M. Occhiolini "Debt for Nature Swaps" WPS393. 
1990. 

Interview material. 

World Bank, March 

See, for exampla, R. Devlin "Debt-for-Nature Swaps: A New Aqenda. ... 
International Economic Insights, september/october 1991. 

I thank V. Monaldi for emphasizing this aspect, and for va.luable 
discussions on it. 

"ONCTC Debt Equity Conversion. A Guide for Deciosion Makers 
ST/CTC/104. New York, 1990. 

Baaed on an Amendment of Congra8am&n Dod. 
material. 

Sased on interview 

ECLAC Preliminary Overview of the Economy of Latin America and the 
Caribbean 1991. Santiago, December 1991, alao interview material. 
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A P P E N D I X 2 

COMPLETED DEnT·FOR·DEVELOPMENT TrtANSACTIONS 
As of April 8, 1991 

fAC£ LOCAL RATE 0"-
COUNTRY ORGANlZATION SECTOR (lATE COST VAl.UE nONDS PRICE REDEMPTION 

DOI.MA 

Conservation Inl' Environmenl Au,·87 . 100,000 650,000 150,000 0.1538 38t{, 

COSTA RICh 

Nat' Puts Foundation of CR Enviroruncnt feb·sa 918,000 5,400,000 t050,ooa 0.11 15'10 
Holland Enviroruncnt Jul·88 5,000,000 33,000,000 9,000,000 O,lSts 30'1. 
The N,Nte Coruavancy Environment Jan·S9 784.000 5,600,000 1,680,000 0.14 30'1. 
Sweden Enviroruncnt AJIf·89 3,500,000 '24,500,000 17.100,000 0.1429 70'1. 

-rnC/WWF/SwaJcn Environment Mar·9O 1,9Sl,414 10.7Sl,6l1 9,602,9Q.t 0.1811 89110 
CAllE! 

nlC/Rainforcu AUiance Environment hn·91 360,000 600,000 540,000 0.6 m VI 
-l 

.'. 

DOMJN)CAN BEPlJDl.1C 

Narurc Corucrvancy Envirorunent Mu·9O 116,400 582,000 582,000 O.l IOO'l. 
MUClA Education Jul·90 500,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 0.15 lOO'l. 

EClIADOR 

World Wildlire Fund EnviroMlcnl Occ·B1 354,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 0.354 100'10 
RNC/W\VF/Missoun DOl Gardens EnvilDnmcnl Apr·89 1,068,000 9,000,000 9,000,000 0.1188 10Qlk 
CARE (AlD) AJlTuhAsstl Apr·S9 500,000 2,000,000 3.500,000 0.1429 57'10 

Environmenl 

World Merc), Fund IInllh Apr·90 700,000 5,000,000 2,500,000 0.14 50'10 
lIuvud Education Jul·90 750,000 5.000,000 2,sOO,oc.o O.IS 50'1" 



FACE LOCAL RATE Of 
COUNTRY OnOAN17,ATION SECTOR DATE COST VALUE DONDS PRICE REDEMPTION 

QlfINeA 

IFESH (AlD) Sel(Hclp Mu-90 500,000 1.000,000 1.000.000 O.S 

MADAGASCAR 

World Wildlife Fund (AlO) Environmenl Jul·89 950,000 2.111.112 2.111.112 OAS 10090 
World Wildlife Fund EnvUonmenl Au&·9Q 445.891 919.363 919.363 00485 100% 

MEXICO 

Consav u.ion InLCmluon al Environmenl Fcb-9'1 4,000,000 2,600,000 65'1" 
RockefcUcrIMin. of Health Heallh Feb·91 350,000 1.000,000 1.000,000 0.35 100'10 
Huvud/Fundacion Melico Educalion Apro 91 2,000,000 2.900,000 

\.J1 
2.900.000 0.69 100% en 

til!lEJl 

IFESIl (AlD) ScI( Help Mu-90 500,000 1,000,000 1.000.000 0.475 
(cash) 

H1GEBIA 

JFESH (AID) ScI( Jlelp Mar·90 1.000,000 3,500,000 3,050,000 0.35 
(cash) 

rJlII.JpprnES 

World Wildlife Fund (AlO) . Environment JL'l·89 200,000 390,000 -390,000 0.S128 1009'" 
World Wildlife Fund (AlO) Environmenl Aug.9Q 438,750 900,000 900,000 OA81S 100% 

.... 
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Al'l't .. .,I,' ;."r-' 
Environ.ent FUnd. 

A nev aoure. of proj.ct 
finance 

Poznan !nvlronaant 'air 
November 20 1991 

John B Harro" 
Cooper. , Lybrand Delo1tt. 

Thl. paper .UDDariae. the propoa.d activities of the 
Envlronaent Fund - vhat it viII do and how it viii do it. 

The purpo •• of the Fund I. to I1DpleDent a eoat-ettective 
programme that addreasea internatIonal enviroMental problema. 
Four key area. of concern have been identified. 

(a) tranaboundary SO, and NO. pollution, 
(b) pollution of the baltic, 

." (c) greenhouae gaa elli •• ion., and . 
(d) biodiveraity and nature con.ervatioh. 

Allocation of tinance. among the •• four area. viII reflect 
creditor preference •• 

The Fund'. proqralUDe viII be on. that Poland alone cannot 
tinanc.. Projecta viii be additional in the aen.e that, 
vithout the aaaistance ot the Fund, they would have either not 
proceeded at all or only' proceeded at a .ubatantial1y later 
date deapite their int.rnational iaportane •• 

Secondary objective. of the Fund will b. to atlmulate 
efficiency and profe.aionalia. in environaental agenciea and 
to encourage the private .ector'. contribution to environmental 
objectiv... The latter concern. not juat tinancial a.aiatance 
with pollution abate.ent but alao tinancial assiatance tor 
private .ector companies •• eting environaental need •• 

The Fund viii be creat.d a. a nev organtaatlon sufficiently 
distinct trOD existing environmental sgenciea to facilitate 
.accountability and demonatrate additionalitr. Nonethele.s, the 
Fund viiI vork closely with exiating agenc e. to enaure clear 
coordination vith dom.atic programm...· . 

Diebur.em_nta froll the Fund viII take the tona of grants. 
rroj_cta offering no tinancial return viII be eligible to 
receive aupport up to 100 per cent of the project cost. On the 
other hand, project. offering .om. tinancial return, albeit 
inSUfficient for the project to be viable, vill be _llg1bl_ to 
rec_ive aupport tor a lialted proportion of the project cost 
or an interest. rate .ub.ldy. In all ca.e. the quidlnq 
principle vl11 be to provide a level ot tinancial support 
SUfficient to render the project viable taking account of other 
source. ot external ald. 
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The pro9ra~e will .upport variou. type. of project including 
tho8. that. 

clean up existing .ource. ot pollution, 
introduce nev clean plant, 
stimUlate a dODe.tia environmental prot.ction 
Jndu.try, aneS 
educate and train. 

However, the bulk of the Fund'. exp.nditure viII be on project. 
that provide dir.ct environJI.ntal b.n.fit •• ·· . 

Examples of likely priority project. include. . 
flue-gao desulphuriaation aneS low-NO •. ))urnera at 
exlating pow.r plant, 
ga. supply to all .ector., 
energy .ftici.ncy in all •• ctor., 
fore.try. 
methane r.covery froD coal .ine. an4 laneStill aitea, 
municipal vatir treatm.nt plant, 
aewerag •• yatema, and 
induatrial vaat. alnimiaation. 

Operations ot the Fund vill concern all phaa •• ot th. project 
cycle. identification. rreparation, appraieal, approval and 
~onltoring, together v th diabureement adainiatration and 
gene~al admlniatratlon to .upport all of the foregoing. 

• • The Fund vill d.velop atratevi.. In each of ita area. p'f 
activity. and v11l Identify proj.ct. to i.plement thoae 
atrateg e.. Thu., project propo.al. alvht ariee froll an 
initiative ot the Fund to invite bide for a epecific project -
solicited propo.al.. Alternatively propoeal. aight be put 

forward on the initiative of a project eponaor - unaolicited 
proposala. Th. lUnd'. policy viII be to welcome unsolicited 
proposal.. If a project .pon.or Ie intereeted in .aking an 
unsolicitad prop08al, it will be encouraged to diecu •• ·' ita 
proposal at an .arly .tag. with the rund. The potential 
propo.er i. warned that the Fund alght d.cid. to invite 
competitlv. propoaal. for the proj.ot. 

formal responsibility for proj.ct preparation will reat vith 
the proposer. Nonethel.ee the Fund viII have an active role 
In, for example, making eure that propo •• re with the capability 
and re80urcea to prepara project. themaelvee under.tand the 
rund'. requirementa and atandard., and h.lping othar propoaera 
to tlnd the financing or technical a •• letance neceesary for 
preparatory work. In certain ca.e. the Fund .. y provide 
t1nancing throu~h a Project Preparation racility. .. .: 

for those project. meeting ,ome .imp1e .creening criteria, a 
formal appraisal report vll1 b. produced, "hieh will match the 
normal expectation. of bank. and aid agencie. tor project 
inve.t.ant. The report viII addre •• the folloving, 

a.ae •• ment of benefit., 
a •• essment ot coat., 
environmental impact a ••••••• nt' 
technical method, 
financinl) plan, 

I 
I 

. I 

project management, and 
- monitoring ancS reporting. 

A .ucceaaful project vil1 de.onatrate both cost-effectiveness 
in meetinq it. environmental objective. and value tor money In 
respect of the Fund'. expenditure. The latter will be 
influenced by the availability of leverage through cofinance. 
The terae of the FUnd'. participation in the proj.ct viII be 
90ntirmed at thi •• tage. 

Poa.ibl •• ource. of cofinance include. 
. corporate fund., 

", .~. . bank borrowing, 
e" "-\ dome.tic environaental .genc! •• , and 

international agencie •• 
The amount. that .ay be raleed by way ot leveraged funds wIll 
clearly depend on a number of factor. including the willln9ncs8 
of agencies to cofinance aneS the ability of the Poll.h prIvate 
aector to become financially involved. The expectation i8 that 
cofinancin9 troll over.eae agenci.. and the international 
private .ector will be equivalent to the toreign currency 
component of project coat.. ~ 

The approval proces. for project finance vill includo 
acceptance by the Supervisory Board of both the appreisal 
report and the terme of the FUnd'. par~lcipation. rurther 
requirement. viII apply vhere cotinacler. are involved. It. 
formal agreellent viiI then be eign.d by the project apon8or and 
the chief executive ot the rund. 

The FUnd vill ~onitor project implementation, procurement and 
di.bur.ement again.t agreed achedule., viII ident1ty and 
tacilitate correction of any problema arl.ing, and viiI enaure 
tillely availability of fund. for ongoin9 project •• 

Finally, the timetable for e.tabliBhing the FUnd 1. short. The 
fund viII commence operation early in 1992. 
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The Poli.h government ha. a r •• pon.ibility to en.ure that tho 
errangement. for tho .vap programme vill not 1m~ •• an 
lmpoI.lble .train on it. budgetary po.it1on and jeopardll. 1t. 
ebility to me.t the condltlonl ot itl IHr tac111ty. !O tho 
extont that e~endlture v1th1n the .vap fraaevork 11 matched 
by reduced debt •• rv1co there v1ll be DO lncroa.ntal budgltary 
demand 1Jftpo~ed by the progr_o. •. . ~.' . 

" 
The propoled arrangement I would allov 'oland to reduco 1t. 
payment. lnto the Bank for Internatlonal .et'le.onta to the 
axtent that document.d .1ivLble expendituro, in either.local 
or for.l9ft curroncy, hal taken place. Expenditure in'Sloty 
vill ba converted on the bali. of the provailing officlal .• rate 
of exchange., Tho arrange.ent. vl11 requ1re a relatively 
aLmple aqteoment overlaying the arrangem.nte already in placo 
und.r the Parl. ClUb agre.ent. .• . . 

The mechanl.~ for matchinq expenditure with dob' forgivene •• 
would work on the ba.i. of a cuaulatlv. rolling total 10 that 
elig1ble expenditure. would .atcb the profile of the debt 
forgivone •• , .1 would be the ca •• fo~ .xample du~ln9 tho Itart . 
up 01 the admlniltoring Puad'. operation. before.the firlt 
prolectl vere at the po1nt of laple •• nt.t1on, then tho unulod 
ent tlemont would be paid lnto an e.crov account bearlng tho 
appropriate market rat. but would b. av.llable to bo drawn" 
upon .ub.equent.1y by the .olilb .1de, agalnlt elillb~e . . . 
expenditure.. In thl. vay the elccav account vli enlure that i 

poland'. dobt-for-envlronaent Ivap i., not ju., aa •• cu.e fo~ a 
·fre. luncb- a. far a •• oland 1, conclrned. ' 

, . 
Wlth a debt-lor-environment proqr~., croditorl' , 
contrlbutlon. to tho provrammo (.ade by the 'oll.h Government 
1n eon.idoration ot debt canellation) vauld be lever4ged in 
tvo direct vaYI' • Plrlt, cotinanc. of Ipecitic project, by . 
lIultll.toral agencl0. (EBRD, World aank, Ire, MEreo etc) and'· 
bilateral 4genel.l! and I.CORd, private .ector finance 
complementing part 41 project financing from the fund . 
• dmlni.tering tho Ivap programmo. ' 

/ 'l'/( ,t &/; ~ 7-. 

Wltold Radv.n.kl 
Klnr.~ry of rinanc •• 
'oland 

Hovomber lttl 

!fit! PAIlII CLUB DEC1810. O. Dla~roll-IIIVIIlOJOUn 0"10. roa 
toLUD . 

A. already mentioned, in Apr1l 1111, 'ari. Club m.mber. eqreed 
in principl. to provide for .xceptlonal dobt rolief tor the 
Government of poland. Th. agreomoat, vhich va. ln 
'recognition of the unique challengel faclng 'olend al it ~ve. 
tovard a .arket economy, provido. lor a roduction 01 50' in 
net pre.ent value 01 debt lervice to bo.impl.mented in two 
tranch •• , ln addltlon the agrooment includel a provl.ion for 
participating creditor govornmentl to cancel a lurther 10' 
through debt Ivapi on a voluntary b.lil. 

,The 'oli.h Covernment vi.he. to take up the 101 provi.loD to 
,iq.tltut. a debt-lor-environment Ivap programmo lunding 
lnve.tment. Ipecif1cally at-.d at allevlatlng Poland'i 
contribution to roglonal and global envlronaental problem. and 
.cb1e~ln9 ~he .oat cOlt-ettoctl.o environaoatal improv.m.nt •• 
;. .... ~ !~. Ii . 

. Il'alf.th. 'ar1. Club aember. accodo to tho propolod debt-tor
envlronmont Ivap programme, the valuo of the r •• ourcel 
~avallable to fund the programme would amount to about Sl.1 
'billlon in net pre.ont value torm.. The Ivap VGuld provlde e 
·faclllty vhlch hal a value each yoar of equal to 2o, of the 
debt lervic. Itreaa folloving the 'arl. Club Agroenont 
(equivalent to a 10' reductlon, In not prelont value te~., of 
the levol of debt prior to the Aqreement). Thl. vill aake 
po •• iblo an inltlal annual oxpendlture of approximately $120 
milllon Which vlll increale ln tlme ln line with the annual 
da~t: •• rvlco protile agro.d with the 'aril Club. 

While the' fund. provldod for In tho framework of adebt-for
environment programmo may be relatlvely .mall ln relation to 
Poland'. overall environmental need., ther would neverthel ••• 
con.tituto • 11qnlflcant lnjoctlon of add tlonal re.ouree. 
which VQuld otherwlle bo not available at thi. time duo to tho 
perlod of au.torltr accompanying Poland', .tructural 
adju.tment programme. Thil in turn vlll enable Poland to 
contrlbut. to onvlronmental lolutionl in vaYI vhich vould not 
bo po •• ible if Poland hed to r.lyon itl own unalded effort •• 
r~r~hermor., a debt-far-environment proqramme vlll likely 
trigger lupplementary co-financ1ng by other agenele., in 
P9~tlcular tho offlcial aultilateral ~ID&Qclal inltitution •• . '.. 

Th. P91ilh Government'l debt-for-environment inltlative ha. 
arou.ed con.ldor.blo inter •• t &mangle tho 'aril Club creditor 
countrle.. Sovoral government. havo lignalled that thay are 
aerlaully candiderlng participating i~ lucha proqramme, and 
tho Unlted State. ba. already availed itlolf of the . 
PO •• lbll1tr of the lurther 10, debt .vap provlded for iA tba 
Agr •• ~:!.r • Clu~ a.1nuto.. . t : • • ' ••• 
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The Poli.h Government under.tand. that there ore difficultie. 
tor .ome member countrie. to participate in the initiativo at 
thi. time. To accommodate the.e difficu1tie. the deb~.for
environment .vap proqramme i •• 0 de.lqned a. to l.av. the door 
open for countrie. to j01n vhen they are reAdy to do .0. The 
Govornmont 11 alto Gnxloue not to unilaterally apo •• it. 'own 
vi.lon of hov the debt-far-environment programme .hould 
oporato. Accordingly, the Ipecific dotaill. a.· t·o tho farm 
and mechanIc. of the .wap programme are being worked out in 
clo.e conlultation vith creditor countrie.. The.e 
consultat10n. are ongoing. AI a re.ult, .ome of the 
institut10nal, financial and technical arrangomont, of the 
programme have yot to be flnallzed. ': 

Having .a1d that, there are .ome balic princ1ple. vhich are at 
the heart of the Poli.h dobt-for-environmont .wap Pfopo,al. 

. BASIC '.UHCUUS or till SNU 'R.OOR.A)O(B ". ; •. 
I, , 

The fir.t i. the principle of ADDITIONALITT. A primary . 
ObjectIve of the programme v1ll b. to channel addItional· 
re.ource. to project. Which edr ••• regional, International .end 
global enirolUftental probloml. The environmentel. p,:oject., '1.: 
eelected vill be additional in the .en •• that, vithout the . 
aeeist4nce of ~ho .vap programme, t~ey vould have either nat 
proceeded at all or only procoeded at a .ubltantially later 
date de.p1te their international importanc.. '.. 

Thul nat only vl11 tho fundi be u.ed to lncrea.e ,the 
expenditure on project. of internat10nal and 910bal '. 
eiqnificance, but the expenditur.'vill reprelent an increale 
In the total .nviro~ental .pend 10 that re.ource. are not . 
diverted avay frOM projoctl vhich adre •• environmental 
prloritiel in 'oland. . . '.. . . 
In practice It:i~ ~ery d1fficult to a •••• addit1~nalltr,pn'a 
project ba.i •• ince thi. prelume. the exiltence of 4 c p.ariY 
identif1.d baaelino programme v1th a .peclfl~ timotable ·'ior ... 
each indlvidual project over vhat vill be a 'tventy year. t1Jfte'''' 
horizon. ror thil r.a.on under tho •• circumltancel the'~ore 
relevant concept of addltlonallt~ i. defin.d In terml of tQtal 
expenditure an env~ronmental prolect.. ~ 

.. . . . . . 
In .hort, the e •• enee of the principle of addit10na11ty i, 
that Poland i. not leeking a .oft option. Oebt .vap,fund. 
vill nat be u.ed a. an ea.y meanl of covorinq tho· financial 
burden of the domoltic agenda for environmental expenditur ••• 
Nor vill debt-for-environment be an ea.y vay out of debt 
repayment.. The fundamental objectlve i. to achieve r~al and 
mea.urable additional environmental improvem.nt., and to be 
able to demonltrat. thereby to the international co=munlty; 
that their tru.t and confidence 1. not D~.plac.d. '. 

A .econd pr1nciple at tho heart of the Poli.h debt-f~r-. 
enviroment propo.al il the i.lue of COST-Err!CT~V1NESS of. (und 
expendituro in relation to achievement of the proqrtmm0 "" •.•. • 
objectlvel of adrel.lnq 1nternational envJ.ronmantaf'probl,ml~ 
Tho cOlt-etfectivone.1 approach i. the tbe molt eff1cioni.!,ay 

3 

of '~~oddInq the fund'. re.oureo. and the mo.t acceptablo to 
~:1~~,1~~1"co-~lnaClnq multIlateral In.tltution •• 

'!:he:·oPO.t-eCfectlvene •• prInc1ple aho undorpin. our vi." on 
ho", tb .... allocation o£ available mon.y be be.t achieved. The 
Pc:i'll.h ·CJov.rnment beli.v.. that it i. important for thi. to be 
done on a ·club· ba.l.. By th1. ve mean that each 
participating country would b. able to indicat. their 
preference. betveen the difforent (four) area. of 
environmental activ1ty and that tbe Lndividual proference. 
would then be added togothet to ereato an overall allocation 
of fund re.ouree.. In other word., if the .iz. of debt 
forgivene •• for a part1culat particlpant ln pro.ont value 
term. i. sx .ill10n then they a1gbt allocate tva third. at X 
to, .ay, 802 abatement and the otber third. to biodiver.ity. 
T,h~·total .plit botvoon the area"would emorgo from tho .um at 
tho.o allocation. acro •• all participating countrie •• 

Th~~~: '~~e .ovoral re~.on. for doln, thi. on a club ba.i •• 
rirlt,. to achleve the maximum relult for a givin Ipond 
require. the pot.ntial project. b. a •• e •• ed a9a nit each ather 
and thon 1mple~ented in order of tho be.t project. fir.t. 
Selectlbg project. in lsolation and allocating tund. on an 
in41vidual ba.l. would bo lmmen.ly compllcatod and would 
d1inii\hh the 1mpact of the fund.. Ono debt-for-envirolUllent 
programme would be far acre effective and practical than, .ay, 
seventeen .eparate one.. Second, the availability of fund. 
ln relation to each individual country vill be rslativley 
Imall to bo~in with. Honce it would be unwi.e to .tart 
.evoral prol.ct •• imultaneou.ly, vith the larger project. 
tak1ng yoar. to complete. A collaborative pooling of 
roaourco. and concentration of project. vould produce =ore 
effective re.ult. for the moner available in a .hortar period. 
Thirdly, the .ize of the Indlv dual projoct. vl11 nat neatly 
·.m.at~1) ;,t~e .ize and prof11e of each Individual dabt 
'forgiveno •• , hence a vhole .erie. of bilate~al deal. vould be 
~~ract1cal to implement. . ' .. ,.., .--. 
·Thai'~ue of the club approach allo affect. the que.t10n of 
procurement vithin the framevork of the .wap programme. The 
P~~i.h Government'l proference i. for an open .yotam of 
procurement rather than a .y.t •• of tied procurement •• 
Fir •. t, a .y.tans of open tender on.ure. maximum co.t 
effectlvenel' of fundi .pont and thu. an optimal allocation ot 
re.ourca.. Second, potential co-finacior. may be reluctont 
to b~c~me involved in tied procurement programme.. A number 
of' lft.ulti1ateral organizat1onahave indicated to u. that the 
degree of their potential involvoment 1n co-f1nancinq 1. 
dep~ndent on the implementation of an open procurment .y.tem. 
Tied procuremant. may, therefore, binder the flov of co
fi~~nc:.in, re.ource •• 

'~1ANCIAL KlCKAXISKS 

r1na11y, .ome wordl on the financial mechanilml for the .vap 
proqr~e. Thelo Iro Itill In the proce •• of development and 
afe th~ lubject of negotitalon betvoon the 'oli.b Government 
and' .the cred1tor countrlol. 
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CHAPTER III: OFFICIAL DBBT CONVERSIONS: THE ISSUES 

Debt Reduction: The Case for further Progress 

The previous two chapters reviewed the need for further debt reduction and 

experience with debt conversions to date. Debt cancellations have been 

confined to the least developed SILICs whose bilateral creditors have forgiven 

about $8 billion between 1983-91. Most debt conversions have been undertaken 

in SIMICs and, until very recently, have involved the conversion of private 

commercial bank debt for both debt-equity (DES) as well as debt-development 

(DDS) swaps. But, broadly speaking, debt conversions also include debt 

buybacks and exchanges, various forms of private debt restructurings and debt

debt conversions (which is what debt for bonds swaps effectively are). Taken 

together all types of debt conversions, including the Brady deals completed so 

far, amounted to nearly $98 billion between 1985 and March 1992 of which some 

$38 billion were DES and DDS conversions. Over 85% of such activity is 

concentrated in six countries Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, the 

Philippines and Venezuela. With the recent Brady deals in Nigeria and Morocco 

the pace of DES/DOS activity is expected to pick up in these countries as 

well. The rate of debt reduction in individual SIMICs where private debt 

predominates is now faster than it is in the SILICs where official debt 

predominates although SILICs need DDSR to an even greater extent than SIMICs. 

The recent Poland/Egypt arrangements add further weight in favour of the 

SIMICs with official debt reductions in these two countries likely to amount 

to $51 billion (face value) when the agreed arrangements have been fully 

implemented and a further $5 billion -if the proposals put forward by Poland 

and Egypt to persuade creditors to exercise the 10% conversion option are 

eventually accepted by their creditors. 

The largest part of recent private debt reductions have occurred through debt 

exchanges under Brady debt reduction packages (DRPs) since 1989 which have 

involved buybacks as well as swapping commercial bank debt for a reduced value 

of discount bonds; these options have resulted outstanding debt reduction of 

$41 billion with an NPV of $25 billion. Yet total outstanding debt has 

continued to climb in both SILlC and SIMIC groups while debt service 

performance has deteriorated and arrears increased. There are therefore 

powerful reasons for continuing with DDSR in the interests of reviving 

sustainable growth in debtor economies and reinforcing adjustment efforts. 

But there are equally powerful reasons for the creditor conununity to reduce 

SIDC debt burdens in its own interests to improve the overall value of its 
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residual portfolio of debt after reduction well beyond that which 'could be 

sustained if debt burdens are not reduced.~ 

Debt cancellations in eligible SILICa are not going to be as large as was once 

antiCipated under proposed Trinidad Terms with their dilution in the Paris 

Club consensus of December 1991. Till cancellations are sufficient to realign 

debt burdens more realistically, in keeping with the actual debt servicing 

capacity of SILICs, more extensive use of debt conversion options by official 

creditors will need to be employed whether for commercial (DES) or 

developmental (DDS) purposes. Continuing tolerance of a high level of arrears 

on bilateral and private debt is inevitable if the preferred position of 

multilateral creditors is to be preserved through their preemptive claims on 

debt service. In SILICs private debt stocks have fallen from a peak of $32 

billion in 1988 to an estimated $27 billion in 1991 (reflecting mainly 

movements on Nigerian debt) but annual debt service to private creditors has 

actually increased from $2.6 billion to over $3.5 billion between 1988-91 

reflecting higher amortizations in 1991 with interest payments remaining at a 

level $1.1 billion. Cancellations notwithstanding, bilateral debt stocks of 

SILICs have continued growing. They are now about $10 billion larger than 

1988 with debt service to these creditors having increased from $2.4 billion 

to $3.3 billion between 1988-91. of which interest payments account for over a 

half. Multilateral (including IMF) debt stocks registered a $7 bi;Llion 

increase over the same period with debt service payments rising from $2.9 to 

$3.5 billion. Given the weak response of SILIC economies to adjustment and 

policy reform measures these rising debt and debt service levels are a matter 

of considerable concern as the growing level of interest arrears (from $8 

billion in 1988 to $13 billion in 1991) would indicate. 

In the SIMICs the impact of debt stock and debt service reduction in private 

debt burdens is already being felt. SIMIC debt service to private creditors 

has dropped from a peak of nearly $34 billion in 1988 to an estimated $25 

billion in 1991 reflecting a reduction in private debt stocks from a peak of 

$262 billion in 1987 to $220 billion now. Clearly the net reduction in 

private debt stocks does not reflect the gross value of debt reductions and 

conversions that have taken place. But offsetting these private debt 

reductions official debt stocks and debt service have continued to grow. The 

bilateral debt of SIMICs is also $10 billion larger than in 1988 with debt 

service payments having climbed from $4 billion to $5.4 billion in 1991. 

Multilateral (+IMF) debt has grown even faster from $42 billion to $54 billion 
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in those three years and debt service payments increased from $9.5 billion to 

$14.2 billion. The rise in official debt and debt service has therefore more 

than offset the decline in private obligations. dS with SILICs, interest 

arrears of SIMICs continued to grow from $15 billion in 1988 to ov~r $35 

billion in 1991 (reflecting· to a large extent the arrears of Argentina and 

Brazil). These will be reduced in 1992, with the arrangements just concluded 

with creditor banks in the case of Argentina and, hopefully, also for Brazil 

before year-end. 

The general picture which emerges is that although DDSR has been accepted as a 

legitimate objective in the post-1988 debt strategy the overall results up to 

the end of 1991 have been disappointing. Overall debt burdens have not been 

reduced significantly except in isolated cases. And where they have been 

reduced significantly (as in Chile, Costa Rica, Mexico and Venezuela) their 

economic impact seems to far exceed the financial debt service savings 

generated. The need for further progress with DDSR therefore remains urgent. 

The initiatives which have been launched to reduce private debt have not been 

extended to as many SIMICs as quickly as had been hoped between 1989-'

although 1992 has so far seen more rapid progress being made The init ...... 

Brady negotiations and arrangements proved cumbersome and protracted requiring 

greater flexibility on the part of private creditors and the need for more 

funding support from official sources. With experience in a wider range of 

countries earlier problems are gradually being ironed out and the increaSing 

sophistication of debt trading markets themselves, coupled with increasing 

standardization of tradeable paper are now providing an added impulse for more 

Brady deals to progress. Multilateral debt, of course, remains out of bounds 

for discussion in the context of debt reduction, although the build-up of this 

kind of debt throughout all SIDCs is reaching proportions which is bound to 

raise the same questions in the not too distant future. 

The greatest immediate potential in breaking new ground with debt reduction 

lies in the bilateral debt arena where creditors have upto now been eluctant 

to face squarely upto the reality that their claims cannot realistically 

continue to be valued at face. It is now time for bilateral creditors, 

especially the ECAs, to acknowledge the same reality that commercial banks 

have done and to apply similar measures and techniques for official DOSR. The 

recent Paris Club agreements for Poland and Egypt appeared to acknowledge that 

reality. But since then bilateral creditors appear to have retreated behind 

the cover of these cases being "exceptional" and not precedents. That 
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position lends a much more emphatic political dimension to the position of 

creditors on debt reduction than on grounds of economic rationality even as 

they ask debtors to justify the case for seeking reductions on the latter. 

However, with the inclusion of debt conversion clauses in the Paris Club 

rescheduling agreements (PCRAs) with SILMICs since september 1990, and the 

requests that Poland and Egypt have made in mid-1991 asking creditors to 

exercise their debt conversion options, bilateral creditors face new choices 

in using these clauses to extend debt reduction beyond consensually agreed 

limits. The use of these conversion clauses, however raises several issues 

which are discussed in detail below. 

General Issues Concerning Official Debt Conversions 

Transparency & Competitiveness of Conversions - The Five Price Concept 

Five "prices" are involved in undertaking official debt-equity conversions 

which determine the net gains and losses to debtors and creditors of such 

transactions: (i) the secondary market discounted price of the debt being 

converted; (ii) the redemption price i. e. the proportion of face value that 

the debtor" ag~ees to convert into local currency; (iii) the transaction or 

conversion fees and taxes which are levied by the debtor government or the 

central bank to capture part of the market discount benefit; (iv) the price in 

local currency of the asset to be acquired; and (v) the special sweeteners 

that are offered by debtor governments to encourage foreign or domestic 

investment through DES, often accompanied by offsetting. repatriatior. 

restrictions in the medium-term to avert premature pressures from arising on 

the balance-of-payments until adjustment has occurred. All five prices 

influence the NPV calculations on which the cost/benefit outcome of 

conversions are judged. On the basis of experience it is essential, 

especially where official debt conversions are concerned, that all five prices 

be transparent and equitably applied across the board to avoid perceptions of 

inequitable treatment among creditors which could disrupt bilateral relations, 

and to avoid excessive subsidies being provided, inadvertently or otherwise, 

to foreign investors. In the case of official creditors, debt conversions 

need to conform to clear policies and objectives which are codified and 

transparent. It has often been suggested that to ensure transparency and 

competitiveness official debt sales be conducted through auctions in markets 

in the debtor country themselves. Though attractive in concept this measure 

does not necessarily guarantee transparency or efficiency. More than in the 
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case of private debtors, official creditors need to act in concert rather than 

on a voluntary individual basis to avoid free rider problems from arising 

within the official creditor community. 

It is also important for debtor governments to recognize that parties 

undertaking debt conversions invariably look to the combination of the 

discount and redemption prices (along with the other sweeteners) in offsetting 

an overvalued real exchange rate in the debtor country. To the extent that 

nominal exchange rates are distorted the objective of parties engaging in 

conversions is to achieve an equivalent exchange rate close to t~e rate that 

could be procured in the parallel market. The benchmark set by the parallel 

rate is usually an important guide for debtor governments in determining the 

combined effect of these five prices. Where governments have not tracked 

market discount rates of their external debt carefully, or have not taken 

parallel rates into account as a guide in setting redemption prices, debt 

conversions can themselves become sources of exchange rate instability. For 

example, in Zambia conversions of "pipeline debt" were done at prices which 

resulted in Zambian holders of flight capital or legally sanctioned foreign 

accounts to·ob~ain local currency at a multiple of the parallel exchange rate. 

The debt conversion route was then used-to finance several cycles of "round

tripping" and feeding the demand for dollars in the parallel foreign exchange 

market. 2 

Additionality vs Substitution: Debtors, particularly SILICs, are concerned 

that debt conversions should be seen not as substitutes for cancellations but 

as supplements. Conversions of the DES type clearly involve future clatros on 

debtors ~hich may exceed the ,PV of expected cash flows on debt service for 

the unconverted clatm, cancellations do not. Their saving grace, however, is 

that such claims only arise in the event that the projects/enterprises they 

finance generate positive financial returns (which many undertakings financed 

by debt did not) suggesting, in the aggregate, an enhanced capacity on the 

part of debtors to meet those claims. In SILICs the scope for DES is more· 

limited than in SIMICs. Even under the most optimistic scenarios for 

cancellation envisaged-under the new ETT the overhang of bilateral debt stock 

will remain sufficiently large to make conversions a necessity in achieving 

necessary levels of DDSR. In these cases conversions will clearly be 

additional to cancellations. Concerns about substitution of conversions for 

cancellation are more germane in SILMICs and SIMICs where ECAs remain 

reluctant to write down claims and see no need to· take premature losses in 
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conditions where they believe that recovery is possible. They are especially 

reluctant to do so when they are also underprovisioned. In some instances 

creditor governments are reluctant to cancel claims because they believe in 

maintaining leverage and exercising conditionality. over debtor country 

economic management in the post-conversion phase. Conversions are clearly 

preferable to cancellations for creditors who believe in the need to maintain 

that leverage even though their convictions might be (as experience suggests) 

self-defeating. The examples of. the "breakthrough countries" clearly indicate 

that DDSR is not a zero-sum game. It is a positive-sum game in which 

creditors stand to gain as much as, if occasionally not more than, debtors as 

a result of enhanced values of residual claims resulting from improved 

relative debt servicing performance (as the previous amount of actual debt 

service can be spread over a smaller debt stock), fro~ secondary effects such 

as flight capital repatriation, new foreign equity flows and reinvigorated 

domestic savings, and from generally improved econ·omic prospects consequent to 

the removal of a debt overhang. 

Conversion Preference: In some unusual instances (e.g- Ecuador, Jamaica and 

Zambia) 'debtors and creditors might be better served by conversions rather 

than cancellations'if the former resulted in wider efficiency gains that might 

not otherwise accrue. If DES were to result in the acceleration of 

privatization resulting in better utilization of' productive resources or DDS 

were to improve the quality of development expenditure, of investment in human 

capital, and encourage environmental protection and the sustainability of 

development then the cancellation option, which might not result in debtors 

(or markets) taking the same measures left to themselves, could be a distinct 

second best. Clearly the terms on which official DES conversions were done 

would have a material bearing on whether or not they would result in net 

welfare gains to the debtor economy and whether those gains would be captured 

through the design of the programme. 

Legal & Technical Problems : Official debt claims are highly varied in their 

nature and in the contractual agreements involved, much more so than private 

commercial bank claims. This is not a problem if official claims are to be 

cancelled as is effectively the case with DDS. It is if the claims are to be 

converted into equity or any other type of future claim. Official claims are 

structured differently for each source of credit within and across a wide 

range of creditor countries. In their present form they are not particularly 

easy to transform, assign or transfer to third parties. In the case of 
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bilateral claims already rescheduled, especially under TT or ETT, they would 

be difficult to convert if only because the debtor may not perceive any 

benefits in doing so. Many Paris Club reschedulings have clauses in 

agreements whose implications for conversion are· not yet fully understood. A 

detailed understanding of the nature of ECA and other types of claims (aid,. 

military credits, commodity credits, government-to-government loans etc) is 

essential before the extent of the legal and technical problems involved in 

conversion can be comprehended. To avert an excessive amount of complexity in 

the conversion process it might be possible to novate i.e. exchange e~isting 

claims for premissory notes with standard features which reflect the 

maturities and coupon obligations of the existing bilateral claim. The Paris 

Club could be instrumental in standardizing such exchange instruments in the 

event that official debt sales in secondary markets and bilateral debt 

conversions grow in volume. 

A particular complication arises in the case of insured ECA claims which 

usually provide less than 100\ indemnities leaving the original policyholder 

with an unindemnified portion of 5-25% but with full rights and obligations 

which ECAs a~~ bound to protect in their rescheduling or conversions. In some 

instances (e.g. Germany) the policyholder remains the titular "owner" of the 

full claim and has the responsibility of attempting to secure full recovery 

even when the ECA has paid out the indemnity. Dealing with these "tail" 

claims has proven to be a major legal and technical problem in circumscribing 

the flexibility of ECAs wishing to consider debt reduction or conversion. In 

some instances the "tails" have had to be bought out at full face value, in 

other instances at negotiated discounts which are generally above the 

secondary market price (Sweden, Belgium and switzerland). _ In the Polish debt 

restructuring the German government faces the prospect of being sued by 

policyholders unwilling to accept a 50% reduction on their portions of the 

claim. There is no easy and general answer to this problem except for 

creditor governments to provide tax or other incentives to "tail-holders" to 

sell their claims at discounts either to ECAs or to specialist intermediaries 

trading in debt. What is clear is that this problem will need to be resolved 

before ECAs can act with the manouvreability that is necessary to e~gage more 

proactively in official debt reduction or conversion programmes. It is an 

issue which will need to be considered in further detail in Phase II of the 

present project. Complications also arise in the conversion of official debts 

which have been previously rescheduled; and aspect which is discussed 

separately and in more detail later in this chapter. 

to 
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Monetary Impact of Official Debt Conversions : Many DES and DDS pr"ogrammes" 

have been slowed down by ceilings imposed by the IMF on debt conversions 

because of their imputed impact on money supply expansion and inflation. The 

inflationary effects of official DES/DDS conversions would depend on the 

nature of the swap transaction and the level of current debt service actually 

being paid on the obligations to be converted. Several lessons have been 

learnt from previous experience with DES/DDS programmes in mitigating 

inflationary influences: 

(i) An up-front disbursement of cash at face value can be highly 
inflationary.3 Local currency redemption of converted debt should, to the 
extent possible, be made in the form of debt instruments with, medium-term 
maturities and bear interest at rates which do not pose immediate or long
term threats to budgetary control. 

(ii) DES conversions are less likely to be inflationary than DDS because 
the former contribute to increasing producive capacity and supply thus 
being generally deflationary. 

(iii) Direct swaps of foreign debt into real assets (equity in privatized 
enterprises, land, buildings, equipment etc) without requiring an 
intermediate swap into local currency may involve no increase in money 
supply. 

(iv) DES rest'ricted to privatization programmes and properly designed can 
have either a neutral impact on inflation or even a beneficial impact when 
revenues accruing to the treasury help to suppress the public deficit and 
reduce the calls made by government on central bank credit. 

Many observers, including several market-makers in developing country debt, 

believe that the IMF' s concerns about the inflationary effects of debt 

conversions are overplayed and impose an unnecessary and damaging 

restriction on providing timely DDSR. Specific models developed by 

financial advisors to debtor countries indicate that there is an immediate 

monetary expansion effect resulting from debt conversions which can be 

managed by phasing the rate of actual local currency emission over time. 

But the expansionary monetary effect declines very rapidly and, after four 

or five years, debt conversions can actually have a contractionary impact 

on money supply as a resul t of reduced future public debt servicing 

demands. 4 The problem for macroeconomic management however is underlined 

by these models in that governments and the IMF are more concerned about 

short-run money supply effects in achieving stabilization and adjustment 

and much less impressed by longer-run consequences. Nonetheless there is 

concern in the private creditor community about the IMF's unswerving belief 

that debt conversions provide debtor governments with a soft option for 

avoiding fiscal and monetary" discipline. This line of thinking seems 
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excessively rigid especially when debt conversion caps are applied 

indiscriminately to privatizations involving real asset swaps with the 

proceeds flowing directly to the Treasury. Depending on the financial 

engineering involved such conversions could be neutral or (in the medium 

term) even beneficial in terms of their consequences for money creation and 

should not be ruled out of order on a blanket basis. On the whole the 

fiscal and monetary implications of DES or DDS operations in most debtor 

countries are likely to be insignificant relative to other factors which 

exacerbate fiscal deficits and fuel money growth. As the Chilean example 

clearly suggests it is possible to have very large debt conversion 

programmes and manage them sufficiently well to avoid any non-trivial 

inflationary outcomes. 

Chapters II and VI). 

(For more detailed discussions on this point, see 

Confusing Development with Debt Reduction Objectives: In instances where 

DES/DDS programmes are tied in with specific development objectives such as 

privatization, capital market development, environmental or social funding 

and the like it often becomes difficult to disentangle the cost/benefit 

ratio to th~ coun~ry emanating from the debt conversion itself from the 

other objectives which might be tied into the design of the programme. 

That makes it more difficult ··for creditors and debtors to assess clearly 

what the parameters of the conversion should be, so that both of them gain 

from it. As noted earlier there are several prices involved in a DES/DDS 

arrangement which affect debtor, creditor and foreign vs domestic investor 

perceptions differently. It is essential therefore for official creditors, 

even as they attempt to tie in their conversion options with measures that 

would achieve wider efficiency and welfare gains, to be clear about the 

benefits accruing to themselves and the debtor governments as a result of 

these conversions. The 1M!' is concerned that in official debt equity 

conversions (ODEC's) too many different issues and objectives might easily 

become confused with the DDSR objective overriding other legitimate 

concerns involving the five prices referred to above and distorting any or 

all of them. For example, ODECs focussed on privatizations might result in 

exacerbating the endemic underpricing of public asset sales which has been 

observed in many privatization programmes in order to attract public 

support. Alternatively governments might vitiate fiscal policy by providing 

tax concessions, price support guarantees or off-take guarantees to 

privatized enteprises to assure their short-term viabilit.y. Given the 

mixed experiences of private DES programmes across different countries the 
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IMF (pointing to the limited gains from DES in countries such as Jamaica, 

the Philippines and Costa Rica) was more cautious and sceptical about 

debtor countries, and especially SILICs, being able to deal with the more 

complex issues of ODEC programme design while acknowledging that if well

designed and executed such programmes could have useful secondary spin-off 

effects, as were evident in Chile, Mexico and Argentina. 

Conversion & conditionality DES progranunes are usually constrained by 

conditionality monitored by external interlocutors (usually the monetary 

ceilings monitored by the IMF). They have occasionally provided a canvas 

for disputes amonq IFIs on the wisdom and efficacy of particular 

conditionalities. The IMF is invariably supported by bilateral creditors 

in the Paris Club who are pursuing their own agenda. The complications 

arising from these successive layers of conditionality and cross-

conditionality 5 are troublesome and need to be resolved differently. 

Debtor countries clearly need to take the initiative and develop their own 

independent capabilities, with impartial technical advice, for devising DES 

programmes. Technical support from the IFIs and commercial sources needs 

to be obtained and applied in a coherent manner. In devising these 

programmes debtors need to identify clearly their areas of priority for DDS 

and their preferred (or excluded) areas of investment for DES operations 

with a clear sense of the impact that such preferences might have on the 

debtor's own fiscal and monetary position. 

Conditions for Conversion Success: Official DES/DDS conversions would be 

most beneficial to debtors in conditions under which: 

(i) They were already servicing a large proportion of the debt intended 
for conversion as that would result in immediate forex savings. If only a 
small proportion of the debt intended for conversion was being serviced 
then conversion would only achieve its intended objective if" the local 
currency creation impact was small and its emission was regulated over a 
period of time, especially if underlying inflation was already high and 
proving difficult to bring under control. If debtors were not servicing 
the debt being converted, and creditors were tolerant of arrears on the 
assumption that such debt would eventually be written off, the net effects 
of conversions would be negative unless, under exceptional circusmtances, 
other efficiency gains were realized. 

(ii) Converted debt was swapped for public assets resulting in conversion 
proceeds helping to contain fiscal deficits and reducing pressures to 
increase money supply. 
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(iii) Any incremental money. supply effects were countered by offsetting 
actions by way of reduced public expenditures in areas being financed by 
swaps, the enhancement of revenues or by market borrowings of local 
currency to cover the local currency requirements of conversions. 

End-Use of Converted Funds: controversy persists over whether the 

proceeds of official debt conversions should be directed in some way or 

whether their end-use should be determined entirely by market forces. 

There are strong sentiments in favour of official creditors supporting 

developmentally oriented programmes such as privatizations and 

infra structural investment which complement and support the preferences 

exercised by private investors through other DES programmes. Similarly 

there is a difference of view on whether official debt conversions should 

only be a small adjunct to local currency resource mobilization by 

government or whether the local currency constraint is sufficiently binding 

that such conversions should be employed on a wider scale for mobilizing 

domestic resources within controlled fiscal and monetary parameters. 

Clearly the situation will vary from country to country with no general 

prescriptions being applicable to all cases. Official creditors are more 

inclined (or feel more pressed) to justify their actions in terms of the 

developmental gains likely to accrue through conversions than are 

cOIMlercial creditors; there is .therefore a predilection towards "directing" 

the end-use of converted funds. The simplest approach, however, would be 

to utilize official debt in debt trading markets without attempting to pre

determine the efficiency of end-use while leaving open the flexibility to 

induce particular types of transactions which the market might not normally 

trigger (e.g. in infrastructural investments). 

Funding'Official Debt Swaps for Equity or Development The local currency 

counterpart of DES (in most debtor countries with conversion experience) is 

generally funded not with an inunediate exchange of cash but with debt 

instruments (notes or bonds) denominated in local currency which 

approximate in maturities the original terms of the converted debt. These 

bonds are convertible in full at the time equity is purchased by the 

prospective investor. For DDS operations debtor governments have 

established off-budget trust funds (or endowments) as vehicles for 

providing local currency aganist converted debt. These are funded either 

through: (i) annual contributions of local currency over a period of time 

(e.g. by interest payments on residual debt as under EAI arrangements with 

Bolivia, Chile and Jamaica); or (ii) local currenC'y non-tradeable bonds 

with the same features as used for DES operations usually with long 

.: 
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maturities for the eventual payment of principal but with annual payments 

of interest, usually at domestic market rates. If official debt 

conversions (DES/DDS) are undertaken on any large scale closer attention 

will need to be paid to the design of local currency emission to ensure 

that cash flow is controlled in line with monetary targets and that the 

issuance of large volumes of government debt (for which informal discount 

markets are bound to emerge if fo~al ones do not) does not itself result 

in financial instability.6 

The Use of Aid for Official Debt Conversions: In considering the prospect 

of official debt reductions and conversions creditor ECAs and Treasuries 

have often suggested the use of aid budgets to finance such programmes. 

Aid agencies have quite rightly resisted such pressures arguing that this 

would result in a suboptimal use of aid and divert scarce foreign exchange 

from debtors to creditor ECAs. They have been prepared to assume 

responsibility for debt transferred from ECAs to aid agencies providing 

such a transfer is entirely additional and does not result in offsetting 

reductions in aid appropriations. Even using aid funds for outright debt 

buybacks is questionable in terms of the benefits it brings to debtors who 

are not servicing ·such debt; the net benefit in most such transactions 

accrues largely to particular creditor agencies. 

The debate on this issue, however, will continue for some time especially 

when creditor government budgets continue to be under considerable pressure 

and new claimants emerge for official development assistance. ECAs argue 

that if debt conversions are economically worthwhile then the use of aid 

resources to finance them are legitimate and justified. Aid agencies (and 

rational theory) argue that under a set of extremely aid resource

constrained circumstances debt cancellations and/or conversions cannot be 

seen as aid substitutes particularly for the SILICs. New aid, 

cancellations and conversions should not be seen by official creditors as 

mutually exclusive options but as complementary measures, each supporting 

the other. Under those conditions the continued provision of aid as net 

new foreign exchange needs to be accompanied (not replaced) by the 

cancellation of debt obligations which cannot possibly be serviced to the 

extent that the creditor community can consensually agree, and the 

conversion of further residual debt which might impose constraints on 

prospects for immediate stabilization and economic recovery, for medium

term adjustment and for long-term development. 
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Converting Rescheduled Debt: As observed earlier, creditors (and debtors) 

have pointed to the substantial technical and legal complexities involved 

in attempting to convert pre-cutoff date debt which has been rescheduled. 

For debtors who have received rescheduling terms which are of the Toronto 

(TT or ETT) varieties there is little immediate benefit in having such debt

converted because the actual cash-flow savings would be negligible. As the 

agreement of debtors would be required before such debt could be converted 

official creditors should focus on converting post-cutoff debt which may 

impose real debt servicing budens for debtors but which do not require 

debtor agreement for credi tors to act. TheJ;'e may be complications for 

creditors in pooling the shorter. maturities from several different claims 

and converting them (to have the maximum ~ediate impact on debt service 

savings in the short-run). But those problems pale in comparison to those 

that debtors are likely to confront in adjusting their own debt records for 

such transactions. This difficulty may well suggest the need for novation 

or exchanges of debt instruments between debtors and ECAs which are more 

amenable to conversion. 

Creditors would obviously prefer to convert rescheduled debts if that 

enhances the value of their claims, enhances prospects for larger eventual 

recoveries, or enables them te realize cash from debt sale transactions. 

Debtors would for the same reasons prefer to reschedule post cut-off date 

debt which imposes the larger debt service obligation. Novations such as 

the exchange of assignable promissory notes for official ECA claims would 

be pointless for rescheduled debt, especially on TT and ETT, since the 

terms of such reschedulings render the NPVs of such promissory notes so low 

as to make· them virtually non-marketable. Hence the real scope for 

official debt conversions lies with post cut-off date debt which has not 

yet been rescheduled, unless debtors are willing to agree (for the right 

price) to waive terms of rescheduling for previously rescheduled debt if 

they attach particular priority to its conversion. Creditor ECAs, however, 

are concerned about whether their entry into the debt conversion market is 

likely to compromise their standing in the recovery of already rescheduled 

claims or whether large-scale conversion programmes will make the 

rescheduling option defunct. Having become comfortable through habit with 

reschedulings (regardless of the consequences for debtors which creditor 

ECAs do not see as being their concern) ECAs are not anxious to cope with 

the uncertainties involved in embarking on courses of action whose 

outcomes, and whose legal and accounting implications, are not yet clear. 

.' 
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Specific Issues COncerning Debt-Bquity COnversions 

In addition to those discussed above several specific issues arise in 

connection with official DEBT-EQUITY (DES) conversions. These conce~n: 

Ownership of converted Official Equity Claims Several OEce creditors 

which have through the 1980s undertaken large scale programmes of public 

asset divestiture in their own countries are reluctant to become 

shareholders of corporations in debtor economies. Neither are debtor 

governments particularly anxious to have foreign governments as 

shareholders in their domestic enterprises. Unlike banks or other private 

creditors neither creditor governments, nor those ECAs which are 

government departments rather than independent corporate entities, can 

directly undertake official DES operations on their own account. They are 

therefore left with the following three options in converting official debt 

into equity: 

(a) Sell their claims directly in the secondary market and withdraw from 
further involvement. 

(b) Sell their claims on a negotiated basis to their own state-owned 
entities and have them pursue DES opportunities in SIDCs -- e.g. in France 
it might be perfectly feasible to persuade French banks, the railway 
company, the telecommunications .. company and the coal company I to invest in 
their counterparts in SIDCs; or 

(c) Transfer official claims from the primary creditor source (e.g. ECGD 
in the UK or Hermes in Germany) to the equity investment promotion arms of 
these governments (CDC or DEG respectively) which specialize in making 
equity investments in developing countries. 

With the first option the nature of official claims would need to undergo 

substantial transformation and standardization to be feasible on any 

significant scale. Many ECAs do not confront as large a problem in 

transforming post cut-off claims as they would with rescheduled claims. 

Indeed it was surprising to discover that many ECAs already have clauses in 

their agreements requiring an exchange of claims for promissory notes at 

their option. The second option is clearly open to creditor governments 

but puts those creditors with large SOE sectors at an advantage va those 

creditors who do not have such parastatals. It may raise concerns in 

debtor governments about the indirect involvement of foreign governments in 

owning visible and strategic utilities in SIDCs. It would trigger the same 

concerns among the creditor community as the use of mixed-credits has 

aroused i.e. that these official conversions were being used to obtain an 
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improper competitive advantage (as indeed the case of Iberia's buying 

Aerolinas Argentinas has done even though that transaction involved 

commercial rather than official debt). The third option ia perhaps the 

easiest and most practical for almost all creditors. In deploying it 

. credit·or governments have two choices. The investment agency (e.g. CDC in 

the UK) can act on its own account after havinq the debt claim transferred 

to it from the ECA (e.g. ECGD) at a mutually agreed transfer price 

(reflecting either the secondary market price for commercial debt or an 

internally agreed price) effected through the Treasury. The claim could 

represent either an equity infusion or subordinated loan to the investment 

agency from its shareholder government. Alternatively, the investment 

agency could be asked to act as trustee in managing the government's 

foreign asset portfolio through equity conversions in SIocs. The formula 

chosen would depend very much on the situation in each creditor country. 

It may pose interesting internal political and bureaucratic problems but is 

by no means insuperable from a technical or legal viewpoint. 

Competition with Private DES: The prospect of official debt conversions 

has raised the issue of potential conflict or competition between official 

and private debt conversions. The concern is that official debt 

conversions executed through· secondary markets would add to the 

difficulties that commercial banks seem to be facing in reducing their 

private claim portfolios through conversions by expanding the supply of 

paper on the market, depressing the price and competing for the same group 

of potential investors. Clearly these concerns would be mitigated to the 

extent that official creditors chose other options for implementing their 

conversion programmes. But even if they did not the fears of competition 

which have been expressed might be overplayed. 

There is a large segment of potential market demand for DES which has not 

yet been tapped through private DES operations. This includes investment 

by utilities (electricity, gas distribution, water and sewerage) and large 

transport enterprises (including railways, trucking companies, shippinq 

lines airport and seaport management authorities) in creditor countries to 

make investments in SIOCs (in the same way that airlines and 

telecommunications companies are doing). By contrast private DES 

operations are still heavily concentrateci in manufacturing, mining, oil 

production, airlines, hotels and telephone companies. Official debt 

conversions can also be used for BOOT (build-own-operate-transfer) projects 
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for toll roads, power stations, tunnels, bridges, export processing zones, 

industrial estates, mass transit systems and other infrastructural 

undertakings for which user charges can be levied and the activity operated 

commercially. 

The general feeling on the part of market-makers and debt traders is that -

- with perhaps the early hiccups which inevitably acc~mpany any major shift 

in market supply or demand -- the entry of official debt paper onto 

secondary LDe debt trading markets would serve to widen and deepen these 

markets and would, as a result of market forces and innovation by market 

intermediaries, result in newer segments of demand for official Loe debt 

paper emerging. This may be an optimistic view expressed by· self

interested traders. But developments in other financial markets tend to 

bear it out. The evolution of secondary markets in LDC debt and the range 

of innovations which have already emerged in that market have been driven 

largely by market players. There is no particular reason to suppose that 

the entry of official debt into secondary markets would simply swamp the 

supply of debt paper in the face of fixed demand and drive down the pric,· 

of all types of traded debt. Financial market intermediaries have 

demonstrated the capacity to "find" segments of demand whose needs will 

match the characteristics of expanded supply. Obviously the timing and 

volume of official debt entry into secondary markets will need to be 

carefully engineered; but that is no different a concern than the care 

which needs to go into the planning and launching of any maj~r issue of 

securities in any market. The most encouraging aspect of prospective 

official debt conversion activity is that the principal market-makers 

generally tend to see its emergence (which many consider inevitable) as a 

desirable and overdue phenomenon which they are anxious to accommodate 

rather than as a threat overhanging the market which they are anxious to 

avert. Opinions are divided however on whether official debt should be 

transformed immediately into standardized debt instruments of the post

Brady kind so that they are not diferentiable from other types of traded 

paper or whether they should be transformed into a different type of cla~ 

and traded in a differentiated market segment. The considerations involved 

in reaching a final judgement on which of these two options would prove 

more efficacious are technically esoteric and deserve to be looked at 

further in Phase II of the Study. 
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An interesting aspect of the public vs private ~onflict in debt conversions 

was portrayed by a major creditor bank which saw private DES as a means of 

exercising certain "~ights" acquired (as unpaid creditors) to participate 

in future gains from real asset ownership through equity claims, or to 

enjoy immediate realization of cash through sale and transfer of those 

"rights" to third parties. That bank believed that these "rights" even if 

unexercised should be capable of being traded openly in a s~ructured manner 

in same way that common share warrants or rights were traded on stock 

exchanges. Government creditors could not be put on a par with private 

creditors in having similar rights because their lending was motivated by 

considerations other than purely commercial ones; considerations which 

involved, at the time of lending or guaranteeing, their own broader 

economic interests (i. e. maintaining full employment, promoting exports 

etc) legitimately financed by public money. In other words, the self

interest element involved in the official credit transaction automatically 

resulted in official creditors implicitly surrendering similar rights to 

private creditors because their motives were quite different; those of 

private creditors were purely commercial, those of governments or ECAs were 

not. Official debt conversions into equity would however imply that 

governments had similar rights to private creditors and could exercise them 

or trade them. The manner of their engaging in such operations might 

impinge upon and diminish the value of the "rights" of private creditors 

providing a good reason why official DES should not be considered. This 

argument albeit laboured and in some aspects questionable contains 

provocative thoughts about whether certain implicit "rights" do accrue to 

creditors when debt contracts are not honoured and how such rights can be 

valued and exercised, as a different approach to the debt conversion and 

claim transformation issue. 

The Price of Official Debt: Perhaps no issue arouses as much argument, 

and dispenses with as much logic, as discussions with official creditors on 

what the present value of their debt claims in SIDCs is. Official 

creditors have been consistently wrong about repayment expectations and 

economic recovery in SIDCs for nine years. Yet they appear to be 

tenaciously unrealistic about the valuation of their own debt portfolios. 

That tendency is reinforced by adherence to government accounting protocols 

by most ECAs (which maintain the fiction of face value) rather than 

corporate accounting conventions which require values to be marked to 

market and provisioned for. In reality many ECAs employ a hybrid routine 



and have begun providing against their value-impaired debt following 

guidelines issued by their regulatory authorities (e. g. ECGD applies the 

Bank of England matrix). Some European official creditors expressed the 

view that it would worsen the moral hazard problem if debtors were 

encouraged, by creditor provisioning practices, to think that their non-
# 

concessional debt obligations were formally being recognized as worth less 

than face value. Such an outcome would cause major public accounting and 

audit problems within the governments of creditor countries with such 

audits resulting in curtailing new aid and export credit flows to countries 

in which conversions or cancellations were made. 

Official creditors usually claim that the price signalled by the secondary 

markets for private debt trades is too low and the markets too imperfect 

and thin to emit genuine price signals reflecting unconstrained and 

independent supply and demand functions. They are strangely consistent in 

their view that the "right" pr~ce of their claims is probably at the mid

point between market value (whatever it happens to be at the time) and full 

face value. They seem curiously incognizant of the non sequitur implied 

in the belief that there can be a "right" price outside of a market 

framework which" is better derived from bu.reaucratic judgement than by 

independent operators in an admittedly imper~ect market. While the 

"genuineness" of the price signal emitted by secondary debt markets 

continues to be hotly debated, there is no gainsaying that market price 

signals are often distorted and rendered volatile by commercial bank 

behaviour which is in turn influenced by end-of-quarter pressures, taxation 

circumstances, regulatory pressures for capital adequacy and so on as well 

as sporadic speculative demand and price pressures caused by news of events 

such as imminent closure on Brady deals, Poland deals, commodity price 

increases, movements in global exchange and interest rates etc. Many 

European and American bankers have also expressed the concern that after 

the Polish debt rescheduling the "political pricing" of debt might prevail 

over market pricing. 

The volatility in price movements of LDC debt traded on secondary markets 

in 1990-91 was due in large part to the emergence of Chile and Mexico as 

countries which had re-established voluntary access to capital markets and 

to the Polish official rescheduling which was seen as increasing the 

prospects for better debt serviCing performance on private obligations. 

But it was driven by demand for speculative portfolio trading activity and 
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not genuine investor demand for swaps. New portfolio investors 

(institutional and individua!.) have now entered the LDC debt market for 

adding a potential element of additional volatility into price movements 

which could be dampened by expanding the supply of paper through sales of 

official debt. 

Many observers argue that the secondary market price is too low because it 

consistently reflects the views of the most. pessimistic banks about 

expected cash flow from debt service payments rather than realistic 

expectations based on past performance and future trends. others build an 

equally convincing case for the view that the market emits price signals 

which are too high. If they were not, speculative demand pressure from 

portfolio investors would be much higher than it presently is with 

sophisticated global institutional investors consistently earning excess 

risk-adjusted investment returns. The most appropriate view for official 

creditors to take might well be to use the market price as the best 

benchmark available and to adjust their own discounts or premia according 

to hard evidence of past trends and factors likely to affect future 

performance in the differ"ential servicing by debtors of different types of 

debt. That approach might yield interesting results in arriving at the 

conclusion that the market emits price signals which are too high in some 

cases (e.g. Zambia which has invariably serviced more private debt than 

bilateral debt) and too low in others (like Mexico which has always 

attempted to meet rescheduled repayment obligations to bilateral creditors 

in full because of the importance attached to maintaining full export 

cover) • 

Discussions with market traders seem to suggest that as the market becomes 

wider and more sophisticated it has already discounted these variations in 

debt servicing patterns. Therefore the real price of official debt might 

not be that much different from the secondary market price prevailing. Any 

significant reductions in bilateral debt stock are therefore bound to have 

a salutary impact on the price of the residual stock. The ability of ECAs 

to formally recognize and record their claims as having less than face 

value depends largely on the accounting conventions they employ and the 

level of provisions they have been required by prudential management or by 

law to build up. 

Reserves & Provisions ECAs and aid agencies are generally 

underprovisioned against losses on their Sloe asset portfolios mainly 

.: 



because their' accounting conventions and statutory obligations have' not 

required otherwise. Treasuries in almost all OECD creditor countries are 

under pressure to contain fiscal deficits which does not leave much room 

for enthusiasm or adventurism ~n writing down large amounts of SIDC debt if 

the accrued losses have to be passed through the budget in one way or 

another. 7 There is no easy short-cut to resolving this difficulty through 

financial engineering devices (as was done in the case of banks) except to 

suggest that if Treasuries were prepared to absorb losses as large as those 

for Poland and Egypt in the same year on political grounds it is relatively 

pointless to investigate the issue of "affordability" (in financial and 

economic terms) of debt reductions for other SIDCs on the part of creditors 

when their proclivities are driven so strongly by political motivations. 

What may be necessary in the medium-term is the equivalent of a Basle

Accord for ECAs which would establish general conventions for ECA 

captalization, accounting for portfolio values and provisioning, allowing 

flexibility for the applicability of national laws and conventions. The 

statutory configuration of an ECA need not, by itself, be a barrier to the 

application of more generally agreed international conventions as indeed 

the hybrid behav;our of many ECAs already suggests. 

Use of Intermediaries: An important operational issue for ECAs is whether 

they should rely mainly on specialized intermediaries in SIDC debt market~ 

in undertaking their conversion operations or whether they should attempt 

to develop their own in-house capabilities. The answer is -- both. There 

are concerns on the part of ECAs that use of intermediaries may invol ve 

conflict of interest issues since the intermediaries are such large players 

on these markets. ECAs generally believe that the level of advisory fees 

and transaction costs levied by financial institutions which become a 

significant factor in calculating the costs and benefits of conversion 

programmes to creditors and debtors. Some creditor governments have 

expressed a strong view in principle that private intermediaries should not 

get involved in brokering official debt sales and associated conversions to 

avoid the "benefit of the discount" from being captured by any party other 

than the primary creditor or the debtor country. The perception gaining 

currency among primary creditors and debtors is that market intermediaries 

capture a much larger share of the discount benefit than is often 

transparent or justifiable. That perception has been bolstered by 1:he 

posture of IFls. There is no clear evidence to support such presumptions 

nor, unfortunately, to dispel them. The real question to be addressed is 
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whether there is a case for the interim development of a specialized sub

market . in trading official claims (which need to become increasingly 

standard and liquid i~l their structural characteristics). Such a market 
" 

might involve only ECAs, aid agencies, parastatals undertaking official 

DES, bilateral and multilateral investment agencies and debtor agencies to 

start with. Specialized market making, bid-offer pricing, settlement 

services and transactions knowledge would certainly be required to make the 

market work. Virtually no ECA has the in-house capacity to develop such a 

sub-market without help from specialized intermediaries. Such a sub-market 

could later become a fully integrated part of the private secondary trading 

market when private and official debt claims became indistinguishable in 

their trading features. The question is: Would such a sub-market facilitate 

or' impede official debt conversions? 

Seniority of converted Claims: In theory, official creditors would 

undertake conversion operations through the market if they were convinced 

that the price obtainable in the market met their expectations in terms of 

NPV of expected cash flows minus the inefficiencies signalled in the price. 

They would do so through their own investment arms only if they felt that 

the probability of future equity returns exceeded in NPV terms what they 

might get in the market. For" the latter condition to hold however they 

would need to be convinced that the residual stocks of unconverted debt and 

of converted equity would enjoy seniority and preference over older forms 
8 of debt, without which the conversion would be Been as pointless. 

Seniority in this sense would imply assurance of conversion into foreign 

exchange and repatriation of dividend streams from converted equity 

investments; repatriation of capital proceeds and gains from investment 

sales after a reasonable time period; improved debt serviCing on the 

restructured residual bilateral stock that was not cancelled or converted 

(which would also result in an upward valuation of the residual debt stock 

as a consequence of the expected price rise that would follow). Clearly 

the seniority and repatriation requirements should not impose such 

stringencies on debtors as to cause them run into balance-of-payments 

problems and arrangements would need to have some flexibility. 

Administrative costs: Like debtors, creditors are beginning to appreciate 

the considerable administrative costs involved in repetitive rescheduling 

exercises with counterproductive results. Outright cancellation, or 

conversions into local currency claims for DES or DDS would alleviate the 
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administrative costs of rescheduling but would add to portfolio management 

costs unless these could be covered on an incremental basis because of 

ongoing portfolio monitoring activity by the investment agency concerned 

anyway. Such costs would need to feature in any cost/benefit calculation 

that official creditors might undertake to assess the advantages of the 

conversion option. 

These issues were among the most significant raised during our examination 

of official debt conversion possibilities and constraints. They are not 

meant to be exclusive or exhaustive at this juncture but indicative of the 

areas that need to be looked into in greater depth during Phase II of the 

Study. Research undertaken for Phase I suggests that the key factors 

inhibiting faster progress with official debt conversions are: 

(a) The surprising lack of financial sophistication on the part of ECAs 
and decision~makers in governments; by comparison their much more 
financially sophisticated counterparts in private investment banks have 
been instrumental in engineering various swap and conversion techniques 
much more innovatively and aggressively in secondary markets for p"rivate 
LOC debt. 

(b) Internal confusion and conflict among different agencies within 
creditor governments which view opportunities and constraints regarding 
debt conversion in very different perspectives with no effective inter
agency co-ordination on develop~ng a clear, consistent creditor government 
position. 

(c) Legislative limitations and widespread 
inadequate reserves in most creditor countries 
constraints on conversions which involve sales 
discounted prices. 

underprovisioning and 
which act as powerful 

of official debt at 

(d) The ·reluctance of creditor governments to end up as holders of equity 
in developing country enterprises. 

(e) The immense heterogeneity of different types of official claims which 
appear to intimidate government officials in tackling the problem through 
novation. 

(f) An unwillingness on the part of OECD creditors to accept the reality 
that the Paris Club rescheduling process has failed in the SILICs and does 
not address adequately their DOSR needs. 

(g) The absence of any debtor initiatives, other than those by Poland and 
Egypt, to take creditors up on exercising their conversion options clauses 
suggesting to creditors that this avenue for debt reduction is not of 
interest to debtors. 

Progress with official debt conversions will depend on tackling all of 

these shortcomings simultaneously. 
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For persuasive arguments on this point:- see "Market-Based Debt 
Reduction for Developing Countries: Principles & Prospects" by 
S. Claessens et al, The World Bank PR Series No. 16, 1990. 

We are grateful to Michel Bouchet and Amit Ghose for reminding us of 
this important point • 

Such disbursements which used to be prevalent in many African debtors 
experimenting with DES/DDS can also exceed the value of expected debt 
service payments on instruments being converted. The inflationary 
impact can be exacerbated if the debtor is not servicing the debt 
being converted. 

For example a major European bank undertook an analysis of the money 
supply impact of debt conversions on the Polish economy which showed 
that their effect on reserve money would increase money supply (but 
by rapidly diminishing amounts) in the first four years and would 
thereafter exert a contractionary effect. 

For example, Jamaica' recently complained that the IADB was being even 
more restrictive on money supply growth conditions than the IMF was 
thus impeding its well constructed and executed debt conversion 
programme. 

An interesting situation has arisen in the case of Jamaica which 
finds that the domestic resource costs of debt conversion programmes 
is beco~ing much higher than originally anticipated. This has 
happened because domestic (variable) interest rates applicable to the 
Equity Investment Bonds lEIBs) issued by the Treasury in exchange for 
foreign debt are now very much higher than US dollar rates (35% vs 
7%) because of pressure to maintain real positive rates in the 
domestic market. The result is that holders of EIBs prefer to hold 
them for the high real yield rather than exchange them for equity 
investments. As of september 1991 about J$240 million in EIBs 
remained outstanding with an annual 'interest bill on these bonds of 
over J$75 million which was adding to the fiscal deficit. 

In some major creditor countries (e.g. Germany) exercising the 10% 
conversion clause, incorporated into post-September 1990 Paris Club 
Agreements for SILMICs and nor SILICs, would be regarded as 
equivalent to a debt, cancellation for which' a specific federal 
budgetary provision would need to be made. There were no provisions 
in the 1991 or 1992 budgets to accommodate such conversions nor did 
existing legislation readily permit the conversion of non
concessional claims, especially for export credits and suppliers' 
credits. In the US debt conversions and reductions under EAI after 
FY92 require the Administration to offset these against 
appropriations for new lending programmes to affected debtor 
countries. The amount of reduction to be charged against budget 
authority is not the full face value of the outstanding claim but the 
difference between what, in NPV terms, the Administration would 
reasonably expect to collect over the remaining maturities of the 
claim and the amount of up-front forgiveness. 

For an excellent discussion of this point see Claessens et al, ibid 
pp 21. 
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CHAPTER IV: SCOPE FOR OFFICIAL DEBT CONVERSIONS 

Based on the four case studies undertaken dur ing Phase I of the UNCTAD 

Project the scope for official debt conversions was determined to be 

extensive and immediate in Jamaica and Zambia but likely to involve 

considerably more preparatory work in Ecuador and Tanzania. This Chapter 

is divided into two parts: (i) the scope for commercial debt conversions 

i.e. debt equity swaps; and (ii) the scope for non-commercial conversions 

i.e. debt-for-development swaps. 

Scope for Commercial Debt COnversions 

In Jamaica and Zambia the scope for commercial debt conversions is 

considerable and these two countries provide ideal conditions in which to 

follow up on Phase II of the UNCTAD project by offering their governments 

specific assistance in designing a carefully designed blueprint for 

official debt conversions (ODC) to present to their bilateral creditors. 

In both countries there are considerable efficiency gains to be derived 

from focussing ODCs on their privatization programmes which are different 

stages in their. development and evolution. Large-scale ODCs would 

represent a well-tLmed intervention in both countries as they face 

conditions of flagging investment, high inflation and insufficient external 

finance coupled with excessively high debt and debt servicing burdens which 

if alleviated decisively could have a crucial impact on confidence building 

in the domestic and foreign investor community. 

Both countries have suffered serious losses of reputation with private 

investors, domestic and foreign. The experience of both suggests that the 

level of savings and investment needed to turn their economies around are 

not going to be provided quickly by the operation of domestic market forces 

alone. Jamaica has done everything asked of it by way of adjustment action 

by its external interlocutors; yet, the results have been desultory and 

disappointing. Zambia has been much less conscientous in its adjustment 

efforts resorting to stop-go approaches and showing considerable 

irresolution in its pursuit of structural transformation. That has now 

changed with the election of a new government in October 1991. In both 

economies, intervention will be required to kick-start their recovery and 

to engage the resources of the private sector in economic revival. A 

bilateral debt conversion programme could play an invaluable role in 

accelerating the rate of privatization in these economies thus enabling 
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their governments to concentrate limited public resources on higher 

priorities than funding parastatal operating losses. The prospects for 

moving quickly in these countries are good because both have governments 

which are now irrevocably committed to market-based policy reforms, 

adjustment and transformation. Jamaica has a well-designed and 

impressively executed DEep already (but one which is faltering for reasons 

described below) along with has a well-designed blue-print for 

privatization. Zambia is not as far ahead and will need considerable. help 

from external sources to develop more coherent DDSR and privatization plans 

and to institutionalize the capacity for dovetailing these two efforts. 

In Ecuador and Tanzania much more thinking needs to be done on the part of 

government and its· external interlocutors about the role that DDSR and 

privatization are to play in their economic recovery plans. In Tanzania 

the "in-principle" acceptance of leaning more towards a market economy has 

not led to the kinds of political commitments which are essential to move 

forward in designing specific plans for privatizations and dovetailing them 

with DDSR initiatives. There is considerable controversy about 

privatization of parastatals and the role of the private sector in what 

will still be a large mixed economy with the public sector playing a more 

prominent role in productive activity than most donors, or the private 

sector, believe is either practicable or desirable. Movement from 

establishing wider .. ·political consensus towards meaningful action is 

painfully slow giving the unfortunate impression that Tanzania is neither 

sufficiently serious enough nor ye~ politically ready for intensive 

technical assistance on the privatization and DDSR interface to payoff. 

Ecuador is in a state of suspended animation which is unlikely to be 

relieved until elections for a new government are held in August 1992. 

Till that event occurs it would be premature to make specific suggestions 

on how movement towards preparing for privatization and DDSR should be 

made. 

The case of Jamaica 

After a decade of continuous adjustment the Jamaican economy has not 

changed in structure nor diminished its vulnerability to external shocks. 

Putting Jamaica on a sounder economic footing will require reducing its 

debt stocks and debt service and restoring the flow of sustainably positive 

net transfers from the creditor community as a whole until such time that 
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Jamaica's income and output levels permit affordably negative net 

transfers. The two main areas in which attention on debt and debt service 

reduction must be focussed are in reducing stocks of bilateral debt and 

attendant debt service obligations and stocks of non-bank private credit 

obligations through conversions. 

Part of the reason for Jamaica's failure to respond adequately to strong 

adjustment discipline is that too large a proportion of the gains accruing 

from economic liberalization and reform has been exported to external 

creditors through debt service. A larger portion of the returns, if 

retained within the domestic economy (through large debt conversion 

programmes similar to Chile's), would almost certainly have created a more 

robust base, less vulnerable to external shocks and created genuine popular 

(political) sentiment in favour of continued liberalization and reform. 

Appreciating the basis for this assertion requires deeper understanding of 

the Jamaican debt problem which is analysed fully in Annex 1. Jamaica's 

external debt in dollar terms quintupled in 20 years but doubled as a 

proportion of GNP, increasing from less than 65% to over 132%. Its debt to 

bilateral creditors (mainly OECD countries) of over $2.1 billion in 1990 is 

now 74 times larger than it was in 1970. The main reason is not additional 

net external borrowing from bilateral sources for investment but the impact 

of exchange rate movements between 1985-90 and capitalization through 

reschedulings. Multilateral debt has ballooned in much the same way with 

borrowings from the IMF rising to a peak of nearly $700 million by 1985 but 

diminishing to half that amount by 1990; though this drop was offset by a 

rise in the outstandings owed to multilateral banks (mainly the World Bank, 

the Inter-American Development Bank and the Caribbean Development Bank) 

which largely financed Jamaica's repayments to the Fund. 

Long-term debt to private creditors has declined from 95% of the total debt 

stock in 1970 to just 20% by 1990. Thus the credit risk in financing 

Jamaica has been shifted in two ways: (i) from private external creditors 

financing unguaranteed private borrowers in Jamaica to the government, as a 

result of both large scale nationalizations in the 1970s and the provision 

of government guarantees for previously unguaranteed debt; and (ii) from 

private to official creditors over the 1970-90 period. 

While unguaranteed long-term private creditors took nearly 80% of the total 

credit risk on Jamaica's external debt in 1970 that proportion had declined 
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to less than 0.75% by 1990. Equally, while official creditors took less 

than 6% of the total external credit risk in 1970, this proportion had 

increased to nearly 80% by 1990 with bilateral creditors alone accounting 

for 47%. That movement reflects the dramatic deterioration in 

. creditworthiness which Jamaica has suffered over the last two decades. The 

precipitate reduction in debt owed to private unguaranteed creditors was 

coupled with a commensurate increase in debt owed to official creditors 

whose amortization terms were longer and softer. Thus though the interest 

burden on the increased debt stock increased proportionately (it more than 

doubled) the debt service effect was ameliorated by a $67 million reduction 

in amortization payments as a result of substitution. The debt service 

ratio in 1970 (though the data are somewhat unreliable) was nearly 45% with 

an. interest payments to GOP ratio of 5%. The OSR dropped in 1980 to a 

healthier 19%, since when it has again risen to 45% in 1990 with the 

interest payments to GDP ratio rising to over 8%. The latter ratio 

indicates the extent to which the economy is being sacrificed in terms of 

current earnings being exported to meet current account payment obligations 

on debt; the amount exported by way of interest exceeding the 1990 growth 

in GOP by· 5% •... In 1990 net transfers on the debt account were negative and 

large (-$272 million or just under 8% of GOP). 

The conclusion which emerges from the growth in Jamaica's debt stocks and 

debt service burdens especially between 1980-90 is that there is something 

seriously wrong with the financial design of structural adjustment 

programmes (and with the financial programming exercise which dictates the 

design) if the extent of debt servicing, after rescheduling, and 

substantial negative net transfers remain as high as they do after a decade 

of remedial action. Under such circumstances profound questions are raised 

about whether: Jamaica's vulnerability to external influences can indeed be 

quickly reduced; its economic structure can be transformed, and it can exit 

the devaluation-inflation spiral in which it seems to be trapped. Clearly 

the mu1ti1ateralization of such a large portion of its debt (33%) and an 

even larger portion of its debt service obligations (45%) as a direct 

consequence of its adjustment efforts has deprived Jamaica of a 

considerable amount of flexibility in its ability to manage its debt 

profile. Until prospects for relief on multilateral obligations become a 

reality (and such prospects seem remote) the burden of further 

restructuring and relief must necesarri1y, therefore, fallon bilateral 

obligations and on debt service to private creditors. 

: 
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In the case of official bilateral creditors the extent of relief already 

provided is demonstrated by continuous reschedulings which have enabled 

annual debt service to bilateral creditors to be maintained at around 25% 

of total debt service; but at the expense of accretion in the share of 

bilateral debt stock from 33% in 1980 to 47% in 1990. The problem is thus 

being deferred for a later reckoning rather than being resolved. Six 

conventional Paris Club reschedulings which continue in the same vein do 

not appear to be. leading to a sensible conclusion. They are only building 

up Jamaica's bilateral debt stock to a point where, in the absence of 

timely well-structured programmes of debt conversion, large-scale 

cancellation will be the only option left open to creditors and debtor 

alike. Though steps have been taken to reduce private commercial bank debt 

through a carefully designed and capably managed debt capitalization 

programme, Jamaica has managed to reduce its London Club type debt stocks 

to commercial banks by only about $100 million between 1985-90 and by $55 

million to suppliers between 1987-90. But it has not managed to reduce 

its debt service obligations to private creditors between 1980-90 although 

the interest component of debt service has declined sharply between 1985-

90. In 1990 private creditors (long-term, guaranteed) accounted for over 

19% of total debt service and 18% of interest service although their stock 

of debt acounted for only 12% of the total. The scope for further relief 

(mainly through conversions) on the private debt frontier therefore remains 

large in theory; in practice it is constrainedby the IMF-imposed cap on 

debt-equity swaps under tightly controlled targets for mo~ey supply 

expansion. 

The net result of Jamaica' s bilateral debt reschedulings has been to 

maintain bilateral debt servicing at around 25% of total debt servicing 

while ensuring a steady increase in dollar payments to Paris Club 

creditors. Absent other pressures these relief measures might have been 

adequate. But, given the imperatives of maintaining full debt service to 

multilateral and private creditors, the relief provided by the Paris Club 

has been largely offset and has proven inadequate. Official and private 

reschedulings as well as net new money flows through the last decade have 

contributed in small part to he,lping Jamaica meet debt service obligations 

without running up arrears until 1990.:L But this has happened at the 

expense of incurring further and increasingly unmanageable debt 

obligations. Between 1983-90, net disbursements of principal from 

multilateral creditors and bilateral debt reschedulings amounted to about 
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$744 million (or an annual average over the period of $93 million). But 

when accumulated interest payments of over $2.1 billion made by Jamaica to 

its creditors are taken into account, net transfers (on the debt account) 

have been negative, amounting to a cumulative -$1.4 billion betwen 1983-90. 

That amount is equivalent to roughly 6.5% of Jamaica's cumulative GOP over 

the same period. Such a large outward transfer of real resources 

throughout the 1980s, coupled with the effect of capital flight and the net 

effect of external shocks (and gains) which Jamaica has experienced 

intermittently during the 1980s, helps to explain why it has been so 

difficult to stabilize the economy and place it firmly on a durable growth 

path. It suggests that though creditors may feel that their debt relief 

efforts have provided Jamaica with sufficient breathing space to meet its 

obligations on more realistic lines, the overall impact of these relief 

efforts in restoring the economy to sound health, despite impressive 

adjustment and reform efforts, has been negligible. 

It is in the context of these developments in Jamaica's economy and 

external debt that the scope for conversions of official bilateral debt 

needs to be j~dged. Clearly, putting Jamaica on a sounder economic footing 

will require bolder efforts at reducing debt stocks and debt service and 

restoring the flow of sustainably positive net transfers from the creditor 

community as a whole until such time that Jamaica's income and output 

levels permit affordably negative net transfers. The two main areas in 

which attention on debt and debt service reduction must be focussed are in 

reducing: (i) stocks of bilateral deb~ and attendant debt service 

obligations and (ii) st~cks of non-bank private credit obligations through 

conversion rather than amortization. The estimated bilateral debt stock at 

the end of 1991 is thirteen times the size of outstanding obligations to 

private suppliers. Half of it is concessional and can be serviced if 

amortization ayments are lengthened further. The other half (over $1 

billion) is non-concessional and expensive to service. Also the cut-off 

date for reschedulable official debt goes back ungenerously to 1983 when 

the bilateral debt stock was 60% of its present level. It is on this large 

block of accumulated (bilateral non-concessional) debt that attention for 

conversion ought to be focussed first; although means of reducing the large 

amounts of annual amortization payments to private suppliers need equally 

urgent consideration. 

Jamaica has a well conceived debt equity conversion programme (DECP) to 

reduce its private debt stocks. An overall evaluation of the DECP would 
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conclude that the programme stuttered between 1987-89 but picked up steam 

after the June 1990 rescheduling agreement with the commercial bank 

creditors. However it has since run out of steam again because: (i) the 

rising price of Jamaican debt in the secondary market (which has increased 

from under 40¢ to over 70¢ between 1987-91) has made conversions less 

attractive as a means of securing local currency vis-a-vis straight forex 

swaps on the parallel market;2 (ii) the increasing premium on the parallel 

market over the "market-determined" exchange rate in mid-1991 the 

premium was over 25%; and (iii) a diminishing amount of early maturities 

(now amounting to only $100 million) as a result of the 1990 London Club 

rescheduling and Jamaica's relatively impressive performance in servicing 

its commercial obligations has perversely reduced the incentive for 

commercial banks to exercise the conversion option. Somewhat surprisingly, 

the DECP has not yet been specifically focussed on large-scale 

privatizations (except in the case of hotel purchases) such as those 

involving the full or partial sales of shares in a large public commercial 

bank, the largest cement company and the sale of Jamaica's telephone 

company, all of which would have enabled debt conversions on a far larger 

scale, and wi~h careful design, without the monetary expansion effects so 

opposed by the IMF. 

The domestic debt instruments offerred to investors using the DEep have 

become inordinately expensive for the government to service (and impose 

much larger budgetary costs than earlier envisaged) because of large, and 

unforeseen, divergence in. ;the interest rate spread between LIBOR and 

domestic interest rates caused by rapidly rising~' devaluation induced, 

domestic inflation. Yet, despite these problems, considerable scope 

remains for carefully designed debt-equity conversions involving the much 

larger stock of official bilateral debt. Such DECPs could be aimed 

specifically at accelerating the rate of privatization and of investments 

now included under the public sector investment programme (PSIP) 

including social sector investments in educational, leisure, retirement and 

health care facilities -- but which could just as easily be undertaken by 

the private sector using 'build-own-operate-transfer' (BOOT) financing 

techniques invol ving debt swaps. In both instances the DEep could be 

designed so as to have a neutral or positive budget impact (and therefore 

monetary impact to the extent that the budget deficit is monetized). 

Discussions in Jamaica3 suggested clearly that there was considerable scope 

.for I and more than 'in principle' interest on the part of the Jamaican 



authorities, in actively pursuing prospects for an official DECP. No 

satisfactory reason could be discerned as to why the government had not 

already pursued with creditors the 10\ conversion option included under the 

June 1991 Paris Club rescheduling agreement which opened the door to a 

limited amount of such conversions. After all, the official (non

concessional) bilateral debt stock owed to Paris Club creditors amounted to 

just under $1 billion of which about $700 million was the pre-cutoff date 

stock providing immediate opportunity for converting between $70-100 

million (using the 10% limit) of official bilateral debt into equity or 

into local currency for designated social and environmental expenditures. 

The general sentiment on the part-of the authorities was that this had not 

been offered as a 'serious' option by creditors and seemed to be intended 

more for non-commercial rather than commercially oriented conversions. 

There was a 'wait and see' attitude on the part of the Jamaican authorities 

in observing how events materialized with the much larger Polish and 

Egyptian requests for conversion (for their environment and social funds 

respectively) which they felt had attracted greater political commitment on 

the part of donors to achieve something than seemed to be the case for 

Jamaica. It w~s also pointed out that the cancellation/interest conversion 

schematic employed under the PL480 cancellation arrangement agreed under 

EAI would generate sufficient local currency funds for environmental 

expenditures for the next 2-3 years unless the scope for despoiled mining 

land rehabilitation schemes was expanded and investment in this area 

accelerated. 

It was, however, immediately acknowledged by the authorities that an 

official DECP would have considerable scope and could be quite useful if it 

was aimed specifically at: (i) facilitating and accelerating remaining 

privatization initiatives (which require some very large enterprises to be 

sold in the next 3-4 years); and (ii) substituting private investment for 

some of the projects presently included in the public sector investment 

programme. Detailed design work, involving simulations on the budgetary 

and monetary impact of such conversions, would need to be carried out in 

Phase II of the UNCTAD Project by expert consultants provided by UNCTAD 

and/or UNDP in conjunction with staff of the BoJ, the Ministry of Finance 

(~OF), and the team specifically responsible for the privatization 

programme in the National Investment Bank of Jamaica (NIBJ). 
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The scope for an official DECP can be discerned from Annex 1 which lists 

the' enterprises intended to be privatized by the government in the 

immediate and medium term. While no valuation has been attached to each of 

these enteprises (for obvious reasons) it can safely be assumed t·hat even 

if the entire non-concessional bilateral debt stock were to be converted it 

would account for no more than 20-25% of the total value of the enterprises 

to be put on the block, and could, in the right market climate, account for 

much less than that proportion. Hence the absortive capacity. for applying 

such conversions to public asset sales is not a constraint. In addition 

the 1990-91 PSIP lists public investments in directly productive 

enterprises in agriculture, mining, manufacturing and tourism (which could 

be substituted for to the extent of at least 50% by private investment) 

amounting to J$2.9 billion for the 1991-95 period; investments in economic 

infrastructure (transport communications, electric power and water supply 

and sewerage) of J$6.4 billion; and social investments (such as hospital 

rehabilitation) for a further J$750 million. These programmes also suggest 

considerable scope for absorbing the local currency proceeds of official 

debt swaps in a manner which would replace. government borrowing and 

expenditure for the public investment with the involvement of public asset 

swaps. Clearly, there is also room for other types of recurrent. social 
.' 

expenditure; but, unless it can be assured that budget funds thus released 

are not again redeployed, but used either to close the fiscal gap or to 

generate a surplus in order to retire existing public debt, (and the 

attendant future servicing obligations) such substitution could prove 

problematic. 

In considering the prospects for an official DEep the Jamaican authorities 

were concerned about how the mechanics of conversion would be handled at 

the creditor end. Obviously, having decided to privatize their own holdings 

of assets the government would be disinclined to see foreign governments 

(or even foreign parastatals) become significant holders of equity in 

Jamaican enterprises. They acknowledge that many bilateral creditors have 

specific equity investment promoting arms within their institutional 

armouries (e.g. CDC, FMO, DEG, OPIC etc) which have already take up equity 

investments in Jamaica and which for all intents and purposes are, despite 

their ownership, similar to any other private foreign investor except 

perhaps with a greater developmental orientation and a slightly longer-term 

perspective. How the debt is transferred from the present holder (e.g. 

ECGD) to a more appropriate equity investor (e.g. CDC) is not the concern· 
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of the Jamaican government nor is the internal price at which such a 

transfer takes place (though these may of course involve complex issues for 

creditor governments and agencies themselves to address). What is 

important is: the likely behaviour of the investor operating through an 

. official DECP; the price at which the debt is to be converted into local 

currency; the price at which local assets being privatized are to be valued 

and exchanged; and what • sweeteners' if any are necessary to induce 

acceleration of the privatization programme through an official DECP. 

Official debt equity conversions could be handled either on: (i) a case-by

case basis in the context of each privatization, which might involve 

laborious, lengthy and repetitive arrangements between the government and 

each bilateral creditor in each case; OR (ii) through a more flexibly 

designed general purpose vehicle such as a Privatization Fund managed on a 

professional portfolio management basis. Such a fund could be financed by 

local currency proceeds derived through both debt conversions as well as 

new (forex) money; though the 'rights and advantages' offered in connection 

with the new money component might need to be tailored to offer some 

preferences. For example, a privatization fund could be established in 

which bilateral creditors (or more specifically their designated equity 

investment agencies) could pool. their converted local currency claims 

within a structure would enable them to have representation in the 

management and direction (i.e. Board) of the fund. such a structure could 

also accommodate providers of new money (such as the lFC, lIF and COB along 

with private professional investor funds .in emerging markets such as those 

run by the major global ·funds or boutique funds run by ex-lFC staff from 

Washington) who could bring additional technology and management to the 

venture. The Privatization Fund could then bid for a significant but 

limited (to say 25-30%) proportion of any privatization issue under the 

same types of terms, and with same priorities, as the government's present 

DECP. This broad idea could be developed in much greater (country 

specific) detail in Phase II of the UNCTAD Project. 

In the absence of a detailed structure for the proposed official DECP and 

specific targetted ojectives in its operation it is difficult to evaluate 

its impact except in sufficienctly generic terms to justify pursuing 

further development of the concept and its application. To begin with, the 

financial impact would depend very much on how much official bilateral debt 

creditors were willing to convert in the next 2-3 years. As indicated 
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earlier, the non-concessional component of official bilateral debt owed to 

OECD creditors amounts to nearly $1 billion with pre-cutoff date debt 

amounting to $700 million. Assuming official debt conversions were 

confined to the current 10% ceilings of the entire debt stock this would 

result in annual debt service savings of about $15 million annually (on 

average) between 1992-96. The net financial effect in terms of debt 

service savings would not, therefore, be significant in its own right. 

But, if this small amount of converted official debt was seen as the first 

tranche of a privatization fund of the sort outlined above it would have 

financial leverage effects several times its own size. For example if $100 

million in converted debt were to attract a further $30 million in new 

money from other funders (e.g. IFC, IIC and COB) and if the privatization 

fund thus set up were to take up no more than an average of 25% of the 

total equity of the enterprises being privatized, the potential leverage 

effect would result in enabling $520 million worth of privatized assets to 

be financed; not an inconsiderable sum in the Jamaican context. 

If, however, the creditors (and the Jamaican authorities) were to be more 

ambitious and aim to convert 50% of the outstanding official bilateral non

concessional debt stock now with the proceeds being invested over the next 

five years (i.e. $500 million) '-then the effect in terms of debt service 

savings would be substantial (an average of $85 million annually between 

1992-96) along with the leverage effects. But the impact of such 

conversion programmes (as the cases of Chile and Mexico clear.ly suggest) 

extends well beyond the mere financial savings involved. If organized in a 

structured. and comprehensive rather than piecemeal fashion such programmes 

can signal a powerful commitment on the part of creditors and debtor to 

recovery and growth rather than repeating resched-uling exercises aimed at 

bleeding the economy, through debt service, of the maximum amount of real 

resources that can be extracted, with no serious concern on the part of 

creditors (and no counter-vailing political power on the part of the debtor 

to exert its preferences) for establishing firmer footings for sustainable 

recovery. 

An official DECP in Jamaica of between $300-500 million could play just 

such a role in signalling the intent of the creditors to ensure sustainable 

recovery of the Jamaican economy and to underline that commitment by the 

preparedness of their agencies to take an equity risk, jointly with other 

partners willing to provide new money, again on an organized and (in 
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relative terms) impressive scale. It could also signal, on the part of the 

Jamaican government, its commitment to proceeding with privatization 

rapidly by overcoming, through such a programme, the natural limits imposed 

by domestic capital market absorption constraints and the unwillingness on 

the part of private foreign investors (or holders of flight capital) to put 

their best foot forward in an environment subject to instant economic 

destabilization by events such as hurricanes or the Gulf War. Clearly 

bilateral debt conversion alone would not fully ameliorate concerns on the 

part of dispassionate observers (and investors) that the Jamaican economy, 

in terms of its output and export capacity is being squeezed by the 

international community for much more debt service than it can reasonably 

afford or sustain and grow at rates of 5-7% at the same time. Conveying 

that message unambiguously would require action on the multilateral debt 

front and in debt service currently being extracted by private creditors. 

In the final analysis, the objective of the creditor community should be to 

reduce the annual debt servicing obligations of Jamaica from around $750 

million or over 20% of GOP to a level of less than $400 million, which 

would still represent a very high 11% of GOP but would be more manageable. 

Such a reduction would need to be achieved in a manner which did not simply 

defer the ballooning of debt service to five years from now but resulted in 

a terminal reduction. Achieving that size of reduction, when preferred 

multilateral obligations alone absorb around $300-350 million a year in 

debt service, will be extremely difficult unless Jamaica's multilateral 

obligations can be stretched out and ref inanced on intermediate terms at 

least for the next 5-10 years. But even in the absence of that eventuality 

materia~izing an official DECP could play a major role. The availability 

of a large portfolio of public assets, which could be more productively 

deployed by the private sector offers a feature which should be seized on 

swiftly to construct an interwoven debt swap-privatization link which could 

have profoundly beneficial effects on economic revival and sutained growth. 

The case of Zambia 

Unlike the Jamaican case where a sound body of experience has been built up 

through a structured and well-managed approach to both its privatization 

progranune and the debt-equity conversion programme (DEep) which has been 

operating for nearly five years, Zambia has resorted to undisciplined ad 

hocery in both these efforts. Moreover, the debt predicament of Zambia 
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an approach which concentrates first 

debt reduction through cancellation as 

on achieving as 

possible before 

much 

the 

conversion option is applied to residual balances. Such an emphasis, of 

course, diminishes the interest of the creditor community in exposing 

itself to double jeopardy: if creditors can be persuaded to cancel large 

amounts they are unlikely to be enthused by the option of converting 

residual balances. 

Assumedly the size of the prospective cancellation would be so designed as 

to to enhance debt-servicing prospects for the residual debt in which case 

further options would be regarded as superfluous. However, while this type 

of reasoning may be valid in theory it certainly has not yet been borne out 

by Paris Club practice. Even so, unless official debt conversions were 

demonstrably necessary in achieving objectives to which creditors and GRZ 

attached the highest priority it is unlikely that they would be considered 

seriously. Fortunately, the ca.se can be made that an official DECP may not 

only be necessary but indispensable to reviving the Zambian economy. A new 

government has embraced market-oriented reform and the need for rapid 

privatization with far greater commitment and enthusiasm than its 

predecessor. It remains short on administrative capacity and the design

cum-implementation skills that ··it needs to transfer a large part of the 

productive structure back into private hands on a sound and equitable 

basis. 

Zambia also· remains vulnerable to: fluctuations in the copper and oil 

price; global volatility in exchange and inte~est rates; and most 

importantly, the largesse of the donor community. For those reasons, there 

remains considerable scepticism on the part of foreign and domestic 

investors as to whether the government's sound intentions will or can be 

translated into concrete reality on the basis of past desultory experience 

in closing the gap which has always existed in Zambia between public 

rhetoric and private reality. Until the economy stabilizes and exits from 

the devaluation-inflation spiral in which it has been trapped since 1985 

there is little prospect of sufficiently large foreign capital inflows to 

support the government·s privatization and new investment promotion 

initiatives. Surviving the medium-term with growth prospects enhanced will 

therefore require extraordinary efforts on the part of the government and 

the official donor community to underwrite the front-end risks involved in 

having the Zambian economy turn a critical corner. 
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The role of a carefully designed official DEep m~y well prove crucial as an 

instrument in achieving that difficult objective. In that context key 

lessons need to be learnt from the past mismanagement of Zambia's 

"informal" DEep which has, till very recently been characterised by: 

unclear objectives; poor execution; considerable manipulation by 

politically well-connected insiders who have used it to legitimately 

acquire local currency at effective exchange rates well above those 

prevailing in the parallel market; misapplied proceeds which have not gone 

into genuine equity investments but into financing parallel market trading 

transactions, building lavish headquarters for the previously dominant 

political party, or into. capital flight through round-tripping. The way in 

which debt-equity swaps were managed between 1985-89 resulted in a total 

lack of transparency in: (i) how much foreign debt was actually converted 

(with estimates varying between $50-250 million though a recent internal 

review by BoZ suggests that they were probably less than $100 million); 

(ii) the secondary market prices at which it was supposedly bought in order 

to determine a fair sharing of the discount; and (iii) how the purchases 

were financed by domiciled residents. 4 

Since 1990 there has been considerable tightening of procedures and a firm 

cap placed under the IMF monitored adjustment programme (of $10. million 

annually) on debt conversions though there is still no proper follow

through on whether local currency proceeds have been applied for the 

purposes indicated by applicants. The DEep has so far been concentrated on 

dismantling the "commercial pipeline" of suppliers credit debt. The BoZ has 

attempted to look into the use of converted proceeds though ths aspect 

requires further strengthening. So far no requirements have been imposed 

on parties undertaking these swap transactions that new forex be an 

integral component of every swap deal though that requirement is under 

active consideration. 

External claims on the Republic of Zambia at the end of 1990 totalled about 

$7.2 billion comprising $6.4 billion in disbursed and outstanding debt 

(DOD) and a further $813 million in accumulated interest arrears (Annex 1). 

Dramatic changes have occurred in Zambia's debt position between 1970-90. 

The overall amount of debt has grown nearly tenfold with particularly large 

increases in the amounts owed to official creditors (both multilateral and 

bilateral) and in short-term exposure while private long-term creditors 

have kept a low and constant profile in dollar terms and a rapidly 
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diminishing one in relative terms. Zambia's debt in 1990 was over 216% of 

GNP amouting to just under $1,000 per capita with a very large portion of 

the debt portfolio (over $3 billion, including $2.3 billion of amortization 

payments) being in arrears. That situation .~as been caused by GRZ ' s 

structural inability to cope with debt service payments of the magnitude 

required even after reschedulings. It points to the urgent need for 

significant reductions in outstanding debt with restructured residual 

obligations which are in line with Zambia's debt servicing capacity. 

The specif ic steps reconunended to the government at various stages for 

achieving this outcome have included the following: (i) restructuring debt 

and arrears owed to the IMF in a manner which meets Zambia'S needs for zero 

net transfers (at worst) from the Fund through the 1990s; (ii) re-paying 

arrears due to the World Bank Group and refinancing residual hard IBRD debt 

(or obtaining interest subsidies to help servicing it) with sufficient IDA 

support 

1990s; 

to ensure positive net transfers being maintained through the 

(iii) approaching official bilateral creditors to cancel all 

outstanding concessional credit balances and extend the terms offered under 

ETT for· the non-concessional component to meet Zambia's unique needs; 

(iv) clearing commercial bank and suppliers' credit obligations through 

deep-discount buybacks supported by the IDA buy-back facility; and (v) 

clearing the pipeline of short-term commercial arrears, auction-related 

LCs, personal remittances and BoZ obligations through initiatives along the 

lines designed in 1985 but later abandoned due to a shortage of foreign 

exchange. 

Zambia'S total outstanding obligations to bilateral creditors exceeded $3 

billion at the end of 1990 with nearly $175 million in accumulated interest 

arrears despite a Paris Club scheduling in mid-1990. OECD creditors 

accounted for 71% of the bilateral total. - CMEA creditors accounted for 

13%, OPEC for less than 5% and other developing countries (mainly China) 

for the remaining 11%. Between 1989-91 significant steps have been taken 

towards bilateral debt reduction with cancellations of ODA debt, by a number 

of European countries, the US and Canada. Japan has refused to cancel any 

obligations preferring to provide offsetting grants from its special debt 

relief facility to help Zambia meet itsannual debt service. There is some 

confusion as to exactly how much has been cancelled. The total amount of 

bilateral debt outstanding increased in 1990 by $505 million as a result of 

interest arrears capitalization from the 1990 Paris Club rescheduling. The 

sit:uation for non-OECD creditors is less clear than for OECD especially 
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with respect to full or partial cancellations which GRZ may have 

negoti~ted. The largest windfall for GRZ on bilateral account may result 

if debt to the USSR denominated in roubles can be repaid in that currency.s 

Of Zambia's OECD creditors, four countries dominate: Germany, Japan, the 

UK and US. Collectively, they now account for 80% of total OECD bilateral 

debt. France and Italy are the two next largest creditors, together 

accounting for another 12% of OECD bilateral debt; almost all on non-

concessional terms. Debt reduction efforts need to be focussed on these 

six donors; both for remaining concessional but, much more importantly" 

non-concessional bilateral debt. Nearly 85% of all CMEA debt is owed to 

the USSR on non-concessional terms. China accounts for 72% of the debt due 

to, "other bilaterals"; all its claims are on concessional terms. Also 

included in this category are Brazil and India. Brazil has joined the 

Paris Club of creditors in its debt dealings with countries such as Zambia. 

Along with India it has held its exposure at current levels. A cumulative 

$2 billion has been rescheduled by the Paris Club in 1983, 1984, 1986 and 

1990. A further $390 million in debt owed to East Bloc creditors, India 

and Iraq was rescheduled in 1989. Total bilateral arrears (after 

rescheduling in 1990) have already accumulated to nearly $560 million. 

Most of the debt buybacks which have occurred in Zambia have been from 

sales of "pipeline debt" owed to private suppliers in the local secondary 

market. Estimates of buybacks to date range from $50 million to $250 

million; these have not been sufficiently well recorded (despite BOZ' s 

claims to the contrary) for a clear assessment to be made of the extent or 

impact of such activity on debt reduction. The data provided by BOZ for 

the 257 individual claims which have been bought back between January 1987-

September 1989 is unclear. It does not provide any indication of the 

overall extent of activity (in dollar terms) or the price or terms on which 

it has been undertaken. 6 

The actual debt service picture for Zambia is no longer particularly 

meaningful as an indicator of its debt burdens. It is instead a derivative 

of ad hoc day-to-day decisions by the BoZ as to what payments can be 

afforded in response to exigent pressures from one kind of creditor or 

another, rather than indicative of a clear strategy in meeting Zambia '.s 

debt service obligations. In 1990 less than 8% of the interest payments due 

were actually made and principal repayments were in arrears to the extent 

.' 
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overall extent of activity (in dollar terms) or the price or terms on which 

it has been undertaken. 6 

The actual debt service picture for Zambia is no longer particularly 

meaningful as an indicator of its debt burdens. It is instead a derivative 

of ad hoc day-to-day decisions by the BoZ as to what payments can be 

afforded in response to exigent pressures from one kind of creditor or 

another, rather than indicative of a clear strategy in meeting Zambia '.s 

debt service obligations. In 1990 less than 8% of the interest payments due 

were actually made and principal repayments were in arrears to the extent 
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of over $2.2 billion. Had Zambia attempted to pay scheduled debt service 

and extinguish its arrears the amount involved would have exceeded its GNP 

for 1990 and required 260% of export earnings. 

After the eigth breakdown in Zambia's turbulent relationship with the Bank 

and Fund in mid-1991, the debt and arrears picture has worsened as of the 

end of that year. Donor grant commitments have not been translated into 

disbursements and Zambia has again slid back into arrears with the Bank and 

Fund. Between 1985-90 Zambia's debt servicing strategy Zambia has 

subordinated the claims of its preferred creditors to those of commercial 

creditors who have been prepared to lend at large spreads and with 

substantial collateral to the copper company. Indeed the creditworthiness 

of the copper parastatal exceeds that of GRZ itself; a uniquely anomalous 

situation which Zambia's "official creditors seem to have been prepared to 

tolerate for quite a long time. Hence while there has been recognition on 

the part of creditors that something clearly needs to be done to bring 

Zambia'S debt burdens into line with its debt servicing capacity there has 

been a reluctance to formalize substantial debt reduction arrangements in 

the face of repeated failure on adjustment performance. 

Zambia has had four Paris Club reschedulings and several cancellations of 

bilateral debt. The net effect of the three reschedulings prior to 1990 

was that Zambia was unable to meet agreed terms almost as soon as its 

delegation left Paris on signing the Agreed Minute with creditors. They 

did not provide the kind of relief that was meaningful in Zambia's 

circumstances. Recognition of that reality led to a series of bilateral 

debt cancellations between 1988-90 first focussing only on concessional 

debt but later including selective non-commercial debts as well. Yet 

despite these cancellations and in the absence of any significant new 

lending, bilateral debt has still increased by $1billion between 1985-90 

mainly because of interest and arrears capitalization when write-offs would 

have been much the more appropriate course of action. In October 1991 the 

UK announced unilateral application of Trinidad terms to its claims on 

Zambia but since then seems to have modified its position to conform with 

the new Paris Club consensus on "enhanced Toronto Terms, resulting in a 

reduced amount being cancelled. Given Zambia's circumstances it was 

surprising how many bilateral creditors chose to apply Option B (an 

inferior option to the other two) rather than opt for debt stock or 

interest rate reductions. Reschedulings have been agreed with non-OECD 
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governments in parallel with Paris Club exercises resulting in another $420 

million being rescheduled. 

The concessional component of the bilateral debt stock amounts to $1.53 

billion. Despite cancellations it has risen by over $520 million between 

1985-90. Zambia' s economic circumstances would suggest that the entire 

concessional stock (80% due to OECD creditors) should be cancelled as the 

prospects of its recovery are remote. The non-concessional bilateral debt 

(NCSD) stock is just under $1.3 billion also having grown by about $500 

million between 1985-90 largely through interest capitalization. From a 

dispassionate perspective the most realistic solution to the NCSD stock 

would be for creditors to apply, as a first step, the enhanced Toronto 

Terms to the entire stock (rather than simply to eligible consolidated 

maturities). A second step would be to exercise the option of debt 

conversion, which has been extended to lower middle-income debtors, to the 

remaining NCBD stock linking such conversions to acceleration of the 

privatization efforts which the new government has committed itself to 

pursuing. 

In cash terms, rather than in terms of tenuous political leverage, 

bilateral creditors arethemselv.es likely to be better off agreeing to the 

combination of measures proposed above than insisting, as they previously 

have on imposing unrealistic rescheduling terms. Sased on past experience 

even ETT, whichever choice of options creditors decide to make, are: 

unlikely to be honoured; likely to const~ntly threaten the availability of 

sufficient net external inflows of forex to sustain adjustment if 

unforess.en adversities are encountered; and certain to require donors to 

supply unrealistic levels of new gross flows to offset unanticipated 

increases in debt service due to interest or exchange rate movements. 

Apart from the OECD, the largest NeBD creditors are the USSR, Iraq, Brazil 

and Yugoslavia with the USSR accounting for by far the largest amount 

(nearly $300 million at the old fixed rouble exchange rate). 

The difficulties involved in reducing outstanding balances (and interest 

arrears) of Zambia' s commercial debt are complicated by: (i) a lack of 

transparency in establishing the true extent of Zambia'S outstanding 

obligations to commercial creditors; (ii) ad hoc debt buybacks, undertaken 

in an undisciplined manner without the application of a clear framework or 

a set of guidelines adding to the confusion;? (iii) a distorted discount 

signal;8 (iv) the special standing enjoyed by ZCCM whose commercial 

: 
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creditors have invariably been serviced regularly with the unusual 

situation arising where an instrumentality of government has a higher 

commercial credit standing than the government itself. 

These factors notwithstanding, the following actions 

categories of commercial debt have been recommended to GRZ: 

on different 

(a) personal 

remittance accounts relating to expatriate contracts to be cleared at face 

value; (b) suppliers and export creditors with unguaranteed credits 

outstanding prior to October 5, 1985 to be offered the option of either 

accepting settlement of claims in local currency promissory notes with a 

market rate coupon serially encashable over a period of 5 years, or 

submitting bids for settlement in foreign exchange at a deep discount with 

GRZ employing a fund of about $10 million to clear all such arrears -- this 

option would probably result in clearing commercial claims at an average 5* 

on the dollar; (c) London Club debt and other commercial bank creditors 

should be offered a price of 10¢ on the dollar or less using the resoures 

of the IDA funded commercial debt buyback facility; (d) ZCCM's private 

short-term trade lines should be kept current and open by regular 

servicing; but (e) ZCCM's private long-term creditors should be offered a 

choice of: (i) 20-year collateralized bonds denominated in US dollars with 

a fixed coupon of 3%; (ii) an outright buyback at lS¢; (iii) a local 

currency option of discountable 10-year Kwacha bonds at full face value 

with a market coupon -- these bonds being eligible for making preferred 

investments within Zambia; and (iv) enhanced opening up of debt-equity 

swaps for the purpose of making new investments or buying stakes in 

parastatals which GRZ would commit itself to privatizing on an announced 

schedule. 

For any major debt reduction or restructuring exercise to succeed, the 

~ediate steps which GRZ needs to take with respect to debt restructuring 

are: (i) reconciling the large discrepancies which still appear in BoZ's 

debt records with audited confirmation of outstanding balances by major 

creditors; (ii) simulated analysis of the impact of applying ETT with the 

assistance of World Bank staff; (iii) approaching Zambia's four largest 

bilateral OECD creditors to determine the limits of the possible in going 

beyond enhanced Toronto terms for non-concessional debt restructuring and 

conversion; (iv) approaching selected commercial banks to explore prospects 

for discounted buybacks ; and (v) reviving earlier designs for clearing the 

commercial pipeline. 
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Unlike the Jamaican case where a sound body of experience has been built up 

through a structured and well-managed approach to both its privatization 

programme and the debt-equity conversion programme (DEep) which has been 

operating for nearly five years, Zambia has resorted to undisciplined ad 

hocery .in both these efforts. Moreover, the debt predicament of Zambia 

despite the low levels of actual debt serviCing which it has been permitted 

by the creditor comunity to get away with for quite a long time (thus 

causing fundamental damage to the maintenance of proper debt-servicing 

priorities and of sound debtor-creditor relationships) --justifies an 

approach which concentrates first on achieving as much bilateral debt 

reduction through outright cancellation as possible before the conversion 

option is applied to residual balances. Such an emphasis, of course, 

diminishes the interest of the creditor conununity in exposing itself to 

double jeopardy: if creditors can be persuaded to cancel large amounts they 

are unlikely to be enthused by the option of converting residual balances. 

Assumedly the size of the prospective cancellation would be so designed as 

to to enhance debt-servicing prospects for the residual debt in which case 

further options would be regarded as superfluous. However, while this type 

of reasoning may be valid in theory it certainly has not yet been borne out 

by Paris Club practice. 

Even so,· unless official debt conversions were demonstrably necessary in 

achieving objectives to which creditors and GRZ attached the highest 

priority it is unlikely that they would be considered seriously. 

Fortunately, the case can be made that an official DEep may not only be 

necessary but indispensable to reviving the Zambian economy. A new 

government has embraced market-oriented reform and the need for rapid 

privatization with far greater commitment and enthusiasm than its 

predecessor. It remains short on administrative ability, the design skills 

and the implementation capacity that it needs to transfer a large part of 

the productive structure back into private hands on a sound and equitable 

basis. Zambia also remains vulnerable to: fluctuations in the copper and 

oil price; global volatility in exchange and interest rates; and most 

importantly, the largesse of the donor community. For those reasons, there 

remains considerable scepticism on the part of foreign and domestic 

investors as to whether the government's sound intentions will or can be 

translated into concrete reality on the basis of past desultory experience 

in clos ing the gap which has always existed in Zambia between public 

rhetoric and private reality. Until the economy stabilizes and exits from 
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the devaluation-inflation spiral in which it has been trapped since 1985 

there is little prospect of sufficiently large foreign capital inflows to 

support the government's privatization and new investment promotion 

initiatives. Surviving the medium-term with growth prospects enhanced will 

therefore require extraordinary efforts on the part of the government and 

the official donor community to underwrite the front-end risks involved in 

having the Zambian economy turn a critical corner. The role of a carefully 

designed official DECP may well prove crucial as an instrument in achieving 

that difficult objective. 

A preliminary proposal (Annex 1) has been made to the Zambian authorities 

that they also consider establishing a Privatization Fund to be financed 

through both the conversion of official debt and the provision of new forex 

by agencies such as IFC along the same lines indicated in the Jamaica case 

study. The preliminary reactions to this proposal were positive and need to 

be followed up. Much more work needs to be done in Zambia (than has 

already been done in Jamaica) on designing a properly identified and 

sequenced privatization programme before an official DECP can be credibly 

launched. Zambia, however, offers an unusual opportunity for technical 

assistance to be provided which could aim at linking these two initiatives 

from the outset, so that an 'official DECP could play an integral and 

supporting role in both helping to design and accelerate the implementation 

of a privatization programme. 

The prospects for official debt conversions for non-commercial 

developmental purposes (including environmental protection) were also 

explored though there appeared to be less enthusiasm on the part of the 

Zambian authorities in using official debt conversions for these purposes. 

The scope for developmental investments through debt conversions is 

considerable. Two debt-for-nature swaps have already been done in Zambia. 

Urgent expenditures for improved urban sanitation, controlling the spread 

of Aids, reviving educational investment, catering to the health and 

nutrition needs of children and so on could quite easily be financed 

through official debt conversions (and a prooportion of converted amounts 

should be set aside for such uses). The concern in using local currency 

proceeds for such expenditures, which do not involve an offsetting asset 

swap in the same way that privatization would, is whether such funding 

would result in an effective "expenditure swap" in the public budget. To 

the extent that the money creating effects of the conversions used for 
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social expenditures could be demonstrably offset by public expenditure 

reduct;ons of one kind or another, thus reducing the fiscal deficit and the 

calls it makes on central bank credit, such uses could be much more easily 

justified than they can be under current tightly controlled IMF monitored 

guidelines and ceilings. 

As in the case of Jamaica it is perhaps premature and extremely difficult 

(indeed impossible at this juncture) to identify with any precision the 

potential impact of an official DEep on the Zambian economy until some 

essential parameters became more transparent. There can be little question 

but that the sales of public assets alone could, over a five year period, 

easily absorb much more than the conversion of the full residual stock of 

NCBD after cancellation. The immediate impact in cash flow savings would, 

of course, be negligible as Zambia has not been servicing more than 10-15% 

of its scheduled annual bilateral debt service for several years now but 

simply accruing arrears and periodically capitalizing them when official 

reschedulings occur. Conversion of 10% of the extant (pre-cancellation) 

NCBD would amount to about $130 million available for conversions which 

would yield ,d~bt se,rvice savings of less than $2-3 million annually in cash 

terms though it might reduced scheduled obligations (and arrears) by about 

$25-30 million in principal and amortization payments. Assuming that 50% 

of the debt stock were to be cancelled (an unrealistically optimistic 

assumption given the recent practice of the Paris Club) and the remainder 

were subject to conversion, a 10% limit would result in $65 million being 

available for conversion. If expectations on the part of creditors were 

that post-cancellation debt should be fully serviced'that would result in 

savings of about $5-8 million in savings over the first 10 years (basically 

the interest payments) followedby savings thereafter of annual savings of 

$30-40 million assuming amortization payments were equalized over the 

remaining 25 years. 

The real Lnmediate and indirect economic impact of these conversions could 

be much larger if they succeeded in transferring public assets to private 

ownership, and resulted in inducing associated investment and improving the 

efficiency with which those assets were deployed. In Zambia it would not 

be difficult to establish that a change in management and asset ownership, 

which brought with it sufficient new investment for rehabilitation ,of 

existing plant, could easily result in substantially improved prospects for 

output, efficiency, export diversification and profitability if the process 
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of transfer were well regulated and macroeconomic policy-reforms were 

sustained with donor financing. support at current levels. These are, of 

course, optimistic assumptions. But they would need to apply in the case 

of any attempt to proceed with inducing a process of durable structural 

change. In Zambia it is difficult to envisage such a process being 

launched and sustained in the absence of interventions such as those of the 

proposed Privatization Fund. The notional 10% limit applied to the extant 

stock of NeBO would suffice as a first tranche. Leveraging $130 million 

with a further $30 million, supplied through the equity investment arms of 

the major multilateral banks and private portfolio funds aimed at emerging 

markets, could result in facilitating investments totalling $640-700 

million providing that the Privatization Fund were limited to investing no 

more than 20-25% in any privatized entity. Moreover, the establishment of 

such a fund would lend structure and discipline to the process of 

privatization and would provide GRZ with a valuable option for downstream 

development of the domestic capital market when the Fund gradually sold its 

own holdings to the public at a later date. 

The case of Tanzania 

Tanzania is one of Africa's la~gest yet poorest countries. In 1990 gross 

investment of 19\ of GOP was financed largely (15%) by current transfers 

from abroad leaving little scope for expanding investment to needed levels 

of 25-27% of GOP without attracting much more foreign private investment. 

This condition is unlikely to be met till the foreign private sector sees a 

major reduction in outstanding debt claims which are beyond Tanzania's 

capacity to service. In 1990 Tanzania had a debt to GNP ratio of 270%, a 

per capita debt to income ratio of 245% with an outstanding debt stock of 

$5.9 billion which, as a proportion of exports, was over 1000% (see Annex 1 

for a detailed analysis). Total debt has grown nearly 30 times between 

1970-90 with particularly large increases in official debt, both 

multilateral and bilateral, which together now account for over 90% of the 

debt structure. Fortunately, a large proportion of that debt is 

concessional -- 85% in the case of multilateral bank debt and 62% in the 

case of bilateral debt yielding an average concessional element of 70% in 

the official debt structure and 61\ in the total debt structure. 

Tanzania has 33 bilateral creditors with 11 being owed more than $100 

million each with the USSR/CIS being the single largest creditor. OECO 

countries account for over two-thirds of bilateral debt (the largest 
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creditors being Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK and France). USSR/CIS 

accounts for a further 17%9 with the remaining 16% being attributable to 

OPEC oil exporters (7%) and other bilaterals (9%) among whom China and 

Brazil are by far the largest. A number of OECD creditors have cancelled 

all or part of their concessional claims at various times since 1985; but 

those cancellations have not made a discernible dent in reducing 

outstanding stocks of bilateral debt which have more than doubled since 

1985 largely due to interest capitalization; Tanzania has been unable to 

meet its annual debt service obligations, except to multilateral creditors, 

for some time now. 

Among the multilaterals, IDA accounts for the largest share (72% of the 

total multilateral claim) with the African Development Fund being the next 

largest creditor. Non-concessional multilateral debt is attributable 

mainly to the IBRD and, to a much smaller extent, the AfDB. Unlike Zambia, 

the IHF has never been a large factor in Tanzania's debt structure with GoT 

making minimal use of IMF resources. Private long-term creditors 

accounted for only 3% of total outstanding debt with short-term debt 

amounting to another 7%. In the private creditor category suppliers' and 

uninsured export credits (totalling $177 million) feature much more 

prominently than commercial bank loans (which amounted to a mere $16 

million) • 

Following peak payments of $183 million in 1983 the Tanzanian government 

has followed a course of confining its debt service payments only to 

multilateral creditors. It has sought continuous reschedulings with its 

OECD and other bilateral creditors but debt servicing to them has not been 

in keeping with the terms of these agreements despite the concessionality 

of the arrangements reached. There have been no debt service payments made 

to private creditors in the last few years, resulting in the cessation of 

trade credit facilities being extended to Tanzania (apart from the Bankers 

Trust coffee-oil facility which sets off coffee export earnings aganist 

oil-import expenditures within the same financial structure). Because of 

generous levels of grant financing provided by donors, Tanzania has managed 

to finance a gap of $1 billion annually betwen exports and imports for the 

1987-90 period. Taking into account net flows of principal on the short

term account (which in 1989 resulted in a large outflow of $250 million) 

total debt service in Tanzania has fluctuated considerably. On the long

term account, debt service has averaged about $125 million between 1984-90 
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with relatively small fluctuations around that mean. Over that time the 

share of multilateral creditors in long-term debt service has risen from 

about 68% to nearly 88%. 

Total service on bilateral debt fell to average of $3 million between 1985-

88 (when payment obligations averaged about $318 annually) but increased to 

the $15-18 million level in 1989-90 (when obligations averaged about $155 

million annually) with payments of about $8 million on average to OECD 

creditors (France, Italy, Spain and the UK) and the balance entirely to the 

USSR/CIS with no payments to OPEC creditors or to other developing country 

creditors having been made since 1984. Even with an average concessional 

rate of about 3.5% applicable to its outstanding bilateral debt stock 

Tanzania's contractual interest burden on bilateral debt amounts to over 

$100 million annually while its stretched out amortization schedule after 

rescheduling requires amortization payments of $50-60 million. Debt 

service performance on bilate~al debt has been so poor as to warrant 

reconsideration of whether continuing reschedulings even begin 'to address 

the reality which Tanzania confronts i.e. its absolute inability to devote 

resources to bilateral debt service, even on these extraordinarily 

concessional rescheduling terms, when it confronts a current account 

imbalance of $1 billion annually and receives ,grant aid averaging $520 

million annually which, together with multilateral concessional loan 

inflows, help to cover that gap. As a result of this reality Tanzania had 

built up interest arrears of over $300 million at the end of 1990, mostly 

on the bilateral account. 

Multilateral debt service has been met almost fully since 1987 (though 

Tanzania was in arrears on the multilateral account between 1984-86) 

reflecting the priority accorded to preferred creditors after the 

government decided to pursue a route of strong adjustment under the 

auspices of the Bank and Fund. Contractual obligations to long-term 

private creditors (on suppliers and export credit account) have not been 

met at all since 1986 although the outstanding stock of debt on this 

account is shown by WOT to have diminished from $330 million in 1985 to 

$173 million in 1990. That reduction has certainly not been attributable 

to amortization payments and little information is available on whether 

debt swaps or cancellations account for the reductions. 10 Some of these 

obligations have, of course, moved from the private to the bilateral debt 

accounts when indemnities on the 80-90% portions insured by export credit 

and guarantee agencies have been paid out to suppliers and exporters from 
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OECD creditor countries. Nevertheless those outstanding obligations at the 

end of 1990 would, in the absence of a restructuring agreement, still 

result in contractual obligations on around$15 million in interest charges 

and $20-30 million in amortization payments causing a substantial build-up 

of arrears on these accounts which do not appear to have been fully accrued 

in the debt data base. 

Since the onset of the debt crisis Tanzania has received a considerable 

amount of debt relief in the form of Paris Club reschedulings, a 

rescheduling agreement with China (in 1986), interest rate relief on 

charges accruing from its outstanding IBRD obligations through IDA's 

interest subsidy facility, and full or partial debt cancellations by 

several large creditors including Sweden and Norway, the UK, the US, 

Canada, France and Germany. Yet the outcome has been a considerable 

increase in its bilateral debt burdens since 1985 because the impact of 

cancellations has been more than offset by interest and arrears 

capitalization on the residual balances. 

Since the start of the 1986 recovery programme Tanzania has been back to 

the Paris Club every two years. In 1988 and 1990 Toronto Terms were 

applied to Tanzania. In January 1992 when ETT were applied and will result 

in much less favourable treatment than had been anticipated by the 

Tanzanian authorities. In 1986 Tanzania also negotiated the rescheduling of 

$43 million in payments due to China but not with any of its other 

bilateral creditors, many of whom it had an active trading relationship 

with, but which have since been disrupted. The World Bank is presently 

helping Tanzania formulate a strategy for dealing with non-oECD bilateral 

debt selectively by creditor, offering different options such as case-by

case reschedulings, long-term commodity bonds, conversions for equity 

investments, and in kind payments through commodity swaps. 

Tanzania has not received any negotiated relief on its private commercial 

debt obligations largely because it has no London Club type of debt and its 

supplier creditors are too numerous to negotiate with collectively. It has 

approached the World Bank to use the IDA financed Debt Buyback Facility to 

extinguish these residual obligations through some type of buyback 

arrangement; this facet is also being considered in the terms of reference 

of the World Bank's advisory assistance. 
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With a very large outstanding stock of bilateral debt which it is finding 

impossible to service Tanzania's first option is to seek as much by way of 

cancellations from bilateral creditors as possible. With a cut-off date of 

June 30, 1986 the amount of eligible debt rescheduled by the Paris Club was 

less than $700 million from a bilateral debt stock of nearly $3.7 billion 

at the end of 1991 (including capitalization of interest in arrears) 

leaving a balance of $3 billion to be dealt with. Even if Tanzania IS 

already low average rate of moratorium interest were to decline further 

(from 3.5% to 2.5%) the resulting interest service schedule -- of about $75 

million annually would still be far higher than Tanzania can 

realistically afford. This would be true even if the more generous version 

of Trinidad Terms proposed at first by the UK Prime Minister' were to be 

applied resulting in a cancellation of about $1.8 billion still leaving a 

residual $1.9 billion to be dealt with. Hence other means of reducing the 

debt stock, through debt conversions, need to be actively explored quite 

irrespective of how much is cancelled within the existing parameters. 

Tanzania already has a commercial debt conversion scheme though no details 

were made available on the amount of debt that has been converted through 

it. On the face of it, the scheme appears to be a relatively costly way 

of retiring commercial debt- (mostly of overdue short-term trade 

obligations) with the Bank of Tanzania paying full face value in T-

shillings less a transaction fee of 15%. At a secondary market price of 

10-15 ¢ when the scheme was launched, the net result was that traders in 

such debt (mainly the local Indian trading community) were able to acquire 

local currency legitimately at 25-33% of the dollar cost of T-shillings 

prevailing in the parallel market or one-sixth the cost at the official 

exchange rate, ~hus encouraging round-tripping. The competitiveness of the 

market has resulted in a rise in the secondary market price of Tanzanian 

private paper which was reported to have reasched 39-40c at the close of 

1991, still permitting traders to acquire T-shillings at a better rate than 

through the parallel market. Moreover, as the debt is exchanged for cash 

payments of the full amount of T-shillings, rather than for an instrument 

that is encashable only over a period of time, such transactions would, if 

they were sizeable, have a distinctly inflationary impact. Nor is there 

any evidence that the Tanzanian authorities are following up on whether the 

T-shilling proceeds of these debt exchanges are being used for the purposes 

intended (investment). 
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As in the case of Jamaica and Zambia, the opportunities for official debt 

conversions are considerable because of the sheer size of the stock of 

public assets available for privatization in Tanzani~ as well as the large 

number of social purposes for which local currency proceeds from official 

debt conversions could be used. The authorities, however, are moving much 

more slowly and cautiously on the privatization frontier than Jamaica or 

Zambia thus making it difficult to define with any precision how quickly 

such a programme could be developed and made operative. Though the 

government has approached private investors to take over some government

owned parastatals on a selective basis there is considerable political 

resistance to going ahead with privatization on any large scale because of 

concerns that it would again result in the dominance of non-indigenous 

private businesses in the Tanzanian economy. Until such resistance is 

overcome privatization will remain a sensitive issue on the economic 

agenda. An official DEep may, for that reason, be premature to float at 

this time. There is as yet no detailed privatization programme being 

prepared with a listing of public assets which can be sold over a period of 

time, what their approximate valuation might be and what the implications 

are for the public -budget of appropriately sequenced asset sales. It is 

clear, however, that the parastatals targetted for privatization will 

probably need to go through a prolonged period of financial and operational 

restructuring, (involving painful dislocations such as large-scale 

retrenchment) with significant budgetary implications, before they can be 

brought to market. 

Nonetheless the reactions of the authorities spoken to in the BoT and the 

Ministry of Finance to the idea of a privatization fund of the type 

proposed in Jamaica and Zambia was unequivocally positive. Officials in 

BoT believed that such a fund would help to address many of the concerns 

that had been expressed in Tanzania about how to get the incipient 

privatization and debt reduction programmes which the government was 

inclined to promote to gain impetus without stoking up inflationary flames. 

There is, in Tanzania, considerable potential for official debt-environment 

swaps for the preservation of wildlife herds and for the maintenance of its 

large natural reserves which are being degraded through deforestation and 

soil erosion, though it was not possible to look into this aspect in great 

depth during Phase I. These types of swaps, along with swaps for social 

expenditures (whether for health, children, or education) however raise the 
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usual concerns about potential inflationary consequences resulting from the 

need to issue currency to meet the counterpart obligation without the 

assurances that such a increase in monetization will be offset by a 

reduction in pressure to create money from the budget deficit. In other 

words, such swaps can only be justified as long as it can be demonstrated 

that expenditures financed by such swaps are substituting for expenditures 

that would otherwise need to be made throug~ the public expenditure 

programme. 

As Tanzania's large bilateral debt stock is barely being serviced the 

actual cash-flow impact of an official debt conversion programme is likely 

to be quite small. Allowing for cancellation along the lines that the 

Paris Club has agreed under ETT the actual cash saving effect would be less 

than $1 million annually in debt service. It is difficult, at this time, 

to envisage the conversion of much more than 10% of the debt stock being 

readily absorbed until Tanzania's plans for privatization are much further 

advanced when conversions of larger amounts into equity ($100-200 million) 

could be quite easily absorbed through privatization. But, as has 

happened in t~e case of other countries where conversions have occurred on 

any significant scale (Chile and Mexico), it is likely that the economic 

and second-order financial impact of an official DECP will be far larger 

than the immediate cash flow savings realized in debt service. If an 

official DECP could unblock the resistance which is presently being 

experienced in moving ahead with privatization, it could attract new 

private capital flows for investment in both privatized and new industries 

for a multiple (two to three times) of the amounts being converted. It 

could also unleash a burst of output and export growth through the more 

productive utilization of assets which are presently being deployed with 

almost extreme inefficiency. 

These considerations suggest that a strong case exists for encouraging the 

Tanzanian authorities to develop further the idea of an official DEep 

associated with its evolving blueprints for privatization with UNCTAD/UNDP 

support under Phase II of the UNCTAD Project which would provide an 

opportunity for the impact of an official DECP to be evaluated in greater 

detail. 
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The Case of Ecuador: As discussed in some detail in the case study, 

there is quite considerable scope for commercial debt conversions of 

bilateral official debt in Ecuador, particularly but not only if the new 

government elected in 1992 launches a progranune of privatisation and of 

further encouraging foreign direct investment flows. The outgoing 

government is less likely to take major actions in these fields, partly 

because of limited time available (its terms finishes in August 1992). 

Furthermore, the use of debt conversions for privatisation in Ecuador may 

be somewhat restricted because the relative size of state enterprises (to 

the total of the economy) that are likely to be privatised is more l~ited, 

than in the case of other Latin American or African countries; however, as 

discussed in the case study, enterprises have been identified in Ecuador, 

which are likely to be privatised by the new government. 

Should the new government seem interested in launching such a programme, 

(which seems likely due to recent communications with one of the 

consultants), detailed work would be required to develop an appropriate 

conversion system, simulate, evaluate and monitor monetary and budgetary 

impact of such conversions, etc. The possibility of establishing a 

Privatisation Fund, partly financed by bilateral creditors and external 

providers of new money, but 'also partly funded by local entrepreneurs 

(along lines possibly similar to those discussed above for Jamaica) should 

be discussed with the new Ecuadorean authorities; emphasis would also need 

to be placed on using ODC, for helping attract foreign flows for new 

investment, as is occurring in several neighbouring countries. Such work 

could be carried out in Phase II, starting with an initial workshop, (amply 

requested by Ecuadorean Government and private sector representatives and 

backed by local UN officials as well as local academics), and by follow-up 

work carried out by the Central Bank of Ecuador, Ministry of Finance and -

if requested by the authorities - in collaboration with expert consultants 

provided by UNCTAD/UNDP; such a debt conversion facility in Ecuador should 

cover both commercial and non-commercial uses (in the latter, conversions 

for social and environmental spending). 

Scope for Non-Commercial Conversions 

On the basis of the case studies carried out by the consultants, a review 

of the literature, and discussions with debtor and creditor governments as 

well as international organisations, it is clear that there is a great 
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potential scope for debt-for-development swaps. This is based firstly on a 

clear need for enhancing in a non-inflationary way spending in the social 

sectors; as can be seen in Table 1 spending on the social sectors has 

suffered heavily from budgetary cutbacks and adjustment programmes in the 

countries visited, as well as in most heavily indebted countries, and 

therefore have a valid claim on additional resources that· may become 

available as a result of debt reduction. 

Indeed, as can be seen in Table 1, during the eighties, the share of 

spending in education, as a proportion of central government spending, fell 

rather significantly in both Ecuador, Zambia and especially Tanzania (in 

the latter, the decline was around 40%); there were also declines in health . 
spending (especially in Zambia), though these were slightly less dramatic. 

It should be stressed that per capita spending in education and health is 

likely to have declined even more, as government spending fell as a share 

of GNP, and as the population grew quickly. 

TABLE 1: 

FUNCTIONAL ALLOCATION OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE IN 3 COUNTRY 
STUDIES, AND REGIONAL AVERAGES (%) 

Education Health 
80-82 85-87 80-82 85-87 

Country 

Ecuador 29.7 
Latin America Av. 14.9 

Tanzania 13.0 
Zambia 12.8 

African Av. 15.0 

24.8 
13.7 

8.3 
10.3 

13.3 

7.7 
8.5 

5.8 
6.8 

5.1 

7.3 
6.8 

5.7 
5.2 

4.9 

Source: B. Ebel "Patterns of Government Expenditure in Developing 
Countries during the 1980s; the Impact on Social Services". Innocenti 
Occasional Paper 18, Florence, Italy, 1991; based on IMF and UNDP data. 

Table 2 provides some indicators on the limited extent to which basic needs 

are being met in the countries studied. In Zambia, Tanzania and Ecuador 

less than 60% of people had access to safe water; in Ecuador and Zambia 
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less than 75% of people had access to health services; mean years of 

schooling (in 1980) were extremely low in Zambia and Tanzania (at less than 

3); they were also surprisingly low (at less than 6) in Jamaica and 

Ecuador. 

Increased spending in social sectors has also been shown to have very high 

rates of economic return. More broadly, there is increasing evidence that 

variations in social spending affect the overall rate of return of all 

investment. The World Bank11 reports that in the severely indebted middle

income countries, the sharp decline of growth in the 1980s, was only partly 

due to an important decline in the net investment ratios of these 

countries; the rest of the decline has to be explained by declining 

productivity of the capital stock; clearly an important element in 

explaining lower productivity of physical capital is decreasing quality of 

human capital, linked to the severe cuts in government spending in health 

and education in the eighties. Both to increase the productivity of 

investment, and to encourage an increase in private investment (domestic 

and foreign) it is essential to increase spending on the social sectors in 

heavily indebted countries. 

This need for increased soci~l spending is complemented by increased 

international awareness, that human development and poverty alleviation are 

key development issues in the 1990s, which is now widely shared within 

governments and international institutions. A major pillar of development 

strategy that gives importance to human capital development and poverty 

alleviation is increased provision of basic social services to the poor, 

within which primary health care, family planning, nutrition and primary 

education are especially important. 

Official debt conversion would be particularly suitable for expanding 

provision of basic social services. 

debt conversions for development 

As discussed above, in Chapter II, 

have been successfully done with 

commercial debt; however, the scale of operation tends to be rather small 

and therefore the amount of administrative and other costs relatively high 

per unit of debt swapped. Official debt conversions would offer the 

advantage that they should be relatively simpler to arrange, and that the 

minimum scale on which they would operate would be larger (a minimum of $10 

million per creditor government), thus increasing impact and reducing 

relative cost of administrative burden. 



TABLE 2: 

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS, 4 COUNTRY STUDIES 

(1) Ranks countries according to human development indicators; best is 1, worst is 160. 

Source: UNDP Human Development Report 1991. 
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In all the countries visited for the case studies, as well as in most other 

heavily indebted countries, governments have a high absorptive capacity for 

additional resources in the social and environmental sectors; additional 

local currency resources could be accommodated relatively easily within 

existing programmes or through expansion of existing programmes. A choice 

could be made between targeting relatively specific essential high profile 

programmes, such as to help contain the spread of AIDS (in countries like 

Zambia) or help contain specific environmental degradation harmful to poor 

people in a particular region (e.g. clean water of industrial pollutants 

for drinking) and broader programmes, like those improving primary 

education. Especially the former types of programmes existed in the 

countries visited and could be implemented, if funding became available. 

As regards primary education for example, a recent in-depth study 12 shows 

that in 1990, approximately 130 million primary school age children were 

out of school (clearly a problem in Zambia and Tanzania, see again Table 

2), and estimates the approximate cost, per country and in aggregate, of 

achieving such a target; for example, for Tanzania to achieve the target of 

satisfactory primary schooling for all children, additional resources 

required (for.t~e whole 1990-2005 period) have been estimated by Colclough 

and Lewin to total around $700 million; for all developing countries with 

deficiencies in this aspect, the additional cost of achieving primary 

education for all would be around $33 billion. If defined as appropriate 

by creditor and debtor governments, official debt conversions for 

development could be used to achieve such a target. If considered 

desirable by the creditor and debtor governments, international 

organisations such as UNICEF, WHO, UNCTAD, World Bank or others could be 

involved either in implementing or monitoring such programmes. The 

involvement of such international organisations as well as the launching of 

high priority programmes, may in some cases help provide for additionality 

of debt reduction, as creditor governments may perceive this as giving 

greater guarantee that the resources will be well spent. This would be 

particularly the case if the additional local spending thus generated would 

at least partly be on international public social goods, (such as AIDS 

control) where the benefits would accrue not just to the debtor country but 

to the world community at large. 

To encourage bilateral debt conversion programmes, it may be necessary and 

desirable to develop specific proposals to attract and accommodate the 

additional resources. Such proposals could be based on programmes 
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developed in a general sense, but requiring resources; a possible basis for 

such plans could be the National Programmes of Action derived from the Plan 

of Action adopted at the 1990 World Summit for Children; in other cases, 

programmes could be developed spec~fically for debt conversion, as was the 

case of the Polish Environmental Fund. In both cases, technical assistance 

may be required, i) in the preparation and/or improvement of the social 

and/or environmental programme, ii) in the setting up, improvement or 

adaptation of an appropriate debt conversion mechanism in the country (that 

maximises positive effects and minimises problems), and iii) in negotiating 

debt reduction with creditor government/s bilaterally or multilaterally via 

Paris Club or special meeting of creditors. This technical assistance 

would be especially valuable to deal with two types of issues, which could 

block or delay bilateral debt-for-development conversion implementation. 

On the side of some creditors, there may be a preference, particularly in 

Treasuries and export credit agencies, to try and sell the bilateral debt, 

if possible, to foreign investors or others;:1.3 this may inhibit some 

creditor governments' willingness to do straight debt reduction for 

development swaps, which would be unfortunate. However they may be 

willing/keen. to sell such debt to their own Ministries of Development 

Cooperation and/or of the Environment, or using these debts as 

contributions to multilateral facilities, such as the Global Environment 

Fund. If such contributions are additional to aid flows that would have 

materialised anyway, then such operations should be welcomed and encouraged 

by debtor governments; the Swiss Debt Reduction Facility (see Appendix 

IV.1) seems to provide an example of additional flows. However, if 

resources for purchasing the debt from the export credit agency came from 

aid budgets, and there was no additionality, a careful calculation would be 

required to see if such a deal was convenient to the debtor economy, as 

decreased aid flows could in some cases have a more negative short-term 

foreign exchange effect than the net present value of the debt servicing 

saved by the cancellation. Technical assistance could therefore be 

desirable to help structure deals, where either the debt reduction was 

totally or largely additional to programmed aid flows (based on the high 

priority of the programme presented, the willingness to grant debt 

reduction) or at least was structured so as to generate net foreign 

exchange savings to the debtor economy. 

On the side of the debtors I technical assistance may be required to help 

design a programme that avoids undesirable effects. Perhaps the one 
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causing most concern to debtor governments is the avoidance of inflationary 

effects; other issues involve avoiding "round-tripping lt , even though 
.... ,-

experience shows it is far less important for debt-for-development swaps 

than for debt-equity swaps.~4 As was discussed in Chapter II, the scale 

considered for most official debt conversion would be too small to have 

significant effects on the money supply and/or on the fiscal deficit. 

However, the impact of debt-for-development conversions would need to be 

monitored, particularly as they increase in size, to ensure that no 

inflationary effects occur, or that these are duly compensated (we will 

return to this issue in Chapter VI). 

Preliminary discussion in the countries visited have identified some 

sectors where debt-for-development conversions could be gainfully used (see 

above for Tanzania, Zambia and Jamaica). In Ecuador, there is large scope 

for increased social spending; it seems important for the new authorities 

(possibly with the help of international technical assistance) to prepare a 

clear set of priorities and define the institutions that would implement 

such social programmes. In Ecuador, there is also scope for debt-for-

nature swaps, in sectors such as eco-tourism, cleaning of water, air and 

sewage, pollution and forestation. The fact that Ecuador has quite a large 

experience with debt-for-socia~-spending and environment swaps, would 

provide a useful basis for a larger, well prioritised and well structured 

programme. 

We can conclude that the potential scope for official debt-for-development 

swaps is immense, given the large "social and environmental debt overhang" 

inherited from the 1980s, as illustrated by the cases studied. Their 

implementation will depend on creditor government willingness to grant debt 

reduction for those purposes, as well as debtor government willingness and 

ability to present high priority social and environment programmes, and 

well designed debt conversion facilities. Furthermore, an important step 

to enable official debt conversions to take place more easily and on a more 

meaningful scale (both for development and equity) would be to transform 

the "bilateral, voluntary" clause in the Par is Club to a "multilateral" 

clause, and to evaluate, on a case-by-case basis, the possibility of 

expanding the 10% limit. 

Technical assistance, given by expert consultants provided by UNCTAD/UNDP, 

possibly with exp~rts from other organisations such as UNICEF or the World 
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Bank, could work in Phase II of the project in specific programme designs. 

The four countries visited by the consultants (and especially Jamaica, 

Zambia, and Ecuador) could provide a valuable starting point; other 

countries, like Albania, Egypt and Poland could also be chosen, given 

synergy with other initiatives in these countries and debtor government 

interest. 
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Though Jamaica has ended each year between 1983-90 with a small 
balance of interest arrears averaging $30 million between 1983-88 (due more 
to technical rather than substantive reasons) the volume of such arrears 
grew very rapidly in 1989 and 1990. Jamaica ended each of those years with 
more than $110 million in interest arrears, a substantial amount relative 
to total interest payment and debt service obligations. This change 
signals increasingly greater distress in meeting rescheduled debt serice. 

2 It ws estimated in 1987 that based on a BoJ fee of 6\ and the 
purchase of Jamaican debt in secondary markets for 35¢, the investor 
accrued a saving of 50% on the forex required to make local equity 
investments even after taking into account the fees to agent banks. With 
the price of debt having risen to over 70¢ and even with the BoJ requiring 
no fee the savings have dropped to 1S\ which is less than the premium 
available on parallel market exchanges for the Jamaican dollar in 1991 • 

.3 Please see the Interim Report submitted to UNCTAD by the Consultants 
dated 16 November 1991 pp 20-23 and Annex 2 p 27. 

4 The Dutch government deployed $2.5 million for funding debt-equity 
swaps as an experiment in 1987-88 but owing to unsatisfactory experience 
abandoned the scheme very quickly. 

5 As a result of the rouble devaluations which have occurred, debt to 
the USSR could be extinguished for a fraction of the current recorded 
dollar value. 

6 That data suggests that .~n the first three quarters of 1989, total 
buybacks amounted to about $11 million whereas knowledgeable financial 
sources engaged in this activity estimate that buybacks probably totalled 
$50 million in face value claims during that period. As a result of this 
opacity in record-keeping it is difficult to trace exactly how much has 
been written down on suppliers' and export credits and to determine with 
any precision what the outstanding balances actually are. 

7 The way in which they have been undertaken has muddied the water for 
organizing large scale buybacks at a price which reflects Zambia's debt 
situation more accurately. 

e Zambian commercial debt, compared to that of Bolivia, Peru and qther 
similar countries did not since 1986 justify a price of more than 5-6¢, yet 
the average price realized upto 1989 was about 25¢ with domestic parties 
being the main purchasers. Though the price has dropped since to around 
12-15¢ it remains artifically high partly because Zambia's debt servicing 
priorities often favour commercial creditors preferred creditors. 

9 As in the case of Zambia the question arises as to whether 
arrangements could be made to repay these claims in roubles without 
maintenance of value obligations which would require less than 5\ of the 
value of the claims currently expressed in US dollars to extinguish the 
entire amount. 

10 The real reason appears to be that as Tanzanian debt information is 
reconstructed the outstanding claims of private creditors are being found 
to be smaller than earlier documentation (and interim estimates) seemed to 
suggest and also because they have moved from the private to the bilateral 

D 
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account after indemnities have been paid out by export credit insurers in 
their home countries. 

World Bank World Debt Tables 1990-91 Vol.1 Box 7. 

12 C. Colclough and K. Lewin Educating all the children. December 1991. 
MLffieo, IDS. 

Interview material; views expressed at NMB Conference on Official 
Debt Conversions, Amsterdam, 28 January 1992. 

See Ecuador case study. 



CHAPTER V: THE :IMPACT OF OFFICIAL DEBT CONVERSIONS ON CREDITORS 

. Debt Reduction: A Positive Sum Game 

In assessing the impact of debt reduction or relief the focus of emphasis 

is invariably on the gains to the debtor country, whether the relief arises 

from reschedulings, full or partial cancellations, restructuring or debt 

conversions into equity or local currency for developmental expenditures 

that might not otherwise have been made. It is implicitly (and wrongly) 

assumed that because debtors gain creditors must lose because the very 

provision of relief to one party must involve a cost to the other party. 

In other words, providing debt relief is assumed to be a zero sum game. 

Seen against a starting point in 1982, when creditors felt they had a right 

to expect full repayment on schedule of loans borrowed voluntarily by 

debtor governments, any form of relief through stretched out or foregone 

receivables involves a cost, unless it is compensated for through fees and 

interest charges. In the early years of the debt crisis, that was indeed 

the case. 

Certainly the. debt crisis has resulted in creditors incurring a heavy cost 

in terms of principal locked up and foregone, large provisioning 

requirements, lost capital values on share markets for commercial bank 

creditors, tax and budget revenues foregone on official loans and 

additional capital payments to multilateral institutions to provide a 

stronger line of defence for the international financial system. It can, 

and has, been argued however that the costs imposed on creditors were not 

inflicted by the debtors per se but were partly the result of their own 

misjudgements and competitive aggressiveness. The debt crisis was a 

debacle to which both creditors and lenders had contributed through 

irresponsible borrowing which could not have occurred without irresponsible 

lending. It is still being argued whether the costs of that debacle were 

made unduly high by ill-conceived creditor pressures in the early stages of 

the crisis and inappropriate debt management policies applied through 

bilateral and multilateral discipline. It is also a matter of contention, 

unlikely ever to be satisfactorily resolved, that the costs of an 

adjustment which the global community as a whole should have shared for a 

jOintly created global debacle were unfairly allocated. The burden 0 f 

adjustment and of compressed incomes and consumption was passed on almost 

entirely to debtor societies. The losses to creditor societies were an 
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insignificant fraction of the continuous growth they enjoyed between 1983-

90 partly as a result of receiving from debtors real net resource transfers 

of over $220 billion over that period. Onder normal circumstances without 

the debt crisis, the transfer of real resources might well have been zero 

or, if history is a reliable guide, more probably in the order of $50-100 

billion from creditors to debtors. 

These arguments, interesting as they are, do not advance the cause of 

undertsanding by much. What matters in 1992 is not what happened in 1~82. 

Since realistic conclusions can only be drawn from case-by-case 

considerations, some abstractions are useful to make a few general but 

important points. In 1992 creditors confront a situation in which over 53\ 

of their portfolio of $1.35 trillion in loan assets in developing countries 

is value-impaired because $715 billion of it is concentrated in SIOCs. 

That much at least is not at issue. What may be open to dispute is by how 

much the value is actually impaired. Under a situation in which creditors 

have a problem portfolio some attempt at valuation based on the probability 

of expected repayments needs to be made. That is difficult to do with any 

precision es~cially on an aggregated global scale. 

hypothetical numbers might be illustrative. 

Nevertheless, some 

Based on past debt servicing patterns and on present secondary market 

values it would be surprising if the distressed portfolio of over $715 

billion at face value in all SIDCs combined had a real NPV of more than 

$395 million (i.e. 55\ of face value) as a weighted average. It is 

possible that the portfolio of private creditors, on average is worth about 

the same 554: on the dollar in NPV given the countries in which it is 

concentrated. The loans of multilateral lenders are worth at least 904: per 

dollar given their status as preferred creditors and their ratio of 

collections relative to other creditors. This figuring would leave a 

valuation of the bilateral debt portfolio of around 334: on the dollar for 

all SIOCs based on a distribution weighted by proportion of debt held by 

each of these types of creditor. Such a price would mean that in NPV terms 

the bilateral creditors portfolio is not worth the $195 billion that the 

official debt statistics might show but actually worth around $65 billion 

instead. These proportions would of course be different for SILICs and 

SIMICs and even more so in each debtor country. The most sensible approach 

would be to build up an idea of the average from country-by-country 
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analysis rather than the top down approach adopted here for the sake of 

simple illustrative exposition. 

If those numbers are viewed as crudely proximate valuations for the 

purposes of argument then the issue of costs and benefits of debt 

reductions or conversions in 1992 assumes a different hue. In rational 

terms any bilateral creditor would need to consider not the face value of 

the debt reduction or conversion that the debtor might seek (which 

unfortunately is what creditor governments invariably focus on) but whether 

such a reduction would result in the average real NPV of the creditors' 

claims increasing above the imputed amount of $65 billion. It is entirely 

possible that a $20 billion face value reduction from the stock of $195 

billion could result in an increased residual value of $70 billion if the 

implicit average value (or price), after the debt reduction, were to move 

up to 40~ from 33¢; a not unlikely outcome given what has happened in 

Mexico, Chile and Poland. Onder those conditions both debtors and 

creditors are better off as a result of debt reduction and conversion. 

Two critical assumptions must hold for this to happen: (i) debtors must 

continue to apply the same levels of debt servicing to the residual stock 

of debt; and (ii) the debt reduction must be sufficiently large to make a 

difference to improving the sust'ainable growth prospects of the debtor. 

Under the present Paris Club consensus on enhanced Trinidad Terms the most 

that can be expected by way of cancellation in SILICs is less than $6 

billion although bilateral creditors have agreed to write off nearly $30 

billion in Poland and Egypt. No cancellations are contemplated in SIMICs 

although if all the debt conversion clauses that were presently in SILMIC 

agreements were to be acted upon the resulting conversions would amount to 

a maximum of $3.5 billion. Clearly bilateral creditors will need to 

consider offering SILICs and SILMICs terms at least as good as those for 

Poland and Egypt before debt conversions begin to make a sufficiently large 

difference for these two groups of indebted countries to gain rather han 

for both to be disappointed because the initial cut was not large enough to 

have any impact. 

The Impact of Reducing Bilateral Debt through Conversions 

Quite apart from the gain in effective portfolio value that creditors might 

realize, if si9ni~icant cuts in outstanding debt stocks result in growth, 

the prospect of converting the residual into claims which are likely to 
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generate future income are an added bonus for creditors. It is impossible 

of course to speculate on what the likely returns from such investments 

might be or when they will accrue in the form of usable (i.e. convertible) 

earnings. A secondary benefit is that the equity portfolio of creditors 

resulting from the converted debt is also likely to increase in value, 

adding a capital appreciation feature to the portfolio value of resid':1al 

debt plus converted equity. Tertiary benefits to creditors are likely to 

include enhanced trade, export, invetsment and other economic benefits if 

debtors are able to recover as a result of debt reduction. 

This line of argument implies that the reluctance of bilateral creditors to 

reduce. the face value of their debt claims, through cancellation and/or 

conversion, is self-defeating. It reduces the NPV of their expected future 

repayment stream below what might be possible if the burden of debtors was 

alleviated. The possibility that diminishing the debt burden of SIOCs may 

be a preferable option to giving. the kind of "drip feed financing" which 

bilateral and other creditors have provided which simply postpones debt 

repayment and makes it less likely as interest and arrears accumulate. 

Analysis by ~gman and others 1 employing the concept of a debt-relief 

Laffer curve provides though-provoking insights into why large nominal debt 

burdens have acted as a drag on debtor recovery and their ultimate ability 

to repay and why market-based solutions based on voluntary action are a 

distinct second best to concerted action in order to avoid free-rider 

problems which could be disputatious if they applied within the official 

creditor community. 

The conceptual ingredient in understanding why debt reduction is beneficial 

to creditors and debtors lies in the distinction between the average cost 

of bearing the debt versus the marginal cost and benefit of reducing the 

burden of debt by an incremental dollar. The marginal benefit of debt 

reduction to a debtor is different from the average cost of its debt just . 
as the marginal cost which creditors incur from debt reduction is different 

from the average benefit of holding on to the debt. Marginal costs and 

benefits are not generally reflected in the secondary market price. They 

must take into account the effect of debt reductions on the price of 

residual debt. The total cost to creditors of reducing the marginal dollar 

of debt is usually less than the market price for three reasons: (i) the 

value of the remaining portfolio improves as a result of the reduction; 

(ii) fewer resources need to be devoted by creditors to extracting 
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collections whether by way of adminis-trative costs or the application of 

punitive measures; (iii) creditors generally benefit from the debtors' 

economic recovery. The experiences of Chile and Mexico va Brazil suggest 

that the effect of the last two factors are sufficiently strong to result 

in debt reductions actually increasing the creditor portfolio's worth. 

The Financial Impact on Export Credit Agencies 

Unfortunately, Phase I of the UNCTAD Project, as a preliminary broad brush 

approach, did not provide either the consulting time or the budget 

necessary to undertake a detailed analysis of the impact of debt 

conversions and cancellations on the financial position of individual ECAs 

or to build up an aggregate picture of the actual budgetary costs to the 

creditor countries. Information on the financial construction of ECAs, 

their reserves, balance sheets and income statements is not readily 

available without a considerable amount of primary research being done. 

Nor are ECAs prepared to be forthcoming or transparent about their 

financial positions and their "net worth". Nor is there much literature on 

the impact of the debt crisis on the financial position of ECAs comparable 

to the publications available on the financial positions of commercial 

banks. Not much can therefore ~e said from the Phase I findings about the 

financial impact on ECAs of debt conversions. This aspect will need to be 

understood in greater detail in Phase II with more in-depth analysis of a 

few large ECAs in OECD creditor countries (possibly those of the G-7 

countries) as examples. 

ECAs generally fall into two categories. They are either government 

departments funded through the government' s annual budget or they are 

independent statutory bodies enjoined to account for their financial 

condition using corporate accounting practices. The former type of ECA is 

not normally required to engage in prOVisioning although most now do so as 

a matter of practice. In many instances ECAs have been able to sustain 

substantial book value losses because of the operation of contingency 

reserve accounts with their respective treasuries. others have had to be 

recapitalized. Any large scale debt reduction will affect the financial 

standing of ECAs though, if confined to SILICs and SILMICs (other than 

Egypt and Poland) the effects are likely to be absorbed without much 

difficulty. 
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The financial standing of ECAs will also be influenced by internal 

arrangements intermediated through their respective treasuries concerning 

transfers of their claims to the equity investment promoting agencies 

should the latter be charged with the responsibility of managing the 

conversion programmes of bilateral creditors. The mechanisms which are 

involved and the internal transfer pricing heuristics used will be obvious 

determinants of financial impact. Given the ambitious scale of debt 

reduction agreed to by bilateral creditors in Poland and Egypt suggest that 

considerations of financial impact on ECAs or aid agencies are not, in the 

final analysis, of great importance to bilateral creditor governments in 

influencing their decisions. 

other Bilateral Creditor Objectives in Pursuing Debt Reduction 

Unlike commercial creditors, creditor governments (though not necessarily 

their ECAs as institutions) have a wider range of bilateral and 

multilateral considerations which they (ostensibly) take into account in 

determining their approach to official debt reduction in either the 

individual or the general case. Their behaviour so far (which has been 

quite different in relieving the bilateral debt burdens of SILICs, SILMICs 

and SIMICs) suggests that the impact of debt reduction actions on the NPV 

of their residual LDC asset (pre-and post-conversion) portfolios is not 

their primary concern; as indeed their extraordinary actions in the case of 

Poland and Egypt have underscored. Politics often override economics or 

commercial considerations in determining creditor government behaviour 

towards individual debtors which can be quite different to their posture 

vis-a-vis the debtor community as a whole (the US is a prime example of 

this divergence). Unlike commercial banks official creditors have not yet 

established the basic market mechanisms through which they can realise 

residual portfolio value through claim sales except at the fringes of the 

market that already exists for trading private LDC debt. So far, at least, 

their behaviour as creditors suggests that OECD governments have been less 

concerned about the NPV of their portfolios and more concerned about: 

(a) preserving stability and order in global financial markets and in the 
official international financial system; 

(b) preserving the fiction of valuing their claims at full face value to 
avoid taking the tough budgetary measures necessary to permit a write-down 
of their values to more realistic levels; 
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(c) moral hazard and free-rider problems emerging within government-to
government relations and within the official creditor community; 

(d) utilizing the "debt weapon" as a means of leverage to impel changes 
in debtor economies on both ideological as well as economically rational 
grounds; 

(e) reasserting OECD and G-7 predominance over the multilateral financial 
system and directing it in a much more focussed way to meet their 
international interests vis-a-vis debtor countries en bloc; 

(f) using debt forgiveness as a tool in their range of actions to foster 
bilateral government-to-government political or commercial objectives vis
a-vis individual debtor countries (i.e. certain creditors will take 
entirely different postures with certain individual debtors based on 
historic or cultural ties, the political influence of ethnic minorities 
from specific debtor countries in their own societies, the actions 9f the 
debtor in support of certain creditor interests). 

These mainly political uses of the debt weapon by creditor governments (no 

their individual agnecies) are, of course, moderated by the ambivalence 

felt by these same governments -- not least because of political and moral 

pressure exerted on them by NGOs, their publics and other forms of 

voluntary organizations -- in taking positions on debt issues which appear 

to be in conflict with what other agencies in the same governments are 

attempting to achieve on the humanitarian and development assistance 

fronts. Occasionally these conflicting impulses are resolved through token 

gestures, usually by way of agreement to episodic cancellations of 

concessional debt in amounts which are not particularly meaningful. 

Despite a prolonged record of actions which have achieved precisely the 

opposite effects, most creditor governments claim intense anxiety and 

commitment to resolving the debt crisis quickly in order to: 

(a) facilitate recovery, adjustment, development and the restoration of 
creditworthiness in debtor economies -- not least because such recovery 
would enable creditor countries to: resume exports to debtor economies thus 
promoting their own societal and economic interests (in terms of ~proving 
their own employment and export peformance); expand global trade which is 
presently constipated; increase the sustainable growth rate of the global 
economy; encourage the repatriation of flight capital (though this could 
have severe repercussions on economies such as the US); and encourage 
expanded global flows of direct and portfolio investment to reverse large 
net negative transfers from debtor to creditor countries. 

(b) promote actions to alleviate the burdens of poverty, of displaced 
refugees, and of "human development" in general by relieving the burdens of 
debt service; 

(c) reduce the burdens on themselves of providing more net development 
assistance simply to enable debtors to meet debt service payments to other 
bilateral, multilateral or private creditors; 
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(d) alleviate the debt burden to the extent that it might ~pinge 

adversely on the actions which developing countries might take to protect 
the global environment; 

(e) reduce the pressure on all debtor countries to expand exports to 
creditor countries too rapidly (in order to generate sufficient earnings to 
finance debt service payments) especially in those products, industries and 
services which would create major adjustment problems for creditor 
countries and which have already created additional pressures within 
structures such as GATT; and finally 

(f) consolidate and secure the windfall gain of an unanticipatedly rapid 
collapse of intrinsically hostile communist regimes in Eastern Europe and 
in other parts of the world. 

Given this gamut of conflicting pressures and objectives -- political, 

economic, security-related and social -- it should not.be surprising that 

in acting on debt reduction creditor governments, individually or 

collectively, have behaved in ways which have not appeared to be as single

minded as those of commercial creditors and which have often reflected an 

inherent element of confusion and ambivalence about providing DDSR through 

cancellation and/or conversion. Creditors have also become concerned about 

interest capitalization practices which have led to an accumulation of the 

bilateral debt burden to intractable proportions; a process which is now 

exerting its own pressures for corrective reductions. Yet, though creditor 

govrnments often face the difficult task of reconciling conflicting 

interests in determining a consistent position on providing ·DDSR on 

official debt, their ECAs do have narrower, more single-minded interests 

which resemble those of commercial creditors. These are more focussed on 

maximizing current debt service receipts I regardless of the impact on 

debtor countries or on the NPV of their debt stock portfolios. Indeed in 

defending their actions in the Paris Club, ECAs seem anxious to emphasize 

that they are not development agencies but non-concessional, commercially-

oriented financing agencies intent on full recovery of claims. The next 

section outlines the views of ECAs on the prospects for official debt 

reduction based on interviews held. 

Export Credit Agency Reactions to Official Debt Conversion Proposals 

Though the optional "10\ conversion clause,,2 began to be inserted in PCRAs 

for SILMICs in September 1990 virtually no ECA has prepared itself 

properly for the prospect of requests from debtors for creditors to 

exercise the conversion option. Hence the requests by Poland and Egypt to 

exercise the option so soon after their PCRAs had been agreed came as an 

unexpected surprise and has not generally been well received by most ECAs. 
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Few ECAs have focussed on the implications and consequences of official 

debt conversions for themselves, their treasuries, for debtors and for 

potential· "swappers". While they realize that insertion of the clause 

provided a door where there was previously a blank wall, they did not 

expect to be confronted with pressure from any debtor to open it; quite .-so 

soon. Some of the reactions of ECAs have already been dealt with in 

Chapter III. 

Nonetheless this section revisits these reactions to portray as 

comprehensive a view of where ECAs stand on the issue of official debt 

conversion (ODC). 

Legal and Financial Constraints on Debt Write-downs by ECAs Several ECAs 

and other debt holding official agencies (e.g. CCC in the US and Canada) 

felt hampered by the legal prohibitions they have on exchanging, writing 

down or selling their claims at discounts without specific enabling 

legislation permitting them to do so and providing budgetary authority for 

the write-down (Italy, Germany, Japan). others have the legal ability to 

do so but not necessarily the financial reserves or capacity to take the 

balance-sheet or budgetary consequences (France, Spain, OS, OK). Several 

ECAs are now actively examin~ng the possibility of undertaking major 

portfolio adjustments through liquidation, sale and exchange of claims and 

of engaging directly or indirectly in swap activity (Belgium, the 

Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the US). A few of these have 

undertaken tentative experimental transactions (Belgium, Sweden, 

Switzerland and the US). others are examining the policy implications of 

undertaking such activity (the UK) while some are strongly opposed to 

undertaking either an examination of such prospects or of attempting a few 

experimental transactions (Japan). 

The "Tail" Problem: The unresolved issues concerning the uncovered "tail" 

of the original contract guaranteed by ECAs was a universally shared 

problem which most ECAs felt needed to be tackled head-on. They were 

anxious to learn from the experience of other ECAs in handling this issue 

(especially from those which had undertaken experimental transactions such 

as Belgium, Sweden and Switzerland). The legal aspects of the tail 

problem, including the rights of "tail-holders" and the options and 

remedies available to ECAs to buy-out the tails at an appropriate discount, 

needed to be st.udied carefully in the case of each ECA. Should the 

indemnity pay-outs and the purchase of tail obligations be looked upon as 
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an expense for ECAs (as it inevitably would be under a government 

accounting system) or as the "purchase price" of an asset i.e. should it be 

looked upon as an investment under corporate accounting conventions ? 

Those ECAs which have already undertaken purchases of tail-end claims to 

give themselves more room for manouvre with debt sales and conversions 

(Belgium, Sweden, Switzerland) had the following observations to offer: 

(i) the Toronto Terms had created major problems with "tail-holders" which 

were still in the process of being resolved; (ii) they found that most 

tail-end claims could be bought at a discount fairly close to the secondary 

market price which tail-holders invariably use as a guide price to 

negotiate with the ECA; (iii) but buying out "most" claims is not enough" 

these ECAs believe that for certain countries, especially SILICs, a once

for-all open offer should be made to all tail-holders on an all-or-nothing 

basis; i.e. either all tail-holders accept the terms offered for purchase 

by the ECA or no purchases of any claims are made; (iv) some ECAs are 

attempting to buyout a portfolio of mixed country claims for certain 

countries (e.g. SILICs) from tail-holders at a composite fixed price even 

though arriving at a single price for a variety of country risks proved to 

be a difficult exercise; (v) all future policies offered by these ECAs to 

exporters and banks will requir~.policyholdrs to agree automatically to any 

rescheduling terms negotiated by the ECA. 3 

Internal Accounting and ProviSioning ECAs were anxious to share 

information on the balance-sheet and income-statement implications of debt 

reduction under different accounting regimes which governed their 

operations, i.e. the different implications of corporate, government and 

hybrid accounting conventions and protocols on asset valuation, recording 

of value-impaired assets, provisioning requirements, reserve levels, the 

maintenance of contingency reserve accounts in Treasuries against which ECA 

losses could be charged (UK and Canada were interesting examples). The 

impact on each ECA would need to be done an an individual case-by-case 

basis give the considerable differences employed in the accounting systems 

used by different ECAs. 

Eligibility of Debtor countries for Conversion/Cancellation : ECAs were 

generally concerned about the criteria for eligibility of particular debtor 

countries for conversion/cancellation treatment. Their concerns reflected 

considrable unease at the degree to which politics were intruding on 

selection criteria making it difficult for ECAs to explain or justify to 
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arrangements had created particular difficulties in that connection and had 

made ECAs wary and uneasy about the politicization of processes which 

needed to be handled on the basis of more objective and consistently 

applied criteria across all debtors. 

Pricing of Official Debt vs Market Traded COmmercial Debt ECAs are mixed 

in their views about the price (value) of their claims on SIDCs. They 

believe that secondary market prices do not accurately reflect true values 

of their official non-concessional claims but are unable to substantiate 

that belief tangibly. They have not yet developed a satisfactory way of 

dete~ining whether their claims should be priced above, below or at market 

value since there are persuasive arguments in support of all three options. 

The case for pricing official claims at values above market prices rests on 

the degree of preferred creditor status which governments are supposed to 

enjoy in their transactions with each other and the leverage that creditor 

governments can bring to bear on debtor governments to recover their claims 

if they were so inclined. The case for pricing official claims at below 

market rests on· the record of debt service performance on official claims 

relative to private claims between 1982-92 which would provide a strong 

accounting and actuarial justification for the view that the NPV of 

official claims was considerably lower than their private counterparts. The 

case for pricing the claim at market value is that all other values are 

hypothetical while the market value is the only "real" benchmark of value 

at a particular moment. 

The confusion on pricing is heightened in instances where ECAs have 

guaranteed commercial bank credits and the banks themselves have disposed 

of their "tail claims" at market values. Those ECAs which have undertaken 

experimental conversions of their claims have generally attempted to use 

the prevailing secondary market price as the "floor" price. Some ECAs 

(Belgium and Switzerland) appear to have succeeded, in their isolated 

transactions, in obtaining a higher price. Eventually the right "strike 

price" for ECA claims in SIDCs will depend on a composite evaluation of 

four factors: (i) the NPV of applicable Paris Club terms to non

concessional claims on the debtor concerned (i.e. ETT for eligible SILICs, 

Houston terms for SILMICs); (ii) the secondary market price prevailing; 
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(iii) the past record of debt service on ECA claims and (iv) the expected 

record of debt service on residual debt claims. 

Debtor Inactivity on Pressing for Official Conversions The relative 

absence of debtor interest or initiative in pressing for creditors to 

exercise the conversion clauses contained in their PCRAs, untLl the 

proposals put forward by Poland and Egypt, were cited frequently by ECAs as 

indications of a lack of "real effective demand" from debtor countries for 

debt reduction through official debt conversions. This, coupled with 

monetary caps on debt-equity and other kinds of debt swaps in most SIDCs, 

led ECAs to feel that it was premature to worry about accelerating the pace 

of, or promoting, ODC. Peculiarly enough, the debtor governments 

interviewed claimed that they had not pressed for the 10\ conversion clause 

to be exercised because they felt that the creditors had inserted these 

clauses grudgingly as a token gesture in their PCRAs. 

were convinced that efforts to persuade creditors 

Debtor governments 

to exercise their 

conversion options would be rebuffed or would become as administratively 

costly to negotiate as the reschedulings themselves. This gap in 

perceptions (and indeed in financial engineering knowledge and ability) on 

the part of debtor and creditor officials involved in repetitive and 

sterile debt rescheduling negotiations has resulted in official debt 

conversion possibilities falling between the cracks. The phenomenon is 

symptomatic of what has happened earlier with private debt. The impulse 

for innovations in debt transformations has usually come from specialized 

financial intermediaries rather than from officials in debtor or creditor 

governments whose limited knowledge and whose bureaucratic dynamics (within 

creditor and debtor governments themselves as well in negotiations between 

debtors and creditors) have tended to lock them in more rigid and less 

~aginative postures. 

Use of Aid Funds to Support ECA Debt Conversions All the ECAs 

interviewed were in favour of deploying funds from the aid budgets of 

creditor governments to finance sales, conversions and write-downs of their 

own claims at discounts significantly lower than those signalled by 

secondary trading markets. The enthusiasm of ECAs for raiding aid budgets 

was matched by the equally emphatic resistance of aid agencies in creditor 

countries. Several creditor countries had established separate "debt 

relief funds" and special accounts which were not normally treated as part 

of the aid budget and which could be used only to provide debt relief. 
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These funds were prevalent in· the Nordic countries, the Netherlands and 

used most extensively by Japan. ECAs were generally supported by their 

'Treasury officials in the view that the "relief component" of debt 

conversions should be regarded as an aid substitute and should be seen as 

part of a creditor country's overall aid effort which might, in conditions 

of budgetary tightness, be offset by equivalent reductions in other 

programmed aid flows. 

Restrictiveness of Consensual Approaches: A few ECAs (e.g. Belgium) felt 

that the multilateral consensual approach of the Paris Club was 

artificially restrictive in limiting the ability of the more adventurous 

and innovative ECAs from expanding their own debt conversion activity by 

limiting it to 10% of the non-concessional debt stock or $10 million (in 

some instances $20 million). They believed that such caps should be removed 

and individual ECAs permitted to engage in ODC to whatever degree they 

fealt was feasible. Most other ECAs believed strongly in the consensual 

approach. They felt it was essential to maintain official creditor 

solidarity and discipline (i.e. the creditors' cartel) and to avoid free 

rider problem~_ from emerging within the official creditor community (at 

least within the OECD group of creditors). The absence of such a cartel 

would provide debtors with the -. flexibility of doing preferred deals with 

individual official creditors at the expense of other ECAs. Therefore they 

fel t that the consensual restrictions were necessary and needed to be 

respected by Paris Club members to avoid "anarchy" in the rescheduling and 

restructuring process. If such inflexibility meant that the creditor 

community as a whole could only move as fast as its slowest member that was 

a price that had to be paid for maintaining order in the financial system 

and protecting the integrity of the creditor-debtor relationship. It was 

left unsaid, however, that the real price was paid by the debtors and not 

by the rest of the creditors themselves; indeed some creditors were quite 

content to make bold and imaginative debt relief proposals to obtain 

political popularity comfortable in the knowledge that the prospects of 

such proposals being implemented by the Paris Club membership as a whole 

were remote. 

Paradox of Including Conversion Clauses for SILICs/SILMICs but not for 

SIMICs: Some ECAs pointed out the paradox for inserting the optional 

conversion clause in PCRAs for SILICs and SILMICs where viable conversion 

opportunities, expecially for DES, were likely to be limited but not 
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including them in agreements for SIMICs (except Poland) where the 

opportunities for viable conversions was the greatest. Others felt that 

the clause itself was an implicit acceptance of the reality that the 

affected debt was unlikely to be recovered (fully or partially) in SILICs 

and SILMICs. Inserting such clauses in SIMICs would convey the same signal 

and would therefore weaken the position of the Paris Club creditors in 

seeking full recovery. The case of Mexico was cited frequently as a SIMIC 

which was uninterested in anything other than a full repayment relationship 

with official creditors because it felt that maintaining full credit cover 

was more ~portant and economically benficial than obtaining marginal 

advantages through reduction or rescheduling where official debtors were 

concerned. In that case, official bilateral creditors were indeed treated 

as "preferred" over private creditors though subordinate to multilaterals. 

DES vs DDS Preference: ECAs saw official DDS conversions as being on a 

par with outright debt cancellations with "directed use conditionality" 

attached, rather than as being related to DES which enabled some recovery 

of value in the future. Most ECAs would not be interested in DDS 

operations be.lieving that they were more suitable for conversion of 

concessional aid debt. For their own claims ECAs would prefer to focus on 

DES opportunities. Many ECAs felt that given the limitations on their 

internal administrative capacities the trade-off between outright cash 

sales of their claims to third-parties either through the secondary markets 

or through negotiated private placements would be in favour of the former. 

Having gone through a decade of uncertainty on recovery most ECAs would 

prefer cash realizations today rather than be confronted with similar 

issues of recoverability of uncertain future cash flows from converted 

equity investments. 

Concerns about Round-Tripping through Official Debt Conversions: Several 

ECAs (e.g. France and Germany) expressed concern, as official creditors, in 

engaging in conversion operations which might fuel "round-tripping" abuses 

(often by officials with privileged access to scarce foreign exchange) in 

SILICa with distorted exchange rate regimes. They would prefer to see 

these distortions eliminated through the adoption of market clearing 

exchange rate regimes with full convertibility before being comfortable 

about engaging in conversion activity. Official conversions might be 

undertaken more freely by these ECAs if the debtor countries concerned were 

given a "good housekeeping seal of approval" by the IFIs for efficiency and 
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probity in the management of their debt conversion programmes. Other ECAs 

(e.g. the UK) felt that it was not their business to be moralistic about 

round-trip~ing or other abuses in debtor countries but to be concerned 

about recovering maximum NPV for their claims in cash equivalent terms or, 

in the case of conversions, through expected future recovery of income 

streams from a different asset. 

Maturities of Official Debt eligible for Conversion: As discussed more 

fully in Chapter III, ECAs were preoccupied with the technical difficulties 

involved in converting pre-cut-off, post-cut-off and rescheduled debt 

concluding that it would be easiest for them to convert debt which was 

post-cutoff and as yet unrescheduled. They were uncomfortable about the 

absence of Paris Club guidelines on the issue of as yet unrescheduled debt. 

The criteria which might need to be applied in selecting the right kinds of 

debt for conversion would be based on : (i) current or short maturities 

chosen so as to represent claims registered immediately after the cut-off 

date for consolidation; (ii) nature of the insured party (most ECAs felt it 

would be easiest to deal with bank credits which were covered); and (iii) 

the ease of aggregating the selected claims into bundles representing large 

amounts. 4 

.. 
New vs Old Export Credit Money. Unlike commercial banks many ECAs (e.g. 

Spain) felt that they were under continuous pressure to provide "new money" 

to debtor countries when debt service treatment of their "old money" had 

been unsatisfactory and they had effectively become subordinate in most 

SIDCs to virtually all other classes of creditor. There was a clear need 

to establish clearer thinking about new vs old money when it came to export 

credits. 

Transparency about capturing Discount Benefits in ODCs : In considering 

the prospect of ODC on any significant scale ECAs were also concerned about 

full transparency in the swap transaction: i.e. what would happen to the 

swap proceeds in end-use; what spreads would be involved for intermediary 

banks; what profits would involved up-front for potential third party 

investors in terms of the configuration of the "five-prices"; what share of 

the discount would be captured by the debtor country ? The marke:t-based 

view (eg. of the UK) was that these issues should not concern ECAs. But 

other governments and ECAs felt that as agencies responsible to and funded 

by governments and legislatures they had obligations which were different 
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to those of private creditors in demonstrating that the alternative use of 

locked-in public funds (which is what ODCs effectively were) had an impact 

that were consonant with the interests and objectives of creditor 

governments. 

Standardization of ECA claims: Experience with post-Brady bonds and other 

standardized instruments which were now being traded on secondary markets 

suggested to most ECAs that an esential prior step before ODe was likely to 

"take-off" was the novation and standardization of different types of ECA 

contractual arrangements and claims on SIDCs. Some ECAs (e.g. Sweden) have 

a clause requiring debtors to provide standard treasury or central bank 

promissory notes in exchange for the original contract at the option of the . 
ECA; such notes could be traded or reassigned to any party without 

permission from the debtor. The optimal outcome was the standardization of 

ECA paper among Paris Club (and other bilateral) creditors to a degree 

which would permit it to be traded interchangeably with commercial bank 

paper and Brady bonds on existing secondary markets rather than in a 

separate market or a specialized market segment. Such an approach would 

rule out debt· which had already been recheduled since the changing of those 

claims would require debtor agreement and the terms of rescheduling, 

especially for SILICs under TT and ETT were such as to make transformed 

claims unsaleable in markets. As one ECA put it the unfortunate reality 

was that so far the thrust of ECA efforts and those of the Paris Club had 

been to protect bilateral creditor rights and not to harmonize for 

multilateral market creation. 

Treatment of Past Due Interest The ballooning of BCA claims as a result 

of continuous reschduling and capitalization of interest and arrears had 

led to a situation where in most SILICs and SILMICs the bilateral debt 

burden had become unpayable. ECAs were concerned about the treatment of 

past due interest by debtors and by the Paris Club in terms of its 

eligibility for ODC. Some debtors (e.g. Egypt) did not recognize past due 

interest as being a valid claim and refused to consider accepting such 

claims as eligible for conversion purposes. A clearer position on this 

question was essential for both the creditor and debtor communities to 

agree upon. 

Conversion Deals Done So far by ECAs In the absence of more time and 

budgetary resources it was impossible to undertake an exhaustive review of 
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official debt conversion deals· which had been done by OECD-ECAs. During 

the course of our research for Phase I of the UNCTAD Project the following 

transactions came to attention; unfortunately the specific ECAs involved 

cannot as yet be identified in order to protect confidentiality: 

(i) Official debt sales and conversions were undertaken by one active 
European ECA with the consent of tail-holders in Egypt, Peru and Zaire and 
with similar arrangements now being negotiated for Zambia and the 
Philippines by the same ECA. In Egypt the paper sold was used exclusively 
for conversion with agreement being obtained from the Egyptian central bank 
for the end-use of every single maturity being exchanged; although the ECA 
was concerned that it had no internal monitoring ability to follow-up on 
end-use and had no recourse in the event of default on end-use agreement. 
In the case of Peru the debt sale/conversion was for a specific project 
involving an outright purcbase of the ECAs claims by local investors; the 
price was established not by the quoted market price but by eliciting a 
range of competitive offers from different commercial banks. 

(ii) other European ECAs were now doing conversion deals in Egypt though 
with different approaches about prior consultation on end-use of converted 
proceeds. One North European ECA had already exhausted its $20 million 
conversion limit in Egypt. Experience with Egypt suggests that it would 
provide fertile ground for detailed investigation under Phase II of this 
Project. 

(iii) In the Western Hemisphere official debt conversions had been 
undertaken by. ~n ECA in Mexico with successful results. Such conversions 
had also been undertaken by governments of major debtor countries with 
claims on smaller debtor countr;es in the region. 

(iv) Official conversions were being mooted in Morocco, Nigeria and 
Mozambique involving mainly European ECAs. 

These transactions suggest a growing awareness of conversion possibilities 

on the part of ECAs. Coupled with increased interest on the part of 

debtors, in the aftermath of the Polish and Egyptians proposals to their 

creditors, and on that of financial intermediaries anxious to include 

official debt in secondary trading markets these forces are resulting in 

greater pressure to accelerate the ODC process. Many ECAs believe that 

ODCs could blossom and could be more easily "sold" politically in their 

respective countries if they were pushed more aggressively in the 

multilateral Paris Club context. Much more groundwork needs to be done on 

legal, accounting, provisioning and "tail-holder" issues before the 

official debt conversion "market" develops in the same way that the private 

debt market has. But the ODC market has a major advantage in being able to 

learn from developments in established secondary LDC debt markets and to 

piggy-back on them without ECAs incurring the same costs or time involved 

in innovation as conunercial banks did. The main constraint to faster 
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movement with ODC appears to lie in: the absence of sufficient political 

will on the part of creditor governments to move more aggressively with 

official measures aimed at reducing debt especially in the SILICs; the lack 

of financial sophistication in ECAs; and their reluctance to involve 

specialist intermediaries in ODC market development. 
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P. Krugman "Financing va Forgiving a Debt: Some Analytical Notes" in 
the Journal of Development Economics, November 1988 pp 253-68. 

The clause agreed to in September 1990 was as follows: "Creditor 
countries can on a voluntary basis swap part' of their claims for 
debt-equity swaps, debt for nature swaps or other swaps for upto 10% 
of bilateral or officially guaranteed commercial loans and (where 
relevant) for upto 100%of official loans and official development 
aid".. Variants of this clause have now been incorporated in PCRAs 
for 14 countries (SILMICs and SILICs). The clause is restricted to 
only 10% of the non-concessional debt and is voluntary (at the option 
of the creditor) mainly because of the technical problems involved in 
determining the equivalence, in NPV terms, of swaps undertaken with 
different prices (cf the five-price concept) and subsidies. The 
substantial differences in the nature of offical and private claims 
and in the interests of the different parties involved in the swap 
raised concerns in the Paris Club about technicalities and 
methodologies for determining equivalence which could not easily be 
dealt with. For that reason the clause was intended to be bilateral 
and voluntary for a temporary period until agreement on ways of 
determining equivalence could be reached. In the event the clause 
has become enshrined though the methodology remains somewhat elusive. 

A similar clause already exists in the policies of many ECAs (e. g. 
Germany) although when tested in the courts this clause was found to 
be applicable to postponed maturities but not to reductions of 
principal or interest. 

. . 
Using these criteria and constructing these synthetic bundles from 
diferent claims would however prove a nighmare for debtor central 
banks to cope with in terms of their own intractable recording and 
information systems. Also choosing maturity dates close to 
consolidation dates might be alright in theory but not in practice, 
especially in SILICs where the cut-off dates are quite old. 
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CHAPTER VI: THE FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC :IMPACT OF OFFICIAL DEBT CONVERSIONS 

ON DBBTOR BCONOMIBS 

In analysing the impact of official debt conversions, we have one major 

advantage and one disadvantage. The advantage is the vast experience of 

commercial debt swaps (especially debt-equity) and an important literature 

analysing this. 1 The disadvantage is that the experience with official 

debt conversions is very limited, and there is as yet no systematic 

analysis of potential effects, either in general or in specific cases. 

However, our task will be helped by the fact that in most areas (though not 

in all) there are important similarities between the effects of commercial 

debt conversions and those with official debt. 

A second general point to make is that debt conversions, with all their 

benefits and costs, represent only one more tool for an economy with a 

debt-overhang. As such it is very much a complement, and not a substitute 

for, other more important macro-economic policies, such as monetary and 

fiscal ones. Indeed, those countries that have in the late eighties 

managed their macro-economic policies best, (e.g. Chile) on the whole have 

also benefited'most from debt conversions; on the other hand, in countries 

characterised by macro-economic instability, the negative inflationary and 

"round tripping" effects of debt conversions (e.g. Brazil) are seen to have 

possibly out weighed the benefits of debt conversion. 

The effect on the debt overhang 

A major difference between commercial and official debt conversions seems 

to'be that debt reduction in the latter seems far more clearly additional 

to what would have otherwise been obtained, than in the former. 

Increasingly in the case of commercial debt, countries have other options 

(especial~y via Brady deals, but also via options such as debt-buy backs) 

than debt conversions to achieve the aim of debt reduction. In the case of 

bilateral official debt, because of the way in which the "10\ clause" has 

been introduced (as a bilateral, voluntary clause, to be agreed after the 

multilateral deal is reached), debt conversion seems to imply additional 

debt reduction than the country would otherwise obtain. This seems clearly 

illustrated by what is happening in Egypt. Naturally debtor country 



negotiations must take care that implicitly debt reduction via the "10%" 

clausel is ~ granted as a substitute for deeper debt reduction deals in 

the Paris Club. 

As regards the Enterprise of the Americas Initiative, debt conversions 

there would also clearly seem to be additional, as if the debt is not 

reduced via this mechanism, it would not otherwise be reduced at all. 

The effect on debt reduction will be similar if the conve"rsion is "for 

equity or for development; however, in one case, part of the claim will be 

swapped into a contingent foreign liability (equity), whereas in the other 

case, part or all of the claim will be swapped into local currency 

obligations. Thus the net Balance of Payments effect will be different 

although debt-equity conversions can have powerful secondary effects in 

attracting foreign capital over the medium- and long-term. On a sustained 

basis, enhanced foreign capital flows ~ offset by a considerable margin 

foreign outflows resulting from capital and dividend repatriation. 

The efficiency gains to the economy; 

capital flight, privatisation and 

spending 

increased investment, and return of 

increased social and environmental 

Clearly the effect here will differ for an official debt conversion for 

equity and for development; however, what is common to both is that 

effects on increased foreign investment, privatisation, social spending, 

etc., may imply additional efficiency gains to the debtor, but also to the 

creditor economy. 

As discussed in Chapter II, commercial debt-equity swaps, mostly in middle

income countries, are broadly seen to have attracted additional foreign 

investment, thought there is debate in the literature about how much 

additionality there actually was. The more optimistic analysis2 estimated 

that for Chile, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, over 60% of all debt-equity 

investments were "additional", to investment that would have happened 

anyway; other estimates are somewhat lower, but yield meaningful levels, 

especially in countries where the programmes have remained for a number of 

years, thus showing the need for "an incubation period" before a conversion 

programme can start attracting significant additional investment. The 

reasons why debt conversions have attracted additional investment seem 

twofold: a) they provide an important bonus up-front, thus both reducing 

risk by lowering the initial total expenditure and increasing reward, by 
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contributing to create a better rate of return (reportedly foreign 

investors respond more positively to up-front pre-investment advantages 

than to post investment advantages, such as tax concessions): b) debt 

equity programmes seem to have a very important positive indirect 

signalling effect, that the government is keen to promote foreign 

investment and is carrying out a number of measures for this objective. 3 

As a result of both direct and indirect. effects, debt-equity conversion 

programmes are now seen as having contributed to promoting foreign 

investment flows in middle-income countries, that pursued them. 

There must be ~ doubt whether the same effect will take place to the 

same extent in lower-middle and low income countries, where there may be 

additional problems that detract foreign investors. (e.g. lack of physical 

infrastructure, small educated workforce, etc). However, if a country is 

keen to attract FOI, and has taken a number of measures already to ~prove 

the business climate, it seems that official debt conversion could provide 

a valuable catalyst (both directly and indirectly in terms of signalling) 

to attract such foreign investment. 

It could also be hoped that the example of foreign investors and the likely 

effects of debt-conversions on .. strengthening private sector finance would 

also help a recovery of domestic private investment. 

As regards return of capital flight, commercial debt conversion has 

provided a powerful incentive for local residents to repatriate capital, in 

countries like Chile and Philippines where nationals have been allowed to 

participate in debt-equity swap transactions. Such a benefit may perhaps 

be easier to attain for low and low-middle income countries than attracting 

foreign investors, if nationals are allowed to use the official debt 

conversion mechanism; return of capital flight then can offer a positive 

signal to foreign investors. 

To ensure beneficial effects for the national economy (and the Balance of 

Payments), it is important that national authorities take appropriate 

measures to avoid or limit uround trippingu. This can be done (as in 

Chile) by controlling and modifying the volume of allowable debt-equity 

swaps by nationals and by monitoring the parallel exchange rate, as well as 

allowing local residents to hold attractive local securities, as an 

incentive against round-tripping; it can be done using more direct 

controls (as in the Philippines) to verify the use of swap resources, by 
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examining invoices, receipts, sales agreements and other relevant 

documents, and by requiring that funds not used for a project were invested 

in non-transferable, peso Central Bank bills. 

It should be emphasised that the fact that a debtor country has appropriate 

controls and/or mechanisms in place to avoid "round-tripping" will increase 

creditor government willingness to allow their debt reduction to be used 

for debt conversion. 4 

As discussed in detail in Chapter IV, and in the case studies, debt 

conversions can imply significant efficiency gains for the debtor-country 

by facilitating privatisation and increased social as well as environmental 

spending. As regards privatisation, care must be taken that the price at 

which the state company I s shares are sold in the context of the debt 

conversion is not too low and is transparent; for this objective, policies 

by the debtor government on the sale price of the debt, the conversion rate 

into local currency and the price of the assets (as well as any other 

"sweeteners") should be both consistently defined and transparently 

conducted. 

Potential inflationary impact 

Clearly the potential inflationary impact is the most serious real and 

perceived constraint for debtor governments wishing to implement an 

official debt conversion. Therefore, a careful analysis is required here, 

in more general terms, and in more specific terms in the individual 

countries, given the particular institutional features of their monetary 

and financial systems. 

Firstly, it should be stressed that there are two cases where official debt 

conversions would have marginal or no impact on inflationary pressures. 

When external debt is used directly to acquire domestic physical assets 

(either as companies in debt-equity swaps or more rarely as set aside in 

debt-for nature swaps), there is no current element of the transaction to 

increase domestic demand or expand money and credit; there is therefore no 

inflationary consequence. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter II, if 

privatisation leads to increases in efficiency in previously loss-making 

state enterprises, the debtor government would in future gain from not 

having to subsidise the enterprise. D 
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Also, if some of the official debt being converted was owed (in the debtor 

economy) by the private sector, and this was converted into private sector 

equity, there would still be no monetary impact, as the net result would be 

a transfer of existing liquidity from the private debtor to the new equity 

holder without the inter mediation of the banking system and without 

domestic credit creation. 6 The monetary expansion effect mainly occurs if 

the swaps are made with Central Bank or government paper or if operations 

involving privately held paper lead to an increase in overall credit to the 

economy. 

There is another clear cut case when debt conversions will not have a 

significant inflationary impact; this is when their scale is very small, 

especially in proportion to the total money supply. It would seem that the 

small scale argument is particularly applicable for debt-for-development 

conversions; to date their magnitude has been very small (see Table 3, 

Chapter II) and the potential increase likely for official debt conversions 

seems likely to be also fairly limited. However, this requires careful 

monitoring, as should their scale increase, compensating measures need to 

be taken. 

A final caveat is important. I~flationary impact of debt conversions is a 

far more serious consideration in countries already having high inflation 

levels, as well as high fiscal (and/or quasi-fiscal) deficits. If the 

country has very low inflation, a low fiscal deficit, and especially if it 

has some spare capacity and an elastic supply response, some limited 

additional expansion of the money supply would not be so problematic. 

Furthermore, to the extent that debt conversions generate important 

efficiency gains to the economy in a fairly short period, the improved 

supply response may reduce future inflationary impact. 

More generally, the analysis of the potential inflationary impact of an 

official debt conversion programme must take place in the context of a 

consistent macro-economic programme, with growth and inflation targets_ 

The size and modality of a debt conversion programme would be one 

relatively small element in that programming process; it is important that 

the debt conversion (especially if it is large) be integrated into a multi

year macro-economic framework, that will examine its effect on the monetary 

base, the money supply, credit markets and fiscal spending-
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To assess the monetary impact, a realistic assumption needs to be made of 

whether the country would have in the next few years, been servicing that 

part of its official debt, if the debt conversion did ~ take place. As 

we have argued in section 1) of this chapter, it seems unlikely that a 

debtor country would be granted debt reduction instead of debt conversion. 

The issue is therefore whether the government could afford (given its other 

pressing foreign exchange needs) to service that Paris Club debt. Some 

useful indication can be provided by the country's past record; thus, a 

country like Ecuador - though in large arrears to commercial banks - has 

tended to service most Paris Club debt on a regular basis, and is likely to 

continue doing SOi prospects of bilateral debt servicing for some of the 

low-income severely indebted economies, for example in sub-Saharan Africa, 

are more doubtful. 

If a country would have serviced its debt (had the debt conversion clause 

not been applied), it is necessary to take a dynamic view of the net impact 

on monetary expansion over time. As debt is converted, service payments 

are reduced in that year and in the future, leading to a decline in net 

monetary expansion .• In the first year, there will be (if the debt is 

swapped for new investment or increased government development spending, 

and this is not compensated, see below) an expansionary monetary effect; 

however this will be partly compensated by the lower money expansion 

required that year as government financed debt servicing is reduced; as the 

years pass (and the ~'savings" on money expansion grow, with every year's 

debt servicing and with the hypothetical need to amortise the debt when it 

becomes due), there comes a point when a programme of debt conversion can 

have a net cumulative zero impact on monetary expansion, and later can 

become negative. Thus if the inflationary potential of the first years can 

be absorbed, the expansionary impact of 'the initial period will reverse 

itself in later years and free monetary expansion capacity for those later 

years. 

Some of the variables discussed above can perhaps more clearly be presented 

in diagrammatic form (See Figure 1); as illustrated there, debt conversions 

are most desirable if inflation is initially low and debt is being 

serviced. 
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FIGURE 1: 

CONDITIONS ONDER WHICH DEBT CONVERSIONS ARE MORE OR LESS DESIRABLE 

Debt that would 
be serviced 

Debt that would 
not be serviced 

INITIAL LOW INFLATION 

I 

Very desirable. 

III 

Desirable, only if 
spending priority 
changes essential to 
justify programme 
for efficiency 
gains. 

INITIAL HIGH IRFLATION 

II 

Desirable, but 
monetary impact 
needs to be 
regulated, for large 
operations. 

IV 

Only desirable if 
conditions in both 
II and III are met. 

Finally, there are some contractionary indirect effects on the money supply 

rarely mentioned in the literature. If part or all of the foreign exchange 

saved (because of lower debt servicing) is used to finance imports, then 

the consolidated banking system (Central Bank plus commercial banks) will 

absorb private sector money, thus further reducing the net monetary 

expansion effect. Furthermore, the imports financed by these foreign 

exchange savings are likely to attenuate supply bottlenecks and reduce 

future inflationary pressures. Increased availability of foreign exchange 

reduces the need to devalue, and the inflationary impact of devaluation. 

If in the initial years of a debt conversion programme, the monetary 

expansion would be feared to be excessive, the financial authorities can 

take a number of measures to reduce, neutralize, or sterilize the effect. 

This is illustrated by the case of Chile, where in spite of a major debt

equity programme in the second half of the eighties, inflation remained 

modest by the country's own historical as well as by regional standards. 
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The Central Bank can firstly regulate the redenomination rate, to define 

how much local currency it spends per u~it of debt swapped. To further 

moderate the effect on inflation, it can issue long-term bonds in exchange 

for the debt swapped, with the principal being amortized fully upon 

maturity. This method delays and distributes the monetary consequences of 

debt conversions by transferring the cost of servicing the debt to the 

private financial markets in the short run. However, using this mechanism 

has some costs; by competing in the capital markets with the private 

sector, the government may push up interest rates; furthermore, interest 

payments on the bonds created for the debt conversion constitute a drain on 

fiscal resources. In spite of these long-term costs, such mechanisms do 

moderate inflationary impact, for it to be feasible however it requires a 

comparatively well developed domestic capital market that can absorb these 

long term public bond issues and an overall limited fiscal deficit, so 

government paper is an attractive option. It is necessary therefore to 

examine at a country level, whether domestic capital markets are deep 

enough, and whether government paper can be easily absorbed. This may be 

more difficult in the low-income economies, than in a country like Chile 

where the debt-~quity swap programme coincided with the development of 

domestic capital markets, via pension funds and other mechanisms. 

Another mechanism to neutralize monetary impact is the monthly quota system 

of swaps, which limits the amount swapped and thus curbs monetary effects, 

quotas can be modified, e.g. decreased if there are fears of excessive 

monetary expansion, due to other reasons. 

In the case of debt for development swaps, the inflationary impact would 

usually manifest itself via increased fiscal spending. Such spending can 

be compensated (if necessary) by reducing other (less high priority 

government spending and/or increasing government revenues, e.g. via higher 

taxes. Additionally, long-term development bonds can be placed on private 

capital markets, as has been done in countries like Ecuador and costa Rica. 

Particularly if the debt conversion is likely to become large, it is 

crucial for the debtor go~ernment to better budget for them in its overall 

macro-economic programming, and design the programme to reduce or elLminate 

excessive monetary affects. If these conditions are met, and the rest of 

the macro-economic programme is feasible, no excessive inflationary impact 

should result. 
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Net Balance of Payments effect 

As the countries rescheduling their official bilateral debt and using 

official debt conversion programmes are severely foreign exchange 

constrained, a crucial effect of debt conversions to be examined closely is 

its effect on the foreign exchange cash flow. 

An important distinction arises here betw.een debt for equity and debt for 

development swaps. For the latter, the effect is more positive as there is 

no outflow of profit remittances and capital amortization to offset 

reduction of debt service payments as occurs in the former. Therefore 

particularly if the country was or was planning to service that debt, the 

net f~reign exchange effect is likely to be very favourable. 

It is difficult to estimate the net present value of future net foreign 

exchange flows, resulting from debt conversions as there are so many 

uncertainties in such projections. In a debt equity swap programme, the 

net effect will depend on: 

a) whether that part of the debt was going to be serviced, 

b) whether or in what proportion the direct investment coming in wil~ be 

additional (and/or will help generate other, future additional 

investment, 

c) providing (a) is affirmative, whether the likely future debt 

servicing would be smaller (in net present value terms) to the likely 

future repatriation of profits, dividends, and capital, which the 

foreign investment" will give rise to (this partly depends on 

government regulations of the debt conversion programme), and 

d) whether "round-tripping" is small or can be controlled by government 

efforts (this partly depends on the magnitude of the bonus received, 

as a very large bonus may make the temptation of "round-tripping~ 

harder to resist and to control). 

Partly the net foreign exchange effect of debt conversion programmes can be 

improved by debtor government regulations (e.g. size of the bonus, 

regulations to avoid "round-tripping", timing of repatriation of profits 

etc.); however, the real, as opposed to the projected, outcome will also 

depend on the country's future evolution. If, as occurred in Chile, the 

overall economic situation improves (largely for other reasons) as the debt 
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conversion programme evolves, fears of negative effects on the Balance of 

Payments, as a result of hig~ profit remittances can prove largely 

unjustified. 7 

If, however, a Balance of Payments crisis occurs in a country which has had 

a large debt equity conversion programme, then thls may lead to pressure to 

increase profit remittances, and capital repatriation, both legally and via 

"round-tripping", this exacerbating the foreign exchange crisis. 

This leads us to conclude that the positive effects of debt conversion can 

be enhanced if they are part of an overall deal that assures sufficient 

debt reduction and/or rescheduling to free the economy of excessive debt 

overhang effects and if they are accompanied by a policy package that makes 

sustainable growth in the debtor economy more feasible. 

As regards debt development swaps, the net foreign exchange impact of 

official debt conversion will depend on: 

a) whether that debt was being serviced or not 

b) whether' the debt reduction is funded by additional special 

contributions or whether it is funded from existing aid budgets 

(this, similarly to the case of non-additional foreign investments, 

reducing new aid flows that would have otherwise taken place) and 

c) whether "round-tripping" is small or can be controlled. On the whole 

because there are no likely significant additional outflows, as occur 

in the case of debt-equity conversions, the likely Balance of 

Payments effects of debt for development swaps are positive, assuming 

that the proceeds of the swap in local currency mainly remain in the 

country. 8 

Brief Conclusions 

It can be concluded that official debt conversion is likely to have 

beneficial economic effects, such as some reduction of debt encouragement 

of'increased foreign investment and return of capital flight, as well as 

important efficiency gains. Problematic effects, especially on inflation, 

are likely to be small (especially if assets are being swapped, as in 

privatisation) and can usually be regulated by appropriate programme design 

and compensatory measures. Balance of Payments effects are difficult to 
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predict, and are likely to be most favourable for countries previously 

servicing their debt and for debt for development swaps. 

Much depends on appropriate programme design (where we have explored in

depth only some of the more technical issues) and on the over-all policy 

framework, as debt conversion is only ~, amongst several, policy tools 

available to the financial authorities of heavily indebted countries. 

Before finishing the evaluation of the impact of official debt conversions 

on debtors (and creditors), it is useful to compare the option of debt 

conversion to that of either outright debt cancellation or new credit. 

Firstly, it should be pointed out that to an important extent, for heavily 

indebted countries, with large debt overhangs, there is likely to be a 

preferred sequence which implies: a) first, a reduction of the debt 

overhang, achieved by a mixture of sufficient debt reduction and debt 

conversion. In this context, debt conversion can be a very valuable 

mechanism, especially if: i) large enough and/or, ii) complementing 

sufficient debt reduction. Drawing on the experience of heavily indebted 

middle-income countries in the late 1980s and early 1990s the Chilean case 

illustrates the first option and the Mexican case the second option. 

The mixture of debt reduction/debt conversion for the heavily indebted 

lower-middle income countries (HILMICs) is partly defined by existing 

instit;utional realities. For example, the levels of maximum bilateral 

official debt reduction for HILICs have been, for the time being, agreed in 

late 1991 in the context of the Paris Club, on what was described in 

Chapter I, as "enhanced Toronto terms"; similarly, HILMICs are in general 

not entitled to bilateral official debt reduction in current Paris Club 

practice, though Poland and Egypt are such important exceptions, that they 

could become precedents. Furthermore, official debt conversions for both 

HILICs and HILMICs also have clear maximum limits (see Chapter II). 

Naturally, these· institutional constraints are not "fixed in stone", and 

can evolve as a result of changes in debtor economies, as a result in 

economic analysis, etc. 

b) Once sufficient debt reduction/conversion has been achieved, the country 

is servicing regularly the remaining debt, and other pre-conditions are met 

(e.g. prudent macro-economic policies), the likelihood of new flows 

(especially non-concessional ones), to the country tends to increase, 
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particularly in the medium-term, particularly as uncertainty over macro

economic instability diminishes as a result of the reduction of the debt 

overhang. A caveat should be made here. For countries, with a somewhat 

smaller debt overhang (especially SILMICs), a judgement needs to be made by 

the debtor and creditor government whether less debt reduction/debt 

conversion is sufficient and even advisable, because less debt reduction 

may in that context facilitate (by causing smaller losses to ECAs and 

others) quicker restoration of new flows. 

As regards comparisons between official debt cancellation and official debt 

conversion, these are summarised in Figure 2. This seems to show that 

particularly for HILMICs, official debt conversion is a very attractive 

option for both debtor and creditor governments, provided certain pre

conditions are met, such as inflationary impact is small and/or can be 

neutralized, and there is agreement on what spending and/or asset transfer 

the conversion should be used for. 

For many HILMICs, debt conversion may be the most likely (as well as the 

most attractive) way to get a reduction in their stock of debt; it will 

therefore not only have direct efficiency gains, but also indirect 

benefits, such as contributing to the restoration of new private financial 

flows. 

In the case of HILICs, both debtors and creditors may prefer debt 

cancellation, due to· greater simplicity. However, if direct efficiency 

gains and indirect beneficial effects are perceived to be important for 

debtors, and if creditors see debt conversions as a cost effective way of 

funding public international goods or purchasing foreign assets, also a 

very strong case can be made for the advantages of debt conversion for 

HlLICs, especially if it is additional to sufficient debt reduction. 
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May be preferred option (as 
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fiscal impact) 
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However, may be less likely 
than for HILICs, as HILHICs 
not got cancellation in 
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special (e.g. political) 
reasons 

FIGURE 2: 
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Debt Conversion 

1) Debt conversion (as is likely) is additional to debt 
reduction, then desirable for debtor government; 2) Debt 
conversion implies: a) direct efficiency gains, for debtor 
economy (privatisation, development spending); b) indirect 
benefit effects, such as additional future new flows. 
Also makes it more desirable than debt reduction 
3) However, less desirable if potential inflationary impact 
is problematic and cannot be compensated, or if priority 
spending from creditor perspective differs from priority 
for debtor government 

May prefer, as: 1) Efficiency gains, imply better 
prospects of debtor's economic recovery; better repayment 
prospects on remaining debt. Politically desirable; 2) 
May fund, in a cost effective way, public international 
goods, (e.g. combatting AIDS) with externalities for 
creditors; 3) May obtain either assets or more cash thar, 
with III 

May prefer, more strongly than HILICs as: 1) More 
likely to be additional, as would not probably get debt 
reduction; 2a) Implies direct efficiency gains (e.g. via 
privatisation; dev. spending), b) Indirect benefit 
effects, new money; more likely, than for HILICs, to 
attract new private flows; 3) Less desirable, if same as 
3) HILIes applies 

Is likely to prefer as: 1) Efficiency gains, imply 
better prospects for debtor's economic recovery; 
politically desirable. Better repayment; 2) May fund, 
in cost effective way,' public international goods (e.g. 
education for women, implies less fertility, less need 
for future aid, less migratory pressure); 3) Hay obtain 
either assets ~ more cash eventually than with III. 
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A useful systematic analysis of effects of a hypothetical commercial 
debt conversion programme can be found in J. Shilling, A. Toft, W. 
Sung· and W. Edisis, "Debt Equity Conversion Analysis", World Bank, 
Discussion Papers 76. 

See J. Bergsman and W. Edisis, "Debt Equity Swaps and Foreign Direct 
Investment in Latin America", IFC Discussion Paper, No 2, World Bank, 
1988. 

See chapter II; also interview material, especially in Chile. 

Interview material; views expressed by several creditor government 
representatives at N B H, 28th January 1992, Conference on Debt 
Conversions. 

If the enterprise privatised had very high profits, this operation 
would, however, have future negative effects. 

For a detailed discussion, see Blackwell and Nocera, Ope cit. 

Indeed, in Chile reportedly foreign investors have significantly 
decreased their profit remittances in the early nineties, because the 
Chilean economy is seen so successful and profitable. Based on 
interviews in Central Bank of Chile. 

An exception can be when "round-tripping" occurs on a major scale; 
also problematic, from a Balance of Payment perspective are 
operations which involve debt currently not serviced at all or to a 
large degree and the proceeds of the debt swap being used mainly from 
spending abroad. An example of the latter, using commercial debt 
seems to be the Harvard deal for Ecuador, used to fund scholarships 
etc. for Ecuadoreans studying in the u.S. with the proceeds of a debt 
swap, based on a debt barely being serviced at present. 
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CHAPTER VII: PROSPBCTS FOR OFFICIAL DBBT CONVERSIONS: 

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

A Reprise OD Prospects for ODe 

Contrary to some skepticism at the outset of this ONCTAD Project about 

prospects for ODC the findings of this preliminary Phase I investigation, 

and associated events that have transpired since mid-1991, suggest strongly 

that the first tentative steps have already been taken in what is likely to 

become a stronger trend on the part of official bilateral creditors to 

engage in debt reduction and debt conversion operations on a larger scale 

than they had earlier envisaged. Bilateral creditors had not expected, . 
when the debt conversion clauses were incorporated into PCRAs with SILMICs 

signed after September 1990, that debtors would seek, or that creditors 

would be seriously prepared to consider, exercising their conversion 

options this early in the process. 

That prospect became a reality when Poland and Egypt requested their 

bilateral creditors to exercise these options very quickly after their 

rescheduling agreements were reached in April and July 1991. The US has 

already agreed to the Polish request. others have indicated an "in 

principle" willingness to act (Austria, Finland and France) but some large 

creditors remain opposed to commiting themselves. A few of the smaller 

export credit agencies have already or are about to undertake conversion 

operations (Belgium, Sweden and switzerland) while others are actively 

considering it (France and Spain). 

The considerable interest shown by the creditor community and ECAs in the 

ONCTAD Project and its findings reflects a process of internal policy 

analysis and review which seems to have begun in most ECAs. Thorny 

problems clearly remain to be resolved. But the consensus reached at the 

Paris Club in December 1991 on enhanced Toronto Terms may provide a spur to 

those creditors who had wanted to move faster with larger bilateral DDSR 

programmes, especially in the SILICs, to consider official debt conversions 

as a second-best means to effecting cancellations through DDS. Whatever the 

course of events, and there is a considerable role to be played here by 

neutral dispassionate intermediaries who can guide the process in a manner 

which reconciles the mutual interests of both debtors and creditors, there 
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can be little doubt that the "conversion genie is now out of the bilateral 

debt bottle". It is not going to be easily pushed back in. 

OUr preliminary analysis suggests that there is considerable scope for 

official debt conversions across the full range of SIDCs. But we believe 

that the most useful steps would be to eschew the temptation for a series 

of preparatory studies and get to grips with actually designing an ODC 

programme in one or two target countries and proceed with a "learning by 

doing approach". Our visits suggested that Jamaica and Zambia would offer 

ideal, if vastly different, countries to work out such programmes and 

persuade creditors to support them. They should be targetted as countries 

of concentration in Phase II for UNCTAD/UNDP consultants to work more 

extensively with local staff in developing detailed blueprints along the 

lines suggested in the case studies. 

We also believe that the scope for official debt conversions embaces both 

commercial and non-commercial applications of converted local currency 

proceeds. Resistance from multilateral agencies is likely to be lower if 

the DES programmes could be designed at the outset to preempt fears about 

money supply effects and inflation impact by associating them closely with 

concomitant programmes for public asset sales. Similarly DDS on a smaller 

scale could be concentrated in priority areas where development 

expenditures need to be augmented as a matter of urgency, where there are 

international public goods involved and where such programmes can be 

implemeted without adverse inflationary effects. 

On the commercial side we believe that a concerted, coherent approach by 

creditors is likely to be more effective and productive than a fragmented 

individual approach which could create political difficulties as well as 

free-rider problems. If efficiency gains are to be captured from ODC 

programmes it is crucial that bilateral creditors act as part of a 

community (not a cartel) by providing resources in a manner which attracts 

new equity flows and addresses the investment shortfalls in debtor 

economies. OUr proposal for a privatization fund in Jamaica and Zambia 

which is funded by local currency proceeds from converted debt and by new 

inflows of foreign exchange from multilateral investment institutions is an 

idea worth developing further (see Chapter IV and case studies) and 

exploring with the institutions concerned as well as with debtor 

governments. 
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COnclusions & Recommendations 

The Pressing Need for further DDSR and Debt Conversions: From a review of 

the present state of play in resolving the problems of chronic and large 

debt overhangs in SIDCs it is clear that the euphoria inherent in claims 

that the debt crisis has been, or is well on the way to being, resolved is 

both premature and misplaced. Considerable progress has "been made in 

arresting the rapid growth of SIDC debt between 1982-92 and indeed even in 

reducing the burdens of private debt in some SIDCs. Yet, deep rooted debt 

problems continue to impede progress towards adjustment and recovery in 

most SIDCs providing little cause for excessive sanguinity. After a slow 

start between 1989-91, the Brady Initiative is picking up speed. As many 

Brady deals were signed in the first quarter of 1992 as had been 

implemented in the previous eight quarters. Paradoxically that has 

resulted in faster progress being made with debt reduction in the SIMICs 

than in SILMICs and SILICs, which arguably need DDSR much more. The 

indispensability and efficacy of DeSR in promoting economic recovery in 

SIecs is no longer in dispute as it had been for the first seven years of 

the debt· crisis. As a result inter alia of eeSR, Chile and Mexico have 

broken through the debt barrier and regained voluntary access to 

international capital. With luck Argentina and Venezuela will follow them 

soon. But that still leaves more than forty SIDCs whose debt problems 

remain to be tackled and for which sizeable DDSR remains necessary. Taking 

their growing arrears into account, their debt service ratios are still far 

too high. Resorting to arrears is a less acceptable way of bringing them 

into line with underlying debt service capacity than pre-arranging 

contractually agreed DDSR. 

Experience suggests that DDSR is a necessary though not sufficient 

condition for adjustment to be successful in SILICs. It must be accompanied 

by sound macroeconomic policies and management. It must be of a size which 

achieves substantial reductions in negative net transfers on the debt 

account, eliminates the overhang and creates sufficient confidence in the 

economy to induce an increase in domestic saving, investment and in the 

inflow of foreign capital and the repatriation of flight capital. 

Disconcertingly, however, political rather than economic reasoning now 

appears to govern the granting of DeSR by the creditor community thus 

introducing an element of irrationality and inequity which makes more wide-
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ranging solutions to the debt crisis more difficult to achieve. Less 

deserving debtors often get better treatment than more needy ones. 

Though the growth of private debt has been reversed .in SIMICs and almost 

arrested in other SIDCs, this trend has been offset by very rapid increases 

in stocks of official debt, particularly bilateral debt which has grown 

because of interest capitalization through repeated reschedulings. Toronto 

Terms have not proven efficacious in providing needed levels of DDSR for 

SILICs and the enhanced Toronto Terms (ETT) agreed in December 1991 are a 

disappointing outcome to earlier hopes that consensus would be reached on 

Trinidad Terms. ETT again bear the "too little, too late" hallmark of 

Paris Club initiatives and will not deal with the DDSR needs of SILICs as 

extensively as warranted. Official debt conversions through the window 

opened by the insertion of an optional 10\ conversion clause in PCRAs after 

September 1990 will therefore need to be resorted to on a larger scale than 

envisaged. Though the reduction of rapidly growing multilateral debt 

stocks and debt service obligations is not yet a negotiable item on the 

debt reduction agenda, the extent to which multilateral debt accretion has 

become a problem in several SILICs will require attention to be turned to 

this question once' the creditor community has taken decisive steps to 

reduce bilateral stocks and service over the next two to three years. 

Conclusions based on a Review of Past Debt Conversion Experience : A review 

of debtor country experience with (commercial) debt conversions so far 

leads to three broad conclusions: (i) the economic effects of debt 

conversions are heterogeneous among countries and sometimes, within 

different periods, in the same country; (ii) debt-equity swaps have yielded 

valuable positive benefits when the policy framework and programme design 

are right; they have resulted in major reductions in commercial debt (in 

Chile, Argentina and Mexico), stimulated investment promotion and 

repatriation of flight capital, helped to kick-start a sustained recovery 

in foreign direct and portfolio investment, helped to promote exports and 

efficient import substitution, bolstered the process of privatization and 

the strengthening of private sector finance; and (iii) debt conversion 

programmes have also had some negative side-effects which can be managed 

through proper programme design and implementation; these include monetary 

and fiscal effects, future balance-of-payments effects, and inefficient 

subsidy effects. 



By far the greatest amount of debt conversions have been in the form of 

debt-equity swaps (which have totalled some $38 billion since 1985) while 

debt-for-development swaps have totalled around $350 million. These embrace 

debt-for-nature, debt-for-children, debt-for-education, debt-for health and 

similar kinds of swaps for social or environmental objectives. Though DDS 

do not result in the same DDSR effects as DES they have helped to highlight 

areas of priority concern in social and environmental spending and have 

helped to focus and direct other expenditures in those areas. other kinds 

of swaps have occurred, debt-for-bonds being among the largest under Brady 

deals; they now exceed even DES volumes but they mainly substitute one 'form 

of debt for another albeit with some elements of DDSR involved in the 

transformation. Debt-for-goods swaps have been attempted to a very limited 

extent. 

The greatest scope for an effective debt conversion progranune in SIDCs, 

whether public or private, exists when it can be associated closely with 

attendant programmes for large-scale privatization and domestic capital 

market development. These two aspects help to avoid the monetary 

expansion effects of large-scale swap programmes and can result in 

increased productive and allocative efficiency in the debtor's economy 

genertaing both significant efficiency gains and an increased supply 

response. The scope for DES is therefore larger in SIDCs with large public 

sectors which they wish to shrink (Argentina, Brazil, Jamaica, Zambia etc.) 

than in countries where the state sector is small (Ecuador) though in the 

latter type of SIDCs, DES can still be deployed as a measure to achieve 

DDSR by attracting foreign investment and redirecting domestic capital into 

more efficient activities. Debt-development swaps, though having smaller 

scope, have also an important complementary role to play in official debt 

conversion (see Chapters IV and II). 

COnclusions on Issues concerning ODC In dealing with the general and 

technical issues of concern to bilateral creditors in considering official 

debt conversions (ODCs), our conclusions and recommendations are that: 

• In the SILICs official debt conversions should be additional to 
rather than substitutes for the maxmum possible levels of 
cancellation of bilateral debt stock under ETT. In the SILMICs and 
SIMICs debt cancellation is less likely, except in special cases like 
Poland and Egypt. In these countries debt conversion can therefor 
play an important role. 
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ODCs can, in certain instances, such as those pertaining in Jamaica 
and Zambia, help engender wider efficiency returns than cancellations 
and ~ay therefore be preferable. 

Transparency in the pricing of ODC transactions (i.e. in all the five 
prices) are a sine qua non for their success and credibility. Debt 
sales through auctions in debtor countries do not necessarily assure 
transparency or competitiveness. Setting of the five prices needs to 
be undertaken with special care in SIDCs with seriously distorted 
exchange rates; failure to do so can result in debt conversions 
fuelling exchange rate volatility (e.g. in Zambia). 

The problem that ECAs encounter in dealing with the unindemnified 
"tail" portion of claims which continue to be held by private parties 
poses a potentially awkward legal and technical complication which 
could constrain debt reduction and conversion operations unless 
resolved in ways which a few active ECAs have already attempted. 
More sharing of information and experience among ECAs would be 
helpful in addressing this sensitive problem. 

The non-standard features of different bilateral claims may require 
an exchange of existing claims for more standard and tradeable 
promissory notes, which are more readily assignable and tradeable, as 
an essential pre-requisite for official debt conversion activity on a 
significant scale. 

Inflationary aspects of DES/DDS are now of sufficiently widespread 
concern that ODC programmes need to design inbuilt features which 
satisfy creditors, debtors and multilateral interlocutors that such 
pressures will not arise. There is also sufficient experience with 
the design and management- of such programmes (e. g. Chile) for the 
concerns of IFls to be properly acconunodated. DES associated with 
privatizations are least likely to cause concern. It should be noted 
however that many observers regard the concerns of IFls as overplayed 
and their attitudes as too rigid in coping with the inflationary 
consequences of DES. 

• The manner in which local currency is provided in lieu of converted 
debt and the implications of domestic bond issuance to achieve this 
objective in a phased manner accommodates the need to stretch out the 
emission of local currency but it can lead to side-effects and 
unanticipated budgetary costs (as in Jamaica)- which require careful 
prior analysis. 

• Though preferred by ECAs and creditor Treasuries, the use of aid 
budgets to finance ODe operations is ill-advised and should be 
avoided. ODC and DOSR objectives should be a complement to and not a 
substitute for aid flows to SIOCs. 

• Rescheduled debt under bilateral agreements may be difficult to 
convert. Maturities for official debt conversion will need to be 
selected from post-cutoff debt. 

• Creditor government concerns about the ownership of converted equity 
claims is misplaced in view of the several options available to them; 
in our view a "privatization fund" approach of the kind outlined in 
Chapter IV 'and Annex 1 is offers a practical solution to that 
problem. 
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• ODe operations need not conflict or compete with private DES 
programmes; indeed there are ways in which the two can be made 
complementary and mutually reinforcing. There are large segments of 
potential market demand for DES which have not yet been fully tapped 
by private DES operations. Rather than displace conunercial paper, 
the entry of official debt in secondary trading markets would help to 
widen and deepen these markets and to stimulate new innovations by 
market intermediaries. 

• Official creditors need to consider much more carefully and 
rationally their views on the price or value of their portfolios and 
what objectives they are trying to achieve as creditors. Arguments 
exist to support any of the three views that official debt claims 
should be priced above, below or at market prices. But there is an 
implicit non sequitur in the belief that the right "price" is one 
which is bureaucratically judged rather than market-determined. 

• Low levels of provisioning in ECAs may cause some concern about the 
extent of ODe operations that can be undertaken but this is not an 
insuperable problem to resolve. 

• For official debt conversions to work the servicing of post
conversion, residual debt stocks and equity would need to be endowed 
with seniority and preference features in terms of convertibility and 
repatriation. 

• Though looked at sceptically by ECAs, we believe that use must be 
made of specialized financial intermediaries to help official 
creditors,develop an efficient trading market for their debt and to 
facilitate the process of conversion. 

'-
• Finally, in a situation where bilateral creditors need to confront 

the reality of maximizing the net worth of a value-impaired portfolio 
we see ODCs as being beneficial to creditors and debtors alike rather 
than as a situation in which debtors benefit at the expense of 
creditors or vice-versa. 

Conclusions on the Scope for ODe: As observed above, our conclusions on 

the scope for ODC based on an in-depth review of four country cases 

Ecuador, Jamaica, Tanzania and Zambia suggested that there was a strong 

case for proceeding immediately with ODe programme design and 

implementation in Jamaica and Zambia. In Ecuador and Tanzania the case for 

proceeding quickly was somewhat less clear largely because of: (a) 

difficulties within the Tanzanian government and polity in reaching a clear 

consensus on key issues such as privatization and the future role of the 

private sector in the economy; and (b) a state of suspended an~ation in 

Ecuador till the elections took place in August 1992. However, the fact 

that the current Ecuadorean government has recently (early 1992) reinstated 

its commercial debt conversion programme, and senior advisers of leading 

candidates for the Presidency, as well as senior civil servants, have 

expressed interest and support in ODC imply that after the elections, 
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Ecuador could well join Jamaica and Zambia, as a country where OOC 

programme design and implementation could start. The reasons for our 

conclusions are spelt out in detail in Chapter IV and Annex 1. In both 

Jamaica and Zambia we believe that governments are committed to taking 

essential steps for policy reform, structural adjustment and economic 

transformation. Jamaica has adopted rigorous adjustment discipline since 

1980, Zambia did not do so until the election of ~ts present government in 

late 1991. Both countries have suffered severe losses of reputation with 

private investors, foreign and domestic. Revival of investment in these 

economies will not occur if left to the play of domestic and international 

market forces; it will need to be induced by well-conceived interventions 

especially on the part of official creditors. In both instances we have 

recommended the establishment of a "privatization fund" which would be 

financed partly by ODC and partly by. new inflows of foreign capital 

organized through agencies such as the IFC. UNCTAD and UNDP have a useful 

role to play in both these countries in providing essential technical 

assistance for programme design and organizing the necessary elements for 

programme execution. OUr recommendation is that further work on these two 

countries and,. ~f conditions are right, on Ecuador, be incorporated as a 

key component of Phase II of the UNCTAD Project. 

Conclusions on the Impact of OOC on Creditors: Providing OOSR for SIOCs 

is not a zero sum game. What debtors gain creditors do not necessarily 

lose. The experience of the "breakthrough" countries suggests strongly 

that ODSR is a positive sum game in which both debtors and creditors gain; 

the former by having their prospects for recovery and sustainable growth 

enhanced, the latter by realizing an increase in the NPVs of their residual 

debt and converted equity portfolios and by the increase in global trade, 

output and welfare resulting from SIDCs' economic recovery. The positive 

sum outcome emerges because marginal costs and benefits to creditors of 

providing OOSR are different to the average costs of holding on to the 

debt; the marginal costs and benefits are not readily captured in the 

secondary market price of SIDC debt. Official creditors have behaved so 

far as if they are less concerned about the NPV of their debt portfolios 

and more concerned about maximizing short-term collections and exerting 

political leverage over debtor countries to achieve other bilateral and 

multilateral goals (which are elaborated upon in Chapter V). At the same 

time these "political" goals conflict with other objectives for promoting 

development which creditor governments also espouse (but with somewhat less 



enthusiasm and effectiveness). While creditor governments might have 

multiple and conflicting objectives in considering the implications of DDSR 

and ODC, their individual ECAs concerned do not. They are more s ingle-

minded about the implications for recovery of their claims, for their own 

financial condition and for their future ability to extend cover. They are 

also concerned about various technical and legal restrictions which have 

been discussed at length in Chapter V. 

Conclusiona on the Impact of ODC on Debtors : From the experience of the 

breakthrough countries it is clear that ODC is likely to have beneficial 

economic effects on debtors such as DDSR, stimulation of foreign 

investment, repatriation of capital flight, and important gains in 

productive efficiency, allocative efficiency, recovery of output and 

general welfare. The problematic effects, such as the impact on inflation, 

are likely to be small and can be contained by appropriate programme design 

and compensatory measures. Balance-of-payments effects are more difficult 

to predict; they are likely to be most favourable for countries which are 

ser,Yicing the debt to be converted (e.g. Jamaica). The efficacy of ODC 

depe:lds heavily on the quality of programme design, the competence of 

execution and the existence of a sound overall macroeconomic framework with 

relatively undistorted "big prices". For SIDCs with a large debt overhang 

the preferred sequence for achieving a turnaround are: first, a reduction 

of the overhang through cancellation and conversion to the maximum extent 

that .institutional limtations and creditor proclivities allow; and second, 

once a stable trend in servicing residual debt obligations and 

macroeconomic performance is established new voluntary capital inflows and 

flight capital repatriation increase with salutary secondary effects. For 

SIDCs (especially the SILMICs) with a smaller debt overhang a fine 

judgement needs to be made on the trade-off between debt reduction and the 

quicker restoration of new flows (usually achieved if debt reduction costs 

for creditors have not proven to be intolerably high). A comparison of 

official debt conversion va cancellation for SILMICs suggests that 

conversion is a particularly attractive option for both debtor and creditor 

governments other things being equal. In the SILICs debtors and creditors 

may find ,he cancellation option more amenable because of its greater 

simplicity and the much greater uncertainty of future flows from converted 

equity investments. If, however, efficiency gains and other indirect 

effects are perceived as critical (as they are in the case of Zambia) a 
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strong case can be made for debt conversion in SILICs especially if it is 

additional to maximum permissible cancellation. 

Suggestions for work in Phase II 

As outlined above, and largely as suggested in our Interim Report of 28 

October, Phase II should focus on four key high priority areas: 

(1) Technical assistance in different forms to debtor countries' 

governments to help set up an official debt conversion programme (ODC) and 

aid the debtor governments (if necessary) to persuade creditors to support 

them. We suggest two/three countries to be chosen from the following list: 

Jamaica, Zambia and Ecuador, as countries where such programmes could 

initially be worked out, and efforts would build on initial analysis made 

and contacts established in the context of Phase I; Albania, Egypt and 

Poland, as countries where such work would be synergic with actions being 

taken by the Italian government and where such programmes would be 

feasible. Other debtor countries could naturally be included, in a 

slightly later Phase. We consider this "learning by doing" follow-up as 

having the highest priority and potential yield. 

(2) Technical work looking specifically into marketisation and related 

legal issues such as: (i) legal issues involved in the construction and 

transferability of official claims, (ii) forms of dealing with "tail 

claims" (that is the unindemnified portion of outstanding claims), problem 

raised in Chapter III, (iii) impact on export credit agencies (ECAs) of 

official debt conversions; this could best be examined by studying impact 

on two or three ECAs in some depth. 

(3) Study of the experience of use of official debt conversions by 

developing countries (e.g. Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil) as creditors to other 

developing countries (e.g. Costa Rica, Honduras, Dominican Republic). Some 

information was gathered, and interviews carried out in Phase I, but this 

was limited due to time constraints. Two 'issues could be addressed: (i) 

what lessons can developed (and other developing) country official 

creditors learn from this interesting experience, (ii) how can existing 

mechanisms in countries with such programmes operating be further developed 

and improved. Senior officials in the Mexican and Brazilian governments 

have offered their support for such a study; collaboration with SELA, which 

has prepared a preliminary study, would be envisaged. 
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The work outlined above (and especially in 1), would be complemented by 

national and regional workshops (a clear need for having one in Ecuador 

with strong support for such an initiative by senior government officials, 

private sector representative, local UN officials and academics, was 

identified by one of the consultants). In these workshops, successful 

experiences of debt conversions from other countries in the region would be 

analysed in detail, by specialists/government officials from those 

countries and/or by international specialists; the experience of debt 

conversion of the particular country where workshop held would be looked at 

in some detail, and the need as well as the modalities of such a debt 

conversion explored in detail. 
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PROSPECTS FOR OFFXCXAL DEBT CONVERSXONS: 

OXHE CASE OF ECUADOR 

I Macro-economic overview 

Ecuador's economic evolution in the last twenty years has been heavily 

influenced by changes in oil production and prices. The value of oil and 

natural gas production, which was practically zero in 1971, reached 9.5 per 

cent and 23 per cent of GOP in 1973 and 1974, respectively, as 

simultaneously large scale production in that sector was started and as 

international prices quadrupled. 

As can be seen in Table 1, in the seventies GOP grew, in real terms, on 

average by 9.1 per cent, with the highest growth concentrated in 1972 and 

1973. Growth was not only sustained by a very dynamic growth of oil 

exports (which increased at very high rates, at around 50 per cent per 

annum) but also by the growth of external debt, which increased eighteen 

fold during that decade. 

Table 1 

Growth of GOP, and Inflation, 1971-91 (%) 

Growth of Growth of 
Year GOP Inflation Year GOP Inflation 

1971 6.3 7.6 1981 3.9 14.4 
1972 14.4 1.2 1982 1.2 17.8 
1973 25.3 7.1 1983 -2.8 38.7 
1974 6.5 40.0 1984 4.2 39.2 
1975 5.6 10.0 1985 4.3 30.9 
1976 9.2 12.9 1986 3.1 20.9 
1977 6.5 17.5 1987 -6.0 38.0 
1978 6.6 7.9 1988 10.5 55.5 
1979 5.3 16.1 1989 0.6 75.8 
1980 4.9 19.5 1990 2.3 48.5 

Average 9.1 14.0 2.2 38.0 

1991e 2.9 48.ge 

Source: World Bank; National Accounts, 
Banco Central del Ecuador 
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In the early eight i e s , the sudden i nterruption of commercial bank c red it, 

the increase in 

Ecuador's terms 

international interest rates and the sharp deterioration of 

of trade (mainly due to the fall in the oil price) altered 

dramatically economic prospects for that decade. For the 1980s, GOP growth 

well below population growth. Growth has fallen to around 2 per cent, 

performance slightly improved in 1991, with GOP estimated to have grown at 

2.9 per cent. The slow-down of growth has been accompanied by an 

acceleration of inflation. Despite several attempts at stabilisation, 

inflation averaged 38.0 per cent in the 1980s, compared with 19 per cent in 

the 1970s. Inflation in the last four years has averaged above 50 per cent 

(see again Table 1). 

The Ecuadorean government, somewhat belatedly, has tried s i nce 1982 to 

tackle the economic disequilibria and distortions inherited from t he 

seventies and from the external shocks of the early 1980s. In 1982, a 

first plan was adopted, which both included a package of macro-economic 

measures (with the first devaluation in a decade!), and Borne structur al 

reform efforts, including some trade liberalisation. 

As the situation continued to deteriorate, Ecuador was forced to deepen its 

stabilisation efforts and to .. sign a stand-by with the International 

Monetary Fund. This agreement included a commitment to apply a system of 

mini-devaluations on a daily basis. 

A new government took over in 1984, with a deep commitment to reform and 

liberalise the economy. Though initia~ results in the external sector we re 

favourable (for the first time in ten years, in 1985 the current account of 

the Balance of Payments had a surplus), and GOP grew at a satisfactory rate 

in 1984 and 1985, the situation deteriorated in 1986, due to the sharp 

decline in oil prices and the very rapid expansion of public expenditure, 

leading to a consolidated public sector deficit of over 5 per cent of GOP. 

Though following somewhat populist policies on public spending, the 

government continued to liberalise the economy in certain aspects, such as 

in the financial sector. 

In 1987, the situation deteriorated further. Major earthquakes destroyed 

the main oil pipeline, leading to an interruption of oil exports for around 

half a year; the price of oil continued to fall. Domestic and especially 

electoral considerations implied that public spendi ng continued to 
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increase, albeit at a somewhat slower pace. The consolidated public sector 

deficit increased significantly, reaching aLmost 10 per cent of GDP, which 

led to an increase in inflationary pressures; the current account deficit 

of the Balance of Payments reached almost 12 per cent of GDP.-

Ecuador was forced to suspend servicing its debt to commercial banks as the 

large deterioration in the current account deficit, lead to a situation, 

where net international reserves became strongly negative, at -US$1500m. 

GOP declined by 6 per cent in 1987. 

The new government, which took office in August 1988 was thus faced with 

major Balance of Payments, fi~cal and monetary disequilibria; it adopted an 

energetic stabilisation programme geared at tackling these large macro

economic imbalances. 

Initially, the programme was very successful. The consolidated public 

sector deficit in 1989 fell below 1 per cent of GOP. This was partly due 

to a recovery of oil prices and partly due to measures adopted, such as a 

major increase in the domestic price of oil, some increase in taxation, and 

a small reduction in government spending. 

During 1989 and 1990, the economic evolution was somewhat disappointing, 

particularly as regards inflation, which had peaked at 78 per cent in 1989 

and fell, but less than targeted, to 48.5 per cent in 1990, level at which 

it also remained in 1991. The new stand-by agreement with the IMF (signed 

in mid-December, 1991) has a target to reduce inflation to 25 per cent for 

1992, but there are some doubts whether this will be feasible in an 

electoral year and given declining oil prices. 

However, during 1989 and 1990, important ~provements were achieved. The 

deficit of the consolidated public sector declined further (in 1989) and 

was even transformed towards the end of that year into a surplus. The net 

foreign exchange reserve position improved somewhat, as a result of an 

improving Balance of Payments, linked to a temporary (Gulf War related) 

increase in the price of oil and some growth in non-oil exports. 

Oil is also very significant in public finances; thus, in 1990, almost 50 

per cent of fiscal revenues came from the oil sector. The 1991 decline in 

oil prices, therefore, implied some deterioration in fiscal performance, as 

the public sector surplus is projected to have deteriorated (by around 2.7 
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per cent of GDP) to a deficit of 1.7 per cent of GDP. Government and IMF 

projections expect the fiscal situation to improve again in 1992, as a 

result of measures such as increased domestic petrol prices, significa.{lt 

improvement and comprehensive. coverage of budgetary control, measures to 

improve the financial results of state enterprises, and control as well as 

reduction of fiscal spending. 

Monetary policy has been tight, with credit to the private sector .declining 

in real terms in 1991, though it is projected to grow (in real terms) in 

1992. 

One important issue in Ecuador, of relevance to this study, are Central 

Bank losses, which in some of the literature.1 are called "quasi-fiscal 

deficit". 

These losses are a source of government and IMF concern2 The losses 

started, when the Central Bank assumed the foreign exchange risk of the 

private sector debt, which the Central Bank had previously taken over 

(effectively granting a major subsidy to the indebted private sector); 

other factors c~using Central Bank losses are anticipated sales of foreign 

exchange for future exports, past subsidised interest rates charged by the 

Central Bank and high administrative costs of running the Central Bank, due 

to the variety of functions it performs. The government is attempting to 

reduce Central Bank losses from 2.8 per cent of GDP during 1990, to 2.5 per 

cent of GDP in 1991 and 1.5 per cent of GDP in 1992. 

The link with this study is two-fold. Firstly, as the December 1991 IMF 

stand-by points out, if there are reductions in the Central Bank's 

debt/debt service abroad, this will reduce Central Bank losses; these 

smaller Central Bank losses would imply lower inflationary pressures. In 

Ecuador, there is therefore a particularly direct link between debt/debt 

service reduction and tackling one of the key economic problems, a 

persistently high rate of inflation. Secondly, in the context of debt 

conversions (which imply local spending in sucres), part of the 

reservations of government officials about the desirability of such 

conversions is the fear that it could increase Central Bank losses, and 

contribute to fuel inflation3 (for analysis of this, see below). 

More broadly, as regards the foreign debt, Ecuador urgently requires qebt 

reduction. Even with the stabilisation efforts outlined above, Ecuador 
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faced an external financing gap of 2.4 per cent of GOP for 1991 and 1.9 per 

cent of GOP for 1992, and approximately of the same magnitude in the 

medium-term. Were the government to attempt to eliminate this gap purely 

by adjustment and stabilisation measures, (and without debt relief), there 

would be very undesirable effects on investment and economic growth. 

Indeed, as pointed out above, linked to the debt cri~if?, .economic growth 

slowed down dramatically in the eighties; investment fell even further, 

with the investment rate declining from around 21 per cent of GOP in 1981-

82 to an average of only around 15 per cent in the 1983-90 period. 

Government social expenditure also slumped during the 19808, with real per 

capita social spending falling by 25 per cent in the 1981-1990 decade (see 

Table 2); real per capita expenditure fell very sharply in education and 

social services and somewhat less in health and in health and environment; 

spending in social welfare and drinking water increased somewhat. 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1985 

1989 

1990 

Table 2 

Ecuador, Per capita Public Social Expenditure (1975 sucres) 

Education, 

Social Social Welfare, Health and Drinking 

Total Services Labour Environment W~ter 

1.005 804 26 152 23 

1.029 744 36 208 41 

866 651 27 152 35 

797 591 32 145 29 

788 587 20 143 38 

792 527 58 151 57 

754 480 92 118 64 

Source: Ecuador: Crisis, Adjustment and Social Policy 
in the 1980's, Ecuadorian Centre of Social Research, 

Innocenti Occasional Paper 19, Florence, 1991 
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since 1989, and particularly since 1990, the Ecuadorean government has made 

progress in its structural reform programme. This is particularly 

important in the area of trade liberalisation, as tariffs have been 

significantly cut, import quotas practically eliminated, procedures for 

exports have been facilitated. The progress of trade liberalisation is 

receiving further impetus from the acceleration of the Andean Pact trade 

integration into a free market area. other related structural reforms 

carried out recently by Ecuador' are the liberalisation of its Foreign 

Investment Code, substantial reform of the Labour Code, (to provide greater 

flexibility) and liberalisation of the financial sector (as well as the 

public sector reforms outlined above). 

Thus, the case for debt/debt service reduction of Ecuador is not only based 

on "financing gap" and growth and development needs, but also on support 

for a structural reform programme, which though somewhat slow in starting 

is being consistently and fairly vigorously pursued. 

II Debt, deb.t restructuring and refinancing 

Clearly one of the main obstacles to Ecuador's development in the 1980s has 

been a serious debt overhang, which had had very problematic implications 

both for public and external finance. 

Similarly to most Latin American countries, Ecuador has carried out several 

rescheduling exercises, both of its bilateral official and commercial bank 

debt. Ecuador has also resorted to unilateral action, especially in 

limiting its debt servicing to commercial banks. 

As can be seen in Table 3, Ecuador's external debt has almost doubled in 

the 1981-90 period. Its structure has changed, with an increasing share 

owed to international organisations and governments, and with a declining 

(though still very high) share owed to private banks. 

As regards its bilateral official debt, Ecuador has rescheduled five times, 

since 1981 (in 1983, 1985, 1988, 1989 and 1992). We will focus here on the 

last two reschedulings, though details are given also for the 1983, 1985, 

1988 and 1989 reschedulings in Table 4. 
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Table 3 

Level and Structure of Bcuador's Debt, by Creditor 

Category 1981 1985 1987 1989 1990 

International Organisations 9.9 16.0 21.1 20.3 20.6 
Governments 6.9 10.7 14.5 16.6 17.2 
Banks 73.3 66.4 59.2 59.3 58.8 
Suppliers 9.9 6.9 5.2 3.8 3.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total Value 5.9 8.1 10.3 11.3 11.8 
($ billion) 

Source: Central Bank of Ecuador 

According to the World Bank's World Debt Tables, 1991-1992, the total 

outstanding debt owed by Ecuador to bilateral creditors reached $1.9 

billion in Dece~er 1990; of this, $0.4 billion was concessional, and $1.5 

billion was non-concessional. This total bilateral debt has significantly 

increased (practically doubling) in the 1985-90 period, as it reached only 

$1.0 billion in 1985, of which only $0.2 billion was concessional. 

Table 4 

Bcuador's Paris Club Reschedulings 

Consol. Period Ammount Repayment Terms 
Cut off Begin Length Consoli- Maturity Grace 

Date of Agreement date (Mths) dated Yrs Mos Yrs Mos 
($m1.111on) 

28 July 1982 1.1.83 1.6.83 12 155 7 6 3 0 
24 April 1985 1.1.83 1.1.85 36 265 7 6 3 0 
20 January 1988 1.1.83 1.1.88 14 397 9 5 4 11 
24 October 1989 1.1.83 1.11.89 14 440 9 5 5 11 

Source: World Bank, World Debt Tables, 1990-91 
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In the October 1989 rescheduling, debt service due from November 1989 to 

December 1990 for $440 million was rescheduled (including 100 per cent of 

principal and interest due, except for interest arrears) to be serviced in 

8 equal semi-annual payments, with a grace period of six years (see Table 

4). Som~ brief postponement of debt service already rescheduled in 1988 

was also agreed. 

The remaining debt service due to governments was serviced practically in 

its totality in 1990, but with some arrears building up in 1991. 

In the January 1992 Paris Club rescheduling, the amount rescheduled 

corresponded to around $400 million; the concessional debt will be paid in 

a period of 20 years, including a grace period of 10 years, and for the 

commercial debt will be paid in a period of 15 years, with 8 years of 

grace. The Paris Club agreement also includes the option of converting 

debt (for equity and/or for development), to be agreed on a voluntary 

basis, with each creditor, for a sum up to 10 per cent of the total stock 

of debt or up to $20 million, whichever is higher. 

According to.th~ Finance Minister and the Head of the Monetary Board, the 

latest Paris Club deal is clearly the best one, if compared with the other 
.. 

three; that have taken place in the last eight years. 

As regards debt with commercial banks, the Ecuadorean history combines 

several reschedulings since 1982, with unilateral action since 1987. 

Ecuador first rescheduled only commercial bank amortisations due in the 

November 1982 - December 1983 period, for a seven year period, and with 

only one year of grace; this deal was accompanied by "new money" of $431 

million; clearly this deal was too "short-leash" and it was followed by 

another rescheduling in 1984; in 1985 "new money" for $200 million was 

obtained from the commercial banks; in 1986, a Consolidation Agreement was 

signed with the commercial banks to reschedule the debt owned originally by 

the private sector, and which had been taken over by the Central Bank in 

1983. In December 1985, a somewhat more long-term breathing space was 

obtained, as regards amortisation of principal, when Ecuador signed a MYRA 

(Multi-Year Restructuring Agreement), which re-structured amortisation 

payments due between December 1984 and December 1989; according to World 

Bank data, the period granted was 12 years, with three of grace. 
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The problem of very high interest payments remained, however, with interest 

payments just to banks reaching $520 million in 1986, that is around 25 per 

cent of that year's total exports; total interest payments to foreign 

creditors, (see Table 4) at $762 million reached 35 per cent of exports 

that year. 

As the international price of oil continued to decline, the Ecuadorean 

government declared a temporary, moratoria in interest payments in J~nuary 

1987, to both bilateral official and bank creditors. After the March 1987 

earthquake, that so greatly impaired the country's export capacity for six 

months, the moratoria was prolonged. Between March 1987 and early 1989 

practically no payments were made on commercial debt service (see Table 5) 

and some arrears were also incurred in servicing bilateral government debt. 

In early 1989, the government announced a policy that II it would pay, 

according to the country's possibilities, within what is feasible in the 

stabilisation programme; ,,4 this was defined at a level of 30 per cent of 

interest due to commercial banks. However, reportedly, 5 the interest 

payments on the consolidation agreement were serviced by even less than 30 

per cent as ,a reaction to Citibank' s unilateral action of seizing $80 

million of Ecuador's foreign exchange resources in mid-1987. This policy 

has lead to increased interest arrears with commercial banks, reaching $1.6 

billion by the end of 1990, and $1.9 billion at the end of 1991 (see again 

Table 5). According to figures from the Institute of International 

Finance, at that date, Ecuador was the debtor with the fourth largest 

accumulated interest arrears with commercial banks (after Argentina, Brazil 

and Peru) and with Ecuador reportedly having higher interest arrears than 

Poland. 

Negotiations between the commercial banks and the Ecuadorean government for 

an agreement have been difficult (soured by actions such as that by 

Citibank in 1989) and, at the time of writing, without result. In August 

1989, the Ecuadorean government proposed debt/debt service reduction 

through three mechanisms: reduction by 70 per cent of principal, reduction 

of interest payments to 2.5 per cent, or a combination of both. The banks' 

steering committee rejected that proposal, and presented an alternative 

one, that would imply a partial agreement for one year, idea that was 

rejected by the government. 



Disbursements 

1983 Total 2.6 
1984 Total 1.9 
1985 Total 1.9 
1986 Total 3.1 
1987 Total 1.8 
1987 Banks 0.8 
1988 Total 1.9 
1988 Banks 0.8 
1989 Total 1.7 
1989 Banks 0.7 
1990 Total 0.8 
1990 Banks 0.1 
1991 Total 0.8 
1991 Banks 0.1 

Table 5 

Movement of the Bxternal Debt (billions of U8$) 

Interest 
Interest 

.. 
Arrears Amortisation 

Amortisations Payments Adjustment (accumulated) Arrears 

1.8 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.6 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 
1.5 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 
2.3 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 
1.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 n.a 
1.9 0.5 

; 
-0.1 0.8 0.2 

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.2 
1.3 0.5 0.0 1.2 0.3 
0.6 0.1 0.0 1.2 0.3 
0.9 0.6 0.3 1.6 0.6 
0.2 0.3 0.0 1.5 0.6 
0.8 0.5 0.0 1.9 n.a 
0.2 0.1 0.0 1.8 n.a 

Sources: Information provided by Central Bank of Ecuador; 
Memoria 1990; Analisis Semanal; own estimates 

Final balance, inc. 
interest arrears 

7.4 
7.6 
8.1 
9.0 

10.3 
6.0 

10.6 
6.0 

11.3 
6.6 

11.9 
6.8 

12.3 
7.1 

..... 
(X) 
I\) 



In the course of negotiations during 1991, the Ecuadorean government added 

two options to their suggestion: a) to include a limited debt conversion 

facility and b) buy back of debt, with the extra ordinary income generated 

by high oil prices at the end of 1990. 

Points of difference have remained between the steering committee of banks 

and the Ec~adorean government, even though at several moments in time, an 

agreement seemed likely. One of the points of disagreement has been that 

banks wanted the government to increase interest payments to above 30 per 

cent, whereas the government felt unable to do so, given the still 

precarious Balance of Payments situation. Another point of disagreement 

between the Ecuadorean government and its creditor banks is the treatment 

of the very sizeable arrears; whereas Ecuador would wish to have the same 

treatment (level of debt/debt service reduction) for arrears and for the 

rest of the debt owed, the commercial bank are demanding full servicing of 

arrears, (without any reduction element), and would reportedly be willing 

to provide "new money" to help fund the servicing of the full value of the 

arrears. Precedents (e.g. from Costa Rica) seem to indicate that full 

payment of arrears, in the context of a package with significant debt/debt 

service reduction, would be unwarranted. Agreement on a complete deal with 

banks seems very unlikely before the new government takes office, in August 

1992, but very likely afterwards. 

A major difficulty throughout has been that the Ecuadorean government does 

not wish to reach an agreement, which would imply increasing cash flow debt 

service, from current levels, whereas the conunercial banks may not be 

willing ~o set a precedent (for larger debtors), and accept such a large 

debt reduction. The moratoria is therefore seen as a "second best" 

situation, for both the creditors and the Ecuadorean government, for both 

simultaneously better than other options. This is particularly so, because 

since the Brady Plan started, it is possible for a country like Ecuador, in 

arrears to the commercial banks, to sign stand-bys with the IMF, and obtain 

other multilateral financing, e.g. from the lADS. (Indeed, Ecuador has had 

a stand-by with the IMF in 1989 and in 1991). However, as new private 

flows (bonds, foreign direct and portfolio investment) have finally started 

returning to some Latin American countries in a major way, and as a 

resolution of the "old debt" overhang, via an agreement with bank 

creditors, seems to be an important factor in stimulating such flows,6 the 

incentive for the Bcuadorean government to reach a "deal" with coa:mercial 

creditors i.ncreases, particularly if it values highly the possibility of 
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significant private inflows into the country,. and thinks these would 

materialise, should the commercial debt issue be satisfactorily resolved 

(which implies no~ just agreement with bank creditors, but also sufficient I . . 
levels of debt/debt service reduction). 

More generally, the current Ecuadorean government (and any likely future 

government) is increasingly committed to a stabilisation programme, agreed 

with the IMF, and to normalising relations with the international financial 

community and to obtain support for its structural adjustment programme and 

to help finance necessary investment. In this context, a settlement, 

albeit a favourable one, with the commercial banks, increasingly seems an 

important aim. 

III Experience with past debt conversions, implications and lessons for 

future debt conversions 

Ecuador has quite a long and varied experience with debt conversions, which 

has as yet n?t fully been written up and evaluated, either by government 

departments or by academics. 

The debt used for the different debt conversion mechanisms is that of the 

consolidation agreement, which refers to the $1.2 billion debt originally 

owed by the private sector, whose responsibility was taken over by the 

government in 1983. As a result, there is .no trading of paper, but just a 

change in the Central Bank accounts, where a consolidation agreement debt 

is bein~ serviced at less than 30 per cent by the Central Bank. 7 

The first debt conversion mechanism implemented, which operated between 

February 1987 and August 1987, is the one about which least analysis has 

been published, even though the amounts actually converted were the more 

significant, with an estimated figure of a maximum of $480 million 

converted in this period. 8 

The mechanism, regulated by Central Bank rule 408-807, was open to both 

foreigners and nationals; it could be used either for investment or for 

repaying debt, including to the Central Bank of Ecuador. The sectors that 

could receive investment were very broadly defined; in fact, most of the 

operations were used for the financial sector. 
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For foreign investors, profit remittances could be started only during the 

fifth year and capital be repatriated after the tenth year. 

The conversiod was apparently paid at 100 per cent of face value, so the 

Central Bank or others did not share in the discount subsidy. 

The majority of operations (95 per cent) were geared towards improving the 

financial situation of banks and financial institutions, with other 

national companies operating 2.5 per cent of the operations and the 

remaining 2.5 per cent being purchased by foreign investors. These 

operations reportedly were used by 22 banks, 10 financial institutions and 

23 companies. 

The reason officially given by the monetary authorities for suspending the 

mechanism in late 1987 was that it was "abused by certain financial 

intermediaries, that even used resources granted by the Central Bank of 

Ecuador to fund debt conversions. ,,9 Basically this implies that credit 

obtained by nationals from the Central Bank, was used to purchase foreign 

exchange on the parallel market, which there was used for the conversions -

(thus gaining- a large subsidy); this is an extreme version of the "round

tripping" problem. 

Because some financial institutions were in serious difficulties, the 

implicit subsidy granted to them may have been justified; however, such a 

subsidy could have been granted directly, and without using the debt 

conversion mechanism. This is particularly true, in "round-tripping" did 

occur, as in that case the net foreign exchange effect for the country was 

probably negative. In cases where the financial institutions were not in 

serious difficulty, the granting of such a large subsidy through debt 

conversion was clearly unjustified. 

Therefore, thougb a useful function may have been performed by 

strengthening certain weak financial institutions (and thus supporting 

financial intermediation, and indirectly domestic investment), the non

discrimination of its implementation, the loose control over use of 

resources and the magnitude of the implicit subsidy (c. 70 per cent) 

challenged the value of the whole mechanism. Furthermore, as only 5 per 

cent of the conversions were carried out by foreign investors, the aim of 

attracting foreign investment on a significant scale was not met. 
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As regards the magnitude of debt reduction, it w~s fairly significant, at 

about 8 per cent of 1987 debt owed to commercial banks. However, the long

term net foreign exchange savings of these deals for the Central Bank was 

unclear to the extent that "round-tripping" played a signi·ficant role; 

furthermo~e, in the short-term, there would have been little foreign 

exchange savings (or even a negative effect, when "round-tripping" 

occurred), because the debt being converted was being services in such a 

small proportion, or not at all. 

Between August 1988 and October 1989, there was no official conversion 

programme. However, according to. Central Bank resources,.10 three debt-

development swaps were carried out, for a total of $37.5 million; the two 

largest were for the.well-known Fundacion Natura (for nature conservation, 

reportedly the first swap involving NGOs in Latin America) and for the 

Catholic Church (for social programmes). 

In October 1989, a formal programme of debt-for-development swap was 

approved by the Central Bank. Initially, a total limit was set at $50 

million, which was then brqadened to $150 million. The operation of the 

mechanism was suspended in mid-1991. Proposals made by the private sector 

to use debt to make exports more profitable were not implemented by the 

government. 

The programme established that the mechanism could be used by non-profit 

organisations (in the social, cultural, educational, sport and 

environmental field), which can receive a foreign donation used to purchase 

debt. The non-profit organisation received 50 per cent Qf the face value 

of the debt (at a time when the secondary market price was around 20 per 

cent of face value), thus implying a large multiplier effect. The 

application had to be supported by a defined plan of expenditures and other 

details about the NGOi both the Planning Ministry and the Central Bank had 

to approve the operation. Fairly careful screening was ~arried out by both 

institutions; external auditors were also used, to avoid· possibility of 

mis-use of funds. 

The total of operations actually approved and carried out, before the 

mechanism was suspended reached $65 million. 11 The Catholic Church was 

again one of the main users of the mechanism; other institutions using.the 

mechanism included Rotary Club, Care, and Capacitar (the latter, to 
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organise a rather peculiar operation, to fund, in foreign exchange, 

Ecuadoren post-graduate students at Harvard University). 

This latter debt-for-development programme (October 1989 - mid-1991) was 

broadly seen as positive, it helped to finance high priority social and 

other activities. The effect on debt reduction was valuable, but 

relatively small, at around 1-2 per cent of total commercial bank debt (the 

latter figure would include all debt-for-development conversions). However 

as in the two previous programmes, the short-term net foreign exchange 

saving was small or negative (with any "round-tripping") as that category 

of debt was being serviced in a very small proportion. 

Problems arose at different levels: 1) some NGOs found it fairly difficult 

to obtain donations to purchase debt; this problem was less serious for 

NGOs with international connections, such as Care, UNICEF, Rotary Club. 2) 

Criteria for selecting projects were not sufficiently clear, though several 

high priority projects (from a social perspective) were approved. 3) 

Though reportedly on a far lesser scale than in the 1987-88 programme, 

apparently there has been sane abuse of the mechanism, such as for example, 

in some cases' the Uty ing" of foreign donations to purchases of equipment 

from the donating agency, which could lead to over-pricing. The 

authorities had however managed to detect and prevent several of these 

problems. The majority of the deals seemed above board, and were 

fulfilling their objective. 4) The most serious problem, particularly as 

perceived by the Central Bank and Finance Ministry authorities, was the 

impact on Central Bank losses (and the quasi-fiscal deficit) and thus on 

inflation. 12 This latter connection is seen as particularly serious, given 

that the government has found it so difficult to lower inflation, below a 

50 per cent level (see above). This was particularly problematic as the 

government was trying to improve its stabilisation performance, partly so 

as to be able to reach a new stand-by agreement with the IMF. 

It was apparently the fear that the debt-for-development swaps were leading 

to excessive inflationary pressures, that was the main reason behind the 

suspension of the use of the mechanism in mid-1991, fairly shortly before 

the mechanism would have expired anyway. The decision to suspend the 

mechanism in a somewhat abrupt way, implied that several debt-for

development swaps, which were in a process of being reviewed by the 

Ecuadorean authorities, or prepared for submission to them could not be 

implemented. A good illustration of this was the request by UNICEF to use' 
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the mechanism to convert debt for high-priority child-related social 

programmes, funded by a special donation for this purpose made by the Dutch 

government and the Dutch Committee for UNICEF. 13 

In broad terms, it is unclear to what extent the debt-for-development swaps 

carried out (for a total of face value of $65 million, over a 2 year 

period, which were converted into longer-term bonds at 50 per cent of their 

face v'alue) actually were that inflationary. Firstly, it is unclear to 

what extent in Ecuador monetary expansion and the fiscal deficit were in 

the late eighties and early 90s the main cause of inflation, given that the 

money supply was overall growing less than inflation;14 it is however true 

that in the first half of 1991, the growth of the issue of money and the 

money supply was accelerating somewhat, which was the source of legitimate 

concern for the financial authorities. Secondly, it is unclear to what 

extent the debt-for-development swaps were making a very significant 

contribution to inflationary pressures, given their scale. Thus, in 1990, 

(peak year for the mechanism) according to Central Bank data, the issue of 

long-term bonds, linked to debt-for-development swaps reached around 23,000 

million sucres. The main inflationary impact would have been from the 

Central Bank paying interest on them; as interest rates were on average 

around 40 per cent in that yea"i: , then the maximum impact would have been 

less than 10,000 million sucres; this would have been a fairly small 

proportion (less than 10 per cent) of the total, primary money issue in 

1990. De facto, the impact would have been smaller, as part of the impact 

would have been compensated by other measures. Even if the potential 

inflationary impact seemed excessive to the financial authorities, given 

the difficulty to bring down inflation and the priority rightly given to 

this objective by the Ecuadorean authorities, there were two options open 

to them: a) suspend the mechanism; b) modify it so as to reduce the 

inflationary impact even further. In the latter option, the value of the 

bonds issued per unit of debt could be modified, the modality of their 

issue could be changed, so as to reduce the effect on the money supply, the 

timing of the interest payments and amortisation could be modified for the 

same purpose; furthermore, compensatory measures could be taken to absorb 

any excessive liquidity, either through monetary or fiscal measures. 

Finally, should circumstances change and that category of debt be fully 

serviced, or debt (e.g. official bilateral~ used that the government was 

committing to serving, and therefore if the debt-for-development swap 
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provided a net foreign excbange saving, then the additional foreign 

exchange remaining in the country, would have a potential contractionary 

effect on the money supply, as it could be used to fund high imports by the 

private sector, thus absorbing sucres, and increasing the supply of goods. 

This analysis leads us to the following general conclusions on future debt 

conversions for Ecuador, both for debt-for-equity and for debt-for

development. 

1) It would be more desirable to start such a programme, when inflation 

was declining and at lower levels than its current SO per cent per 

annum; 

2) Such a mechanism could include both debt-equity swaps (and especially 

be used for some· privatisations, where the monetary impact would 

either be nil or even contractionary) and for debt-for-development 

swaps; 

3) It would be particularly desirable to use debt, for conversion, which 

otherwise would have to be fully served; therefore, there would be a 

c lear net foreign exchange saving for the country (very important for 

itself), and provided this increased foreign exchange was use to 

finance higher imports, a smaller or no inflationary impact. In that 

sense, the consolidation agreement debt (to the extent that it 

contin~es not to be serviced or is serviced in a very small 

proportion) is the least convenient debt to use for such purposes; at 

the time of writing, the Paris Club debt becomes the most convenient 

to use for this purpose, as any conversion - if approved by the 

creditor - would imply additional. debt reduction and debt service 

reduction than would otherwise be obtained; 

4) The programme has to be carefully designed to: a) ensure proceeds 

are used in activities, to which the government gives high priority, 

e. g. some social spending, attracting foreign direct investment, 

possibly privatisations; b) the mechanism is designed to minimise 

round-tripping and other abuses. This could be done by tighter 

controls, preferential use of well-known institutions and possibly by 

reducing the implicit "subsidy", which may encourage round-tripping, 

by providing such a "high" profit margin. Useful lessons from other 

countries' experience can be used here; c) the mechanism is designed 
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to minimise, regulate in time, and/or compe~sate inflationary impact. 

Here again the experience of other countries, e.g. Chile, Costa Rica 

and recently Hex~co, is very valuable, as it shows that both large 

and successful conversion programmes can be compatible with low 

and/or declining inflation. As discussed above, this implies 

choosing appropriate forms of debt to convert, use appropriate 

instruments and use desirable redenomination rate, (to reduce effect 

on money issue) and regulate spending in time; above all, the 

programme must be placed in the context of a coherent monetary and 

fiscal programme. 

As several Ecuadorean government officials, private sector and NGO 

representatives suggested or supported, an international technical workshop 

on debt conversion could be very valuable; such a workshop could bring in 

some experts from "successful debt converting" countries, as well as 

national and international specialists. This could, if the authorities 

requested it, be followed by some technical assistance in this field. 

rv Brief assessment of the case for further debt conversion 

CUrrent IMF and Ecuadorean gov~~nment Balance of Payments projections for 

1992 show how foreign exchange constrained the country's growth prospects 

still are, even if Ecuador continues to pay only 30 per cent of its 

commercial debt service. 

Though some further increase is projected for the trade surplus (with an 

increase of both oil and non-oil exports projected, to reach $2.97 billion 

in 1992,' and a somewhat smaller increase in imports to $2.14 billion in 

1992), there is a remaining overall financing gap projected of around $200 

million, even in the case of an option that includes both a Brady type deal 

for commercial banks and Paris Club rescheduling. Indeed, according to IHF 

projections, a Brady type deal with the commercial banks would not in the 

short-te~ (1992) lead to a net foreign exchange saving; on the contrary 

the net foreign exchange reserve situation would deteriorate in the short

term, from a fairly low level. 

As a result, investment and growth prospects are likely to continue to be 

foreign exchange constrained. Uncertainty about the future price of oil 

further complicate these prospects (the 1992 forecast are based on a $16.5 

price of oil, whereas at the time of writing Ecuadorean oil is selling at 

only $14),15 even though Ecuador's successful efforts to increase non-oil 

! 
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exports, especially of bananas and shrimps, in the late 80s and early 1990s 

have implied that these exports increased by over 30 per cent between 1987 

and 1991, and made the economy somewhat less vulnerable to variations in 

oil prices. However, Ecuador's broad efforts at structural adjustment and 

the efforts required for its speedy integration into the Andean Pact free 

trade area require urgently an increase in investment levels, from the very 

low levels characterising the 1980s, so the country can be competitive in 

the new context (see above). 

Furthermore, Ecuador urgently needs to increase investment in non-oil 

export and import sUbstitution activities, given probable diminishing oil 

production in future years. 

As discussed above, debt servicing also implies a heavy burden on fiscal 

expenditure, with debt servicing just on external debt .. representing about 

25 per cent of fiscal spending in 1990-91. 16 This both increase 

inflationary pressure and reduces the margin for manoeuvre for increasing 

vital social expenditure. 

For these reas~n$ it is very desirable that Ecuador uses effectively the 

opportunities open to it: a) to maximise debt/debt service reduction in 

its negotiations with the commercial banks; and b) uses effectively 

opportunities of debt conversion (of official and possibly commercial debt) 

to increase further debt reduction and to obtain the efficiency gains that 

such debt conversions can offer. 

V Assessment of prospects for official "debt conversion 

Ecuador has just obtained, on 20 January, 1992, the possibility of 

converting Paris Club debt into equity, and/or development, for amounts up 

to 10 per cent of each creditor's debt or $20 million, whichever is higher. 

The l~it of $20 million has been particularly welcomed by' the Ecuadorean 

authorities, as it is the first country with a relatively small Paris Club 

debt, to have obtained the higher ($20 million) limit. This opens up 

meaningful possibilities for debt conversions, particularly as several 

creditor governments expressed an interest in participating in such deals. 

Central Bank sources noted that the consultant I s visit just before the 

Paris Club meeting, as well as her subsequent conununications (see, for 
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example, Annex 1) played an important role in Ecuador requesting and 

obtaining the debt conversion clause, as previous to that visit the 

authorities did not know about. this option and were not planning to request 

it. 

The willingness of creditor governments to facilitate debt conversions for 

Ecuador with Paris Club debt seems to be enhanced by two facts: a) Ecuador 

has not obtained any debt reduction in the Paris Club context, even tnough 

there is a lot of evidence to show that the country needs to reduce its 

debt overhangi 17 therefore, there is a lot of good-will amongst creditors 

to move on the debt conversion front. If good programmes are designed, and 

begin to be successfully implemented creditors may even be sympathetic to 

going beyond the $20 million or 10 per cent limit. b) This is enhanced by 

the fact that Ecuador is making (and is likely to continue making) large 

efforts at stabilisation, export diversification and structural reforms; 

the likelihood of such reforms succeeding is far greater if enough debt 

reduction is granted, and if this is complemented by debt conversions, 

which both imply some further debt reduction and support the structural 

reform process, by helping reduce its social costs, by supporting 

privatisation and by helping attract foreign direct investment. 

Provided that the above discussed problems can be overcome, the authorities 

in the Central Bank and Finance Ministry are clearly well disposed to 

implementing this mechanism. The fact that there is a previous experience 

with debt conversion in the country. implies that there is an awareness of 

such programmes, its benefits and problematic effects. 

There are three areas where there is potential for debt conversion of Paris 

Club debt, in Ecuador with a mixed package likely to be desirable. This 

would include: 

a) debt-for-equity swaps; with some priority given perhaps to attract 

foreign investors to purchase shares in companies being privatised. 

The magnitude of privatisation potential is restricted by the fact 

that Ecuador's state enterprises (except for oil) do not cover such 

an important part of the economy as they did in other Latin American 

countries. However, in discussion with both public and private 

sector representatives, a range of state enterprises were identified, 

whose privatisation was deemed wither desirable or likely. These 

included: air travel companies (e.g. Ecuatoriana de Aviacion), naval 
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transport (e.g. Transnaviera), sugar, cement, fertilisers and 

possibly telecommunications. Nevertheless, the exact profile of 

privatisation will be defined by the new government, which at the 

time of writing seems likely to be one that will be quite active in 

the field of privatisation. Concern was expressed that if a debt 

conversion programme is used for privatisation, excessive implicit 

subsidies are not involved, especially for companies that are or can 

easily become very profitable. The debt-equity swap programme should 

also be used to help attract foreign investment flows into creating 

new productive capacity, and possibly to attract return of domestic 

capital previously fled. 

b) debt-for-development swaps; there is a great deal of concern in 

different Ecuadorean circles about the dramatic decline in social 

spending that occurred in the eighties, and therefore a willingness 

to use properly targeted and focussed debt conversions to fund 

increased social spending and fight extreme poverty. It seems 

important however to prepare a clear set of priorities for such a 

purpose, and define the type of institutions (government agencies, 

NOOs and- others) that would implement such conversion programmes. 

International technical ~~sistance, as well as local UN backing, e.g. 

from UNICEF, UNDP offices, could support such a process, if ~he 

Ecuadorean authorities found it valuable. 

c) environment; there is also a potential here, especially as there is 

quite a significant activity in this field, linked to Fundacion 

Natura and other NOOs. It is however important that debt-for-nature 

swaps further Ecuadorean growth and development objectives, and not 

mainly developed country priorities, e.g. bio-diversity and others. 

Attractive areas would seem to be, for example: a) eco-tourism, b) 

cleaning of water, air, sewage pollution, c) reforestation. 

As discussed above, it is important that to achieve a significant debt 

reduction via debt conversion, without undesirable side-effects: 

1) Ecuador's previous experience is assessed and compared with that of 

other countries in the region. Lessons are extracted. An 

international workshop could play a valuable role here. 
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2) An appropriate and transparent mechanism is designed and activated 

that would be agile, and would avoid problems, such as excessive 

monetary and fiscal impact, and abuses such as round-tripping, as 

well as maximise debt reduction and foreign exchange savings, as well 

as efficiency gains for the country. 

3) A plan of action is prepared, e.g. for social spending, 

privatisation, etc. and is presented to bilateral creditors, possibly 

at a meeting with a group of sympathetic creditors. If deemed 

desirable, institutions like UNCTAD, UNICEF and the World Bank could 

play a supportive role. 

The political calendar of Ecuador is important to consider, as there are 

two likely rounds of Presidential election in 1992. Though preparatory 

work can be carried out by the current government, and possibly some fairly 

limited action taken, (e.g. restore existing, currently suspended, debt

for-development swap programme) it is more likely that a new government 

could define a broad new policy in this case. The extent to which this 

should just include official debt conversion, or would be broadened to 

include commercial debt would depend on the timing of an agreement with 

commercial banks, and whether debt conversion would be part of such a deal. 

The advantages of using official Paris Club debt for conversion, whatever 

happens with commercial debt, are evident. 
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See for example, CEPAL "Determinants del deficit y politica fiscal en 
el Ecuador", Serie Pol. Fiscal II, Santiago, June 1991. 
Interview material; IMF stand-by. 
Interview material. 
Declaration by the them President of the Junta Honetaria, Mr Abelardo 
Pachano, Hoy, March 18, 1989. 
Interview, Central Bank. 
See S. Griffith-Jones and R. Gottschalk, "Is there still a Latin 
American debt crisis?" in G. Bird, Development Issues for the 1990s, 
Macmillan, 1992, forthcoming. 
Interview, Central Bank. 
See, several Memorias, Banco Central del Ecuador and M. Salvador, 
"Reduction y conversion de deuda externa" , in Mecanismas de 
conversion de deuda ed (H. Salvador et al.), CEPLAES, Euitor 1990, 
other estimates as somewhat lower. 
Resolution of Junta Monetaria 298, quoted in Analysis Semanal, 
November 5, 1990. 
Interview with Senior Central Bank official. 
Information provided by Central Bank. 
Based on general interviews in Central Bank and Ministry of Finance. 
Interviews with UNICEF representatives in Quito. 
See, overview in Memorias Anuales, several issues, Central B.ank of 
Ecuador. 
Communication from Central Bank; mid January 1992. 
Source: Central Bank of Ecuador. 
Interview material. 
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UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA 
AND THE CARIBBEAN 

Santiago, 12 de diciembre de 1991 

Estimado Sr. Samaniego, 

Sirvase encontrar adjunta una carta de la Sra. Griffith-Jones, 
relacionada con una clausula a la cual Ecuador puede optar en su 
negociacion con el Club de Paris. Entiendo que si Ecuador solicita 
dicha clausula, ella sera incluida en forma automatica, ya que se 
relaciona con un acuerdo adoptado por los paisas industriales en 
septiembre de 1990. 

Me parece que la clausula indicada es de claro interes para 
paises como Ecuador, ya que significa una reduccion adicional de la 
deuda bilat~ral, mas alIa de cualquier otra concesion que el pais 
logre. Por ello, me parece buena la sugerencia de la Sra. Griffith
Jones que el Ecuador incluya esa clausula en su presentacion al 
Club de Paris, y que una vez aprobada esta, tome pasos concretos 
para implementarla. 

Espero esta comunicacion Ie sea de utilidad. 

Lo saluda cordialmente, 

'Gunther Held 
Asesor Tecnico Principal 

Proyecto Regional Conjunto CEPAL/PNUD 
Politicas Financieras para el Desarrollo 

Senor 
Eduardo Samaniego 
Gerente General 
Banco Central del Ecuador 
Quito, Ecuador 
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Santiago, 12 de diciembre de 1991 

Estimadd Sr. Samaniego, 

Me refiero a mi visita a Quito la semana pasada, en la cual 
converse en bastante detalle con varios funcionarios del Banco 
Central, como el Sr. Franklin Proano y el Sr. Mauricio Valencia, ert 
relacion al tema de posible conversion de parte de la deuda del 
Ecuador con acreedores del Club de Paris. Como no tuve la 
oportunidad de conversar con Ud., deseo enviarle esta breve nota, 
dada la urgencia del tema para Ecuador por sus proximas 
negociaciones con el Club de Paris. Agradezco la gentileza de mi 
colega Sr. Gunther Held, quien dada la importancia y urgencia del 
tema, esta enviando esta nota. 

A partir de septiembre de 1990, los paises de ingresos medios 
bajos (categoria a la cual pertenece Ecuador) pueden solicitar (y 
recibiran en tal caso automaticamente) que la siguiente clausula 
sea incluida en su acuerdo con el Club de Paris: "Los gobiernos de 
los paises acreedores pueden, en forma voluntaria, convertir parte 
de la deuda total para conversion de deuda, y/o swaps de deuda por 
desarrollo y/o swaps de deuda por naturaleza, en un monte que 
llegue hasta 10% de ia deuda comercial bilateral oficial u 
oficialmente'garantizada, y (donde sea relevante) hasta 100% de la 
deuda oficial concesional." Esta clausula ha sido solicitado por 
practicamente todos los pai'ses de ingresos medios baj os que han 
renegociado su deuda con el Club de Paris, a partir de septiembre 
de 1990; ellos incluyen a Egipto, Polonia, El Salvador, Honduras, 
Jamaica, Marruecos, Nigeria, Peru, Filipinas, Congo y Senegal • 

. ' .. 
Es nuestra clara impresion que dicha clausula es, y debe ser 

negociada, como una reduccion adicional, a las mejores condiciones 
que pueda obtener el pais. En ese sentido, el caso de Polonia es 
interesante, ya que dicho pais obtuvo una reduccion equivalente al 
50% de su deuda con el Club de Paris, y ademas ha incluido esta 
clausula del 10%. Tambien, es interesante que Polonia ya ha 
planteado, en forma conjunta a todos sus acreedores, un plan 
ecologico, para beneficiarse de dicho 10%, Y ha obtenido ya 
contribuciones de varios acreedores. 

Sr. 
Eduardo Samaniego 
GerenteGeneral 
Banco Central del Ecuador 
Quito, Ecuador 
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El punto clave que queria. enfatizar en este momento es la 
conveniencia de que dieha clausula sea incluida por el Gobierno del 
Ecuador en su solicitud al Club de Paris, para aprovechar esta 
interesante oportunidad para su pais. 

si Ud., rcquiere informacion adicional en esta etapa 0 en 
etapas posteriores, estoy a su disposici6n para proporcionarsela. 
La UNCTAD, para la eual estoy trabajando en este proyecto, ofrece 
a paises que 10 soliciten asesoria 0 asisteneia tecnica en el 
aspeeto de implantaeion de esta clausula. 

Lo saluda atentamente, 

P.S. Mi direcei6n es: 

Ora. Stephany Griffith-Jones 
Profesora Universidad de Sussex 
Consultora de UNCTAD para deuda 

externa Club de Paris 

Institute of Development Studies 
Sussex University 
Brighton BN1 9RE 
Inglaterra . 

FAX: 44273621202 
Telef: 44273606261 
(Casa) 44273305819 
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COMrLET~o DEnT·Fon·DEVELOPMENT rllANSACTIONS 
As of April 8, 1991 

FACE LOCAL RATE O~' 

COUNTRY ORGANIZATION SECTOR DATI-: COST VALUE 1l0NDS PRICE REDEMPTION 

DOl.MA 

COnJcrvauon Int' Environment Au,-81 100.000 650.000 250,000 0.lS38 J89i 

COSTA RICA 

HI'" Pub Foundation of CR EnviroNncnt Feb·88 918,000 S,400,000 ",OSO,OOO 0.17 1SI1. 
Holland Environmcnt Jul·88 5,000,000 33,000,000 9,000,000 O.ISIS 30'7_ 

The HaNft Coruc:rvancy Environmenl Jan·89 184,000 S,600.000 1,680.000 0.1" :)0'7-

Sweden En'lirorunent Apr;89 3,500.000 24.S00,OOO 11,100,000 0.1429 70~ 

TN CIWWF/Swcdcn Environment Mu·90 1.953,414 10.753,611 9,602.904 0.1817 89'1e 
CAnEJ 

f\) 

TNC/RaWorcst AUiance Environment ltJl·91 360,000 600,000 S40,OOO 0.6 90'1. 0 
~ 

' •. 

DOMINICA N R epuDI.JC 

HaNfe ConscrVlI\c)' Enviroruncnl Mu·90 116,400 582.000 582,000 0.1 100" 
MUClA Education Jul·9Q 500.000 2,000,000 2.000.000 0.15 10tYI. 

eCUADOR 

World Wildlife FUIld Enviroruncnl Ote·87 3H,OOO 1,000,000 1,000.000 0.354 1007" 
RNC/WWF/Minouri DOl Gardens Environment Apr·89 1,068,000 9,000,000 9,000.000 0,1188 I~ 

CARl! (AID) A&fI"uhAISt/ Apr·89 Soo.()(X) 2.000,000 3,500,000 0.1429 S7~ 
Envirorll1lcnt 

World Mercy Fund IInhh Apr·90 100,000 5,000,000 2,SOO,(}:j() 0.14 ~Oll. 
1I11Vard Educalion Jul·90 7 ~O.()()I) .S,ooo,OOO 2~OO,0u0 0.15 50'7. 
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COUNTRY ORGANIZATION SECTon nATE COST VAI.UE nONI>S PRICE R EDEMmON 

GlfINEA 

IFESIf (AID) ScI( Help MlI·90 500,000 1,000,000 1.000,000 OJ 

MADAGASCAR 

World Wildlife Fund (AID) En.,ironmcnl Jul·89 950,000 2,111.112 2.111.112 OAS 1009'. 
World Wildlife Fund Environmcnl Auz·90 445,891 919,36] 919,]63 0,485 10070 

MEXICO 

ConstIVlUon Jnlmlltional Envlroruncnl Feb·9i 4,000,000 2,600,000 659. 
RockdcUerlMin. of Health Hcallh Feb·91 350,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 0.35 100'0 

N 
0 

lIuv ud/Fundacion MClico Educllion Apr·91 2,000,000 2,900,000 2,900,000 0.69 100'1» 
N 

tanfIl 

lFESIl (AID) Scllllclp MlI·90 500.000 1.000.000 1,000.000 0.475 
. (cash) 

MGEUIA 

IFESIl (AID) Self Ilclp MlI·90 1,000,000 3,500,000 3 ,0 5 G,OOO 0.35 
(cash) 

PIIII JPPINES 

World Wildlife Fund (AID) . en.,ironmcnl )&;1·89 200,000 390,000 390,000 0.5128 100'0 
World Wildlife Fund (AID) Envirorunc:nl Aut·9O 438,150 900,000 900,000 0.4875 100'70 
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Environ-ent FundI 

A nov aource of proj.~ 
finance 

Poznan Environaent Fair 
November 20 1"1 

John I Harrow 
Coopera , Lybrand Deloitt. 

Thia paper aummari... the propo.ed activitie. ot the 
Environment Fund - what it viII do and how it viII do it. 

The purpo.e of the Fund 1. to illpleDent a coat-effective 
programme that addressee international environmental problemll. 
Four key area. of concern have been identified. 

(a) transboundary SO, and NO. pollutionl 
(b) pollution of the balticl . 

.... (c) qreenhou.e ga ••• i •• ion., and 
(d) biodiversity and nature conaervatJob. 

Allocation of tinance. among the.. four area. vill reflect 
creditor preterence •• 

The Fund'. pr09ralllJlle vill be one that Poland alone cannot 
tinance. Projecta viII be additional in the •• n •• that, 
without the a.sistance of the Fund, they would have either not 
proceed.d at all or only proceed.d at • .ub.tantially later 
date d •• pit. their international importance. I\) 

o 
~ Secondary objectivea of the Fund viII be to atlmulate 

efficiency and proteaaionalia. in environ.ental agencies and 
to encourage the private aector'. contribution to environmental 
objectiv... The latter concern. not ju.t financial assistance 
with pollution abateDent but al.o financial assistance tor 
private .ector compani •• aeeting environmental needa. 

The Fund viII be created •• a nev organt.atlon sufficJently 
distinct from existing environmental agenc!e. to facilitate 
·accountability and demonstrate additionality. Nonetheless, the 
Fund will vork closely vith exiating agenclea to enaure clear. 
coordination vith domeatic programm ••• 

Disbur.elDent. troll the Fund viII tate the fol"ll of granta. 
rrojecta otfering no financial return will be elJgible to 
receive aupport up to 100 per cent of the project cost. On the 
other hand, projecta offerinq .ome financial return, albeit 
insufficient for the project to be viable, viII be eligible to 
receiv. aupport for a lImited proportion of the project cost 
or an Interest rate .ubaidy_ In all caa.a'· the quidlng 
principle viII be to provide a level of tinanclal support 
SUfficient to render the project viable taking account of other 
source. ot external aid. 

'. 



The progranae viii .upport various type. of project Including 
thoae that: 

clean up existing .ource. of pollution, 
introduce nev clean plant, 
etinulate a dOlle.tia environ.ental protection 
Industry. and 
educate and train. 

lIovever, the bulk ot the Fund'a expenditure viII ba on project. 
that provide direct enviro~ent.l banafita. . 

Examples of likely priority project. include: 
flue-ga. deaulphurlaation an4 lov-NO •. )Jurnera at 
existinq power plant, 
gas aupply to all .ectora, 

0-•• 

enerqy .tficlency in all aectora, 
forestry, 
methane recovery from coal .Ine. an4 landtill aite., 
~unicipal vater treat.ant plant, 
.ewerage ay.te~., and 
Indu.trial va.t •• lni.la.tlon. 

Operations of the FUnd viII concern all phaaea of the project 
cycles identification, preparation, appraisal, approval and 
~onitorlnq, together vith di.bur.ement admlni.tratlon and 
gen.~al adDini.tration to .upport all of the foregoing. .. . 
The FUnd viii develop etrategiea in .ach of it. area.. pt 
activity. and viII identify project. to implement those 
atrategie.. Thu., project propo.al. alCJht ari.. trom an 
Jnltlatlv. of the FUnd to lnvit. bid. for a specific project -
80licited propo.al.. Altarnatlv.ly propo.al. alght be put 

forward on the Initiative of • project apon.or - unsolicited 
proposal.. The Fund'. policy viII ba to velcom. unsolicited 
proposals. If a project .ponsor i. intere.ted in eaklng an 
unsolicit.d propo.al, It viII be encouraged to di .. cu .... Its 
proposal at an early .tage with the FUnd. Th. potential 
proposer i. varned that the rund alght decide to invite 
competitiva propo.al. for the projeot. 

foraal reaponllbl11ty for project preparation viiI rest vith 
the propoaer. Nonethel .... the FUnd vill have an active role 
In, for exalftpl., lIIaking aure that propo.er. with the capability 
and reeource. to prepare proj.ct. themselvea underetand the 
rund'. requlre~enta and .tandard., and helping other proposers 
to find the tinanclnq or technical a •• i.tanc. nece.sary for 
preparatory vork. In certain ca.e. the FUnd _y provide 
fJnancing through a Project Preparation racility. .: 

for thoae project. _eetlng aome .imple .creenlnq crlt.rJa, a 
tormal appraJaal report vill b. produced, which viII match the 
nOBal expectation. of bank. and aid aC).nclee for project 
inve.tment. The report viii addre •• the folloving. 

assee.ment ot ben.tita, 
aaeeaement of coat., 
envlronlftental impact aa.e.ament, 
technical method, 
finanCing plan, 

project ~anagement' and 
monitoring and reportinq_ 

A succesaful project vill demonatrate both coot-effectiveneBs 
in ~eetin9 It. environmental objective. and value for money In 
respect of the Fund'. expenditure. The latter will be 
influenced by the availability of l.versge through cofinance. 
The terms of the FUnd'. participation in the project viII be 
confirmed at thi •• toge. 

Po.a~bl •• ourcea of coltnanca include I 
corporate funde, 
bank borrowing, 
domestic enviroftJlental agenct •• , and 
international aC)encle •• 

The amount. that ~ay b. ral •• d by vay of leveraged funda viII 
clearly depend on a number of factor. including the villingness 
ot agenciea to cofinance and the ability ot the Poli.h private 
sector to become tinanclally involv.d. The expectation ia that 
cotinancing from ov.rseaa agenci.. and the international 
private .ector wl1l be equival.nt to the foreign currency 
component ot project cost.. ~ 

The approval process for proj.ct finance viii include 
acceptance by the Supenisory Board of both the appraisal 
report and the tems ot the FUnd'. participation. further 
requirement .. viii apply vhere cofinacier. are Involved. A 
(ormal agreement vlll then be .Jgned by the project .pon.or and 
the chief executive of the FUnd. 

The FUnd wJlI Donttor project implementation, procurement and 
disbursement against agreed .chedule .. , vill Identify and 
facilitate correction of any problema arl.lng, and viii enaure 
timely availability of funda for ong01ng project •• 

finally, the tImetable for establJshing the FUnd i .. short. The 
fund viii coamence operation early in 1"2. 

N 
o 
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The Poll.h government hal a re.pon.lbllltr to en.ure that the 
arrangement. for tho .vap proqramme vill not impa.e an 
lmpo •• lble etraln on It. budgetary polltlon and jeopardl •• 1t. 
abi11ty to aeet the condltlon. ot Itl tHY facll1ty. To the 
extent that expendlture vlthln the Ivap framework 1. matched 
by reducod debt •• "lce there vlll be no Incremental budgetary 
demand impo.ed by the proqraamo. . 

The propo.ed arrangement. would allow 'oland to reduce It. 
payment. Into the Bank for International lettle.ent. to the 
extent that documented eligible expendlture, 1n either local 
or fore1gn currency, hal taken place. Expendlturo In Sloty 
v1l1 be converted on the ba.l. of the prevalling official.rat. 
of exchange. The arrangement. vlll ~equlr. a relatlvely 
ILmple aqreement overlayln9 tbe arrangementl already In place 
under tha Parl. Club agreement. 

The mechanll~ for matchinq expenditure vith debt forgiven ••• 
~ould vort on the ba.l. of a CUMulative rolllng total .0 that 
eligible expendlture. would .atch the proflle of the debt 
forglvene.l, 8m vould be the ca.e for ex~ple dur1ng the .tart . 
up of the admlnlaterlng fund'e operatlon. before.the flr.t 
protectl were at the point of L-plementatlon, then the unu.ed 
ant tlement would be paid lnto an e.crov account bearing the 
appropriate market race but vould be avallable to be dravn . 
upon .ub.equen~y by the 'oll.h 11de, 8galnet ellglble . 
erpendlturel. In thl. va, the eecrov account vill enlure that 
Poland'. debt-for-env1ronNent .vap 1, not ju.t an excu.e for a 
-free lunch- a. far •• 'oland 1. concerned. 

Wlth a debt-tor-environment proqr~e, credltorl' 
contribution. to the programme (made by the 'oll.h Covernment 
in conelderat1on of dabt canellat10n) would be leveraged In 
two direct waye. 'lr.t, coflnanee of .peclflc project. by . 
~ultilateral agencie. (EIlO, World aank, Ire, NErco etc, and· 
bllateral ageneiee, and .econd, private lector flnance 
complementlnq partial project tlnanclng from the fund 
admlnl.terlng the evap programme. 

. '. 

Wltold Radwanlkl 
Hinlltry ot rlftance 
Poland 

November 1991 
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YHZ 'ARIS CLUB DECISIO. ow D&al-ro.-.WVlao~ OPfIO. rOR 
POLAIID 

AI already mentioned, in Aprll 1991, .arl. Club simberl agr •• d 
1n principle to provide for exceptional debt relier for the 
Government of Poland. The agreemeot, vhich va. ln 
recognition of the unique challenqe. fac1ng 'oland al 1t move. 
toward a market economy, provlde. for a reductlon of 50' 10 
net prelent value of debt eervtee to be lmpl.",ent·ed 1n two 
tranch.l, In addition the agree.ent include. a provialon for 
partlclpating creditor government. to eancet a further 10\ 
through debt .vap. on a voluntary ba.ll. 

The Pollah Covernment v1,he. to take up the 101 provl.1on to 
inltltute a debt-for-envlronment evap progr8Jftllle lundlnt 
Inve.tm.nta 'Peclf1callI aiMed at allevlat1ng Poland'. 
contribution to regiona and global envlronaental problem. and 
achieving the ~at cOlt-eflectlye eftvlronaental laprove •• nt •• 

If~~i'the 'arl. club ~emh.rl acclde to the propo,ed debt-for
environment Ivap programme, the value of the re.oureea 
·available to fund the programme VQuld amount to about $1.1 
bllilon in net preaent value terma. ~he Ivap would provide a 
faclllty whlch hal a value each year ot equal to 20\ of the 
debt .ervlce atrea. follovinq the 'arll Club Aqreenont 
(equivalent to a 10' reduct10n, 1n net pre •• nt value terma, of 
the level of debt pr10r to the Agreement). Thl. v11l .ake 
poallbl. an inltial annual expendlture of approxiMately $110 
mllllon wh1ch vill Increase in time In lln. with the annual 
debt1lervice profile agreed with the '.rl. Club. . 

While the fund. provlded for In the framework ot • debt-tor
env1ronment programme .a, be relatlvely I.all in relation to 
Poland'i overall environmental needl, ther would neverthel ••• 
con.tltute a .lqnll1cant injection of add tional reaoureol 
whlch would otherv11e be not avallable at thll time due to the 
perlod of auaterlty accompanylng Poland'i .tructural 
adJultment programme. Thl1 ln turn vlll enable polend to 
contribute to environmental .olutionl 1n vay. whleh vould not 
be po.aible If Poland had to rely Oft it. own unaided effortl. 
r~rthermore, • debt-for-envlro~ent proqramme vill 11kely 
trlgger .upplementary co-flnanc1ng by other agencie., in 
portlcular the offlelal multllateral fluAnelal lnltltutionl. 

The. Poll.h CoverRlftent'. debt-for-envlroMlent lnitiative haa 
arouled conllderable lnterelt amang.t the 'arl. Club creditor 
countrlee. Several government. have .1qnal1ed that the, ara 
lerloualy candidering part1c1pating 1n lueh a proqram=a, and 
the United Statee hal already availed ltlelf of the 
PO •• 1billtr of the lurther 10' d.bt Ivap provlded tor 1m tbe 
Aqre.d.par • club .lnut ••• .. ' . 

I\.) 

o 
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. The Poll.h Government under.tand. that there are dlfficultiea 
for lome member countrie. to partlcipate 1n the Inlt1ative at 
thll time. To accommodate the •• dlfficultle. the debt-for
environment .wap programme 1 •• 0 de.1qned a. to leave the door 
open for countrlel to loln wh.n they are ready to do .0. Tho 
Government la allO anx ou. not to unllaterally ~pole it. own 
villon of how the debt-for-env1ro~.nt programme ahould 
operate. Accordingly, the .pecif1c detail. a. to the form 
and mechanici of the Iwap programme are belng vorked out 1n 
clole conlultation wlth cred1tor countr1e.. Tho •• 
conlultatlonl are ongoIng. A. a re.ult, lome of the 
lnstltutlonal, fInancIal and technical arrangement, of the 
proqrammo have yet to be flnalized. • 

lIavlnq .aid that, th.ro are lo.e b •• ie prlncipio. which are at 
the heart of the 'allah debt-for-envlronment .vap propolal. 

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF rH& 1M., 'IOORAKKI I ' 

The f1rat i. the principle of ADDITtONALITTI A primary 
obJ.ctlve of the programme vll1 be to channel addit10nal 
relourcel to project. vhich .dr •• a regional, international ~nd 
global enironm.ntal probleml. The .nvlronment.l.project. ':' 
selected vill bo additional in the .en •• that, vithout the 
Aell.tanc. of ~ha .vap programme, they vould have either not 
proceeded at all or only proc.eded at •• ub.tantlally lat.r 
date do.plte th.ir Internation.i !aport.nc.. '. 

Thua not only vill the fund. be u.ed to lncr.a •• the 
expenditure on proj.ct. of intern.tlonal .nd 910bal 
siqn1ficance, but the expendltur. vl11 repre.ent an Increa.o 
in tha total .nvironmental apend '0 that r •• oure •• are not . 
dlvert.d avay from proj.cta vhlch adre •• environmental 
pr1or1t1a. 1n 'ol.nd. , 

In practic. Lt·l. ~ery dlfficult to ••• el addltl~nalitY'on'a 
project ball •• 1nce thi. pre.um •• the exi.tenc. of a cloarly 
identifi.d ba.eUne programme vith •• peciflc: timetable" for' 
each indivldual projact ov.r what vi11 be a 'tventy Y.ar tlrno'" 
hor1zon. For thl. reaaon und.r thea. circuaatanc •• the'more 
relevant concept of eddltiona11tt 1. d.flned In to~a of total 
expenditure on .nvironmental project.. . ' 

. . . 
In .hort, tho •••• nce of the principle of additionality ia 
that Poland 1. not .eeking •• oft optIon. Qobt Ivap tUnd. 
will not be uled a. en ee.y .eana of cover1nq tho' tlnancial 
burd.n of the dome.tlc agenda for environm.ntal exponditur ••• 
liar vlll debt-for-environm.nt be an eaay vay out of debt 
repayment.. Th. fundamental obj.ctiv. ia to achieve rdal and 
mea.urable additional environm.ntal Improv.ment., and to b. 
able to demonltrate thereby to the international community 
that the1r tru.t and confidence 1. not .i.plac.d. 

A .econd principle at the h.art of the Poli.h debt-f~r-, 
envlroment propolal i. the ialu. of COST-EPrECTlVENESS of fund 
e~endlture In relatlon to achievement of the proqrtmm •••.... 
objective. of adr •• llnq internetional envlronmental probl,ma. 
1he cOllt-ftrlftr.tlvene •• opproach 1. the the Ifto.t .fficient ~ay 

of Iponding tho tund'i rOlource. and tho ~.t acceptable to 
pot.ential co-finacing multllateral In.tltutlon •• .. 
The .~~It-ettectlvenel' prlnciple also underpin. our view on 
hov tho allocetion of avallabl. ~ney be belt achieved. The 
Poll.h governmont boll.ve. that It 1. Lmportant for thi. to be 
dono on a ·club- ball.. By th1. ve ~ean that .ach 
partic1pating country vould bo able to indicate their 
preterencel betveen the different (four, area. of 
environmental act1vity and that the indlvidual preferencel 
would then bo odded together to croate an overall allocation 
at fund ro.ourcel. In othor word., If tho .lze of debt 
forglvene.1 for a particular particlpant In preaent valuo 
terml 11 5X .111ion then they Dlght allocate tva third. of X 
to, .ay, S02 abatement and the other third. to biodlver.ity. 
Tho total Ipllt botveen the area. vuuld emerge from the .um of 
the.e allocation. acro ••• 11 particlpating countri.a. .... 
There are .everal realon. for doing thia on • club baai •• 
Firet, to achi.ve the maximum re.ult for a giv~n .pend 
requir •• the potenti.l project. be ••••••• d a~aln.t each other 
and then Implement.d In order of the beat proJ.ct. firat. 
Select1ng proJectl in iaolation and allocating fund. on an 
lndivldual ba.l. would b. imm.n.ly complicated and would 
dlmlnllh the ~pact of the fund.. On. debt-for-envlronment 
programme vould be for more effective and practical than, .ay, 
aeventeen •• parate one.. S.cond, the availabllity of funda 
in rolation to each Individual country will be relativlay 
emall to be~ln with. Honce It would bo unwi •• to .tart 
eeveral project •• imultan.ou.ly, vith the larger project. 
taking years to complete. A collaborative pooling of 
resource. and concentration of proJecta vould produce more 
effective reault. for the mon.r available in a .horter perlod. 
Thirdly, the .1ze at the Indlv dual projecta vill not neatly 
'match·the .ize and protil. of eech individual debt 
·forg(vene •• , hence a whole •• rie. of bllatoral de.l. would be 
~~pr~ctical to implem.nt. 

Tha issu. of th~ club approach al.o aff.ct. the queetion of 
procurement within the framework of tho .vap programme. The 
Poliah Government·a preference i. tor an open aystem of 
procurement rather than a 'Vlte~ at ti.d procurement •• 
First, a .Yltem of open t.nder .nlurel maximum cost 
effectivene •• of funds Ipent and thua an optimal allocation of 
re.ourcel. Second, potentIal co-finaciera •• y be r.luctant 
to b~come involved in tied procurement proqrammea. A number 
of multilateral organizfttion,have indicated to ua that the 
degree of their potential involvement In co-financing II 
dependent on tho ~plementation of an open procurment Iv.tem. 
Tied procurementl mav, ther.fore, blnd.r tho flov of co· 
ftnancing r •• ourc ••• 

rI,lfAHCtAL HEClWnSKS 

,inally, ao~e vord. on the financlal ~echanl.ma for the .wap 
programme. Theee are Itill In the procela ot development and 
are th~ subject ot negotitalon betv.en the 'oll.h Government 
and the creditor countries. 
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PROSPEC~S FOR OFFXCXAL DEBT CONVERSXONS= 

THE CASE OF z.A!oiB XA. 

i. As with the other case studies, this analysis of Zambia is in five 

sections: (i) an overview of developments in the Zambian economy; (ii) a 

portrayal of its debt situation; (iii) the attempts that have been made to 

provide debt relief; .(iv) the prospects for official debt conversions; and, 

lastly, (v) an evaluation of the impact that official debt conversions 

might have on the Zambian economy. 

I Overview of Developments in the Zambian Bconomy 

1.01 With recorded 1990 GNP of just over $3 billion the Zambian economy 

has been on a path of relentless decline since 1975. Its nominal per 

capita income has been reduced from a level of over $750 at the end of the 

1960s to around $500 at the end of the 19708 and barely $350 in 1990 

suggesting a real decline of much greater proportions; real per capita 

income is now about a third of what it used to be two decades ago. That 

outcome reflects a combination of egregious economic mismanagement 

throughout the 1970s and 80s with the basic long term structural problem 

remaining unaddressed i.e. Zambia's inability to diversify away from its 

extreme dependence on a single commodity -- copper which accounts for 27% 

of national output and over 90\ of the country's forex earnings. 

Agriculture accounts for only 14% of GDP while manufacturing (highly 

inefficient and' import-substituting) accounts for a further 25\ and 

services for the remaining 34\. The sharp drop in real income per head 

also reflects Zambia's inability to curb its extremely high rates of 

population growth and urbanization. Eight unsuccessful attempts at 

economic reform under as many structural adjustment programmes monitored by 

the World Bank and IMF since the mid-1970s have left the country 

impoverished and incapacitated. 

1.02 The windfall revenues triggerred by the early commodities boom 

following in the wake of the first oil shock were frittered on 

nationalizing the economy with government control and intervention over 

almost every aspect of economic life but without a public administrative 

infrastructure capable of assuming that onerous burden. That orientation 

on the part of a government which ruled for an uninterrupted 28 years, till 

November 1991, resulted in an extreme degree of capital and ~port 
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dependence in agriculture and industry, encouraging highly ~port-intensive 

consumption at the expense of domestic saving and investment and 

systematically discriminating against the development of an indigen~us 

resource base. Zambian government policies led to a land with Africa's 

richest potential and vast uncultivated tracts being unable to feed itself 

and reliant on subsidized food imports. Following the collapse of copper 

prices in 1975 and their prolonged depressed condition till 1987, the 

government intensified its policy regime of controls and resorted to 

depletion of international reserves coupled with substantial external 

borrowing from commercial, multilateral and bilateral sources. In 

retrospect it appears incredible that lenders could have been quite so 

imprudent in the anticipation of a rise in copper prices which did not 

materialize until much too late. Zambia thus built up a very large stock 

of external debt (over $7 billion) which it has since been unable to 

service and running up arrears, after successive reschedulings, which now 

amount to over $3 billion. 

1.03 Economic deterioration became a crisis when trade credits to Zambia 

were suspended in December 1982. Several subsequent attempts at economic 

restrucuring and comprehensive policy reform, aimed at removing distorted 

price signals, adjusting a grossly overvalued exchange rate, reducing the 

role of the parastatal sector, exerting monetary and fiscal discipline and 

diversifying exports have yielded little. The programmes were 

unrealistically designed, inadequately financed and failed to account 

suffiCiently for weak implementation capacity or the political will to 

persist· with the reform effort. In the last two bouts of backing-and

forthing over .reform the government committed itself an ambitious but ill

conceived adjustment effort in 1985-86 focussed on achieving a market 

determined exchange rate through the auctioning of foreign exchange. That 

effort was abandoned in mid-19B7 with the kwacha being revalued and fixed 

under an indigenously designed national recovery programme; it failed 

dismally and unleashed a bout of inflation which has yet to be brought 

under control. In mid-1988 the government again began taking serious steps. 

towards partial exchange rate adjustment, price decontrol and removal of 

maize and petrol subsidies and, on the basis of those efforts, resumed a 

dialogue with the Bank and Fund in late 1989. 

1.04 In March 1990 the goverrunent agreed to a tough Fund monitored "shad()w 

programme" under which the Fund provided no new financing but froze its 
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arrears (levying interest on them at current rates) on the assumption that 

Zambia would earn credits towards clearing these arrears over a three year 

period by adhering strictly to programme targets (the "rights approach"). 

New grant money was committed in unusually large amounts by bilateral 

dohors and the multilateral banks to support the programme which involved: 

reaching a market clearing exchange rate by no later than mid-1992, 

extensive price liberalization, achieving positive real interest rates by 

end-1991; limiting money supply growth of no more than 22% in 1990 to bring 

inflation down to a level of 40% (from around 160% in 1989); reducing the 

fiscal deficit drastically (by 5% of GDP) through revenue enhancement and 

restructuring public spending priorities; and undertaking tariff, parastal 

and civil service reform coupled with the launch of an aggressive 

privatization programme. In the light of previous experience, overall 

performance between June 1990-June 1991 was judged to be good though all 

the fiscal, monetary and inflation targets for 1990 and 1991 had to be 

revised. But with the pressure to hold democratic elections in October 

1991 major programme commitments were abandoned by the Kaunda government 

which was finally ousted. A new government has just been elected and is 

finding its feet •. It has sent strong signals of intent to pursue the 

reform efforts and accelerate it, particularly in the area of reducing the 

size of the government and expanding the role of the private sector in the 

economy. A new adjustment programme and financing package for 1992-95 is 

again being designed with hopes on the part of the donor community that 

implementation and the political commitment will be much stronger than 

before. 

1.05 Conventional wisdom subscribes to the view that time is running out 

for Zambia and that it has no options left. Its copper ore bodies are 

dwindling and production is expected to drop below half the current levels 

by 2000. The cost of producing copper is now 80* per Ib and transport 

costs to Dar-es-Salaam are crippling. The collapsing world price of copper 

is again narrowing margins of profit to near zero. Zambia is hopelessly 

overborrowed and has to clear a substantial amount of arrears to preferred 

creditors. Its past performance record has left donors much more cautious 

about the future though they all believe in supporting the commitment to 

reform of the new government to the maximum extent. Yet the adjustment 

programme being designed appears more as if it is intended to extricate the 

IMF from a financially impossible situation than to put Zambia back on its 

feet. Though donor financing of over $600 million (or nearly $77 per 
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capita) is again expected to be mobilized through extraordinary efforts, 

over 60% is expected to be diverted to debt servicing on the multilateral 

account leaving relatively little left to finance net imports. 

1.06 The neglect of Zambian infrastructure over the last two decades has 

resulted in running down its road and rail arteries and its power and 

communications facilities. The acute shortage of forex has debilitated its 

trucking fleet, inhibited agricultural output and brought capacity 

utilization in manufacturing to an average level of about 25% with a 

virtual collapse in the delivery of public services. All social indicators 

have deteriorated rapidly with savage reductions in social sector 

expenditures, and for urban sanitation and sewerage. The rapidly increasing 

incidence of malnutrition, HIV infection and AIDS is assuming dimensions of 

threatening proportions especially in highly congested urban areas which 

now contain over 50% of Zambia's population. Moreover the massive decline 

in real income and purchasing power has resulted in an inability on the 

part of consumers to purchase essential pharmaceuticals, texbooks and food. 

Under the bleak prospects that Zambia faces, all creditors recognize the 

need to reduce-the external debt and debt service burden. So far they have 

done by tolerating prolonged arrears even on preferred credits rather than 

by formal debt reduction agreements which would appear to reward poor 

performance. Yet Zambia has enormous untapped agricultural potential and 

manufacturing capability. With the right entrepreneurial inputs the 

economy's long-term future is by no means hopeless providing that a 

combination of policy reform, a greater involvement in productive activity 

by the p~ivate sector (foreign and domestic) and substantial debt reduction 

can be effected and sustained. 

II Zambia • B OUtstanding Bxternal Debt 

2.01 External claims on the Republic of Zambia at the end of 1990 totalled 

about $7.2 billion comprising $6.4 billion in disbursed and outstanding 

debt (DOD) and a further $813 million in accumulated interest arrears 

(Table 1). 

2.02 Dramatic changes have occurred in Zambia' 8 debt position between 

1970-90. The overall amount of debt has grown nearly tenfold with 

particularly large increases in the amounts owed to official creditors 

(both multilateral and bilateral) and in short-term exposure while private 

long-term' creditors have kept a low and constant profile in dollar terms 
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and a rapidly diminishing one in relative terms. Zambia's debt in 1990 was 

over 216\ of GNP amouting to just under $1,000 per capita with a very large 

portion (over $3 billion, including $2.3 billion of amortization payments) 

of the debt portfolio being in arrears. That situation has been caused by 

GRZ's structural inability to cope with debt service payments of the 

magnitude required even after reschedulings. It points to the urgency of 

significant reduction in outstanding debt and' arrears coupled with 

restructuring of residual obligations to bring them more in line with 

Zambia'S realistic debt servicing capacity. 

TABLE 1: 

ZAMBIA: EXTERNAL DEBT 1970-90 

(Amount in millions of U5$) 

1970 IY80 1985 1990 

TOTAL E.\.-rERNAL OI3UGA nONS: 754 3.266 4.637 7.223 

or wh.ich: Disb. & Outstanding Debt (DOD): 754 3.260 4.467 6.410 
Aa;. Interest in Arrc..vs (lA): o· 6 170 813 

DOD owcd to: Mul ti i:ller:ll Banks: 61 397 733 1.420 

Sourcc: 

I~iF: 0 447 801 949 
BilatcrnI Creditors: S9 1.105 1.803 2.824 
Pri "ate LTG Credi to~: 503 M4 624 540 
Pri \'Olte L 11) Credi to~: 30 0 0 2 

Shon-Tcrm Debt Outst:mding: 100 586 677 1A88 

\Vorld Dcbt TOlblcs 1991-92. 

2.03 The specific steps recommended to the government at various stages 

for achieving this outcome have included the following: (i) restructuring 

debt and arrears owed to the IMF which constitute the single most serious 

obstacle to meaningful debt service relief - the IMF needs to show 

sufficient flexibility in tailoring its rights approach to meet Zambia's 

needs for zero net transfers (at worst) from the Fund through the 1990s; 

(ii) repaying arrears due to the World Bank Group and refinancing residual 

hard IBRD debt (or obtaining interest subsidies to help servicing it) with 

sufficient IDA support to ensure positive net transfers being maintained 
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through the 1990s; (iii) approaching official bilateral creditors to 

cancel all outstanding concessional credit balances and extend the terms 

offered under the recently announced "enhanced Toronto Terms" (a distant 

cry from Trinidad Terms) for the non-concessional component to meet 

Zambia'S unique needs; (iv) clearing commercial bank and suppliers' credit 

obligations through deep-discount buybacks supported by the IDA buy-back 

facility; and (v) clearing the pipeline of short-term commercial arrears, 

auction-related LCs, personal remittances and BoZ obligations through 

initiatives along the lines designed in 1985 but later abandoned due to a 

shortage of foreign exchange. 

2.04 Multilateral Creditors are owed $2.37 billion in principal 

outstanding of which amortization payments of about $1.4 billion were in 

arrears as of end-1990 with a further $500 million in overdue interest 

charges. Zambia owed the lMF $949 million in upper tranche obligations of 

which 70% are overdue and a further $31 million in Trust Fund obligations. 

Total IMF arrears of $1.3 billion constitute the single largest debt 

problem that the government (GRZ) must tackle if it is to unblock movement 

on other cred~~or fronts. lMF obligations (including accumulated interest 

arrears) presently account for 47% of all multilateral obligations and 18% 

of total outstanding obligations. The World Bank accounts for the next 

largest component of external obligations. For a country in Zambia's 

predicament, the mix of World Bank debt is much too hard reflecting earlier 

high levels of lBRD borrowing in better circumstances. out of total 

obligations of $1.15 billion about $5~9 million was owed to the IBRD; a 

much larger proportion than is usual for a low-income African country. 

World Bank obligations now account for 42% of all multilateral obligations 

and 16% of total external obligations. 

2.05 Though much smaller than dues to the Bretton Woods institutions, 

Zambia'S obligations (and arrears) to the African Development Bank (and 

Fund) are now increasing at a rate which will· result in major debt 

servicing problems with that institution as well. Total obligations have 

increased sharply since 1989 and an arrears problem has emerged on the hard 

window account. Despite its desperate need for drawing on forex resources 

from every available source, Zambia needs to exercise caution in expanding 

borrowing from AfDB; caution which needs to be mirrored by AfDB management 

in containing its own hard window exposure to debt-distressed countries. 

Of similar size to the African Bank, Zambia's obligations to the European 
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Community institutions have so far been serviced with reasonable 

regularity. The largest component comprises an EEC (SYSMIN) loan to te 

copper parastatal (ZCCM) in an outstanding amount of $110 million. The 

remainder comprises European Investment Bank lending to zeCM and other 

parastatals along with European Development Fund credits to GRZ. Though 

classified as concessional, the EEC claims appear to have distinctly hard 

features with the "soft" component of EEC lending accounting for only 18% 

of total EEC exposure. Finally, the multilateral category includes 

relatively small amounts of (mainly concessional) debt owed to the Arab 

Bank for Economic Development (BADEA), IFAD, the OPEC Special Fund and the 

Special Arab Fund for Africa. 

2.06 Official Bilateral Debt: Zambia's total outstanding obligations to 

bilateral creditors exceeded $3 billion at the end of 1990 with nearly $175 

million in accumulated interest arrears despite a Paris Club scheduling in 

mid-1990. OECD creditors accounted for 71% of the bilateral total. CMEA 

creditors accounted for 13%, OPEC for less than 5% and other developing 

countries (mainly China) for the remaining 11%. Between 1989-91 

significant .. ~teps have been taken towards bilateral debt reduction with 

cancellations of ODA debt by a number of European countries and the US and 

Canada. Japan has refused to "cancel any obligations preferring instead to 

provide offsetting grants from its special debt relief facility on an 

annual basis to help Zambia meet its debt service obligations to Japan. 

There is, however, some confusion as to exactly how much has been 

cancelled. Cancellations notwithstanding the total amount of bilateral 

debt outstanding increased in 1990 by $505 million as a result of interest 

arrears capitalization from the 1990 Paris Club rescheduling. The situation 

for non-oECD creditors is less clear than for OECD especially with respect 

to full or partial cancellations which GRZ may have negotiated. The 

largest windfall for GRZ on bilateral account may result if debt to the 

USSR denominated in roubles can be repaid in that currency. As a result of 

the rouble devaluations which have occurred debt to the USSR could be 

extinguished for a fraction of the current recorded dollar value. 

2.07 Of Zambia's OECD creditors, four countries dominate: Germany, 

Japan, the UK and US. Collectively, they now account for 80% of total 

OECD bilateral debt. France and Italy are the two next largest creditors, 

together accounting for another 12% of OECD bilateral debt; almost all on 

non-concessional terms. Debt reduction efforts need to be focussed on 
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these six donors; both for remaining concessional but, much more 

importantly, non-concessional bilateral debt. Nearly 85% of all CHEA debt 

is owed to the USSR on non-concessional terms. China accounts for 72\ ~f 

the debt due to "other bilaterals"; all its claims are on concessional 

terms. Also included in this category are Brazil and India. Brazil has 

joined the Paris Club of creditors in its debt dealings with countries such 

as Zambia. Along with India it has held its exposure at current levels. A 

cumulative $2 billion has been rescheduled by the Paris Club in 1983, 1984, 

1986 and 1990. A 'further $390 million in debt owed to East Bloc 

creditors, India and Iraq was rescheduled in 1989. Total bilateral arrears 

(after rescheduling in 1990) have already accumulated to nearly $560 

million. 

2.08 Debt due to Private Commercial Banks: London Club debt (rescheduled 

once in December 1984) amounts to just under $70 million in outstanding 

principal. Amortization arrears now exceed $68 million while accumulated 

interest charges were over $47 million at end-1990. The bank syndicate to 

which this debt is owed comprises banks from Austria, France, W. Germany, 

the Netherlands~ Sweden, the UK and the US; among these British banks have 

the largest exposure -- nearly 73% of the total. These figures, however, 

grossly understates commercial 'bank exposure, especially to ZCCM and BOZ 

much of which is classified as short-term. Regardless of tenor, however, 

the extent of bank exposure leaves banks and GRZ more vulnerable than is 

justified by the inherent characteristics of Zambia's indebtedness: total 

bank exposure, including interest in arrears, amounted to over $1.5 billion 

at the end of 1990. Much of the debt classified as short-term has been in 

arrears for over 5 years and should be regarded as medium term debt. There 

is a powerful case for writing it down on the same basis as other bank or 

commercial arrears. 

2.09 Debt Owed to Private Suppliers & Export Creditors: OUtstanding 

obligations to external suppliers and export creditors amounted to nearly 

$471 million at the end of 1990 though there remains some confusion in GRZ 

accounts on: (i) former private debts covered by export insurance now being 

counted under official bilateral accounts; and (ii) sales of suppliers' 

debts on secondary markets some of which have not been registered in either 

BOZ or WDT records to the extent that they are reported to have occurred~ 

The largest sources of suppliers and export credits are the OECD countries, 

which account for nearly 90\ of the total. CMEA countries do not feature 
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heavily in this category of debt, but other developing countries do (in 

particular Brazil, India and Yugoslavia). In the "other" category is 

also a large credit from Panama which almost certainly represents OECD 

interests with Panama used as a "booking" centre for the financial 

facility. 

2.10 Most of the debt buybacks which have occurred in Zambia have resulted 

from sales of this type of debt in the local secondary market. Estimates 

of buybacks to date range from $80 million to $250 million but these have 

not been sufficiently well recorded (despite BOZ's claims to the contrary) 

for a clear assessment to be made of the extent or impact of such activity 

on debt reduction. The data provided by BOZ for the 257 individual claims 

which have been bought back between January 1987-September 1989 is unclear. 

It does not provide any ·indication of the overall extent of activity (in 

dollar terms) or the price or terms on which it has been undertaken. That 

data suggests that in the first three quarters of 1989, total buybacks 

amounted to about $11 million whereas knowledgeable financial sources 

engaged in this activity estimate that buybacks probably totalled $50 

million in face value claims during the year. As a result of this opacity 

in record-keeping it is difficult to trace exactly how much has been 

written down on suppliers I and" export credits and to determine with any 

precision what the outstanding balances actually are. 

2.11 The debt service picture is portrayed in Table 2 overleaf. 

2.12 The table suggests that the actual debt service picture for Zambia is 

no longer ·particularly meaningful as an indicator of its debt burdens. It 

is instead a derivative of ad hoc day-to-day decisions by the BoZ as to 

what payments can be afforded in response to extreme exigent pressures from 

one kind of creditor or another rather than indicative of a clear strategy 

in meeting Zambia's debt service obligations. In 1990 less than 8\ of the 

interest payments due were actually made and principal repayments were in 

arrears to the extent of over $2.2 billion. Hypothetically, had Zambia 

attempted to pay scheduled debt service and extinguish its arrears the 

amount involved would have exceed~d its GNP for 1990 and required 260\ of 

export earnings. After the eigth breakdown of relationships with the Bank 

and Fund in mid-1991 the debt and arrears picture has almost certainly 

worsened as of the end of that year as donor grant commitments have not 
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been translated into disbursements and Zambia h.as again slid back into 

arrears with the Bank and Fund. 

TABLE 2: 

ZAMBIA's EXTERNAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS 

(Amounts in millions of US Dollars) 

1970 1980 1985 1990 

Illlcrcst Arrc.'U'S 0 6 170 813 
Tot:ll E."\tcm:ll Debt SCr\'i~: 96 -112 139 281 

of which: Principal ~5 270 71 216 
Intcrest 51 1~2 68 65 

Long-lcnll Bil:1tcr:tl: Princip:l1 :! 18 12 5 

lallcrcst ~ 20 2 2 
DDS ~ 38 21 14 

~ f lilt i 1:11 (!ral: Pri nci p:ll .J 18 26 5 
B:mks Intcrcst 4 :n 30 32 

~IDDS: 8 51 56 37 

I~1F: Repw'dl:1SCS 0 57 .,-
-~ 

.,-
-~ 

'. <;:h;u-g cs Q 26 .,-
--~ £ 

FDS 0 83 50 27 

Tot:1l lvtultiI:llcr:1l: Prill 4 75 51 30 
In\ 4 59 55 34 

MDS 8 134 106 ~ 

Pri \':lIC on.vnntccd: Prin 29 144 9 45 

Int 23 53 ~ ~ 
PGDS -., 

~- 197 14 61 

Pvt. ull ounr.ullccd: Prill 6 31 0 0 

Int ~ 10 Q Q 
puns 8 41 0 0 

Tot:1l Private (LT): Prin 35 175 9 45 
lut 2S 63 ~ 12 

PDS 60 238 14 61 

Shorl-Tcnn: Net Prin 13 -65 -119 139 

Intcn:st II 67 ill ;! 

SDS 24 2 -2 1~2 

---------------------

':;",iJ • .:.c: World Debt T~blcs 1991-92 
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Between 1985-90 the debt servicing strategy Zambia has pursued has often 

subordinated the claims of its preferred creditors to those of commercial 

creditors who have been prepared to lend at large spreads and with 

substantial collateral to the copper company. Indeed the creditworthiness 

of the copper parastatal exceeds that of GRZ itself; a uniquely anomalous 

situation which Zambia's official creditors seem to have been prepared to 

tolerate for quite a long time. Hence while there has been recognition on 

the part of creditors that something clearly needs to be done to bring 

Zambia's debt burdens into line with its debt servicing capacity there has 

been a reluctance to'formalize substantial debt reduction arrangements in 

the face of repeated failure on adjustment performance. 

III Measures Taken to Reduce Zambia' s Debt and Debt Service Burdens 

3.01 Relief on Official Bilateral Debt: As noted earlier, Zambia has had 

four Paris Club reschedulings (Table 3 below) and several cancellations of 

bilateral debt. The terms of the official reschedulings are as follows: 

Dale of 
A~ecmenl 

16.05.83 
20.07.84 
04.03.86 
12.07.90 

Cut-Off 
Dale 

01.01.83 

TABLB 3: 

ZAMBIA's PARIS CLUB RESCHEDULINGS 

Consolidfltion Period 
Be~n Lenoth (~fths) 

01.01.83 
01.01.84 
01.01.86 
01.07.90 

12 
12 
12 
18 

Amount 
COllsolidflted 

S 302 III 
S 263 111 

S 468m 
SI.oo5 III 

Source: \Vorld Debt Tables 1991-92 

Repavment Tenns 
Mat uri l \' Grace 

Yrs tvflh. Yrs Mlh 

9 6 5 0 
9 650 
9 650 
~Ieml of Options :\13C. 

3.02 The net effect of the three reschedulings prior to 1990 was that 

Zambia was unable to meet agreed terms almost as soon as its delegation 

left Paris on signing the minute with creditors. They did not provide the 

kind of relief that would have been meaningful in Zambia's circumstances. 

Recognition of that reality led to a series of bilateral debt cancellations 

between 1988-90 (first focussing only on concessional debt but later 

including selective non-commercial debts as well) by all the major European 

creditors, the US and Canada helping to foster a new, more benign climate 
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for Zambia to benefit further from efforts to reduce debt. Sweden and 

Norway, of course, cancelled all bilateral debt some time ago. Yet despite 

these cancellations (the precise amount of which is still unclear) and in 

the absence of any significant new lending on the bilateral account 

bilateral debt has increased by $lbil1ion between 1985-90 mainly because of 

interest and arrears capitalization when write-offs would have been much 

the more appropriate course of action. In October 1991 the UK announced 

unilateral application of Trinidad terms to its claims on Zambia but since 

then seems to have modified its position to conform with the new Paris Club 

consensus on enhanced Toronto Term~, resulting in a much reduced amount 

being cancelled. Given Zambia'S circumstances it was surprising how many 

bilateral creditors chose to apply Option a (an inferior option to the 

other two) rather than opt for debt stock or interest rate reductions. 

Debt reschedulings have also been agreed with non-OECD governments in 

parallel with Paris Club exercises resulting in another $420 million being 

rescheduled. 

3.03 The concessional component of the bilateral debt stock amounts to 

$1.53 billion'· (or 54% of the total) and, despite cancellations being 

concentrated in this category i~ has risen by over $520 million between 

1985-90. Zambia's economic circumstances would suggest that the entire 

concessional stock (80% of which is due to OECD creditors) be cancelled as 

the prospects of recovery are remote. The non-concessional bilateral debt 

(NeaD) stock is just under $1.3 billion also having grown by about $500 

million between 1985-90 largely through interest capitalization. From a 

dispassionate perspective the most realistic solution to the Ncae stock 

would be for creditors to apply, as a first step, the enhanced Toronto 

Terms to the entire stock (rather than simply to eligible consolidated 

maturities). A second step would be to exercise the option of debt 

conversion, which has been extended to lower middle-income debtors, to the 

remaining Neae stock linking such conversions to acceleration of the 

privatization efforts which the new government has committed itself to 

pursuing. 

3.04 In cash, rather than in terms of tenuous political leverage, 

bilateral creditors are themselves likely to be far better off agreeing to 

the combination of measures proposed above than insisting, as they 

previously have (counterproductively) on imposing unrealistic rescheduling 

terms. Based on past experience even enhanced Toronto terms, whichever 
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choice of options creditors decide to make, are: (a) unlikely to be 

honoured; (b) likely to constantly threaten the availability of sufficient 

net external inflows of forex to sustain adjustment if unforessen 

adversities are encountered; and (c) certain to require donors· to supply 

unrealistic levels of new gross flows to offset unanticipated increases in 

debt service due to interest or exchange rate movements. Apart from the 

OECD, the largest NCBD creditors are the USSR, Iraq, Brazil and Yugoslavia 

with the USSR acc~unting for by far the largest amount (nearly $300 million 

at the old fixed rouble exchange rate). As observed earlier, GRZ needs to 

establish whether that debt can be repaid in roubles without maintenance of 

value obligations attached. 

3.05 Relief on Commercial Obligations : Zambia has had just one London 

Club rescheduling in 1984 the terms of which are depicted below: 

ZAMBIA's LONDON CLUB RESCHEDULING 

D4lte or 
Anrccrnent 

Dccembcr~ 

Consoticl:ttion Period 
I3c!!ln Lennth (Mths) 

01.01.85 24 

---------------_._--
Source: \\'orld DcbtT"blcs 1991.92 

Amount 
Restrucltlred 

S 74m 

Repavment Ternls 
Malllritv Grace 

Yrs l\f111 Yrs Mth 

6 o 3 o 

Interest 
MClrgill 

2.250 

3.06 The difficulties involved in reducing outstanding balances (and 

interest arrears) on Zambia's commercial debt are complicated by: (1) a 

lack of transparency in establishing the true extent of Zambia's 

outstanding obligations to commercial creditors; (ii) ad hoc debt 

buybacks, undertaken in an undisciplined manner without the application of 

a clear framework or a set of guidelines, have added to the confusion on 

outstanding commercial debt 1; (iii) a distorted discount Signal: Zambian 

commercial debt, compared to that of Bolivia, Peru and other similar 

countries did not since 1986 justify a price of more than 5-6¢, yet the 

average price realized upto 1989 was about 25¢ with domestic parties being 

the main purchasers :I; (iv) the special standing enjoyed by ZCCH whose 

commercial creditors have invariably been serviced regularly with the 
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unusual situation arising where an instrumentality of government has a 

higher commercial credit standing than the government itself. 

3.07 These factors notwithstanding, the following actions 'on different 

categories of commercial debt have been recommended to GRZ: (a) clear all 

personal remittance accounts relating to expatriate consultants at face 

value 1 (b) offer suppliers and export creditors with unguaranteed credits 

outstanding prior to OCtober 5, 1985 the option of either accepting 

settlement of claims in local currency promissory notes with a market rate 

coupon serially encashable over a period of 5 years, OR submitting bids for 

settlement in foreign exchange at a deep discount with GRZ employing a fund 

of about $10 million to clear all such arrears this option would 

probably result in clearing commercial claims at an average 5* on the 

dollar; (c) for London Club debt and other commercial bank creditors GRZ's 

objective should be to clear all outstanding debt at a price of 10* on the 

dollar or less using the resoures of the IDA funded commercial debt buyback 

facility; 

(d) keep ZCCH's private short-term trade lines current and open by regular 

servicing; but' . 

(e) offer ZCCH's private long-term creditors a choice of: (i) 20-year 

collateralized bonds denominated in US dollars with a coupon of 3\1 (ii) 

an outright buyback at 15*; (iii) a local currency option of discountable 

10-year Kwacha bonds at full face value with a market coupon -- these bonds 

being eligible for making preferred investments within Zambia 1 and (iv) 

enhanced opening up of debt-equity swaps for the purpose of making new 

investments or buying stakes in parastatals which GRZ would commit itself 

to privatizing on an announced schedule. 

3.08 Next steps in Advancing Prospects for further Relief : For any major 

debt reduction or restructuring exercise to succeed, the immediate steps 

which GRZ needs to take with respect to debt restructuring are: (i) 

reconciling the large discrepancies which still appear in BoZ' s debt 

records with audited confirmation of outstanding balances by' major 

creditors; (ii) simulated analysis of the impact of applying enhanced 

Toronto terms with the assistance of World Bank staff; (iii) approachi~g 

Zambia's four largest bilateral OECD creditors to determine the limits of 

the possible in going beyond enhanced Toronto terms for non-concessional 

debt restructuring and conversion; (iv) approaching selected commercial 
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banks to explore prospects for discounted buybacks ; and (v) reviving 

earlier designs for clearing the commercial pipeline. 

rv Prospects for Official Debt Conversions 

4.01 Unlike the Jamaican case where a sound body of experience has been 

built up through a structured and well-managed approach to both its 

privatization programme and the debt-equity conversion programme (DECP) 

which has been operating for nearly five years, Zambia has resorted to 

undisciplined ad hocery in both these efforts. Moreover, the debt 

predicament of Zambia -- despite the low levels of actual debt servicing 

which it has been permitted by the creditor comunity to get away with for 

quite a long time (thus causing fundamental damage to the maintenance of 

proper debt-servicing. priorities and of sound debtor-creditor 

relationships) --justifies an approach which concentrates first on 

achieving as much bilateral debt reduction through outright cancellation as 

possible before the conversion option is applied to residual balances. 

Such an emphasis, of course, diminishes the interest of the creditor 

community in exposing itself to double jeopardy: if creditors can be 

persuaded to 'cancei large amounts they are unlikely to be enthused by the 

option of converting residua.l balances. Assumedly the size of the 

prospective cancellation would be so designed as to to enhance debt

servicing prospects for the residual debt in which case further options 

would be regarded as superfluous. However, while this type of reasoning 

may be valid in theory it certainly has not yet been borne out by Paris 

Club practice. 

4.02 Even so, unless official debt conversions were demonstrably necessary 

in achieving objectives to which creditors and GRZ attached ~he highest 

priority it is unlikely that they would be considered seriously. 

Fortunately, the case can be made that an official DEep may not only be 

necessary but indispensable to reviving the Zambian economy. A new 

government has embraced market-oriented reform and the need for rapid 

privatization with far greater commitment and enthusiasm than its 

predecessor. It remains short on administrative capacity and the design-

cum-implementation skills that it needs to transfer a large part of the 

productive structure back into private hands on a sound and equitable 

basis. Zambia also remains vulnerable to: fluctuations in the copper and 

oil price; global volatility in exchange and interest rates; and most 
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importantly, the largesse of the donor community •. For those reasons, there 

remains considerable scepticism on the part of foreign and domestic 

investors as to whether the government's sound intentions will or can be 

translated into concrete reality on the basis of past desultory experience 

in closing the gap which has always existed in Zambia between public 

rhetoric and private reality. Until the economy stabilizes and exits from 

the devaluation-inflation spiral in which it has been trapped since 1985 

there is little prospect of sufficiently large foreign. capital inflows to 

support the government's privatization and new investment promotion 

initiatives. Surviving the medium-term with growth prospects enhanced will 

therefore require extraordinary efforts on the part of the governm~nt and 

the official donor community to underwrite the front-end risks involved in 

having the Zambian economy turn a critical corner. The role of a carefully 

designed official DEep may well prove crucial as an instrument in achieving 

that difficult objective. 

4.03 Past Experience with DEep : In that context key lessons need to be 

learnt from the past mismanagement of Zambia's "informal" DEep which has, till 

very recently' been characterised by: unclear objectives; poor management; 

considerable manipulation by po~~tically well-connected insiders who have used 

it to legitimately acquire local currency at effective exchange rates well 

above those prevailing in the parallel market; misapplied proceeds which have 

not gone into genuine equity investments but into financing parallel market 

trading transactions, building lavish headquarters for the previously dominant 

political party, or into capital flight through round-tripping. The way in 

which debt-equity swaps were managed between 1985-89 resulted in a total lack 

of transparency in: (i) how much foreign debt was actually converted, (with 

estimates varying between $50-250 million though a recent internal review by 

BoZ suggests that they were probably less than $100 million); (ii) the 

secondary market prices at which it was supposedly bought in order to 

determine a fair sharing of the discount; and (iii) how the purchases were 

financed by domiciled residents. 3 Since 1990 there has been considerable 

tightening of procedures and a firm cap placed under the IMF monitored 

adjustment programme (of $10 million annually) on debt conversions though 

there is still no proper follow-through on whether local currency proceeds 

have been applied for the purposes indicated by applicants. The DEep has so 

far been concentrated on dismantling the "commercial pipeline" of suppliers 

credit debt. Under the 1990 ceiling of ZK500 million local currency swaps have 

been implemented with legitimate holders of eligible debt claims which have 
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been approved from 1985 onwards for swaps on a preferential basis. With the 

substantial devaluation of the kwacha since 1985 the BoZ has levied a fee of 

66.67\ of the counterpart kwacha amount converted (to ensure that the kwacha 

proceeds for exchanged debt approximate the parallel market exchange rate 

taking into account a notional price of purchase of debt at 20t). The SOZ has 

attempted to look into the use of converted proceeds though ths aspect 

requires further strengthening. So far no requirements have been imposed on 

parties undertaking these swap transactions that new forex be an integral 

component of every swap deal though that requirement is under active 

consideration. 

4.04 A preliminary proposal (Annex 1) has been made to the Zambian 

authorities that they consider establishing a Privatization Fund to be 

financed through both the conversion of official debt and the provision of new 

forex by agencies such as IFC along the same lines indicated in the Jamaica 

case study. The preliminary reactions to this proposal on the part of the 

Minister of Finance and his officials was positive and may need to be followed 

up. Clearly much more work needs to be done in Zambia (than has already been 

done in Jamaica). On designing a properly identified and sequenced 

privatization programme before an official DECP can be credibly launched. 

Zambia, however, offers an unusual opportunity for.technical assistance to be 

provided which could aim at linking these two initiatives from the outset, so 

that an official DECP could play an integral and supporting role in both 

helping to design and accelerate the implementation of a privatization 

programme. 

4.05 The prospects for official debt conversions for non-commercial 

developmental purposes (including environmental protection) were also explored 

though there appeared to be less enthusiasm on the part of the Zambian 

authorities in using official debt conversions for these purposes. The scope 

for developmental investments through debt conversions is considerable. Two 

debt-for-nature swaps have already been done in Zambia. Urgent expenditures 

for improved urban sanitation, controlling the spread of AIDS, reviving 

educational investment, catering to the health and nutrition needs of children 

and so on could quite easily be financed through official debt conversions 

(and a prooportion of converted amounts should be set aside for such uses). 

The concern in using local currency proceeds for such expenditures, which do 

not involve an offsetting asset swap in the same way that privatization would, 

is whether such funding would result in an effective "expenditure swap" in the 
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public budget. To the extent that the money creating effects of ',' the 

conversions used for social expenditures could be demonstrably 'offset by 

public expenditure reductions of one kind or another, thus reducing the fiscal 

deficit and the calls it makes on central bank credit, such uses could be much 

more easlly' justified than they can be under current tightly controlled' 1M!' 

monitored guidelines and ceilings. 

v Impact of an Official DECP on the Zambian Economy 

5.01 As in the case of Jamaica it is perhaps premature and extremely 

difficult (indeed impossible at this juncture) to identify with any precision 

the potential impact of an official DEep on the Zambian economy until some 

essential parameters became more transparent. There can be little question 

but that the sales of public assets alone could, over a five year period, 

easily absorb much more than the conversion of the full residual stock of NCBD 

after cancellation. The immediate impact in cash flow savings would, of 

course, be negligible as Zambia has not been servicing more than 10-15% of its 

scheduled annual bilateral debt service for several years now but simply 

accruing' arrears and periodically capitalizing them when official 

reschedulings occur. Conversion of 10% of the extant (pre-cancellation) NCBD 

would amount to about $130 million available for conversions which would yield 

debt service savings of less than $2-3 million annually in cash terms though 

it might reduced scheduled obligations (and arrears) by about $25-30 million 

in principal and amortization payments. Assuming that 50% of the debt stock 

were to be cancelled (an unrealisti~ally optimistic assumption given the 

recent practice of the Paris Club) and the remainder were subject to 

conversion, a 10% limit would result in $65 million being available for 

conversion. If expectations on the part of creditors were that post-

cancellation debt should be fully serviced that would result in savings of 

about ,5-8 million in savings over the first 10 years (basically the interest 

payments) followedby savings thereafter of annual savings of $30-40 million 

assuming amortization payments were equalized over the remaining 2S years. 

S • 02 The real immediate and indirect economic impact of these conversions 

could be much larger if they succeeded in transferring public assets to 

private ownership, and resulted in inducing associated investment and 

improving the efficiency with which those assets were deployed. In Zambia it 

would not ~e difficult to establish that a change in management and asset 

ownership, which brought with it sufficient new investment for rehabilitation 
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of existing plant, could easily result in substantially improved prospects for 

output, efficiency, export diversification and profitability if the process of 

transfer were well regulated and macroeconomic policy-reforms were sustained 

with donor financing support at current levels. These are, of course, 

optimistic assumptions. But they would need to apply in the case of any 

attempt to proceed with inducing a process of durable structural change. In 

Zambia it is difficult to envisage such a process being launched and sustained 

in the absence of interventions such as those of the proposed Privatization 

Fund. The notional 10% limit applied to the extant stock of HeBD would 

suffice as a first tranche. Leveraging $130 million with a further $30 

million, supplied through the equity investment arms of the major multilateral 

banks and private portfolio funds aimed at emerging markets, could result in 

facilitating investments totalling $640-700 million providing that the 

Privatization Fund were limited to investing no more than 20-25% in any 

privatized entity. Moreover, the establishment of such a fund would lend 

structure and discipline to the process of privatization and would provide GRZ 

with a valuable option for downstream development of the domestic capital 

market when the Fund gradually sold its own holdings to the public at a later 

date. 

5.03 In the Zambian case it would be worthwhile to consider setting aside 

upto 10% of the converted proceeds of official debt swaps for social 

expenditures providing the necesary budgetary offsets could be arranged. The 

impact of such expenditures is difficult to gauge unless detailed studies were 

done of the types of projects and activities that were to be funded. 

Targetted use could help to focus on mitigating the high social costs of 

adjustment which are being incurred, especially by the urban low-income and 

unemployed groups in Zambia. 
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The'way in which they have been undertaken has muddied the water for 
organizing large scale buybacks at a price which reflects Zambia's 
debt situation more accurately. 

,Though the price has dropped since to around 12-15* it remains 
artifically high partly because Zambia's debt servicing priorities often 
favour commercial creditors preferred creditors. 

The Dutch government deployed $2.5 million for funding de~t-equity 
swaps as an experiment in 1987-88 but owing to unsatisfactory 
experience abandoned the scheme very quickly. 
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Tilt; I·ION. E I<ASONL>E 
MINISTEI~ OF FINANCE, 

PERCY S MISTRY 
UNCTAO CONSULTANT 
Z/\MnIA - OFFICIAL DEUT CONVEI~ SION FOR PRIVATIZATION 

FIII·thel" lu uur cunversillioll on the aflernoon of December 7th, I h~ve 
Hllelllplc,J lo uullinc in this brief lIaitle-memoire ll an idea which would 
('Icili'ale lile PI-OCC5S of p .. iV~lliz;Jliull in Zambia while simultaneously 
<.:CJlll .. ilJulh 1~1 to i1 I-eduction of its exlernal tlel>t bu,-dens. l:3ilsicCllly 
il. invulves ~stc'blishilly ,I special P,-ivalizaliull facility (SPF) financed by 
new mUllcy fnJlll c:lyencies (J f I~ey dunur- cuunlries (such as Sweden) as 
well (lS hy l.C)llve,-s iun l' r I't.?sidu,) I lJila te.-al <.Jeut a fte,- cancella liun. 
T lae 1'11l.(~1· COmpC)flen 1 will involve cUllvinciny all of Zambia's bila tera I 
t:n!d ilUI"~ I.e) (;unvl!l-l, (;11 l'!,- C:.lI\~~lIa lion or the l1I(Jxilllllll1 ~1I110\lf1 t lhey 
~lI'e will il1~J lu ClIl1tclI1plalc;-;- u ICH-~Jc pOI-liun u r the rcskluClI s locI< u r 
lJilal~I";e1 debl illlu lucHI clin-cilcy l'J fUllti the SPF. The SPF wCluld 
cll"llJle"- ZcunlJin to CCJ lal}'sc tlnU i:lccclel-a te i ls in tendeu p,-oyrcull of public 
assct sules. 

TilE COl-lVERSION cor'~Ct:PT AND ITS OACI<GROUND 

2 PI"iVCllc cJnl.> l (bolh that hcl<.J uy commercial uanl(s Clntl traue sllppliers). 
h\ls, since lille 1984, been use<.J in several ins lances for 
DelJl-lquHy SWtlpS lOES) involving either the creuil'Jr himself or a 
Third-Parly lu c()nve.-t <.Jcbt Ciclillls inlo equily investmenls in debtor 
cuunlries. UES prognlll1l11es hilve ueen employed to some extent ur 
(Jllte." in f.tvel- JU indcblc'!d COUll lries, the mas t success rul examples 
heiny Chile ,nul Mexicu. Orrici,,1 c..Jeut (ie. bilaleral) has, since 198G, 
IJ<!CI1 lIsec..J on an occasiull;injasis lu funu IItlcbt-fur-c..JevelolJment SWClpSIl 

(I)US) which empluy Ie-cit I cur".-ency p,-oceeds to be usec..J (or financing 
p.nvit-onuicnlol or suciill 1J'''')9r&:un~. The CrClxi Report on Deb t sugges leo 
mur"c extcnsive (;unvcr"sion uf orrici~lI uebl fur bolh DES and DDS 
operaliulls ClS a mei,ns to reduce cJebt and deut service lJurdens and. 
ill the snlllc lime, calalysc a revival of h,veslment in severely in 
c.lulJl-c..Jisll·(~ssed ecunomics. UNCT AU has recently launchctl a project 
to iuvcs li~J" l~: ul)e'-clliunal problems; technical anc..J legal complexi lies: 
..,:; well c,~ tl\e pulenlial uenefils. that miyht be associaletl with the 
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1"llIll(;lIi"~J uf siUIlHk(lllloffici~1 ueLJt cOllvel"sion (ODC) prog"illllS for 
IJES :lllll DIJS in Cl sclc<.:lccJ "umbel" of cJell t cJis tresscd counlries. 

3 P"clhllhHU"Y filldinys uf the UNCTAD Project indicate thCll a handrul 
fir (;1·Ct.lil .... cUlIlllt-ies hilvc alrcady uncJerlal<en official DES operations. 
Thcse inclu<.Je Urazil (in Iloliviu). Mexico (in EI Salvador. Cos La Rica 
; .. au IluIIUUI"C1S) and Oelgiurn (in C1 fcw African countl"ics). III all these 
il1:;lall(;(;s urfi<.:i;JI <.Jeut hns. lJeen sold or exchanycd to/with a thh-d 
pilt-ly whh.:h has then p,·uc(!ede<.J to IIml<e equity investments. 
~~ill<.:e mid-199U. the Pat-is Club of OI::CD c."c<.Jitors has included in lhe 
rcschcdlllillY agreemcnts of seve,"al lowet" middle-income countries a 
specific clHuse pcrmitlil19 ODC upel"alions 011 a limitcd scale. 
1'1I1Clild cllld Etlypl helve iJuth requ(!ste<.J their crecJitol"s tu exercisc this 
UptiUIl (Iud CJ sm,111 Ilumbcl' uf crcuilors havc dune so. 

I, UDC Up~I',lliuIiS Uu!.-cfu,·c, h;)ve ill ready lJecol1le Clll explicit uption on 
lhe dehl retilu.;lioll mellu. Tile c:h\1l1ellge now lies ill using this option 
ill illluyh w live Wcl}'S In l'.Jt;ldc thc di (ferent prolJlcllls faced by luw-
income u~1J lo.- cOlllll."ics ill thc 1II0S t cons t."uclive and e ffeclive manner. 
III lhe Ci.l5C o( Polnnd the yoverllll1cnl has asl(ed creuilors to lise the 
p."ocec(ls fJf CUf)ve'-siun ill flilluil\~J :.l largc Environmcntal Facil i ty. 
I:Uypl II .. !" ;J~ltcd its OECD <':'"ClJitO'"S lo lise thc procceds rUle its Social 
Fund. 111 buth illsl(JI1'.:es some (;I"cdilurs (lloti.LJly F'"clilCe, Ilull'-lnd and 
J,'p,lll) havc cxpl'esscd \:all in lercs t ill usinU Cl propol"lioll of the cOllver"sion 
pn.Jcecd:;. lo 1I1;..I{~ equi l y inves LlI1cllls. These eell-Iy examples sugyes t 
thal ZLtlllbiCJ 1JIC1}' well benefil (rom requesting a Silllilal" C(U,vcl'sion of 
1I rrki~ll ueb l to finance lite prupused S PF. Zamuia coulc.J, of course, 
t.:huose tfJ dcplu}I these proceetls (ur social purpuses. Oul fUI" various 
reasuns. nul lens l ulllony them Leil1Y prospective in ria lionary consequences 

" I ;1111 inclined to cJisfnvoul" these olher options and to focus on addressing 
lhe privlltizillioll p."iol"ily. For ils own reasons the pl"csent yovernment 
Illily slta."c til.lt priol-Hy tJiv~n {he ur~cllcy uf stemming thc continuing 
(h"ain Ull public rcsou.·<.:e~ <.:nusec.J iJy lhe operating losses of parastatals, 
lhe need to ,"evive investment and efficiency in the p."oduclive secturs 
uf the ecunumy. and the ut"getlcy of inducing a st.-ong supply-side respon~ 
cafler y(~;lrs uf unsuccessful adjustment which has fucussed luo heavily 
un ucmtllad (;ulllp."essiun. 

flOW WOlJl.U TilE CONVERSION W()RI( "NO WIIAT ARE ITS IMPLICATIONS? 

5 " I·Cqllc~St by Zambia lu its ufncial creuiturs tu consider conversion of 
;1 siylliric.:cual pOI"liun of resicJual LJilaterial dcbt slocl(s (nrter maximum 
cculcelli.llioll hus LJeen availed of) is lil<ely to lrigger reaclio.is which 
will illilicilly be cautiuus and sceptical. Several concerns and tcchnical 
diffi<.:ultics ;1I-C IiIH:ly l'J b~ r~1ised. In Illy view virtuCllly all of thcse 
pruLJlellls call be dealt wHh snlisfuctorily with ZamlJia having the wcight 
uf aryullIe" l un i Ls sidc to IIml<c CI persuasive case of lhe SPF. 
The~e al-yulllcnls can developcd at Icngth' in a laler phasc shoul<.J 
Zamuic' choose to sce UNCT AIJ's assistance ill Phase II of the UNCT AD 
I'.·ojecl I.CJ hclp it cJevclup fl c.Jetaileti ODC Schemc. 
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G In pl-ovidi.,U cunverted d(~lJl clClillls (01- investmenl in p'''iv"Uzcu 
(:lItc,-p.-i ~C:::i Lti 1,1 lc r'-l I cl-eui lurs could cxcrcis(! any 0 r thc follow illy 
CJJ.'lioll~ : 

(;) 

(ii) 

lii i) 

ThC}1 fIIay simpl}1 wish to mal<e outright sale of residual 
c;l~hIl5 to Cln indepcnucnt thh-d par.ty ilt the secondary marJ<el 
prh.:c (0 .. ' some olhCt" Proxy) as the most convel)ient and least 
Ct'sUy (a<.lminist."alively) option for them. It would then be 
up lo lhe third pal-ty to use these p."oceeds for investing in 
ZculIlJi,Ul priva tizalioll 011 a case-by-case basis. 

,.hey m~ty wish lo trans rCf' thc claims (from the export credit 
a~te"cv 0'· the aid ayency concerned) to their own bilateral 
invest,,,cnt anus tc.-y. cue ill the case of lhe UI<, DEC in the 
t;,lSe 0 r Gennany Cltlc.J so on J and have these corpol"a lions make 
inveslmclIls <.Jirct;tly ill p.·iVilli~ccJ cl1lt!"'priscs 011 lhc usu~1 
uas is. Creal·'Y such an-allyelllen ls woulc.J involve appropria te 
il1lcnlal cOlllpellsation orfsets l() ue Ulaue. But thal is a maller 
fOI" the cl"ec.Jilor yove·rnmenl anu nol Zambia to resolve. 
(The UJJCT 1\0 Projncl h"s, of course, cxplo,-cu ill Cl prclllililla,"y 
rnslliuJI sume of lhe lechnical problcms that a,·e likely to arise 
bul "ulle 0 f them al"c insupe,-aule). 

Thc\, lIIay wish to COllll·ilJ\ll~ lhcir- 'ucul cu,·rency p,·occeds 
(~Jellcl·"led IJ)I clJl,vcrsioll uf their cJcut claims) inlo the SPF, 
ill. \~'hich tlley would 'wveLallu exercise propl(olion~lc OWl'lcr- i. r/,a..t.f. 

ship cl(lillls (lS p~ssivc por'lroliu inveslors. The SPF wOlild 
bc established wiU,,· the p~l-licipation of investors such as IFe, 
Sweufullu, I FO, r:MO which might provide new money. 
Il would be '1I~llaycu fJ,·ofcssionall)' anu Ayencies provi<.ling, 
new muncy slich as the II=C, SweeJfulld untJ olhers,· as well as 
.hose cOlllr;uuliny converted debt would ue ,-epresenled in the 
\luClnJ of SP(=. 

7 O( lI,cst! optiuns .. the lhird is like')' to be ,,,05l ac.Jvantayeous (or 
Z;ullbicl :111(1 ils lJil;llcrClI cl"e<.Jilurs. The rc .... sulls for this assel"lion call 
ue eXI~Jlr.alcd upun al 1C!l1ylh al a laler stage. 

8 Luul~e<.J i)t from Zambia's view poinl. what are the advantayes or OOC 
(l'" privatization? They incluue the fullowing: 

(i) A I. prcscn t Zambia's bila leral debt 5 tocl< exceeds $3 billion 
inclusivc of accumulaleu a.·rca'"5. Even with maxilllum 
c.:allccllcsUon il is illcunc~ivaulc. al least in the medium-term, 
lil<ll IIIlwe than $1.5 billion will be cancellell outright. 
Upon cDllcelinliun uf such Cl la'''ye portion. lJilatel"Cll cre<.lito.-s 
will expect ZarnLJii' lu service lhe remainuer much more 
(lssidllollsly lhCln il hClS serviced oulston<.Jiny uilaleral debl 
in the pas l. I" III)' view .. lJCJI"uce as la."ye as 
$1 .5 billion cannol LJe servh.:cd by Zambia, at tile SClme time 
as i l is sCI"vic.iIlY a lleDvy bUI"den of l1Iultila leral anu priva le 
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debl, with Cllty dCH'-ee of (:ul1lforl. GRZ will lIoed Lo scel< 
lu rCUII.l:C the rcsidu~1 uelJt stocl< by at least a fu."tller 
$500 Lo 7UU million. Assuming that creditors call be 
fJc,"sll~cJed to accept a conver·sion ,J,"h.:e of about 25 cents 
un lhe uolJar (or "'esidual <.1cut (allowing {or the (act lhat 
lalllbian private debt is pI'esently trading at 15-18t) 
that wfJukJ result in a conversion of ~50U miliion generating 
iJbuul $125 million worth of I(wilchas at the goiny exchange 
,-alc: the I(wacha equivalent thus bcing substantial enough 
ltl lfllUCI"pill a yoou s tart to the intenued priva liza lion 
"ruU,·wlI. '"he .. ew mOlley cOlllponcn t miyh l pa-oviue Cl 
r",·thet· $30-50 I,,;II;un. CICiU"Jy the pl"oviuel"s of ncw money 
would Iteeu lo ue yiven prefe."entia' lreatment (in terms of 
1"P'p,·csclll~liun anu vuting powcr in SPF) ove," the pr"ovicJers of 
l:ollvc.·leu uebt. 

(ii) Tl1c cJisburscmellt of $125 milliun worlh of I(wacha in 
OllC shol by DOZ would clenl"'}, h,uve uncJesirflb'e liquiuity 
C'·Cil lilly illiU in (la liulltu"y efrccts. These coulu be 
oJlIIIl<!red by the issuance of 5-yeClr Equily Investment 
UOllds CI1C(lsi1ulJ't! ill 'five l."anches (as in Jamaica) uu t 
bCtll'i'H,J it relatively luw ,"ale o( interest and beinH non-
IlC~Jo litlble excepl for illves llllcn t ill priva tizecJ entities. 
13c~allsc puLJlic-asseL sale p.'ocecds will accrue to the 
T .... ~asllr}' ClS revcnue, lhe.·c is lil<ely lo be an anli-
in fl,! liulI;J."y c ffecl resulliny (rom the reduc lion of lile 
budUe l de licil caused by ex ll-nurdillcu"y revenue in flu"!. 
1\'";or(~c)vcl-, lhe Trc\ls\J."}' i5 lil<ely to benefit in two olher 
\\\.1)'5. First, it will no IUllge.' need to IIInl(e expendilures 
l.) C()v(~." thc opc.·aliny 01- cilpit,ll lus!=es of sulu Pilr&.lst~lals. 
Secolld. it will no lunyer need to "'<lise, LJont>w or creClle 
1<. wilc.;ha It) fillilllCC dcbl service on ,-csidual extel"IlClI uebt 
VUIiYClliolls whh;1t have lJeelt converted. The challenge is to 
dcsi~Jll a proynll1l1l1e which, hi financial terms, will have 
cithc.' ;1 Ileul.'al impact on money supply 0'- even " beneficial 
CJlle lic. whc.-c lhc.! nct rcll"-I1S to lhe T,·cClsu."y ('"0111 all 
lh'"ce Sfu.rccs .!x(;ccd lhc outfluws lhilt wouleJ othcrwise have 
oct:lI"'"cu). Tlwt is ,I l,ISI< (or the ncxt sluye of lechnicllJ 
CJss is t,u lCC. 

(iii J An QUe proyralll to help flind the SPF is advnnlaycolls fo," another 
'·C'lsun. 111 its P,"c~clll Cil'ClUIIS l;»nces Zambia docs not prescn t 
4:111 allr,lclivc invcsllllenl oppo,-tunily (or fo,'eiyn portfolio or 
uirec l il1vcs lu,·s. Thouyh it undeniably has cotlsiucruble (u lUI"e 
po tell tiiJI it is playucc.J by many present I>roblems which are 
llillil(cly to be ,"csulvcd quicldy. Mer"cly chanying the 
Investment Act anu lJeiny less hostile lo foreign investol"s is 
not ~Joilly lu LJe sufficient to UVCI"<.:ome lhe sustClinec.J loss of 
repul:lLioll which ZWl10ia h~s sufre,"ed (since achicvirly independence 
with thc forcign and uomcslic invcslo," communities. 
Tu all."act the level of investment tlt!cessary to enClblc full-scale 
privulilClliun .. viii r<!quire exlrnoruirla,-y effurls as well ClS the 
typc or reSOlWCCS which lhe P"oposccJ SPF could proviue. 

-- ---
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(iv J I',"ovidiuy thill the 1J'"OpusccJ SPF is s ll-uclured ilnu financed 
1',"opc,·I\' it coulc.J ulso bl"i"~J Lo Zambia a pacl<aye or 
specic,lized expertise in va.·ious aspects of privalizalion and 
pl"ovic.Jc a vehicle throuyh which inveslor inte,"esls in 
I·CS l,·uclu,·itlg pulJlic enlerp,"ises prio .. · to privatization could 
be tliscussed and exp,"esseu. 

(v J The SfJF, which w()l!lcJ p,"oviue CJ userul nucleus rO'" financing 
pdvUtilfltiUll, is lil<ely to nll,"acl interest from a wide,-

-. 

,.an~le or fu,"eign and domestic inveslol" lhan would olherwise be 
clf.l."acled to invest ill Zambia. These inveslo,"s might well 
provitlc acJdiliunill roreiyn exchanye funding thruuyh 
invcs lmen ls in cash 0"- l<ia HJ fOI' the res trucludng and expansion 
of privatizeu enterprises. 

(vii) The proposeu SPF also has the auvantage 'of enabling 
((lI-eiy" inves llllen t in privtl ti zed Zambian enlel-prises lh rough 
il tI if (icll I t in lerreynulII on (I f.-iendly, non-th,"ea telling bas is. 
ASSUlllillY lhal pl-e~clll efrf)I"ls to slnlJili7.c the economy ClrHJ 

1(1 ,"cvive sllsl~ine<.J y,·owlh P;IY orr in thc medium term the 
~;I'F cuuld yr(ldliClII}' divesl ils equity holcJinys in pl-ivalized 
<':11 I.cr-pr-iscs ill lhe Zc.lItllJi~1l allu illlcnla tiollal c"piL~ I II1n 1"I<e ts on 
;, lJ;lsis 1It1llu~II)' acceptable lo equit}' holde,-s in SPF and to 
·GH~. 

Y The pn,posol has ullle," ·auvantc.1SJcs uS well which need nul ue 
~1,tIJOI';J I cd UpOIl () l lhis pl-climina,"), s laye. Some of the per"ccived 
"<.JiscHJV.;)lllclYCS Il might inclutle: 

(i) CUIH':Cl"Il on the part of GI~Z thal foreign c,-edilors becorniny 
(urei~JIt sharc-holc.Jel·s in the Z()lI1uiall economy on a 
si9l1ific~nl scale could ,"aisc some of the same political and 
n.:»lilJll~llist sensilivities that wc.-c so sharply rell immedialely 
a ftc,- independence. This would lJe particularl y problema lic 
ir only the la.-yc cl·cdilu,"s dOlllillcllcu the p."iVCllizCllioll proy,-auune 
lhruu~h SPF. 

(iiJ Concerti auoul the polcllliill illnalionary impact of a large-
sf:calc orric.:i,., ucul-equit)' swup proyalll (these concerns are in my 
view overplayed). 

(iii) CUIICCI"11 that requesting lJilalc'-ClI credilors lo consiuer a la'-ge 
c:() .. v(~rsion p,-oynllll miyhl lIenect lheh- attention from cancelling 
a~; much of lhe lIeul as possible. 

(iv) COllce,"n thal lhe SPF will not briny in sufficient "new money" 
for it ,yes lll1en t in the Zambian economy. 

(v J The p,"ospect lIHll all orri<.:i~1 L>ES pl"uyram might displ()ce emergent 
l!!"iVtllc seclor inlerest ill privtltizaUon thruugh conversion of 
uulslandillg privala dehl (ill Theury, once nil SPF is set up 
lhe,"c b nu rCClSOll why the pl"iva te creditors shoulu be excluded). 
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. 1 (J Thinldl19 c~rcrully auuul lhese pel-ceived disiJdvalllagcs will pl-obalJly 
I·eve", I 1I "~1I1 lu he illsu fnciclllly se,.ious to IIlet-it Clu(JlluonillY lhe idea 
uf ill1 5PF s<!l up as sll~ues.eu. These cOllec.-us clearly nceu lo IJc 
Ctddrcss~d ill cJesiyniny t.1 pl-opel-ly sl1-lIchu-cu conversion program 
.which uovalails wilh a well planncd and pl·oper-ly sequencetJ 
I ... ivil li l.a lion efrort. 

NEXT STEPS 

11 llnsed on ca.-eful consi<Je.-alion of the pllints arliculateu herein at 
pulicY-lIIaldny and lechnoc,-alic levels within GRZ. the government 
shuuld, if it decides to proceed wilh the idea: 

(aJ IlirtWIII UNCTAU. tlu·ollU" the lucal UNOP Resident Representative 
til' i ls desil-e tu seck ,Issislancc in Phase II of lhe UNCT AD 
Pn,,'ict:l rur fU"'"UI .. lill~ Ull ODe IJI-u~,rcun for Z'lII1LJi~ aimed at 
s<.:lliny lip the SPF. 

(IJ) Auvise its mlillil~ loral inlcl-luclIlu.-s anu its major bilale.-al 
c.-edilors of ils iUlerest ill ~11 ODe scheme for privatization 
.. , u.l in rUI-'" tltem or the s ll.!p~ beilly l,.I(CIl lo develop the 
blue p.-in t for such a sclleme_ 

(t:) Auvise uthe,- key cJOllUI-S (such as Sweden) who al-e nut 
lII~it)l- bil'lle,-ill credilul-s. 1J(~cnllse lhey wrole off their-
f.;I;iiIllS it 'lulIU lime "uo, ur Gl!l's clcsit-c lCJ pu,·sue lhis 
oppol-llllI it y ell III se(!i( lheir- ilssis (:" ICC rur iluymen lin~J 
UI~CTAIJ/UI~LJP eUul·ts cHIU lo el1collI-~ye them to parlicipule 
ill lhe SPF. 
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PROSPECTS FOR OFFXCXAL"DEBT CONVERSXONS: 

-rBE CASE OF JAMAXCA 

i. An integral part of the ONCTAD Project was to consider the 

applicability of commercial and non-commercial conversions of official debt 

in a few specific country cases. Time and budget constraints precluded 

coverage of as wide a sample of middle and low-income indebted countries as 

would have been desirable. This case study focuses on Jamaica. It 

provides in its five main sections: a broad contextual overview of economic 

developments; characteristics of the Jamaican debt problem; a review of 

actions taken to ameliorate the debt burden so far; the prospects for 

official debt conversions; and, finally, their likely impact on the future 

of Jamaica. 

I The Development of the Jamaican Economy 

1.01 Jamaica is among the larger Caribbean islands with a GNP of about 

$3.5 billion (1990), a population of just over 2.4 million growing at about 

1.4\ annually." Over the period 1965-90 the economy has suffered a negative 

growth rate of -1.3\ annually, with per capita GNP having remained 

unchanged in nominal dollars over the last 15 years. Yet, Jamaica is well 

endowed with natural agricultural and mineral resources, has a relatively 

well-educated and skilled labour force (with substantial emigration of high 

level manpower), enjoys proximity and access to North American markets and 

has a fairly sophisticated financial system with respectable levels of 

domestic savings. Its performance on social indicators stands in sharp 

contrast to its desultory economic record though the relentless decline in 

its economic fortunes is now having severe perverse effects on the island's 

internal security and social fabric. The economy, saddled by an onerous 

debt burden incurred in the 1970s and 1980s (discussed later), is 

excessively prone to exogenous shocks, not having diversified rapidly 

enough from primary to manufactured exports. It remains highly sensitive 

to international price and demand changes for coffee, sugar, bananas and 

bauxite and, on the import side, vulnerable to movements in the oil price 

and to volatility in global interest and exchange rates on its debt service 

account. In terms of output the principal contributing sectors are tourism 

(25\ of GOP), bauxite mining and processing (25%) and manufacturing (20%). 

Agriculture absorbs the largest amount of employment (35% of the labour 

force) though it accounts for only 5\ of output. Other services (finance, 
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construction, transport, education, health care and government services) 

provide for the remaining 25% of output. 

1.02 From independence in 1962 to the first oil shock in 1973 the economy 

grew at an average real 5% annually with a per capita income growth rate 

averaging 3.5%. Private direct foreign investment in mining, tourism, 

import-substituting manufacturing and plantation agriculture contributed 

substantially to this performance within a stable domestic financial 

regime. But, with new foreign investments concentrated largely in capital 

intensive mining and manufacturing, net employment grew hardly at all. 

When the first oil shock hit, the economy remained largely foreign-owned 

and unemployment was rising; coupled with the turbulent undercurrents of 

politics in the Caribbean these factors resulted in the election of the 

first Manley government on a platform of socialism and nationalization. 

The consequence of radically interventionist domestic policies, further oil 

shocks, a sharp decline in tourism and the deep global recession of 1979-81 

resulted in a sUbstantial economic contraction between 1973-82 (when the 

debt crisis erupted) despite the temporary buoyancy of Jamaica's own 

commodity export prices (though with much reduced output and demand) during 

part of that period. Over the depade GDP declined by over 22% in real terms 

while government consumption rose by 20%; the fiscal deficit rose to 15% of 

GDP with the bulk (60%) being monetized resulting in much higher inflation 

and an overvalued exchange rate coming under considerable pressure. 

Policies intended to tackle unemployment and contain foreign economic 

dominance through nationalization, expanded social spending, trade and 

price controls, sharp hikes in marginal tax rates, and a government capital 

spending programme, thus led to an over-extended public sector 

unconstrained by financial discipline. The overdose of populism resulted 

in a disruption of production, a collapse of confidence, sharply reduced 

inward investment flows and the flight of both capital and skilled 

professional manpower. Real interest rates were highly negative and 

incentive structures distorted with an anti-export bias. Import and price 

controls resulted in further distortions. Jamaica's deteriorating external 

account balance was financed by drawing down reserves and external 

borrowing. In 1980 Jamaica faced an acute balance of payments crisis 

reflecting the unviability of its economic policies and structure. 

1.03 The severity of the crisis (and the change in global political wind) 

led to the 1980 election of the market-oriented Seaga government which 
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introduced a sweeping economic liberalization programme. Import licensing 

was eliminated with non-tariff barriers being replaced by gradually 

diminishing tariffs; export of primaries was encouraged by focussing on 

lowering production costs and recapturing lost market share; tourism and 

non-traditional manufacturing were promoted vigorously through investments 

in new facilities, more effective marketing, export processing zones and 

the expansion of freight and passenger transport facilities; and a 

programme of large-scale privatization was launched. The exchange rate was 

made more competitive through foreign exchange auctions coupled with a 

range of modified fiscal (tax and expenditure control) and monetary 

policies aimed at controlling domestic inflation and encouraging a higher 

level of financial savings. But the response of the economy -- in terms of 

growth and structural change to these policy reforms has been 

disappointing; in large part because of the extraordinarily large 

proportion of savings and output extracted by creditors by way of debt 

service. Between 1980-85 the economy did not grow at all, the fiscal 

deficit remained excessively high (at about 16% of GDP), inflation kept 

rising and the external current deficit remained at 14% of GDP. OVer that 

period of intense adjustment, external debt grew exceptionally rapidly from 

under $2 billion to over $4 billion with the debt service ratio rising from 

30% to 70\ before rescheduling and from 26\ to 45% after rescheduling. 

Between 1986-90 the economy began to turn around registering real growth of 

over 3\ annually over those five years, despite the considerable 

devastation caused by Hurricane Gilbert in september 1988. By 1990, the 

public sector deficit had been reduced to 3.5\ of GOP and the external 

deficit to 7\. Increased foreign capital inflows' and flight capital 

repatriation resulted in the external debt stock stabilizing at about $4.6 

billion. But the economy suffered a sharp reversal in 1991 as a result of 

the oil price increase and a precipitate drop in tourism arrivals 

immediately preceding and following the Gulf War. Though tourist arrivals 

have recovered since, they have been affected by prolonged recession in 

Jamaica' s main tourism markets of North America and Europe. An acute 

shortage of foreign exchange in 1990-91 has led to a slide in the Jamaican 

dollar with an instantaneous impact on inflation -- which has begun rising 

rapidly again (22\ in 1990 and over 50\ in 1991) resulting in further 

pressures on the exchange rate which is now market determined. 

1.04 The continuing pain and fatigue of adjustment over a decade resulted 

in the Seaga government being replaced by a reformed, second Manley 
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government in 1989 which is continuing with the same free-market policy 

orientation. After one decade of post-independence stability and growth 

the Jamaican economy.has been subject to intense (and opposite) changes in 

its second and third decades of development oscillating from a sharp left 

policy orientation in the 1970s to a sharp right posture through the 1980s. 

Yet it enters the 1990s not substantially changed in structure, in a 

somewhat precarious condition, and still vulnerable to exogenous 

influences. Policy reforms have resulted in an economy which is more open 

than in the 1970s (though not much more so than in the 1960s) with a 

gradually changing export base including non-traditional agricultural and 

manufactured items but with traditional exports remaining the mainstay of 

forex earnings. However, Jamaica's terms of trade, which deteriorated 

dramatically in 1990 after improving between 1987-89, are not expected to 

improve substantially over the medium term; powerful, pro-active policies 

to expand and di versify export earnings will therefore remain necessary. 

Jamaica will need to attract a larger volume of foreign private capital for 

new investment and through public asset sales. More importantly, it will 

need imaginative approaches to debt reduction and relief than provided by 

normal rescheduiings if its debt service and interest payments to GOP 

ratios are to improve sufficiently for the structure of the economy to 

change and respond more durably to policy reforms. 

II The Jamaican Debt Problem 

2.01 Part of the reason for Jamaica's failure to respond adequately to 

strong adjustment discipline is that too large a proportion of the gains 

accruing from economic liberalization and reform has been exported to 

external creditors through debt service. A larger portion of the returns, 

if retained within the domestic economy (through large debt conversion 

programmes similar to Chile's), would almost certainly have created a more 

robust base, less-vulnerable to external shocks and created genuine popular 

(political) sentiment in favour of continued liberalization and reform. 

Appreciating the basis for this assertion requires deeper understanding of 

the Jamaican debt problem which is portrayed in Table 1 overleaf. 

2.02 As is evident, Jamaica • s external debt in dollar terms has nearly 

quintupled in 20 years but doubled as a proportion of GNP, increasing from 

less than 65' to over 132'. Changes in the structure of its debt are even 

more revealing. Debt to bilateral creditors (mainly OECD countries) of 
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over $2.1 billion in 1990 is now i~ times larger than it was in 1970 and 

3.5 times larger than in 1980. The main reason is not additional net 

external borrowing from bilateral sources for investment between 1980-90 

but the impact of exchange rate movements between . 1985-90 and 

capitalization through reschedulings. Multilateral debt has ballooned in 

much the same way with borrowings from the IMF rising to a peak of nearly 

$700 million by 1985 but diminishing to half that amount by 1990; though 

this drop was offset by a rise in the outstandings owed to multilateral 

banks (mainly the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank and the 

caribbean Development Bank) which largely financed Jamaica's repayments to 

the Fund. 

TABLE 1: 

THE STRUCTURE OF JAMAICA's EXTERNAL DEBT 

(Amounts in millions of US Dollars) 

1970 1980 1985 1990 

Total E:\:lcmal Debt: 1.957 1.903 4.068 4.598 or which: 

Long-tcnn Bilatcr:u: 29 626 1.732 2.140 

~'Iuhilatcrru Bnnks: 30 285 750 1.176 
I 1vf F: Q 309 693 357 
Tot~ l\·lultilatcrru: 30 594 1.443 1.533 

Pri\'atc gu:u-:mtccd: 10) .5JO 640 557 
P"c. unguar:uuced: R22 75 66 34 
Total Private (LT): 923 585 706 591 

Short-Tcnll: Pri\'at~ 75 98 )87 334 

~'I~lllo: Total p\'t LT +ST: 998 683 893 925 ----------------------
Source: World Debt Table. 1991-921 

2.03 Long-term debt to private creditors has dropped substantially over 

the last 20 years, though the total amount of debt owed by Jamaica to the 

private sector (including short-term debt) has, except for a trough in 

1980, remained remarkably stable in dollar terms (at around $900 million). 

In relative terms it has declined from 95\ of the total debt stock in 1970 

to just 20\ by 1990. Thus the credit risk in financing Jamaica has been 
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shifted in two ways: (i) from private external creditors financing 

unguaranteed private borrowers in Jamaica to the government, as a result of 

both large scale nationalizations in the 1970s and the provision of 

government guarantees for previously unguaranteed debt; and (ii) froltJ 

private to official creditors over the 1970-90 period. 

2.04 It is remarkable that while unguaranteed long-term private creditors 

took nearly 80% of the total credit risk. on Jamaica's external debt ~n 197~ 

that proportion had declined to less than 0.75% by 1990. Equally, while 

official creditors took less than 6% of the total external credit risk in 

1970, this proportion had increased to nearly 80% by 1990 with bilateral 

creditors alone accounting for 47%. That movement reflects the dramatic 

deterioration in creditworthiness which Jamaica has suffered over the last 

two decades; but it also reveals that 33% of Jamaica's debt structure is 

now owed to preferred, multilateral creditors and is, for that reason, much 

more rigid and inflexible in terms of its reschedulability; although as 

indicated there has been recourse to tacit refinancing within the 

multilateral creditor community. In terms of debt stocks, commercial banks 

were exposed' for.a mere $300 million in 1990, or for less than 7% of the 

total debt stock; unusually low for a middle-income country located in the 

western hemisphere. The main reason was that the tenure of the Manley 

government throughout the 1970s created a climate in which even the 

relatively unconstrained commercial banks were extremely hesitant to lend. 

The remainder of private debt is owed to suppliers from creditor countries 

whose claims have either not been .guaranteed by export credit agencies 

(SCAs) in their home countr~es, or have been serviQed by Jamaica with 

Bufficient profiency to avert their movement into the bilateral category as 

a result of guarantees from EeAs being called. 

2.05 So much for the picture on how Jamaica's external debt stocks have 

materialized. What of its debt service and resulting negative net transfer 

burdens? That situation is depicted in Table 2 below. Jamaica's total 

debt service burdens did not increase significantly between 1970-80 even 

though the debt stock nearly doubled largely because there was a massive 

substitution and expansion effect. The precipitate reduction in debt owed 

to private unguaranteed creditors was coupled with a commensurate increase 

in debt owed to official creditors whose amortization terms were longer and 

softer. Thus though the interest burden on the increased debt stock 

increased proportionately (it more than doubled) the debt service effect 
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TABLE 2: 

JAMAICA's EXTERNAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS 

(Amounts in millions of US Dollars) 

1970 1980 1985 1990 

Totn! E .. ~temn! Debt Service: 257 280 566 75IJ 

of which: Principal 187 120 278 464 
Interest 70 160 288 286 

Long-lenn l3ilncerctl: Principal 1 26 71 i03 
(ntcrest ! 29 73 88 

BOS 2 55 144- 191 

Multilateral: Prillcipru 10 28 102 
n:\nk~ Intcrest 1 .!Q 46 ~~ 
~ ... IDDS: 2 26 74 188 

I~'IF: Repurchascs 0 19 62 lli 
Chargcs Q 23 55 34 

FDS 0 42 117 145 

TOI.tl lvfuJtilalerru: Prin 1 29 90 213 
Int 1 39 ill 12Q 

weDS 2 68 191 333 

Pri V.lle nunrnnrecd: Prin 4 55 48 95 
Int I 69 89 51 

paDS 11 124 137 146 

Pvt. tll1 a tlnrnl\leed: Prin 164 10 14 8 
lilt 54 I !! J. 

PUOS 218 17 18 11 

Total Private (Ln: Prin 168 65 62 103 
lilt 61 76 93 54 

POS 229 141 155 157 

Short-Tenn: Nct Prin 17 0 55 45 
Interest ~ 16 22 24 

SOS 22 16 77 69 
-----

Source; World Debt Tabl.. 1991-92 

was ameliorated by a $67 million reduction in amortization payments as a 

result of substitution. The debt service ratio in 1970 (though the data 

are somewhat unreliable) was nearly 45% (with an interest payments to GDP 

ratio of 5%). The DSR dropped in 1980 to a healthier 19%, since when it 

has again risen to 45% in 1990 with the interest payments to GDP ratio 
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rising to over 8%. The latter ratio indicates the extent to which the 

economy is being sacrificed in terms of current earnings being exported to 

meet current account payment obligations on debt; the amount exportec;i by 

way of interest exceeding the 1990 growth in GOP by 5'. 

2.06 Moreover, though debt service payments in 1970 were relatively high 

the negative net transfers on debt account (-$54 million) were more than 

offset by inflows on the private investment capital account (over $150 

million). In 1980, however positive net transfers on the debt account 

(+$130 million) were offset by private capital outflows by way of 

repatriation and capital flight although it is unclear precisely to what 

extent. In 1990 net transfers on the debt account were negative and large 

(--$272 million or just under 8% of GOP) while private capital flows showed 

an unprecedented net surplus of about $208 million, still leaving a net 2% 

of GOP being extracted by creditors. Thus even under highly propitious 

conditions on the private capital account, the net effect on Jamaica in 

terms of real per capita income growth in the domestic economy was a 

standstill. 

2.07 The conclusion which emerges from the foregOing analysis of growth in 

Jamaica's debt stocks and debt ~ervice burdens is that there is something 

seriously wrong with the financial design of structural adjustment 

programmes (and with the financial programming exercise which dictates the 

design) if the extent of debt servicing, after rescheduling, and the 

substantial negative net transfers (after unprecendented private capital 

inflows) remain as high as they do. Under such circumstances profound 

questions are raised about whether: Jamaica • s vulnerability to external 

influences can indeed be quickly reduced; its economic structure can be 

transformed, and it can exit the devaluation-inflation spiral in which it 

seems to be trapped. Clearly the multilateralization of such a large 

portion of its debt (33') and an even larger portion of its debt service 

obligations (45') as a direct consequence of its adjustment efforts has 

deprived it of a considerable amount of flexibility in its ability to 

manage its debt profile. Until prospects for relief on multilateral 

obligations become a reality (and such prospects seem remote) the burden of 

further restructuring and relief must necesarrily, therefore, fallon 

bilateral obligations and on debt service to private creditors. 

:r 
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2.08 In the case of official bilateral creditors the extent of relief is 

demonstrated by continuous reschedulings which have enabled annual debt 

service to bilateral creditors to be maintained at around 25% of total debt 

service; but at the expense of accretion in the share of bilateral debt 

stock (from 33% in 1980 to 42% in 1985 to 47% in 1990). The problem is thus 

being deferred for a later reckoning rather than being resolved. 

Conventional Paris Club reschedulings which continue in the same vein do 

not appear to be leading to a sensible conclusion. They are only building 

up Jamaica' s bilateral debt stock to a point where, in the absence of 

timely well-structured programmes of debt conversion, large-scale 

cancellation will be the only option left open to creditors and debtor 

alike. 

2.09 Though steps have been taken to reduce private commercial bank debt 

through a carefully designed and capably managed debt capitalization 

programme, Jamaica has managed to reduce its London Club type debt stocks 

to commercial banks by only about $100 million between 1985-90 and by $55 

million to suppliers between 1987-90. But it has not managed to redu'ce its 

debt service ob~igations to private creditors between 1980-90 although the 

interest component of debt service has declined sharply between 1985-90. 
-. 

In 1990 private creditors (long-term, guaranteed) accounted for over 19% of 

total debt service and 18\ of interest service although their stock of debt 

acounted for only 12% of the total. The scope for further relief (mainly 

through conversions) on the private debt frontier therefore r~ains large 

in theory but in practice it is constrainedby the IMF-imposed cap on debt

equity swaps under tightly controlled targets for money supply expansion. 

III Bfforts Made to Provide Jamaica with Debt Relief 

3.01 As observed earlier, in the absence of reschec:lulings of its London 

and Paris Club debt, Jamaica would have been confronted with meeting debt 

service obligations amounting to over 70% of its export earnings. Since 

that would have proven impossible, the official and private reschedulings 

undertaken were perhaps more in the interests of creditors to reach 

agreement on, than in the interests of Jamaica (as the contrasting way in 

which COsta Rica managed its debt strategy would seem to suggest). To a 

large extent these reschec:lulings, particularly for bilateral debt, have 

been driven also by the need to create headroom for maintaining debt 

service obligations to multilateral creditors, particularly the IMP. 
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3.02 Official (Paris Club) Reschedulings: Since 1984, Jamaica has 

undergone six Paris Club reschedulings on official bilateral debt owed to 

OECO members (with a cut-off date of 1, October 1983). These consolidations 

have included arrears, as well as previously consolidated debt, with 100% 

of debt falling due being consolidated in each of these exercises. The 

consolidation period for current maturities in these rescheduings has 

varied between 12-18 months and, until the last resched-uling in July 1991, 

repayment terms were generally over maturities of 8-9 years with 4-5 years 

of grace. The last rescheduling agreement also contained a conversion 

clause, permitting creditors to exercise the option of converting upto $10 

million or 10% of the outstanding debt stock (whichever was the higher) of 

non-concessional debt and upto 100% of concessional debt outstanding at the 

beginning of the consolidation period. These reschedulings are tabulated 

below: 

TABLE 3: 

JAMAICA's PARIS CLUB RESCHEDULINGS 

D:llC of Cm-Off Consolid:ttion Pcriod Amount RCQ:tvment Tcrms 
A grcctllcnt D:tlc Begin Lenoth (Mlhs) Consolid:tted M:tturilv Gr:tce 

Yrs Mlh. Yrs Mth 

16.07.84 01.10.83 01.01.84 15 S 132 m 8 5 3 
19.07.85 01.04.85 12 S 66m 9 6 4 
05.03.87 01.01.87 15 S 188 m 9 5 4 
24.10.88 01.06.88 18 S 147 m 9 3 4 
26.04.90 01.12.89 18 S 116 m 9 3 4 
19.07.91 01.06.91 13 S 9701 19114 6/6 814 
---~-

Source: WOrld Debt Tableo 1991-92 

3.03 In addition to Paris Club reschedulings, Jamaica has restructured its 

obligations to the Venezuelan oil Facility seven times between 1983-90. In 

1990 the Canadian government forgave $94 million in concessional debt. In 

1991, agreements reached under the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, 

resulted in Jamaica reducing its PL480 obligations to the OS by $216 

million with the remainder ($55 million) bearing concessional interest 

rates payable in local currency to fund environmental projects jointly 

agreed by the Jamaican and OS governments. As observed earlier, the net 

result of these bilateral reschedulings has been to maintain bilateral debt 

servicing at around 25% of total debt servicing while ensuring a steady 

11 
0 
11 
9 
9 

919 
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increase in dollar payments to Paris.Club creditors. Absent other pressures 

these relief measures might have been adequate. But, given the imperatives 

of maintaining full debt service to multilateral and private creditors, the 

relief provided by the Paris Club has been largely offset and has proven 

inadequate. As will be discussed in the next section, the type of approach 

which the Paris Club needs to take in the case of Jamaica should be 

modelled on the Poland/Egypt model or, at the very least, the application 

of Toronto Terms to debt stock reduction, below market interest rates and 

much longer maturity/grace stretch-outs. 

3.04 Private Creditor (London Club) Reschedulings: In addition to these 

official debt reschedulings, Jamaica has restructured long-term debts owed 

to commercial banks six times between 1981-90. The details of these are 

shown overleaf. 

TABLB 4: 

JAMAICA's LONDON CLUB RESCHEDULINGS 

D:lIC of Con~olid:ttion Period Amount RepCl~ment Tenns I nlcre~" 
J\C'treelllcnt Bcrrin LenC'tlh (Mlhs) Restructured M:tturitv GrClce 

--~-
~'f:lrC'tln 

Yrs ~ith Yrs Mth 

April 81 01.04.79 24 S 126 m 5 0 2 0 2.000 
June 81 01.07.81 21 S 89m 5 0 2 0 2.000 
June 84 01.07.83 21 S 164 01 5 0 2 0 2.500 
Sept 85 01.~.85 24 S359 III 10 0 3 0 1.875 
lvlay 87 01.01.87 39 S366m 12 6 9 0 1.250 
June 90 01.01.90 48 S 315 m 14 0 0 6 0.8125 
--------------

Source: WOrld Debt Tables 1991-92 

These reschedulings have resulted in fairly significant reductions in total 

debt service due to commercial banks between 1980-90. Total debt service 

to banks increased from $70 million in 1980 to a peak of $122 million in 

1983 since when they have declined steadily to a level of only $37 million 

in 1990, comprising mainly interest payments with only $1 million in 

amortizations. The 1990 London Club agreement resulted in the deferral of 

principal payments of $54 million with $18 million in such payments, which 

were due to be amortized in 1990 being deferred. 

3.05 By contrast, debt service on long-term debt held by private suppliers 

has increased substantially, rising from $14 million in 1983 to $109 

million in 1990, thus effectively resulting in no relief at all on the 

total private creditor account. It is clear that in future private debt 
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rescheduling or reduction efforts, private debt owed to suppliers is going 

to have to be dealt with in more imaginative ways r~her than through large 

amortization payments (which have increased from $11 million in 1983 to $94 

million in 1990) resulting in gradually reducing outstanding obligations to 

suppliers (reduced by $55 million over the last four years from a peak of 

$315 million to $260 million in 1990 and to $166 million in 1991, if there 

has been no further net borrowing from this category of creditor). 

Jamaica's rapid reduction of suppiers' credit o~ligations through 

straightforward amotization raises questions about its debt servicing 

priorities and about whether reductions in reschedulable London Club debt 

being matched by commensurate increases in suppliers credit debt m~y not 

reflect a phenomenon of debt switching by the same group of private 

creditors to forms of debt which have a higher likelihood of being 

serviced. 

3.06 In addition to these official and private reschedulings, net new 

money flows (in terms of net disbursements of principal) through the last 

decade have contributed in small part to helping Jamaica meet debt service 

obligations without'running up arrears until 1990;2 but this has happened 

at the expense of inc:urring further and increasingly unmanageable debt 

obligations. Between 1983-90, net disbursements of principal (mainly from 

multilateral creditors) and reschedulings (which are counted as net flows 

for these statistics) amounted to about $744 million (or an annual average 

over the period of $93 million). But when accumulated interest payments of 

over $2.1 billion made by Jamaica to its creditors are taken into account, 

net transfers (on the debt account) have been negative, amounting to a 

cumulative -$1.4 billion betwen 1983-90. That amount is equivalent to 

roughly 6.5% of Jamaica's cumulative GOP over the same period. Such a 

large outward transfer of real resources throughout the 1980s, coupled with 

the, effect of capital flight and the net effect of external shocks (and 

gains) which Jamaica has experienced intermittently d~ring the 1980s, helps 

to explain why it has been so difficult to stabilize the economy and place 

it firmly on a durable growth path. It suggests that though creditors may 

feel that their debt relief efforts have provided Jamaica with sufficient 

breathing space to meet its obligations on more realistic lines, the 

overall impact of these relief efforts in restoring the economy to sound 

health, despite impressive adjustment and reform efforts, has been 

negligible. 
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The Scope for Official Debt Conversions 

4.01 It is in the ~ontext of these developments in Jamaica's economy and 

external debt that the scope for conversions of official bilateral debt 

needs to be judged. Clearly, putting Jamaica on a sounder economic footing 

will require bolder efforts at reducing debt stocks and debt service and 

restoring the flow of sustainably positive net transfers from the creditor 

community as a whole until such time that Jamaica' s income and output 

levels permit affordably negative net transfers. The two main areas in 

which attention on debt and debt service reduction must be focussed are in 

reducing: 

(i) stocks of bilateral debt and attendant debt service obligations and 

(ii) stocks of non-bank private credit obligations through conversion 

rather than amortization. The estimated bilateral debt stock at the end of 

1991 is thirteen times the size of outstanding obligations to private 

suppliers. Half of it is concessional and can be serviced if amortization 

ayments are lengthened further. 

concess~onal and expensive to 

The other half (over $1 billion) is non-

service. Also the cut-off date for 

reschedulable official debt goes back ungenerously to 1983 when the 

bilateral debt stock was 60% ~f its present level. It is on this large 

block of accumulated (bilateral non-concessional) debt that attention for 

conversion ought to be focussed first; although means of reducing the large 

amounts of annual amortization payments to private suppliers need equally 

urgent consideration. Prospects for the conversion of official debt stocks 

need, however, to be assessed against the experience of debt conversions 

which have taken place so far under Jamaica's debt capitalization 

programme. 

4.02 Jamaican Experience with Debt conversions: 3 Under terms agreed to in 

the 1987 London Club rescheduling agreement, the Government of Jamaica 

(GOJ) instituted a debt-equity conversion programme (DECP) in the middle of 

that year. It aimed to convert $185 million of commercial bank long-term 

debt (or upto half the outstanding amount which, in 1987, stood at $378 

million4
). The programme, which was constructed with the assistance of N.M. 

Rothschild and marketed by both Rothschild and (the now defunct) Libra Bank 

got off to a fitful start and has been modified along the way. 

Applications in excess of $185 million were received from commercial banks 

by June 1988 but the government decided in July to cancel the original 

programme and redirect $60 .million of the available debt to its hotel 
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divestment programme (under which foreign investors could purchase upto 25% 

of the purchase price of government-owned hotels with existing eligible 

debt) while remaining open to considering small investment projects o~ an 

ad hoc basis. By the end. of 1988 only $9.3 million had actually been 

converted with the amount increasing to $15 million as of May 1989. 

Commercial banks also found it hard to accept the IHF imposed limits on the 

conversion programme arguing that the immediate impact of the conversion 

programme on monetary expansion would be limited5 because: (i) the local 

currency payments were made with domestic debt instruments (Equity 

Investment Bonds - EIBs) having the same amortization schedule as the 

original debt with the EIBs issued amounting in 1988 to a mere J$49 

million; (ii) the only source of monetary expansion from the conversion 

programme would be generated by the interest rate spread adj usted for 

variations in the exchange rate between the EIBs (which in 1988 earned 14%) 

and the original loans at LIBOR + 1.25% -- in 1988 this spread added J$2 

million to current government expenditures or 0.10% of total government 

outlays;6 and (iii) conversions aimed at privatized assets, such as hotels, 

involved no government outlays with the net impact of such conversions on 

government finances being positive • 

.. 
4.03 It is unclear whether these concerns registered or not. But, the 

conversion programme was modified after the 1990 London Club rescheduling.? 

Both Tranche A (i.e. those maturities falling due for amortization before 

the year 2000) and Tranche B (amortizations between 1998-2004) maturities 

became eligibile for conversion whereas only Tranche A was eligible 

previously. The eligibility of investors was expanded beyond non-residents 

to include Jamaican residents as well. s And the eligible investments were 

liberalized considerably to include almost any type ~f investment in listed 

or unlisted Jamaican companies although the purchase of Jamaican assets 

through the debt conversion programme has to be undertaken through a 

registered Jamaican investment vehicle. 9 Repatriation of capital provided 

through the DECP is now restricted to a waiting period of three years if 

the investment is in new facilities in priority sectors or seven years if 

it is not. Dividends cannot be repatriated for at least three years and 

must be held in blocked deposit accounts (with any commercial bank but 

registered with BoJ) bearing market rates of interest or can be re-invested 

as ftrelated qualified investments" with the approval of BoJ. Assets 

purchased by investors through the conversion programme can be sold within 

the restricted period if consideration for the sale transaction does not 
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involve forex acquired through the domestic interbank market. Investors 

applying to purchase assets through debt-equity conversions are not 

required to put up fresh new money (forex) in all transactions though such 

a requirement may be imposed at the discretion of BoJ depending on the type 

of investment being made. The local assets exchanged for convertible debt 

include: (i) land or shares in public sector entities or (ii) local 

currency debt instruments rediscountable by Jamaican financial 

institutions. In the latter case the Jamaican dollar proceeds are less 

than the face value of convertible debt with the difference representing a 

"fee" through which the government can share in the secondary market price 

discount. The fee is variable subject to a maximum of 10% on Tra?che A 

maturities and 19% on Tranche B. 

4.04 These changes have·helped. As of mid-1991 about $85 million had been 

converted for equity investments in some fifty projects, with 73% of the 

converted amount being concentrated in the tourism (mainly hotels) and 

mining (alumina) mining sectors and the remainder almost entirely for the 

manufacturing sector. A further $11 million had been approved for 

conversion with local currency disbursements of about $10 million having 

been made for imminent investment. Applications were in process for about 

$13 million; earlier applications which had now become inactive (for lack 

of investor interest in pursuing the conversions at this time) amounted to 

another $70 million. Thus it has taken Jamaica four years to commit 85% of 

its originally targetted amount of conversions with a furt~er 1% being 

processed in the pipeline. 

4.05 The main restraint on moving ahead faster since 1990 has been the 

application of fairly tight ceilings (restricted to about $25 million 

annually) on private debt-equity conversions applied under IMF-monitored 

adjustment programmes. But three further reasons have contributed to 

decelerating the pace of debt conversion activity: (i) the rising price of 

Jamaican debt in the secondary market (which has increased from under 40~ 

to over 70~ between 1987-91) making conversions less attractive as a means 

of securing local currency vis-a-vis straight forex swaps on the parallel 

market;10 (ii) the increasing premium on the parallel market over the 

"market-determined" exchange rate -- in mid-1991 the premium was over 25%; 

and (iii) a diminishing amount of Tranche A maturities (now amounting to 

only $100 million) as a result of the 1990 London Club rescheduling and 

Jamaica' s relatively impressive performance in servicing its commercial 
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obligations, which has perversely reduced the incentive for commercial 

banks to exercise the conversion option. 

4.06 An overall evaluation of the DECP would conclude that the programme 

stuttered between 1987-89 but picked up steam after the June 1990 

rescheduling agreement with the commercial bank creditors. However it has 

since run out of steam again for the four reasons suggested above. 

Moreover, and somewhat surprisingly, it has not yet been specifically 

focussed on large-scale privatizations (except in the case of hotel 

purchases) such as those involving the full or partial sales of shares in a 

large public commercial bank, the largest cement company and the sale of 

Jamaica's telephone company, all of which would have enabled debt 

conversions on a far larger scale, and with careful design, without the 

monetary expansion effects so opposed by the IMF. The domestic debt 

instruments offerred to investors using the DECP have become inordinately 

expensive for the government to service (and impose much larger budgetary 

costs than earlier envisaged) because of large, and unforeseen, divergence 

in the interest rate spread between LIBOR and domestic interest rates 

caused by rapidly rising, devaluation induced, domestic inflation. Yet, 

despite these problems, considerable scope remains for carefully designed 

debt-equity conversions involving the much larger stock of official 

bilateral debt. Such DECPs could be aimed specifically at accelerating the 

rate of privatization and of investments now included under the public 

sector investment programme (PSIP) -- including social sector investments 

in educational, leisure, retirement and health care facilities -- but which 

could just as easily be undertaken by the private sector using 'build-own

opera~e-transfer' (BOOT) financing techniques involving debt swaps. In 

both instances the DECP could be designed so as to have a neutral or 

positive budget impact (and therefore monetary impact to the extent that 

the budget deficit is monetized). 

4.07 The Scope for a DEep dsigned for Official Bilateral Debt 

Discussions in Jamaica between the author and relevant government 

officials11 suggested clearly that there was considerable scope for, and 

more than 'in principle' interest on the part of the Jamaican authorities, 

in actively pursuing prospects for an official DECP. No satisfactory reason 

could be discerned as to why the government had not already pursued with 

creditors the 10\ conversion option included under the June 1991 Paris Club 

rescheduling agreement which opened the door to a limited amount of such 

conversions. After all, the official (non-concessional) bilateral debt 
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stock owed to Paris Club creditors amounted to just under $1 billion of 

which about $700 million was the pre-cutoff date stock providing immediate 

opportunity for converting between $70-100 million (using the 10% lLmit) of 

official bilateral debt into equity or into local currency for designated 

social and environmental expenditures. The general sentiment on the part 

of the authorities was that this had not been offered as a 'serious' option 

by creditors and seemed to be intended more for non-commercial rather than 

commercially oriented conversions. There was a'wait and see' attitude on 

the part of the Jamaican authorities in observing how events materialized 

with .the much larger Polish and Egyptian requests for conversion (for their 

environment and social funds respectively) which they felt had attracted 

greater political commitment on the part of donors to achieve something 

than seemed to be the case for Jamaica. It was also pointed out that the 

cancellation/interest conversion schematic employed under the PL480 

cancellation arrangement agreed under EAI would generate sufficient local 

currency funds for environmental expenditures for the next 2-3 years-unless 

the scope for despoiled mining land rehabilitation schemes was expanded and 

investment in this area accelerated. 

4.08 It was, however, immediately acknowledged by the authorities that an 

official DECP would have considerable scope and could be quite useful if it 

was aimed specifically at: (i) facilitating and accelerating remaining 

privatization initiatives (which require some very large enterprises to be 

sold in the next 3-4 years); and (ii) substituting private investment for 

some of the projects presently included in the public sector investment 

programme. Detailed design work, involving simulations on the budgetary 

and monetary impact of such conversions, would need to be carried out (in 

Phase II of the UNCTAD Project) by expert consultants provided by 

UNCTAD/UNDP in conjunction with staff of the BoJ, the ~nistry of Finance 

(HoF) , and the team specifically responsible for the privatization 

programme in the National Investment Bank of Jamaica (NIBJ). 

4.09 The scope for an official DECP can be discerned from Annex 1 which 

lists the enterprises intended to be privatized by the government in the 

immediate and medium term. While no valuation bas been attached to each of 

these enteprises (for obvious reasons) it can safely be assumed that even 

if the entire non-concessional bilateral debt stock were to be converted it 

would account for no more than 20-25' of the total value of the enterprises 

to be put on the block, and could, in the right market climate, account for 
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much less than that proportion. Hence the ab~ortive capacity for applying 

such conversions to public asset sales is not a constraint. In addition 

the 1990-91 PSIP lists public investments in directly productive 

enterprises in agriculture, mining, manufacturing and tourism (which could 

be substituted for to the extent of at least 50% by private investment) 

amounting to J$2.9 billion for the 1991-95 period; investments in economic 

infrastructure (transport communications, electric power and water supply 

and sewerage) of J$6.4 billion; and social investments (such as ~ospit~l 

rehabilitation) for a further J$750 million. These programs also suggest 

considerable scope for absorbing the local currency proceeds of official 

debt swaps in a manner which would replace government borrowing and 

expenditure for the public investment with the involvement of public asset 

swaps. Clearly, ,there is also room for other types of recurrent social 

expenditure; but, unless it can be assured that budget funds thus released 

are not again redeployed, but used either to close the fiscal gap or to 

generate a surplus in order to retire existing public debt, (and the 

attendant future servicing obligations) such substitution could prove 

problematic. 

4.10 In considering the prospects for an official DEep the Jamaican 

authorities were considered about how the mechanics of conversion would be 

handled at the creditor end. Obviously, having decided to privatize their 

own holdings of assets the government would be disinclined to see foreign 

governments (or even foreign parastatals) become significant holders of 

equity in Jamaican enterprises. They do acknowledge that many bilateral 

creditors have specific equity investment promoting arms within their 

institutional armouries (e.g. CDC, FMO, DEG, OPIC etc) which have already 

take up equity investments in Jamaica and which for all intents and 

purposes are, despite their ownership, similar to any o'ther private foreign 

investor except perhaps with a greater developmental orientation and a 

slightly longer-term perspective. How the debt is transferred from the 

present holder (e.g. ECGD) to a more appropriate equity investor (e.g- CDC) 

is not the concern of the Jamaican government nor is the internal price at 

which such a transfer takes place (though these may of course involve 

complex issues for creditor governments and agencies themselves to 

address). What is important is: the likely behaviour of the investor 

operating through an official DEep; the price at which the debt is to be 

converted into local currency; the price at which local assets being 

privatized are to be valued and exchanged; and what 'sweeteners' if any are 
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necessary to induce acceleration of the privatization programme through an 

official DEep. 

4.11 Official debt equity conversions could be" handled either o~: (i) a 

case-by-case basis in the context of each privatization, which might 

involve laborious, lengthy and repetitive arrangements between the 

government and each bilateral creditor in each case; OR (ii) through a more 

flexibly designed gener~l purpose vehicle such as a Privatization Fund 

managed on a professional portfolio management basis. Such a fund could be 

financed by local currency proceeds derived through both debt conversions 

as well as new (forex) money; though the 'rights and advantages' offered in 

connection with the new money component might need to be tailored to offer 

some preferences. For example, a privatization fund could be established 

in which bilateral creditors (or more specifically their designated equity 

investment agencies) could pool their converted local currency claims 

within a structure would enable them to have 

management and direction (i.e. Board) of the fund. 

representation in the 

Such a structure could 

also accommodate providers of new money (such as the lFC, lIF and CDB along 

with private professional investor funds in emerging markets such as those 

run by the major global funds or boutique funds run by ex-IFC staff from 

Washington) who could bring additional technology and management to the 

venture. The Privatization Fund could then bid for a significant but 

limited (to say 25-30%) proportion of any privatization issue under the 

same types of terms, and with same priorities, as the government's present 

DECP. This broad idea could be developed in much greater (country 

specific) detail in Phase II of the UNCTAD Project. 

v Impact of the Proposed DECP for Official Bilateral Debt 

5.01 In the absence of a detailed structure for the proposed official DEep 

and specific targetted ojectives in its operation it is difficult to 

evaluate its impact except in sufficienctly generic terms to justify 

pursuing further development of the concept and its application. To begin 

with, the financial impact would depend very much on how much official 

bilateral debt creditors were willing to convert in the next 2-3 years. As 

indicated earlier, the non-concessional component of official bilateral 

debt owed to OECD creditors amounts to nearly $1 billion with pre-cutoff 

date debt amounting to $700 million. Assuming official debt conversions 

were conf ined to the current 10% ceilings of the entire debt stock this 
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would result in annual debt service savings of about $15 million annually 

(on average) between 1992-96. The' net financial effect in terms of debt 

service savings would not, therefore, be significant in its own rlght. 

But, if this small amount of converted official debt was seen as the first 

tranche of a privatization fund of the sort outlined above it would have 

financial leverage effects several times its own size. For example if $100 

million in converted debt were to attract a further $30 million in new 

money from other funders (e.g. IFC, IIC and CDB) and if the privatization 

fund thus set up were to take up no more than an average of 25% of the 

total equity of the enterprises being privatized, the potential leverage 

effect would result in enabling $520 million worth of privatized assets to 

be financed; not an inconsiderable sum in the Jamaican context. 

5.02 If, however, the creditors (and the Jamaican authorities) were to be 

more ambitious and aim to convert 50% of the outstanding official bilateral 

non-concessional debt stock now with the proceeds being invested over the 

next five years (i.e. $500 million) then the effect in terms of debt 

service savings would be substantial (an average of $85 million annually 

between 1992-96~ along with the leverage effects. But the impact of such 

conversion programmes (as the cases of Chile and Mexico clearly suggest) 

extends well beyond the mere financial savings involved. If organized in a 

structured and comprehensive rather than piecemeal fashion such programmes 

can signal a powerful commitment on the part of creditors and debtor to 

recovery and growth rather than repeating resched-uling exercises aimed at 

bleeding the economy, through debt service, of the maximum amount of real 

resources that can be extracted, with no serious concern on the part of 

creditors (and no counter-vailing political power on the part of the debtor 

to exert its preferences) for establishing firmer footings for sustainable 

recovery. 

5.03 An official DEep in Jamaica of between $300-500 million could play 

just such a role in signalling the intent of the creditors to ensure 

sustainable recovery of the Jamaican economy and to underline that 

commitment by the preparedness of their agencies to take an equity risk, 

jointly with other partners willing to provide new money, again on an 

organized and (in relative terms) impressive scale. It could also signal, 

on the part of the Jamaican government, its commitment to proceeding with 

privatization rapidly by overcoming, through such a programme, the natural 

limits imposed by domestic capital market absorption constraints and the 
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unwillingness on the part of private foreign investors (or holders of 

flight capital) to put their best foot forward in an environment subject to 

instant economic destabilization by events such as hurricanes or the Gulf 

War. Clearly bilateral debt conversion alone would not fully ameliorate 

concerns on the part of dispassionate observers (and investors) that the 

Jamaican economy, in terms of its output and export capacity is being 

squeezed by the international community for much more debt service than it 

can reasonably afford or sustain and grow at rates of 5-7% at the same 

time. COnveying that message unambig-uously would require action on the 

multilateral debt front and in the debt service currently being extracted 

by private creditors. 

5.04 In the final analysis, the objective of the creditor community should 

be to reduce the annual ~ebt servicing obligations of Jamaica from around 

$750 million or over 20% of GOP to a level of less than $400 million, which 

would still represent a very high 11% of GOP but would be more manageable. 

Such a reduction would need to be achieved in a manner which did not 'simply 

defer the ballooning of debt service to five years from now but resulted in 

a terminal reduction. Achieving that size of reduction, when preferred 

multilateral obligations alone absorb around $300-350 million a year in 

debt service, will be extremely difficult unless Jamaica' s multilateral 

obligations can be stretched out and refinanced on intermediate terms at 

least for the next 5-10 years. But even in the absence of that eventuality 

materializing an official DEep could play a major role. The availability 

of a large portfolio of public assets, which could be more productively 

deployed by the private sector offers a feature which should be seized on 

swiftly to construct an interwoven debt swap-privatization link which could 

have profoundly beneficial effects on economic revival and sutained growth. 
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Data from the World Debt Tables 1991-92 issue have been used 
throughout this report. They differ (in some instances quite 
significantly) from data provided by the Bank of Jamaica in its 
Annual Report of 1990. However the differences could not be readily 
reconciled and an arbitary decision was made to use the WDT series 
because of completeness for the 1983-90 period. 

Though Jamaica has ended each year between 1983-90 with a small 
balance of interest arrears averaging $30 million between 1983-88 
(due more to technical rather than substantive reasons) the volume of 
such arrears grew very rapidly in 1989 and 1990. Jamaica ended each 
of those years with more than $110 million in interest arrears, a 
substantial amount relative to total interest payment and debt 
service obligations. This change signals increasingly greater 
distress in meeting reschedule~ debt service. 
See also "Debt Equity Conversions: A Guide for Decision Makers", UN -
ST/CTC/104-1990 • 

This figure is sourced from WDT91-92. The 1989 Report of the 
Institute of International Finance (IIF) (representing the comercial 
banks) indicated an outstanding amount of $481 million at the end of 
1987 while the Bank of Jamaica reported a figure of $380 million. 

See IIF Report cited above pg 10. 

In an !riteview with the author the Governor of BoJ rightly observed 
that since 1989 with domestic inflation, and interest rates rising 
rapidly and the exchange rate becoming unstable the issuance of EIBs 
had become much more expensive with the domestic interest rate rising 
to over 28% in mid 1991 while LIBOR had fallen substantially. 

See "Progranune for the Conversion of Jamaican External Debt into 
Equity Investments: Guidelines for Investors"; BoJ publication, 1990. 

Though Jamaican residents (or domiciles) have to staisfy BoJ that 
they have sufficient assets abroad or can borrow abroad to finance 
the dollars necessary for secondary market debt purchases on terms 
acceptable to BoJ. 

However, the government did express a preference for conversions to 
be used for investment in priority areas, (i) construction or 
expansion of tourist hotels; (ii) manufacturing investments in the 
"free zones"; (iii) construc-tion of new factory space in Jamaica; 
(iv) export production with high domestic value-added; (v) employment 
generating investments in labour intensive enterprises. 

It was estimated in 1987 that based on a BoJ fee of 6% and the 
purchase of Jamaican debt in secondary markets for 35*, the investor 
accrued a saving of 50% on the forex required to make local equity 
investments even after taking into account the fees to agent banks. 
With the price of debt having risen to over 70* and even with the BoJ 
requiring no fee the savings have dropped to 15% which is less than 
the premium available on parallel market exchanges for the Jamaican 
dollar in 1991. 
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Please see the Interim Report submitted to ONCTAD by the Consultants 
dated 16 November 1991 pp 20-23 and Annex 2 p 27. 
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A P PEN D I X 1 
ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES APPROVED FOR PRIVATIZATION 

ADVtRTISED AND CURRENTLY IN NEGOTIATIONS 

ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES INJUSTRY/SECTOR OWNERSHIP SLBJECT MINJSTRYlAGEtCY 

1. Air Jamaica Ltd~ 

2. Hat ima I Cassava 
Pr~u:ts ltd. 

3. Nat/cr.al Tcoi & Ole Co. Ltd. 

4. ~r~wa II Da Iry 
[)eye I ctr.lE!nt ltd. 

'5. Jama lea Plbllc Service 
Cc~!I'Iy ltd. 

6. west 1n:2les Glass Ltd. 

7. Negr II cabins 

Air Transport 

Agr I Bus I ness 

J.erufactur lng 

~rlSuslness 

ElectrIcal 
Utility 

t.erufactur Jng 

ft)soltai Ityl 
Tourlsll 

100% 

100% 

100': 

100': 
" 

100% 

61.5% 

1cm 

Ministry of Ptbllc 
Ut III tI es an:2 
Transoort 

JIJ.FROI J I 0:: 

J~O/JIO:: 

Ministry of Industry. 
Production & Co:.oerce 
J~O/JI[c 

MInistry of MinIng 
aro Energy 

Jua I ca Dave I COlllE!tlt BarK 

Wlnlstr,r of Wining 
and Energy 

COt.t.lEh'TS Inc J. PREL I W I NARY 
PROPOSED 

KlOAlITY fOR PR IVATIZATlOH 

Dilution of Interest 
frOll Injection 
of new cap I ta I • 
(Special Cocmlttee 
IPOO Inted bOy Govt. 
to privatize airline. 
Olalrcan -
Wr. OaMy Wlllla:ls.) 

Sale/lease of assets 

Sa Ie of sharesl 
assets. 

Sa Ie "f asset an:! 
lease of assets. 

Purchase of Pr lvate 
Power. contract of power 
generat Ion. share sa Ie. 

The t~ uJor users of th9 
prodl.l:t have e~ressed 

. Interest In acquirIng GOJ's 
shares. eA- Ordinary shares 
listed en the Stock 
ExcnartJe. 

Sa Ie of assets 
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ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES APPROVED FOR PRIVATIZATION 
IMPLEMENTATION STAGE 

ENTERPR ISES/ ASSETS/ACT I V I TIES I tllUSTRY /SECTOR OWNERSHIP SUBJECT ~IHISTRY/AGENCY 

1. Jama lea Fisher les 
Co~lex ltd. 

2. st. Jago farms 

3. K IngstCX1 Dry Dock lim Ited 

4. Agr i OJ I tua I Meehan I ca I 
Serv Ices (Workshlp) 

Agr I &.Is I ness 

Agriculture 

Dry Dock Service 

Agr I Bus I ness 

100% Ministry of Agriculture 

100% ADC Group limited 

100% JA\.PRO/ J IOC 

100% Wlnlstry of Agriculture 

COt.t.4E~S Inc I. PREL I~ I NARY 
PROPOSED 

MODALITY fOR PRIVATIZATION 

lease of assets 

Sa I e of Assets and 
lease of assets. 

lease of land and 
buildIng. Sale of 
mach I nery ard eCJ,J Ip-
rent 

Sa I e of assets 
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EHTERPRISES/ASSETS/AtTIVITIES APPROVED fOR PRIVATIZATION 
PREL I~"HARY ASSESSI.£NT 

ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES INDUSTRY/SECTOR OWNERSHIP SUBJECT WIHISTRY/AGEHCY 

1. NatiCNI CO=ercial Bank 
of Jamaica 

2. Shett I ewood Property 
I.bntpe Iler Property 

3. Certain Services 
In certain Hospitals 

-i. Govern.':Ietlt Pr Intlr'Q Off Ice 

s. Port Author tty of Jama I ca 
hnd:lrcok ~arf 
Borden ""'arf 

s. Jam lea Soya Prc:du:ts Ltd. 

7. HI g,ga te foods Ltd. 

BarKing 

Agriculture 

Public Service 

Public Service 

Port Services 

t.erufactur Ing 

Agr tBus tness 

39% 

100% 
100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

SO: 

38% 

HIBJ 

ACe Group Limited 

Wlnlstry of Health 

Wlnistry of Public Service 

Ii( In Istry of Plb I Ie 
Utilities and Transport 

Wlnlstry of Industry. 
Production and COmmerce 

Ministry of Industry. 
ProdJct Jon and Ccmmerce 

(X)~n{J's Inc I. PREll1.l lHAAY 
PROPOSED 

IIXlAL ITY fOR PR·IVATlZ~TrOH 

Sa Ie of Shares by pr lvate 
treaty to exs 1st Irg share
holders and other wor~er 
grDUDS. Coftt)any listed en 
ttl Stcick Exc:tlange. 

Sale of Assets and 
lease of assets. 

Sa Ie of assets. 
Contract of 
services. OtoOr
tunlty to Increase 
~er of players 
In private sector 
enterpr Ise. 

Contract of services 
Sale/lease of assets 

Lease/sale of asset. 

Sale of shares. 

Sa Ie of shares 



ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES 

8. Trans-Jamaica Air lines Ltd. 

9. Milk River Hotel and Spa 

10. Bath fountain Hotel. 
St. ThOOlas 

11. Ar 19uanabo CO. of Ja. Ltd. 

12. Innswood Vinegar limited 

13. Cccoa Industry Board 
(properties) 

14. Carltxlean Cement Co~any 
Limited 

15. K/W International Ltd. 

16. Black River Upper Morass 
Deve lop:ent Company (BRlIaC) 

17. Lydford FarIS 

18. o.P (Shares) 
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ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES APPROVED fOR PRIVATIZATION 
PRELIMINARY ASSESSKNT 

nOOSTRY/SECTOR OWNERSHIP SLBJECT MINISTRY/AGEtCy 

Air Transport 1CXl% Ministry of Public 
Utilities and Transport 

Hospitality/ 100% Ministry of Tourism 
Tourism 

Hospitality/ 100% 
Tourism 

Mal'1.lfacturlng 100% Ministry of Industry 
ProductIon and Commerce 

Agr I Bus IresS 51.21% Ministry of Agriculture 

Agrlcultura Cocoa Ministry of Agriculture 
farmers 

ierufacturlng 28% HIBJ 

ierufactur Ing 42% Ord. Ministry of Industry. 
lcmPref Production & Commerce 

Agr lculture lcm HIBJ 

Agriculture nX)% Ministry of Agriculture 

Marufacturlng 52.221 JarDa I ca Dave / ~lD8nt Bari< 
shares 

COt.t.lENTS Incl. PRELIMINARY 
PROPOSED 

~ALITY FOR PRIVATIZATION 

Sa la of shares 

Lease of asset 

Sa I e of assets 

Sa le/lease of assets 

Sa Ie of propert les 
on open market by 
Cocoa I rduStry Board. 

Sa Ie of shares 
to the pub I I c . 
Co:rpany II sted 
on the Stock 
Exchange. 

Sa Ie of Shares 
Conpany listed D1 

the stock Exchange. 

Sa/e/lease of Assets 

Sa Ie of Assets 

Sa Ie of Shares 
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ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES N>PROVED FCA PRIVAT IZAT ION 
PREL UUNARY ASSESSKm 

ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES INOUSTRYISECTOR 

19. Tamers (Shares) Marufacturlng 

20. Da Iry ln1Jstr les (Shares) Marufacturlng 

21. Tr~lculture limited (Shares) AgrlaJlture 

22. Road t.la Intenance - Repa Irs of Public services 
wardS. br Idges etc. 

23. Posta I Services and Public services 
Package delivery 

24. Minard Estate Agr laJ Iture 

25. Natlooal Water Co=lsslon Water ut Illty 
list InchJjlng sewerage processing 
plants being finalised by NYC. 

26. Airport Termlnal/tk)nald SangstAlr transport 
InternatlooaJ Airport Services 

27. catering for Infirmaries P\.t)llc Services 
(Island wide) 

28. Park Ing Metersflraff Ic now N)llc Services 
Itnltorlng 

29. Loca I Goverrwent N)llc Services 
- WOtor Vehicle Repairs 

OWNERSHIP SlB~CT WIHISTRY/AGEtCY 

164.970 Jamaica Development Baric 
snares 

15.014 Jua lea Deve Icpment Baric 
snares 

45% JaIa I ca Deve I cpment Bar« 

100% Ministry of Construction 

100% Ministry of Plbllc 
Utilities and Transport 

11m ACe Group Limited 

100% Ministry of P\bllc 
Utilities and Transport 

1CXl% Ministry of P\bllc 
Utilities and Transport 

100% Ministry of local 
Goverment 

um Ministry of Local 
Goverment 

um Ministry of Local 
GovernDent 

cmwrms Incl. PRELIMINARY 
. PROPOSED 

arJOALITY FOR PRIVATIZATION 

Sale of Shares 

Sa Ie of Shares 

Sa Ie of Shares 

Lease of EQU I p:!ent • 
Contract of Services. 

Lease of franchise. 

So~ sewerage process Ing 
plants already privatized. 
Lease of Assets. Ccntract 
of Serv Ices • 

The ~vernnent has rees I ved 
proposa Is to pr Ivat Ize the 
terminal at the Dcnald Sang 
A I rport. au II d-Own-(Oera te 
Terminal. 

Sa lellease of Assets. Centr 
of Services. 

Contract of Services. 

Contract of Services 
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EHTERPR I SES/ASSETS/ ACTI V I TIES }PPROVED FOO PR I VAT I ZA T ION 
PRELIM I NARY ASSESSMENT 

ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES I NlUSTRY/SECTOR OWNERSHIP SUBJECT MINISTRY/AGENCY 

30. J.bba to Irs Public Services 100% Ministry of Local 
Goverlll\ent 

31. Jamaica Pegasus ItlspltalltylToorlsm 59.8% National Itltels 
& Pr~ertles 

32. forum J-k)te I Ccxnp I ex Itlsp Ita IltylToor Ism 100% Urban Deve I ~ment 
Corporat 100 (lDC) 

33. (keana Itlte I Itlsp ItalltylToorlsm 100% Urban Oevel~ment 
Corporat 100 (LDC) 

34. tmtego Freeport limited ard Its Urban Deve I ~ment 
Slbsldlares: Corporat 100 (lDC) 

- Seawlnd Beach Hotel limited ItlspltalltylToorlsm 
- Seawlnd limited HospltalltylToorlsm 
- Montego Shopping Centre Ltd.Pr~erty management 
- t.bntego Wharves lim Ited 1 Port services 
- t.tlntego Shipping Services Ltl 
- Montego Stevedoring Limited] . 

35. Grains Jamaica LI~lted AgriBusiness 51% NIBJ/XTC 

36. carlttean Steel caapany t.'arufacturlng 51% NIBJ 

37. Antillean FOOd Processors Ltd.Marufacturlng Ministry of Industry. 
Production and Commerce 

38. Victoria Banana limited Agriculture 100% J.OC Gro"" Lim Ited 

39. Jamaica Bauxite Mining Coq)anyMlnlNJ 100% Ministry of Mining 
& Energy 

40. PETC()t Petroleum related 100% Ministry of Mining 
& Energy 

41. PetroJaa (Refinery) Marufacturlng 100% Ministry of Mining 
& Energy 

42. PetroJam (Belize) Marufactur Ing 100% Ministry of Mining 
& Energy 

co~ms Incl. PRELIMINARY 
PROPOSED 

).DOAL ITY fOR PR I VATI ZAT ION 

Lease of -franchise-

Sa Ie of Shares 

Sa Ie of Assets 

Sa Ie of Assets 

Sa I e of Assets 
Sa I e of Assets 
Sale of Shares 
Sa Ie of Shares 
Sale of Shares 
Sa Ie of Shares 

Sa I e of Shares 

Sa Ie of Shares 

In race Ivershlp 
Sa I e of Assets 

Sa Ie of Shares 

Lease of Assets 

Sa Ie of Shares 

Sa Ie of Shares 

Lease/Sale of Assets 
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ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES APPROVm ftR PRIVATIZATION 
PREL nil NARY ASSESSt.EKT 

1 

c::mN[KTS I~I. PREL IWlHAAY 
ENTERPRISES/ASSETS/ACTIVITIES nOJSTRY ISECTOR OWNERSHIP Sl8~CT MINISTRY/AGEtCY PROPOSED e 

MlOAlITY rOR PR I VAT IZAT'ON 

oi3. Ethano I Dehydratlcn Plant Marufactur Ing 1001 Ministry of Mining LeaselSale of Assets 
, Energy 

44. Font HIli Far. (Luana) LardlAgr lculture 1001 Ministry of Mining Sa Ie of Assets 
, Energy 

-is. Negr I J Roya I PI II Resort tap Ita IltylTcur IS'll 1em Ministry of Mining Lease of Assets 
, Energy 

46. Police Services - Garage, f\t) II c Serv Ices ·1Cm Ministry of National 
CanteS'\. Security 

47. NatiCNI SUDs Limited Aldr I Bus I ness 100% Ministry of Agriculture Sa Ie of shares 

48. Jar.a Ica Ra liway Corporat len Tr~ortatlcrl 100% Ministry of P\.bllc Lease of Assets 
Utilities and Transport Lease of franchise 

49. standard Bulldlrg Marufacturlng 100% Ministry of In:2ustry, Sa Ie of assets. 
Proou:ts Ltd. ProdJct Ion and Ccxnmerce Incluing land and 

(JAWRO) bJllding. 

SO. Jamaica [)(port Trading Co. Trading lCC JM'ROlBaric of Jama I ca Sa Ie of Shares 
(JETCO) 

51. Darllstcn Ccmu1lty Agr I Bus I ness 100% Ministry of Industry, Sa Ie of assets 
roods Ltd. PrOClJct Ion and ta:::)8rce. 

(JAAPRO) 

52. Eastern Banana Limited Agriculture ACe Group Limited Sa Ie of Shares 

53. RJR 'A' & 'C" c lass shares 
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PROSPECTS FOR OFFXCXAL DEBT CONVERSXONS: 

THE c:::.ASE OF 'X'.ANZANXA 

i. This case study of Tanzania is organized in five sections which: (i) 

provide the economic context; (ii) discuss the Tanzanian debt situation; 

(iii) analyse the debt relief measures applied so far and their effects; 

(iv) examine the scope for official debt conversions; and (v) attempt to 

indicate what impact such conversions might have. 

I Developments in the Tanzanian Economy 

1.01 Tanzania is a large, populous but extremely poor country 

considerable but as yet unexploited natural resource endowments. 

with 

Its 

economy, like that of most sub-Saharan countries, suffered many reversals 

through the 1970s which were exacerbated by inteventionist policies and 

extensive controls over virtually all aspects of economic life. These 

represented a deliberate attempt at departing from a colonial economic 

legacy in an effort to develop a self-reliant, diversified modern state 

built on collectivist principles. Successive droughts, oil shocks, the 

collapse of the East African Community of which it was an integral part, 

and the war with Uganda t~. oust Idi Amin, resulted in GDP growth 

plummetting from a robust annual average of 5.5% between 1973-78 (buoyed by 

strong coffee export prices) to less than 1% between 1979-85 with 

accelerating inflation caused by a burgeoning fiscal deficit (16% of GDP). 

Import capacity declined sharply with 1982 imports being a third below 1978 

levels resulting in further discouraging agricultural and industrial 

output. 

1.02 After experimenting with two home-grown economic revival programmes 

in 1980-81, Tanzania decided in 1982 to adopt a wider range of 

neoclassical structural adjustment prescriptions abandoning its commitment 

to African socialism. Real GDP contracted in 1983 and registered very weak 

recovery in 1984-85. Since 1986, after it adopted another comprehensive 

Economic Recovery Programme designed to attack policy and structural 

shortcomings on virtually every front, Tanzania has registered good growth 

averaging about 4' in real terms upto 1990 when the oil-price effects of 

the Gulf War and depressed coffee prices contributed to derailing it 

temporarily. The changed incentive structure resulting from an improved 

policy environment has triggered an impresive supply response. 
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Agricultural production and export volumes increased between 1987-90 as a 

result of improved producer prices, greater availability of inputs and 

access to more wage goods in rural areas. A major programme to 

rehabilitate and expand. badly run-down transport infrastructure is 

underway. 

1.03 Strong fiscal measures have steadily reduced the fiscal deficit to 

around 5.5% of GDP in 1990 though the parastatal sector continues to run· 

large deficits despite price decontrol and efforts at public enterprise 

reform. Covering these deficits through domestic credit expansion has 

ignited inflation and the government (GoT) is now preoccupied with bringing 

it under control. Tanzania's external accounts also show signs of 

'continuing structural distress; export earnings covered less than a third 

of import expenditures in 1990 with the shortfall being financed largely by 

donor grants and concessional multilateral loans at levels likely to prove 

unsustainable in the long-run. In the 1979-83 period GoT financed its net 

external account deficits by external borrowings which could not be 

serviced resulting in large arrears being incurred which caused suppliers 

credits, export. credits and trade finance to cease. Despite its poverty 

Tanzania has built up an external debt stock of nearly $6 billion, with 

large arrears and is effectively unable to borrow further on commercial 

terms. 

1.04 With greater capacity for economic research and analysis than most 

African countries, Tanzania has imbibed adjustment prescriptions with a 

more critical and careful eye (and therefore more slowly but also more 
\ 

durably). The pay-off for that approach may be that the long slow haul to . 

recovery will become more firmly rooted; though much remains to be done by 

way of continued reform, capacity-building, infrastructural investment on 

a large scale and greater involvement of the private sector in the economy. 

Macroeconomic stability remains elusive despite four years of strong growth 

with reform not having been extended fully to all sectors, the continuing 

reluctance to privatize larger parastatals, and deterioration in delivery 

capacity for social services. Exchange rate, tariff, fiscal and monetary 

reforms have all been impressive but need to be carried further. As 

increasing output growth and export earnings will depend, in the medium

term, mainly on the agricultural sector GoT has: raised producer prices 

further linking them more closely to world prices, takec steps to improve 

agricultural marketing efficiency by opening up the sector to public and 
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private agents, and has begun actively to seek new private foreign 

investment for domestic and export production. 

1.05 Tanzania enters the 1990s with a population of 24 million growing at 

over 3% annually but with a relatively undeveloped economy and a total GNP 

of just $ 2.2 billion or under $100 per capita .j.n nominal dollars. 

Agriculture accounts for over 50% of domestic output with industry 

accounting for a mere 11% (manufacturing less than 8%) and services for the 

remainder. Excluding donor support, nationally generated savings (at 5% of 

GOP ) are too low to support investment levels for internally financed, 

self-sustaining growth. In 1990 gross investment of 19% of GOP was financed 

largely (15%) by current transfers from abroad leaving little scope for 

expanding investment to needed levels of 25-27% of GDP without attracting 

much more foreign private. investment. This condition is unlikely to be met 

till the foreign private sector sees a major reduction in outstanding debt 

claims which are beyond Tanzania's capacity to service. 

II Tanzania • s Debt Problem 

2.01 In 1990 Tanzania had a debt to GNP ratio of 270%, a per capita debt 

to income ratio of 245% with an outstanding debt stock of $5.9 billion 

which, as a proportion of exports, was over 1000%. 

Tanzania's debt is depicted in Table 1 below: 

The structure of 

Table 1: THE STRUcnJREOFTANZANIA'S E\.1ERNAL DEBT 
(Amounts in millions of US Dollars) 

1970 1980 1985 1990 

Total External Debt: 205 2.447 3.577 5,866 
of which: 

Long-term Bilateral: 136 1.111 1.460 3,363 

l"fultilateral Banks: 38 518 988 1.742 
I~·IF: Q 171 58 140 
Total Multilateral: 38 689 1,046 1.882 

Pri vate guaranteed: 6 257 340 190 
Pvt. unguaranteed: II 84 19 II 
Total Private (Ln: 21 341 359 202 

Short-Tenn: Private 10 306 713 420 

Iv{emo: Total Pvt LT +ST: 31 647 1.072 622 

Source: world Deb~ Tables 1991-92~ 



2.02 Debt Stocks: Total debt has grown nearly 30 times between 1970-90 

with particularly large increases in official debt, both multilateral and 

bilateral, which together now account for over 90% of the debt structure. 

Fortunately, a large proportion of that debt is concessional -- 85% in the 

case of multilateral bank debt and 62% in the case of bilateral debt 

yielding an average concessional element of 70% in the official debt 

structure and 61% in the total debt structure. Tanzania has 33 bilateral 

creditors with 11 being owed more than $100 million each with the OSSR/CIS 

being the single largest creditor. OECD countries account for over two

th~rds of bilateral debt (the largest creditors being Germany, Italy, 

Japan, the UK and France). USSR/CIS accounts for a further 17%2 with the 

remaining 16% being attributable to OPEC oil exporters (7%) and other 

bilaterals (9%) among whom China and Brazil are by far the largest. A 

number of OECD creditors have cancelled all or part of their concessional 

claims at various times since 1985; but those cancellations have not made a 

discernible dent in reducing outstanding stocks of bilateral debt which 

have more than doubled since 1985 largely due to interest capitalization; 

Tanzania has been unable to meet its annual debt service obligations, 

except to multllateral creditors, for some time now. 

2.03 Among the multilaterals, IDA accounts for the largest share (72% of 

the total multilateral claim) with the African Development Fund being the 

next largest creditor. Non-concessional multilateral debt is attributable 

mainly to the IBRD and, to a much smaller extent, the AfDB. Unlike Zambia, 

the IMF has never been a large factor in Tanzania1s debt structure with GoT 

makinq minimal use of IMF resources. Private long-term creditors 

accounted for only 3% of total outstanding debt with ahort-term debt 

amounting to another 7%. In the private creditor category suppliers' and 

uninsured export credits (totalling $177 million) feature much more 

prominently than commercial bank loans (which amounted to a mere $16 

million) • 

2.03 Debt Servicing: Following peak payments of $183 million in 1983 the 

Tanzanian government has followed a course t?f restricting debt service 

payments only to multilateral preferred creditors. It has sought 

continuous reschedulings with its OECD and other bilateral creditors but 

debt servicing to them has not been in keeping with the terms of these 

agreements despite the concessionality of the aranqements reached. There 

have been no debt service payments made to private creditors in the last 
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few years, resulting in the cessation of trade credit facilities being 

extended to Tanzania (apart from the Bankers Trust coffee-oil facility 

which sets off coffee export earnings aganist oil-import expenditures 

within the same financial structure). Because of generous levels of grant 

financing provided by donors, Tanzania has managed to finance a gap of $1 

billion annually betwen exports and imports for the 1987-90 period. The 

debt servicing picture is portrayed in Table 2 below on the next page. 

2.04 Taking into account net flows of principal on the short-term account 

(which in 1989 resulted in a large outflow of $250 million) total debt 

service in Tanzania has fluctuated considerably. On the long-term account, 

debt service has averaged about $125 million between 1984-90 with 

relatively small fluctuations around that mean. OVer that time the share 

of multilateral creditors in long-term debt service has risen from about 

68% to nearly 88%. The movements in the short-term account represent 

mainly the bridging lonas made available for short period under the Bankers 

Trust Facility referred to earlier when there is a time lag between cash 

receipts from coffee exports and payments on oil imports. 

2.05 Total service on bilateral debt fell to average of $3 million between 

1985-88 (when payment obligations averaged about $318 annually) but 

increased to the $15-18 million level in 1989-90 (when obligations averaged 

about $155 million annually) with payments of about $8 million on average 

to OECD creditors (France, Italy, spain and the UK) and the balance 

entirely to the USSR/CIS with no payments to OPEC creditors or to other 

developing country creditors having been made since 1984. Even with an 

average concessional rate of about 3.5% applicable to its outstanding 

bilateral debt stock Tanzania' s contractual interest burden on bilateral 

debt amounts to over $100 million annually while its stretched out 

amortization schedule after rescheduling requires amortization payments of 

$50-60 million. Debt service performance on bilateral debt has been so 

poor as to warrant reconsideration of whether continuing reschedulings even 

begin to address the reality which Tanzania confronts i.e. its absolute 

inability to devote resources to bilateral debt service, even on these 

extraordinarily concessional rescheduling terms, when it confronts a 

current account imbalance of $1 billion annually and receives grant aid 

averaging $520 million annually which, together with multilateral 

concessional loan inflows, help to cover that gap. As a result of this 
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reality Tanzania had built up interest arrears of over $300 million at the 

end of 1990, mostly on the bilateral account. 

Table 2: TANZANIA'S EXtERNAL DEBT SERVICE PA Y~1ENTS 
(Amounts in millions of US Dollars) 

Total External Debt Sen'ice: 

of which: Principal 
Interest 

Bilateral: Principal 
Interest 

BDS 

Muhilateral: Principal 
Banks Interest 
~mDS: 

I~1F: Repmchases 
Charges 

FOS 

Totall\.iultilateral: Prin 
lnt 

l\IDS 

Private ouaranleed: Prin 
lnt 

PGDS 

Pvt. un2Uaranteed: Prin 
Int 

PUDS 

Total Private (Ln= Prio 
Int 

PDS 

Short-Tenn: Net Prin 
Interest 

SDS 

SOUrce: World J)eb~ ~abl .. 1991-92 

1970 

NA 

DB 

DB 

na 
m 
na 

na 

m 
na 

na 

m 
na 

Da 
m 
na 

na 

m 
na 

na 
l!! 
na 

na 
I!! 
na 

D8 

m 
D8 

1980 

lSI 

74 
77 

11 
12 
23 

8 
~ 
26 

33 

1. 
42 

41 
25 
66 

7 

1. 
14 

16 
1. 

23 

23 
14 
37 

o 
26 
26 

1985 

45 

-6 
SI 

I 
1 
2 

28 
22 
50 

8 

1 
9 

36 
23 
S9 

1 
Q 
1 

3 
! 
4 

4 
! 

-5 

-46 

~ 
-21 

1990 

126 

62 
64 

4 

II 
16 

49 
34 
83 

28 
2 

34 

77 
40 

117 

o 
Q 
o 

o 
Q 
o 

o 
Q 
o 

-16 
2 
-7 

2.06 Multilateral debt service has been met almost fully since 1987 

(though Tanzania was in arrears on the multilateral account between 1984-

86) reflectinq the priority accorded to preferred creditors after the 

government decided to pursue a route of strong adjustment under the 

auspices of the Bank and Fund. COntractual obligations to long-term 

private creditors (on suppliers and export credit account) have not been 

met at all since 1986 although the outstanding stock of debt on this 

, 
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account is shown by WDT to have diminished from $330 million in 1985 to 

$173 million in 1990. That reduction has certainly not been attributable 

to amortization payments and little information is available on whether 

debt swaps or cancellations account for the reductions • .3 Some of these 

obligations have, of course, moved from the private to the bilateral debt 

accounts when indemnities on the 80-90% portions insured by export credit 

and guarantee agencies have been paid out to suppliers and exporters from 

OECD creditor countries. Nevertheless those outstanding obligations at the 

end of 1990 would, in the absence of a restructuring agreement, still 

result in contractual obligations on around$15 million in interest charges 

and $20-30 million in amortization payments causing a substantial build-up 

of arrears on these accounts which do not appear to have been fully accrued 

in the debt data base. 

III Measures taken to provide Tanzania with Debt Relief 

3.01 Since the onset of the debt crisis Tanzania has received a 

considerable amount of debt relief in the form of Paris Club reschedulings, 

a rescheduling agreement with China (in 1986), interest rate relief on 

charges accruing. from its outstanding IBRD obligations through IDA's 

interest subsidy facility, and full or partial debt cancellations by 

several large creditors including Sweden and Norway, the UK, the US, 

Canada, France and Germany. Yet the outcome has been a considerable 

increase in its bilateral debt burdens since 1985 because the impact of 

cancellations has been more than offset by interest and arrears 

capitalization on the residual balances. The terms of Tanzania • s three 

Paris Club rescheduling agreements are shown below: 

TABLE 3: TAJ\'ZANIA'S PARIS CLUB RESCHEDULINGS. 

Date of Cut-Off 
Agreement Date 

18.09.86 30.06.86 
13.12.88 " 
16.03.90 " 

SoU%Co: World Debt Tables 1991-92 

Consolidation Period 
BeQin l:&n.:!h(~1ths) 

01.10.86 
01.01.89 
01.01.90 

12 
6 
12 

Amount 
Consolidated 

$ 644m 
$ 269m 
$ 200m 

Repavment Tenns 
~1aturity Grace 

Yrs Mth. Yrs l-.·ith 

9 6 5 0 
Menu of Options ABC 
Menu of Options ABC. 
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3.02 Since the start of the 1986 recovery programme Tanzania has been back 

to the Paris Club every two years and has requested a fourth Paris Club 

meeting in early 1992 when it hoped that Trinidad Terms would be applied. 

In 1988 and 1990 Toronto Terms were applied to Tanzania. All of the 

principal and interest payments due were consolidated with moratorium 

interest averaging 3.5\. Yet, as observed earlier Tanzania has not been 

able to meet its rescheduled payment obligations and run up a large balance 

of arrears (over $400 million by the end of 1991). The repayment burden 

will be exacerbated when the grace period allowed under the 1986 

rescheduling expires requiring the first scheduled repayments of principal 

in October 1992 which will almost certainly also go into arrears. The 

"enhanced Toronto Terms" which have been agreed by the Paris Club will 

result in much less favourable treatment than had been anticipated by the 

Tanzanian authorities. In 1986 Tanzania also negotiated the rescheduling of 

$43 million in payments due to China but not with any of its other 

bilateral creditors, many of whom it had an active trading relationship 

with, but which have since been disrupted. The World Bank is presently 

helping Tanzania formulate a strategy for dealing with non-OECD bilateral 

debt selectively by creditor, offering different options such as case-by

case reschedulings, long-term.commodity bonds, conversions for equity 

investments, and in kind payments through commodity swaps. The results of 

its study will be conveyed to the Tanzanian authorities later this year. 

3.03 Tanzania has not received any negotiated relief on its private 

commercial debt obligations largely because it has no London Club type of 

debt and its supplier creditors are too numerous to negotiate with 

collectively. It has approached the World Bank to use the IDA financed 

Debt Buyback Facility to extinguish these residual obligations through some 

type of buyback arrangement; this facet is also being considered in the 

terms of reference of the World Bank's advisory assistance. 

Prospects for Official Debt Conversions in Tanzania 

4.01 With a very large outstanding stock of bilateral debt which it is 

finding impossible to service Tanzania'S first option is to seek as much by 

way of cancellations from bilateral creditors as possible. With a cut-off 

date of June 30, 1986 the amount of eligible debt likely to be cancelled by 

the Paris Club will be less than $700 million from a bilateral debt stock 

of nearly $3.7 billion at the end of 1991 (including capitalization of 

o -
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interest in arrears) leaving a balance of $3 billion to be dealt with. 

Even if Tanzania's already low average rate of moratorium interest were to 

decline further (from 3.5' to 2.5') the resulting interest service schedule 

-- of about $75 million annually -- would still be far higher than Tanzania 

can realistically afford. This would be true even if the more generous 

version of Trinidad Terms proposed at first by the UK Prime Minister were 

to be applied resulting in a cancellation of about $1.8 billion still 

leaving a residual $1.9 billion to be dealt with. Hence other means of 

reducing the debt stock, through debt conversions, need to be actively 

explored quite irrespective of how much can be cancelled within the 

existing parameters. 

4.02 Tanzania already has a commercial debt conversion scheme though no 

details were made availa,ple on the "amount of debt that has been converted 

through it. On the face of it, the scbeme appears to be a relatively 

costly way of retiring commercial debt (mostly of overdue short-term trade 

obligations) with the Bank of Tanzania paying full face value" in T

shillings less a transaction fee of 15%_ At a secondary market price of 

10-15 ¢ when the scheme was launched, the net result was that traders in 

such debt (mainly the local Indian trading community) were able to acquire 

local currency legitimately at 25-33% of the dollar cost of T-shillings 

prevailing in the parallel market or one-sixth the cost at the off icial 

exchange rate, thus encouraging round-tripping. The competitiveness of the 

market has resulted in a rise in the secondary market price of Tanzanian 

private paper which was reported to have reasched 39-40c at the close of 

1991, still permitting traders to acquire T-shillings at a better rate than 

through the parallel market. Moreover, as the debt is exchanged for cash 

payments of the full amount of T-shillings, rather than for an instrument 

that is encashable only over a period of time, such transactions would, if 

they were sizeable, have a distinctly inflationary impact. Nor is there 

any evidence that the Tanzanian authorities are following up on whether the 

T-shilling proceeds of these debt exchanges are being used for the purposes 

intended (investment). 

4.03 As in the case of Jamaica and Zambia, the opportunities for official 

debt conversions are considerable because of the sheer size of the stock of 

public assets available for privatization in Tanzania as well as the large 

number of social purposes for which local currency proceeds from official 

debt conversions could be used. The authorities, however, are moving much 
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more slowly and cautiously on the privatization frontier than Jamaica or 

Zambia thus making it difficult to define with any precision how quickly 

such a programme could be developed and made operative. Though the 

government has approached private investors to take over some government

owned parastatals on a selective basis there is considerable political 

resistance to going ahead with privatization on any large scale because of 

concerns that it would again result in the dominance of non-indigenouB 

private businesses in the Tanzanian economy. Until such resistance is 

overcome privatization remains a sensitive issue on the economic agenda and 

an official DEep may, for that reason, be premature to float at this time. 

There is as yet no detailed privatization programme being prepared with a 

listing of those public assets which can be sold over a period of time, 

what their approximate valuation might be and what the implications are for 

the public budget of appropriately sequenced asset sales. It is clear, 

however, that those parastatals targetted for privatization will probably 

need to go through a prolonged period of financial and operational 

restructuring, (involving painful dislocations such as large-scale 

retrenchment) with significant budgetary implications, before they can be 

brought to market. 

.. 
4.04 Nonetheless the reactions of the authorities spoken to in the BoT and 

the Ministry of Finance to the idea of a privatization fund of the type 

proposed in Jamaica and Zambia was unequivocally positive. Officials in 

BoT believed that such a fund would help to address many of the concerns 

that had been expressed in Tanzania about how to get the incipient 

privatization and debt reduction programmes which the government was 

inclin~d to promote to gain impetus without stoking up inflationary flames. 

4.05 There is, in Tanzania, considerable potential for official debt

environment swaps for the preservation of wildlife herds and for the 

maintenance of its large natural reserves which are being degraded through 

deforestation and soil erosion, though it was not possible to look into 

this aspect in great depth during Phase I. These types of swaps, along 

with swaps for social expenditures (whether for health, children, or 

education) however raise the usual concerns about potential inflationary 

consequences resulting from the need to issue currency to meet the 

counterpart obligation without the assurances that such a increase in 

monetization will be offset by a reduction in pressure to create money from 

the budget deficit. In other words, such swaps can only be justified as 

! 
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long as it can be demonstrated that expenditures financed by such swaps are 

substituting for expenditures that would otherwise need to be made through 

the public expenditure programme. 

V The Impact of Official Debt Conversion in Tanzania 

5.01 As already indicated, Tanzania's large bilateral debt stock is barely 

being serviced. Hence the actual cash-flow impact of an official debt 

conversion programme is likely to be quite small. Allowing for 

cancellation along the lines that the Paris Club is likely to agree under 

the enhanced Toronto Terms now being applied for low-income debt distressed 

countries, Tanzania can expect to see about $700 million of its bilateral 

debt stock cancelled in the next rescheduling with the prospect of 

conversion (if the 10% conversion clause is inserted in the next Agreement) 

of about $80-90 million of its non-concessional bilateral debt held by 

Paris Club members. This would save about $6-7 million a year in scheduled 

interests costs between 1992-97 but would have a cash saving effect of less 

than $1 million annually in debt service. It is difficult, at this time, 

to envisage the conversion of much more than this amount (i.e. 10% of the 

outstanding debt stock) being readily absorbed until Tanzania's plans for 

privatization are much further·· advanced when conversions of larger amounts 

into equity ($100-200 million) could be quite easily absorbed through 

privatization. 

5.02 But, as has happened in the case of other countries where conversions 

have occurred on any significant scale (Chile and Mexico), it is likely 

that the economic and second-order financial impact of an official DEep 

will be far larger than the immediate cash flow savings realized in debt 

service. If an official DECP could unblock the resistance which is 

presently being experienced in moving ahead with privatization, it could 

attract new private capital flows for investment in both privatized and new 

industries for a multiple (two to three times) of the amounts beinq 

converted. It could also unleash a burst of output and export growth 

through the more productive utilization of assets which are presently being 

deployed with almost extreme inefficiency. 

5.03 These considerations suggest that a strong case exists for 

encouraging the Tanzanian authorities to develop further the idea of an 

official DECP associated with its evolving blueprints for privatization 

with UNCTAD/UNDP support under Phase II of the UNCTAD Project which would 
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provide an opportunity for the impact of an official DEep to be evaluated 

in greater detail. 

v 
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Data from the World Debt Tables 1991-92 issue have been used 
throughout this report. 

As in the case of Zambia the question arises 
arrangements could be made to repay these claims in 
maintenance of value obligations which would require 
the value of the claims currently expressed in 
extinguish the entire amount. 

as to whether 
roubles" without 
less than 5% of 
US dollars to 

The real reason appears to be that as Tanzanian debt information is 
reconstructed the outstanding claims of private creditors are being 
found to be smaller than earlier documentation (and interim 
estimates) seemed to suggest and also because they have moved from 
the private to the bilateral account after indemnities have been paid 
out by export credit insurers in their home countries. 
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